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CHAPTER 1

DOUBLE OBJECT ALTERNATIONS AND CLITICS

1.0. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, in languages with a dative alternation, dative DP arguments have a
relatively free distribution in transitive sentences, while they are subject to several
restrictions in passives and unaccusatives. In the literature, this asymmetry has been
explained either in terms o f Case theory or in terms of Locality.

In this study, I focus on the distribution of dative arguments in Greek, a language with a
distinction between a lexically specified morphological genitive and a structural
accusative Case for indirect and direct objects respectively. I argue that Greek provides
quite conclusive evidence  for an account in terms of Locality,  and  I develop an analysis
of intervention effects with datives in terms of Attract Closest (Chomsky 1995, 1998).
According to my proposal, dative arguments block NP-movement of lower nominatives
to T when they are higher and in a different minimal domain than nominatives because
they have formal features that can be attracted to T, thus qualifying as being closer to it
than nominatives. I also demonstrate that cliticization systematically constitutes an
"escape hatch" to Closest Attract violations. I provide an account for this fact in terms of
a movement approach to cliticization. I argue that in clitic-constructions the intervening
features of the dative move "out of the way" of the lower nominative, and thus Attract
Closest is respected. The overall approach pursued here leads to a view of cliticization
as feature movement to T, and clitic doubling as feature movement without phrasal
pied-piping.

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the facts I will discuss, namely the distribution
of various kinds of dative arguments in transitive and intransitive contexts.  I  establish
the Generalization in (1) concerning the distribution of DP dative arguments in Greek
(see also Anagnostopoulou 1997b, 1998a,b):

(1)       When a nominative argument undergoes NP-movement to T in the presence
a dative DP argument, the dative DP is not allowed unless it is a clitic or is
doubled by a clitic.

I also show that PP-datives are systematically ruled out with the verb fenete "seem"
which is arguably a raising verb, a fact which suggests that PP-datives also interfere
with NP-movement to T, like DP datives.

The chapter is organized as follows. Initially, I identify two types of dative constructions
in Greek, one in which the dative is a DP with morphological genitive case and one in
which it has the categorial status of a PP. I provide some prinia facie evidence that the
DP/PP alternation in Greek corresponds to the dative alternation in English. The DP



construction is similar to the double object construction in English in being licensed with
animate goals  and  only with certain semantic classes of verbal predicates.  Then I turn to  a
variant of the Genitive construction in which the DP goal is doubled by a pronominal
clutch. This construction is known in the literature by the term "clutch doubling". I
demonstrate that indirect object clutch doubling as well as simple cliticization are optional
in transitive sentences. Next I examine the distribution of dative phrases in passives,
unaccusatives and raising constructions,  and  I demonstrate that  some of the dative phrases
found in transitives are systematically excluded in intransitives. Undoubled Genitive DPs
are never possible. They are ruled out in passives, unaccusatives and raising constructions
alike. PPs are sometimes possible. They are licit in passives and unaccusatives but not in

raising contexts. Finally, cliticized/clitic doubled Genitive DPs are always licit. They are
allowed in all three environments. Thus, Greek shows interesting asymmetries in the
distribution of dative phrases in transitive as opposed to NP-movement constructions,  and
monoclausal as opposed to biclausal NP-movement constructions. In transitives all three
kinds of datives are permitted. Whenever there is NP movement to T of a deep object or a
lower subject, however, Genitive DPs are not allowed, unless they are clitic doubled or
cliticized. PPs have a wider distribution than undoubled genitive DPs but a more limited
distribution than cliticized/ clitic doubled genitive DPs. In the last part of the chapter, I
point to a number of correlations between the facts found in Greek and related restrictions
in languages that have been discussed in the literature. Many languages do not permit NP-
movement of themes in the presence of DP dative arguments in passives and/or
unaccusatives, while they permit NP movement with PPs (Larson 1988, Marantz 1993,
Baker 1988,1993, Everaert 1990, Holmberg and Platzack 1995, McGinnis 1998 among
others). Moreover, there are languages in which PPs are permitted in passives and
unaccusatives but not in raising contexts (McGinnis 1998). Finally, we also find cases in
which an othenvise banned dative argument is licensed under cliticization (Baker 1993,
1996,   McGinnis   1998) or scrambling (den Dikken   1995). Even though the restrictions
found in Greek are not unique, I have found no language showing such a consistent and

transparent pattern as Greek. There are several reasons for this that have to do with
parametric differences in the syntactic structure and the Case properties of dative
constructions found crosslinguistically. Some of these properties have been discussed in
the work ofMcGinnis (1998), others will be discussed in this work,  and yet others will be
presented here as puzzles for which I don't have a good explanation.

Before turning to a detailed presentation of the facts, a note concerning the terminology:
A discussion of dative constructions requires reference to (a) morphology (dative,
genitive, etc.), (b) syntactic function (indirect object, direct object) and (c) thematic
function (goal, experiencer, theme). Calling the PP/DP alternation "dative alternation" in a
study on Greek where the morphological case of the DP argument is actually genitive
might be confusing. Nevertheless, I stick to the term "dative alternation" because this is
the term that has been used in the literature for English and other languages. In the
literature on double object constructions, the term "dative argument" is often used to refer
to indirect objects (goals, benefactors, experiencers, possessors) regardless of categorial
status (whether they are oblique PPs or DPs) or Case (whether they have lexically

' Thanks to Henk van Riemsdijk for raising the issue.
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specified dative, genitive or structural Case). The term "dative alternation" is standardly
used to refer to the alternation concerning the categorial status of the indirect object, i.e.
whether it is a PP or a DP. For a long time it was believed that the term "dative
alternation" should be reserved only for altemations in which an oblique PP indirect object

argument is "promoted" to a DP qualifying as direct object with respect to all relevant

diagnostics, and thus characterizing exclusively alternations like the one found in English
or Swedish and Nonvegian, where the indirect object DP argument has structural Case (cf
Perlmutter & Rosen 1984, Larson 1988, Baker 1988 for example). Constructions in which
the indirect object is a DP with morphological dative or genitive Case have not been taken
into account because the DP did not qualify as a direct object with respect to its
morphological case (not accusative) and its structural properties (in most cases, the
dative/genitive does not become nominative in passivization contexts). However, later
research on languages of this type (Albanian, Icelandic) has shown that many of the
constructions in which the indirect object DP has morphological dative case qualify as
double object constructions with respect  to a number of criteria (see Marantz   1993   for

discussion), and thus they do not differ from double object constructions in, for instance,
English.  In this study, I also make this point on the basis o f a detailed analysis of Greek.  If
constructions like the one found in Greek are viewed as double object constructions, then
this leads to a characterization of the double object construction which is quite different
from  the one proposed  in the Relational Grammar literature (Perlmutter and Rosen   1984)

and adopted in the work of Larson (1988) and Baker (1988). So, I am consciously using
the term "dative alternation" for the alternation found in Greek because I want to stress

that we are dealing with a genuine dative alternation and a genuine double object
construction. I also use the term "dative argument" to refer not to an argument with
morphological dative case but to an argument with an indirect object role (goal,
expedencer, etc).

1.1. DATIVE ALTERNATIONS AND CLITICS IN GREEK

1.1.1. Goals as PPs or Genitive DPs

Greek has a dative alternation. The indirect object can be realized either as a PP or as a DP
with morphological genitive case. The two construction-types are schematically

represented in (2) (cf Tzartzanos 1945/1989, Mackridge 1985/1987, Philippaki-
Warburton 1977 among others):

(2) a. type 1: NP<theme>-PP<goal>

b.         type 2: NP<*ag ,iitive>-NP<tlienie-acc>

Type 1 consists of an accusative theme-denoting DP and a goal PP introduced by the

preposition se (to). The DP introduced by the preposition has morphological accusative
case:

(3)       0 Jannis estile to grama s-tin Maria
The Jannis(Nom) sent-3sg the letter(Acc) to-the Mary(Acc)
"John sent the letter to Mary"

3



Like English to Greek se is also used as a locative preposition.2

(4) a. John went to Holland

b.         0 Jannis pige s-tin Ollandia
The Jannis(Nom) went to-the Holland(Acc)
"John went to Holland"

Type 2 consists of two non-prepositional DPs, a goal and a theme. The goal has

morphological genitive case and the theme has morphological accusative:

(5)       0 Jannis estile tis Marias to grama
The Jannis(Nom) sent-3sg the Mary(Gen) the letter(Acc)
"John sent Mary the letter"

Greek has lost the morphological distinction between ge,zitive and dative case and has

generalized the use of genitive:3

(6) a. IDp To mellon tu Pet,-u]

IDp The future(Nom) the Pete«Gen)]
"Peter's future"

b.         Ipa tu Petru oti tha figo
Said-lsg the Peter(Gen) that FUT go- 1 sg
"I told Peter that I willleave"

1.1.2. The Genitive Construction is a Double Object Construction

Tlie alternation between a PP-dative and a DP dative illustrated above is reminiscent of
the dative alternation found in a number of languages including English:

(7) a. I gave the book to Mary

b.        I gave Mary the book

Indeed, the Greek dative alternation has many properties in common with the "dative
shift-alternation" in English (see also Markantonatou  1994).

2 The difference is that Greek se is underspecified in the sense that it is not necessarily directional. Here is
an example ofse in a locational use:
(i)           0 Jannis meni s-tin Ollandia

The Jannis(Nom) lives in-the Holland(Acc)
"John lives in Holland"

  Verbs selecting for a single DP complement assign accusative case in Modern Greek. The verb mdao
'talk' assigns genitive, but its complement can be a DP or a PP. It thus seems that Greek has a "dative
alternation" even with verbs that are not ditransitive, In this respect, Greek differs from English.

4



For one thing, the DP Genitive Construction in Greek is possible only when the goal is
animate, like the double object construction in English (see Stowell 1981 among many
others). Compare the Greek examples in (8) to their English counterparts in (9):4

(8)      stelito (SEND-verb with inanimate goal)

a.        I Ilektra estile ena dema stin Gallia PP
The Ilektra(Nom) sent-3sg a parcel(Acc) to France
"Ilektra sent a parcel to France"

b.        *I Ilektra estile tis Gallias ena dema Genitive DP
The Ilektra(Nom) sent-3sg France(Gen) a parcel(Acc)
"*Ilektra sent France a parcel"

(9) a. Mary sent the book to France pp

b.        *Mary sent France the book DP

Moreover, there are verb classes that allow the Genitive construction in Greek and
others which don't allow it, similarly to English (Oehrle 1976, Pinker 1989, Gropen et al
1989).

Pesetksy (1995:141) following Gropen et al (1989:243-5) gives a list of verb classes that
allow or disallow the double-object construction (see also Levin's 1993 classification
which will be adopted below for Greek):

Allow the double object structure
a.            inherently signify act of giving: give, pass,  hand, pay, trade,  lend,  loan, serve, feed
b.         instantaneous causation ofballistic motion: throw, toss, flip, slap,  kick, fling, shoot
c. sending: send, inail, sitip
d.             causation of accompanied motion in a deictically specified direction: bring

('cause to go here'), take (' cause to  go  away  from  here')
e. future having (commitments that a person will have something at some later

point):offer, proiitise, bequeath, leave, refer, fonvard, allocate, guarantee, allot,

4It has been suggested (cf. den Dikken 1995:127 and references cited therein) that the animacy restriction on
the double-object construction has to do with the fact that the theme and the goal entertain a possessive
relationship (while in the PP-construction the relationship between the theme and the goal is locationall. On
this view, (9b) is ill-formed because the [-animate] France cannot be a possible possessor for the letter', no

such problem arises with animates because they can be possessor. Under this reasoning, tie facts in (8) and
(9) can be related to the contrast in (i) and (ii) with possessive have/exo (cf. den Dikken 1995:128):
(i)          a.           John has the letter

b.           *France has the letter
(ii) a. 0 Petros exi to gramma

The Peter(Nom) has-3sg the letter(Acc)
"Peter has the letter.

b.           *I Gallia exi to gramma
The France(Nom) has-3sg the letter(Acc)
"France has the letter"

5



assign, allow, advance, award, reserve.
f.                communicated message:  tell,  show,  ask,  teach,  pose,  write,  spin,  read,  quote,  cite
g. instrument ofcommunication: radio, e-mail, telegraph, wire, telephone,

Iletillail, fax
h.         creation: bake, make, build cook, sew, kizit, toss (when a salad results),fix (when

dinner results),

Disallow the double object structure
a. continuous causation of accompanied motion in some manner: pull, shlep,

lift, lower, haul
b.        communication ofpropositions: say, assert, question, claim
c.               manner of speaking: shout, scream, munimr, whisper, shriek, yodel, yell
d.         fulfilling (X gives something to Y that Y deserves, needs or is worthy of): present,

provide, supply, entrust,...... [these take with]

I have examined a large number of ditransitive verbs in Greek  (more  than 100 verbs)
following Levin's (1993) classification of verbs in English. My investigation has shown
that there are predicates which permit the dative alternation in Greek and predicates which
do not permit it, like English. The clearest cases of verbs not permitting the dative
alternation are verbs expressing "communication of propositions". There are also certain
verbs translating English verbs of"transfer of message" which in Greek do not permit the
Genitive construction, while their English translations permit the double object
construction. Apparently Greek treats these verbs as verbs expressing "communication of
propositions". Another class of verbs that resists the Genitive construction in Greek are
"manner    of speaking verbs". However, there are complications with those    (see    the
discussion in footnote 6). 5

Below I provide examples with a verb from each class permitting the alternation.

(10) di110 (GIVE-verbs)

a.        0 Petros edose stin Maria to vivlio PP
The Peter(Nom) gave-3sg to the Mary the book(Acc)
"Peter gave the book to Mary"

s Verbs of motion are less clear-cut. I do not have safe intuitions concerning "carry verbs".  It is not clear to
me that they disallow the Genitive construction in Greek. This is why I do not include this class in the
presentation of the facts in the main text. Note that Levin (1993) following Green (1974) classifies "carry
verbs" (i.e. verbs denoting "continuous causation of accompanied motion in some manner") as permitting the
double object alternation, contra Pinker (1989) and Pesetsky (1995) who argue that, crucially, such verbs
don't permit it and propose specific accounts as to why this is so. Beth Levin (personal communication)
suggests that the reason why with these verbs judgements are unstable is that with many verbs it is easy to
trigger an "instantaneous causation of ballistic motion" reading. If this is true, then the arguments presented

in Pinker (1989) or Pesetsky (1995) are not challenged.
The most striking fact about ditransitives allowing the Genitive construction in Greek is that the

morphologically simpler they are and the less descriptive content they have the more likely they are to
license the Genitive construction. Similar observations apply to English (cf. Oehrle 1976, Levin 1993,
Pesetsky 1995 among others). This issue will be discussed at great length in chapter 4. Such restrictions will
be viewed as an argument for the presence of a zero a ffix in the Genitive construction.
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b.        0 Petros edose tis Marias to vivlio Genitive
The Peter(Nom) gave-3sg the Mary(Gen) the book(Acc)
"Peter gave Mary the book"

(11) xarizo (FUTURE HAVING-verbs)

a.         I epitropi xarise stin Maria to vravio pp
The committee(Nom) awarded-3sg to the Mary the prize(Acc)
"The committee awarded the prize to Mary"

i b.        I epitropi xarise tis Marias to vravio Genitive
The committee(Nom) awarded-3sg Mary(Gen) the prize(Acc)
"The committee awarded Mary the prize"

(12) fer,zo (BRING AND TAKE)

a.        Efera ston Petro to vivlio PP
Brought-1 sg to the Peter the book(Acc)
"I brought the book to Peter"

b.        Efera tu Petru to vivlio Geliitive
Cl(Gen) brought-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the book(Acc)
"I brought Peter the book"

(13) taxidro,ito (SEND-verbs)

a.        I Ilektra taxidromise ston Petro ena dema PP
The Ilektra(Nom) mailed-3sg to the Peter(Gen) a parcel(Acc)
"Ilektra mailed a parcel to Peter"

b.       I Ilektra taxidromise tu Petru ena dema Genitive
The Ilektra(Nom) Cl(Gen) mailed-3sg the Peter(Gen) a parcel(Acc)
"Ilektra mailed Peter a parcel"

(14) rixno (THROW-verbs)

a.         I Ilektra erikse ston Petro tin bala PP
The Ilektra(Nom) threw to the Peter(Gen) the ball(Acc)
"Ilektra threw the ball to Peter"

b.        I Ilektra erikse tu Petru tin bala Ge,1 itive
The Ilektra (Nom) Cl(Gen) threw the Peter(Gen) the ball(Acc)
"Ilektra threw Peter the ball"
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(15) Zito (TRANSFER OF MESSAGE-verbs)
a.         Zitisa ston Petro na erthi PP

Asked-1 sg the Peter(Gen) SUBJ come-3sg
"I asked to Peter to come"

b.        Zitisa tu Petru na erthi Genitive
Asked-1 sg the Peter(Gen) SUBJ come-3sg
"I asked Peter to come"

And here are some examples of verbs not permitting the Genitive construction:6

(16) paradexome (SAY-Verbs)

a.        Paradextika to lathos mu ston Petro pp

Admitted-1 sg the mistake(Acc) my to the Peter
"I admitted my mistake tu Peter"

b.         *Paradextika tu Petru to lathos mu Genitive
Admitted-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the mistake(Acc) my
"*I admitted Peter my mistake"

(17) parapeiiibo (refer)

a.        Jia to thema afto parepempsa tin Maria ston Petro  PP
For the matter(Acc) this(Acc) referred-1 sg I the Mary(Acc) to the Peter
"Concerning this matter I referred Mary to Peter"

b.         *Jia to thema afto parepempsa tu Petru tin Maria Geiii tive
For the matter(Acc) this(Acc) referred-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the Mary(Acc)
"*Concerning this matter I referred Peter Mary"

6In Greek, with some manner of speaking verbs, the Genitive construction is acceptable (i, ii) while with
others it is degraded (iii and example (18) in the main text):
(i)          a.           Fonaksa s-ton Petro na viasti

Shouted-I to-the Peter SUBJ hurry-3sg
"I shouted to Peter to hurry up"

b.            Fonaksa tu Petru na viasti
Shouted-I the Peter(Gen) SUBJ hurry-3sg

(ii) a. Psithirisa s-ton Alexandro na prosexi
Whispered-I to-the Alexandros SUBJ be-3sg careful
"I whispered to Alexandros that he should be careful"

b.            Psithirisa tu Alexandrou na prosexi
Whispered-I the Alexandros(Gen) SUBJ be-3sg careful

(iii) a. Mourmourisa s-ton Alexandro pos ixa kourasti

Murmured-I to-the Alexandros that was-lsg tired
"I murmured to Alexandros that I was tired"

b.            ?*Mourmourisa tu Alexandrou pos ixa kourasti
Murmured-I the Alexandros(Gen) that was-lsg tired
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(18) 11rliazo (MANNER OF SPEAKING-verbs)

a.         Urliaksa ston Petro na prosexi pp

Screamed-1 sg to the Peter SUBJ be careful-3sg
"I screamed to Peter to be careful"

b.         ??Urliaksa tu Petru na prosexi Genitive

Screamed-lsg the Peter(Gen) SUBJ be careful-3sg
"*I screamed Peter to be careful"

The above presented facts show that the Genitive construction in Greek has two
properties in common with the double object construction in English: (i) sensitivity to
animacy,  and (ii) sensitivity to the semantic properties o f the selecting predicates.

In chapter 4, I will present further evidence based on c-command, morphophonological
restrictions on the selecting predicates as well as a ban on nominalizations and

adjectival passives related to the Genitive construction, which show quite conclusively
that the Genitive construction is a double object construction.

1.1.3. Clitic Doubling of Genitives

When the indirect object is realized as a Genitive DP, it can be doubled by a pronominal
Clitic:

(19)     P(repositional)-less dative with clitic doubling
Tu edosa tu Janni to vivlio
Cl(Gen)-gave-I the John(Gen) the book(Acc)
"I gave John the book"

The construction in (19) is known in the literature as "Clitic Doubling".

Clitic Doubling is found in Romance, Greek, Bulgarian and Albanian: a clitic co-occurs
with a full phrase forming some sort of a "discontinuous constituent" with it. The two
elements, the clitic and the NP, "match" in features (cf Rivas 1977, Jaeggli 1982, 1986,
Borer 1984, Sufier 1988, Dobrovie-Sorin 1990, Sportiche 1992, Anagnostopoulou  1994
among many others). Particularly discussed in the literature is the difference between

languages like Spanish and Romanian, which have clitic doubling of (indirect or indirect
and direct) objects, and languages like French or Italian, which do not (data from Jaeggli
1982:12-13):7

Penisnular Spanish
(20)     Miguelito (le) rega16 un carmelo a Mafalda

Miguelito Cl(Dat) gave a candy a Mafalda
"Miguelito gave Mafalda a piece of candy"

7 Here I exemplify this on the basis of clitic doubling of indirect objects. See below for direct objects.
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French
(21)     Jean (*lui) a donnt des bonbons A Marie

Jean Cl(Dat) has given chocolates a Marie
"Jean gave chocolates to Marie"

Italian
(22)     Lina (*gli) lia dato una caramella a Giovanni

Lina Cl(Dat) has given a candy a Giovanni
"Lina gave a piece of candy to Giovanni"

In Greek, when the indirect object is realized as a PP, clitic doubling is ruled out (see
Dimitriadis  1999 for discussion):

(23) PP-datives cannot be doubled
*Tu-edosa to vivlio s-ton Janni
Cl(Gen) gave-I the book (Acc) P-Det (to-the) John (Acc)
"I gave the book to John"

This looks like the reverse from what we find in Spanish and Romanian where clitic
doubling is possible only with DPs that are preceded by the special prepositions a and
pe8, a fact known in the literature as Kayne's Generalization:

(24) a. La oian a la nifia Spanish
Cl-Acc,sg,femlistened-they a the girl-acc,sg,fem
"They listened to the girl"

b.         L-am vazutpe Ion Romanian
Cl-acc,sg,masc have  see pe John
"I have seen John"

BIn Romanian, clitic doubling of indirect objects  does not necessitate the presence  of pe, only direct
object clitic doubling does (see Dobrovie-Sorin 1990). Indirect object clitic doubling in Romanian is very
similar to clitic doubling in Greek. The doubled phrase is a DP with lexically specified case. Dobrovie-
Sorin (personal communication) has informed me that the morphological case for indirect objects in
Romanian is genitive, as in Greek, a fact which might be significant.

Here I exemplify Kayne's Generalization with direct object clitic doubling because it is for this
construction that the appeal to the presence of a preposition has been considered to be the crucial factor
underlying the clitic doubling parameter (see especially the discussion in Jaeggli 1986:21 who suggests
that in Peninsular Spansih accusative clitics absorb Case while dative clitics are only optional Case
absorbers, thus accounting for the fact that in this dialect of Spanish, direct object clitic doubling is ruled
out while indirect object clitic doubling is ruled in ).

It is tempting to suggest on the basis of Greek that in French, Italian, Spanish and Catalan 'a'  is
ambiguous between a true preposition and a case marker. Whenever 'a' is a preposition, doubling is not
possible, as with Greek PP-datives. Whenever 'a' is a case marker, doubling is possible, as with Greek
momhological genitive datives. This would make Greek and Spanish look alike and it would capture the
fact that dative constructions involving clitic doubling in Spanish qualify as double object constructions
(Demonte 1995). Jaeggli (1982) attempted to argue that in Rio Platese Spanish 'a' is a true preposition (in
Jaeggli 1986 he suggests that it transmits structural Case rather than assigning it), unlike French and
Penisnsular Spanish where  'a'  is a case marker.  In some sense, this is the reverse of what I am suggesting
in this footnote.
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Greek clitic doubling is not subject to Kayne's Generalization. No preposition is
possible in front of the doubled indirect object DP. The same can be observed with
direct object clitic doubling:

(25) a. Ton idha ton Petro xtes Greek
' Cl-Acc,sg,masc saw-Ithe Peter-Acc,sg,masc yesterday

"I saw Peter yesterday"

b.        To agorasa to vivlio xtes
Cl-Acc,sg,neut bought-I the book-Acc,sg,neut
"I bought the book yesterday"

In view of this difference between Romance and Greek doubling, it is important to ask
whether Greek has genuine clitic doubling of DPs. The alternative would be that Greek
only lias right dislocation, a construction which is found in all clitic languages,

regardless  of whether they have clitic doubling  or not  (see, for example, Iatridou  1991,
Kayne 1994, Zubizarreta 1998 among many others). Right dislocation is not subject to
Kayne's generalization: The example in (26) from French (Jaeggli 1986: 33) illustrates
this:

(26) Je l'ai vu, l'assassin

I saw him, the murderer

In previous work (Anagnostopoulou  1994,  1995, to appear)  I have argued in detail  that
Greek has true object clitic doubling, in the sense that the doubled DP is in an argument
position. Here I will present the evidence that, I think, most conclusively argues that
Greek has genuine doubling, i.e. that the DP is in argument position.

10

9Right Dislocation of subjects and objects has been discussed among others by Antinucci & Cinque
(1977), Bonet (1991) Calabrese (1990), Iatridou (1991), Jaeggli (1986), Vallduvi (1990/1992), and
Zubizarreta  (1994,  1998).  It is standardly assumed  that in clitic doubling the object is generated  as  a
complement of the verb while in right dislocation it is an adjunct. Recent work based on the LCA (Kayne
1994,  Cecchetto 1996, Zubizarreta 1998) analyses both constructions in terms  of  the same underlying
representation.  In both clitic doubling and right dislocation the DP starts out as a complement of the verb
and it raises to a higher position. The two constructions differ in the landing sites of the movements and
the kind of other movements (remnant movements of smaller or bigger portions of structure, massive
pied-piping) taken place in the sentence (cf. also Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1997b fora proposal for
Greek along the lines of Kayne  1994).  In the GB framework, there have  also been attempts  to put forth a
unified treatment of the two constructions. For example, Hurtado (1984) proposed that in both clitic
doubling and right dislocation the NP is an adjunct (see Jaeggli 1986 for counterarguments).
'0 In chapter 6, I will compare Greek to Spanish with respect to clitic doubling and I will point out that
the two phenomena appear to have very different aspectual properties. If we take Spanish doubling as
being a case of "genuine doubling" then Greek does not have "genuine doubling". If, on the other hand,
we define "genuine doubling" as a construction in which the doubled phrase is an argument and not an
adjunct, then Greek has genuine doubling. I take the latter definition to be relevant to what I have to say
in this work, for reasons that will become clear as we proceed. Anticipating the discussion below, only if
it can be shown that the DP is an argument, doubling can be analysed as feature movement without
phrasal pied piping.
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In Greek, objects can be doubled by clitics in VOS strings in which the object is
deaccented and the subject bears the most prominent accent in the sentence. This is
shown in (27) and (28) with a question-answer pair and a fragment of discourse
respectively. In both cases, the context ensures that the subject is nonpresupposed:

(27) a. Pjos efage tin turta? Question
Who (Nom) ate-3sg the cake(Acc)?
"Who ate the cake?"

b.        Tin efage tin turta o Jannis Answer
Cl(Acc) ate-3sg the cake(Acc) the John(Nom)
"John ate the cake"

(28) a. 0 Petros agorase ena vivlio. Ke tin alli mera, Out  of the  blue  sentence
The Peter(Nom) bought-3sg a book(Acc). And the other day(Acc)
"Peter bought a book. And the next day,"

b.         to katestrepse to vivlio enas mathitis tu Continuation
Cl(Acc) destroyed the book(Acc) a student(Nom) his
"A student ofhis destroyed this book"

In languages with right dislocation of objects but no clitic doubling of objects,
sequences like (27b) and (28b) are ungrammatical. This is the case, for instance, in
Peninsular Spanish and Catalan which lack clitic doubling of direct objects (see
Zubizarreta   1994:    197,   fn   15 and Zubizarreta 1998:156). The following sentences

illustrate this (the data below have been provided to me by Josep Quer personal

communication):

(29) a. *Lo hizo el pastel Juan Spanish
Cl(Acc) made the cake(Acc) Juan (Nom)
"Juan made the cake"

b.        *El va fer el pastis en Joan Catalan
Cl(Acc) made the cake(Acc) Joan (Nom)
"Joan made the cake"

(30) a. *La saludo a la profesora Juan Spanish
Cl(Acc,fem) greeted a the professor(Acc,fem) Juan(Nom)
"                                   "
Juan greeted the professor

b.          *La va saludar la professora en Joan Catalan
Cl(Acc,fem) greeted the professor(Acc,fem) Joan(Nom)
"Juan greeted the professor"

In Peninsular Spanish and Catalan, we only find VOS orders without clitic doubling or
constructions in which the object is right dislocated, i.e. it is deaccented following the
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subject which bears focal accent. The Spanish examples below are from Zubizarreta
(1994: 197) and (1994: 195) respectively. The former illustrates the VOS option and the
latter the clVS#0 option:

(31) a. i,Quidn comid la torta? Question
Who ate the cake?

b.         Comi6 la torta Juan Answer
Ate-3sg the cake(Acc) Juan(Nom)
"Juan ate the cake"

(32) a. Pedro compr6 un libro. Y luego, Out  of the  blue

Pedro(Nom) bought-3sg a book (Acc). And then, sentence

"Pedro bought a book. And then,"

b.        Lo destruyd un nifio # el libro Continuation
Cl(Acc) destroyed-3sg a boy (Nom) the book(Acc)
"A boy destroyed this book"

Strings corresponding to (3 lb) and (32b) are well-formed in Greek as well, as shown in
(33a) and (33b) respectively:

(33) a. Efage tin turta o Jannis VOS
Ate-3sg the cake(Acc) the Jannis(Nom)
"John ate the cake"

b.        To katestrepse ena pedhi # to vivlio ClvS#0
Cl(Acc) destroyed-3sg a child (Nom) the book(Acc)
"A child destroyed the book"

But, in addition, Greek has the option of doubling the object in VOS sequences by a
pronominal clitic, as we saw in (27) and (28). To give two more examples illustrating
the parametric difference between Greek and Peninsular Spanish, while in Greek both
(34a) and (35a) are ok in Spanish only the (35b) is. (34b) is ungrammatical:

(34) a. To sinantise to koritsi o Jannis

Cl(Acc) met the girl(Acc) the Jannis(Nom)
"Jannis met the girl"

b.         *La vio a la chica Juan
Cl(Acc) met a the girl(Acc) Juan
"Juan met the girl"

(35) a. To sinantise o Jannis to koritsi
Cl(Acc) met the Jannis(Nom) the girl
"Jannis met the girl"
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b.        La vio Juan a la chica
Cl(Acc) met Juan(Nom) a the girl
"Juan met the girl"

Importantly, doubling of indirect objects is possible (in fact, obligatory, 1, cf. Ordofiez

1997: 68) in Peninsular Spanish when the indirect object precedes the subject:

(36) a. Se lo dio a Juan Maria, (el libro)
Cl(indirect object) Cl(Acc) gave to Juan, (the book)

"Maria gave to Juan the book"

b.         *Lo dio a Juan Maria, (el libro)
Cl(Acc) gave to Juan, (the book)
"Maria gave to Juan the book"

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, it is generally agreed upon that
Peninsular Spanish has indirect object clitic doubling.

Moreover, according to Zubizarreta  (1998: 185 footnote  16)  it  is also possible  to  have
clitic doubling o f a pronominal direct object preceding the subject:

12

(37)    Lo castigo a el Maria
Cl(Acc) punished him(Acc) Mary(Nom)
"Mary punished him"

And again, Peninsular Spanish is known to have clitic doubling of full pronominal
direct objects.

On the basis of the possible and impossible patterns of doubling of objects in Spanish,
we can conclude that in this language, genuine clitic doubling is permitted when the
object precedes a non-presuppositional subject carrying the main stress of the sentence,
while right dislocation is not permitted in such environments. I will now turn to an
explanation for these facts.

In the recent literature, it has been argued that in Romance VOS orders, the subject
remains in its base position VP-internally while the object undergoes leftward
movement  to a position across the subject (cf. Zubizarreta   1994,   1998 for Spanish,

"
The obligatoriness of clitic doubling in Spanish can be accounted for if, as suggested in Stowell (1981)

and Demonte (1995), clitic doubling in Spanish is dative shift and if, as suggested in Ordofiez (1994,
1997) and Alexiadou (1999a), VOS orders involve Object Shift, and if, as argued by Collins and
Thrainsson (1993, 1996) dative shifted NPs are the only ones to undergo object shift. In Greek, indirect
object clitic doubling is optional in the VOS order:
(i)         (Tu) edose tu Jianni i Maria to vivlio

Cl(Gen) gave-3sg the John(Gen) the Mary(Nom) the book(Acc)
"Mary gave John the book"

12 According to Josep Quer (personal communication), sentences like (37) are ungrammatical. The reason
for this is that the full pronoun has emphasis, which makes emphasis on the subject impossible.
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Ordofiez    1994,     1997 for Spanish and Catalan, Cardinaletti     1997 for Italian) 13
Zubizarreta's (1994) argument is based on the fact that in VOS strings the subject is
necessarily focused while the object may bind the subject. Her overall account builds on
Cinque's (1993) algorithm according to which, the most prominent accent in S falls on
the most embedded constituent in S. Zubizarreta (1998:125-127) offers a more elaborate
version of the argument based on focus to show that the subject is in its base position.

She argues that in VOS orders the main stress of the focused subject is generated by the
Nuclear Stress Rule according to which the intonationally more prominent consituent is
the one which is lower in the asymmetric c-command ordering among two nodes

(Zubizarreta 1998: 124, (72)). More specifically, the fact that the VOS order is
incompatible with a focus-neutral intonation is taken as evidence that the main stress on
the focused subject is not due to the Emphatic Constrastive Stress Rule which is freely

assigned and metagrammatical, but rather it is due to the Nuclear Stress Rule which
depends on c-command.

It follows straightforwardly from this analysis that sentences in which a clitic doubles an

object in a position preceding the subject will be ungrammatical if clitic doubling is
impossible and grammatical if clitic doubling is possible. If clitic doubling involves
doubling of an object in argument position, then this object can move across the in-situ
subject, resulting in a grammatical sentence. On the other hand, if right dislocation
involves right adjunction of an object to VP or a larger portion of structure in the
extended projection of V, then it is impossible for a right dislocated object to occur to
the left of an in-situ subject. This is the most staightforward explanation for the Spanish
direct object facts in (29a), (30a) and (34a), which are ungrammatical, and (29b), (3Ob),
which are grammatical. The former are ungrammatical because Spanish does not have
direct object doubling, the latter are grammatical because Spanish has direct object right
dislocation. As mentioned, Spanish has indirect object doubling of DPs as well as
doubling of direct object pronouns and, for this reason, (36a) and (37) are grammatical.

Now Alexiadou (1999a) following Ordofiez (1994) and Zubizarreta (1994) argues on the
basis of intonation and binding evidence that Greek VOS orders should also be analysed
as sequences in which the subject remains in its base position while the object
undergoes leftward movement across the in-situ subject. She demonstrates that Greek
VOS orders have the same intonational properties as their Spanish counterparts and
argues that this is evidence that the subject is the most deeply embedded constituent in
such strings. Under this analysis, the grammaticality of VOS orders in which the object
is doubled and the subject is non-presuppositional carrying the main stress of the
sentence shown in (27b),  (28b),  (34a) and (i) (footnote 11) above is evidence that Greek
has clitic doubling of indirect objects, like Spanish, and direct objects, unlike Spanish.

" Ordoliez (1997) and Zubizarreta (1998) complicate further the analysis. They propose that VOS orders
do not involve just object shift but rather remnant movement and massive-pied piping. I believe that the
clitic doubling and right dislocation facts just mentioned can be most straightforwardly accounted for
under an analysis of VOS orders in terms of object shift (see Alexiadou 1999a) coupled with an analysis
of right dislocation in terms of right-adjunction. This is the line I will puruse below.
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Summarizing, so far I have argued that Greek has an alternation between a PP-dative
and a DP dative, which is similar to the dative alternation found in a number of
languages including English. In addition, Greek has clitic doubling of indirect (and
direct) object DPs and in this respect, it differs from English and many other languages.

1.1.4. Optional Clitic Doubling, Cliticization with transitive verbs

We saw that clitic doubling takes place when the dative argument is realized as a
Genitive DP. Whenever the Genitive construction is allowed, doubling or simple
cliticization are possible too. The following examples with verbs from various verb
classes illustrate this:

(38) dino (GlvE-verbs)

a.        0 Petros (tis) edose tis Marias to vivlio
The Peter(Nom) Cl(Gen) gave-3sg the Mary(Gen) the book(Acc)
"Peter gave Mary the book"

b.         0 Petros tis edose to vivlio
The Peter(Nom) Cl(Gen) gave-3sg the book(Acc)
"Peter gave her the book"

(39) xarizo (FUTURE HAVING-verbs)

a.        I epitropi (tis) xarise tis Marias to vravio
The committee(Nom) Cl(Gen) awarded-3sg Mary(Gen) the prize(Acc)
"The committee awarded Mary the prize"

b.        I epitropi tis xarise to vravio
The committee(Nom) Cl(Gen) awarded-3sg the prize(Acc)
"The committee awarded her the prize"

(40) ferno (BRING AND TAKE)

a.        (Tu) efera tu Petru to vivlio
Cl(Gen) brought-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the book(Acc)
"I brought Peter the book"

b.        (Tu) efera to vivlio
Cl(Gen) brought-1 sg the book(Acc)
"I brought him the book"
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(41) taxidr01110 (SEND-verbs)

a.        I Ilektra (tu) taxidromise tu Petru ena dema
The Ilektra(Nom) Cl(Gen) mailed-3sg the Peter(Gen) a parcel(Acc)
"Ilektra mailed Peter a parcel"

b.        I Ilektra tu taxidromise ena dema
The Ilektra(Nom) Cl(Gen) mailed-3sg a parcel(Acc)
"Ilektra mailed him a parcel"

(42) rixno (THROW-verbs)

a.        I Ilektra (tu) erikse tu Petru tin bala
The Ilektra (Nom) Cl(Gen) threw the Peter(Gen) the ball(Acc)
"Ilektra threw Peter the ball"

b.        I Ilektra tu erikse tin bala
The Ilektra (Nom) Cl(Gen) threw the ball(Acc)
"Ilektra threw him the ball"

(43) Zito (TRANSFER OF MESSAGE-verbs)

a.        Tu zitisa tu Petru na erthi
Cl(Gen) asked-1 sg the Peter(Gen) SUBJ come-3sg
"I asked Peter to come"

b.        Tu zitisa na erthi
Cl(Gen) asked-1 sg SUBJ come-3sg
"I asked him to come"

Whenever the Genitive construction is disallowed, clitic doubling and cliticization are
also impossible. Examples (44)-(46) illustrate this for certain verbs/verb classes:

(44) paradexonie (SAY-Verbs)

*(*Tu) paradextika (tu Petru) to lathos mu
Cl(Gen) Admitted-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the mistake(Acc) my
"*I admitted Peter/him my mistake"

(45) parapenibo (refer)

*Jia to thema afto (tu) parepempsa (tu Petru) tin Maria
For the matter(Acc) this(Acc) Cl(Gen) referred-1 sg the Peter(Gen)
the Mary(Acc)
"*For this matter I referred Peter/him Mary"
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(46) itrliazo (MANNER OF SPEAKING-verbs)

??(??Tu) urliaksa (tu Petru) na prosexi
Cl(Gen) screamed-1 sg the Peter(Gen) SUBJ be careful-3sg
"*I screamed Peter/him to be careful"

Moreover, inanimate goals, which are generally not allowed to surface as Genitive DPs,
cannot be realized as clitic doubled Genitives either:

(47) stelno (SEND-verb with inanimate goal)

*I Ilektra (tis) taxidromise (tis Gallias) ena dema
The Ilektra(Nom) Cl(Gen) sent-3sg the France(Gen) a parcel(Acc)
"*Ilektra sent France/her a parcel"

Thus, indirect object clitic doubling in Greek is optional. In this respect, it patterns with
direct object doubling which  is also optional (see Anagnostopoulou  1994),  in the sense

that it is not syntactically forced:4 In this work, I will not be concerned with the
conditions under which clitic doubling of objects is felicitous. I will take it that it is
optional, in the sense that its presence is not required by the syntax. Characterizing a
process as "optional" does not mean that it is trully optional; its presence or absence has

consequences  for the interpretation o f the sentence at the interfaces.

1.2. THE DISTRIBUTION OF DATIVE PHRASES IN NP-MOVEMENT CONSTRUCTIONS

So far, I have looked at transitive constructions and I have shown that Genitive DPs,
PPs and Clitic Doubled/Cliticized Genitives are all possible. When the general
preconditions for the double object construction are met, i.e. the goal is animate and the
predicate is of an appropriate semantic type, dative arguments can be PPs or genitive
DPs. In these contexts, clitic doubling or cliticization of the goal argument may
optionally take place. Once we turn to intransitive constructions, however, a different
picture emerges. Undoubled Genitive DPs are never possible. PPs are systematically
allowed in certain contexts but not in others. Finally, clitic doubled and cliticized
Genitives are always well-formed, unlike DPs and PPs. This distribution is summarized
in the table below:

(48)
Genitive DPs PPS Doubled DPs/Clitics

Passives/Unaccusatives                    *                      ok                      ok
Raising                                     *                    *ok

14The distribution of direct object clitic doubling in Greek is regulated by semantic/discourse conditions.

In general, it is felicitous with anaphoric direct object NPs and not with novel NPs. See Anagnostopoulou
1994, 1995, to appear for detailed argumentation that clitic doubling in Greek takes place with discourse

prominent DPs and Anagnostopoulou and Giannakidou  1995 for arguments that doubling clitics  must be

analysed as markers for referentiality rather than specijicity.
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In the next subsections, I will present the facts leading to (48) in detail. I will start with
Genitive DPs, then I will turn to PPs, and last I will discuss the distribution of clitic
doubled/cliticized Genitives.

1.2.1. Genitive DPs are never licit

There are three environments not permitting undoubled Genitive DPs in Greek. (i)
Passive ditransitives:5 (ii) Sentences involving an intransitive verb selecting for a goal
or an experiencer argument optionally or obligatorily. (iii) Constructions involving the
verb fellete 'seems/appears', which selects for an optional experiencer argument. In all
three constructions another argument surfaces with Nominative case. In (i) and (ii) this
is an obligatory theme argument, while in (iii) it is the subject of fenete. Arguably, in
these environments the nominative argument is a direct object or a lower subject
undergoing NP-movement to T. This is more straightforward for passives than for
intransitives and fenete-constructions. The complication with intransitives  is that Greek
does  not have tests for unaccusativity (Perlmutter 1978, Burzio   1981,   1986)  such  as
auxiliary selection  or the resulative construction (see Levin & Rapapport   1985   and

references cited therein, and Marakantonatou 1992, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou
1998a for discussion of Greek), and hence it is not immediately evident that in
constructions where genitive DPs are blocked we are dealing with an unaccusative
rather than an unergative verb. The problem withfenete is that the existence of raising in
Greek needs to be argued for, for reasons that will become clear as we proceed.

16

1.2.1.1. Passives

Greek has synthetic passives which surface with non Active, Mediopassive morphology.
The same morphology occurs with inherent reflexives, reflexives displaying "self-
incorporation" (Rivero 1992, Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999), a subclass of
middles, a subclass of inchoatives and a subclass of non-alternating unaccusatives. It
also   occurs with transitive deponent verbs (see Mackridge 1985/1987, Embick   1997,
1998 and references cited therein for a discussion of non Active voice morphology in
Greek and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998b and references   for a discussion  of
non Active voice in Greek alternating unaccusatives):

(49) a. To vivlio diavastike xtes Passives
the book (Nom) read-NAct yesterday
"The book was read yesterday"

" In this work, I will be concerned only with ditransitives selecting for a goal argument. Benefactors pose
additional complications, as will be discussed in the appendix to chapter 6.
I6 There is an additional complication, namely that in Greek VS, VSO orders are freely permitted

(Philippaki-Warburton 1985, Tsimpli 1990, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998c among many others),
unlike English and many other languages.  For the most part o f this chapter, I will abstract  away  from this
and I will present examples in which the nominative argument surfaces in a preverbal position. At the end
of this chapter, I will come back to this and I will propose that when I use the term "NP-Movement" for
Greek I actually mean some sort of "covert" NP-movement (or overt movement which is not phrasal, see

Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998c).  In the course  of the discussion it will be made clear that covert
NP-movement in Greek is actually overt FF movement.
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b.         I Maria htenizete Reflexives
The Mary(Nom) combs-NAct
"Mary combs herself'

c.       I Maria afto-katastrefete Self-Reflexives
The Mary(Nom) self-destroys-NAct
"Mary destroys herself'

d.        To vivlio diavazete efkola Middles
the book (Nom) reads-NAct easily
"The book reads easily"

e.        I supa kaike Inchoatives
The soup(Nom) burned-NAct
"The soup burned"

f.        Metahirizome to leksiko Deponents
Use-NAct the dictionary
"I use the dictionary"

There is evidence that Greek has passivization as a syntactic process distinct from the
formation of middles, inchoatives and reflexives.,The preposition apo (lit. from) is
possible only in passives when it introduces a DP denoting the agent functioning as a
"by-phrase" (Alexiadou &Anagnostopoulou 1998b). Thus, the inchoative in (50a) is
incompatible with such a PP while the passive in (5Ob) is compatible with it: 17

(50) *I supa kaike apo ton Janni
The soup(Nom) burned-NAct from the John
"*The soup burned by John"

b.        To vivlio diavastike apo ton Janni
the book (Nom) read-NAct from the John
"The book was read by John"

With ditransitive verbs permitting the Genitive construction in the active, Genitive DPs
are not allowed in passives:8 Consider the intransitive variants of the verbs di,zo (give),
xarizo (give, award), taxidromo (mail), and stelno (send), which were shown to license
the dative alternation in the active:

(51) a. ?*To vivlio dothike tis Marias apo ton Petro
The book(Nom) gave-NAct,3sg the Mary(Gen) by the
Peter(Acc)
"?*The book was given Mary by Peter"

17 Further evidence comes from "imperfect control" (Wurmbrand 1998) which is possible in passives  but
not in inchoatives (cf. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998b for discussion). In the text, I gloss non
Active morphology as NAct, regardless on whether it surfaces with passives or other intransitives.
18The observation concerning passivization is due to Markantonatou (1994).
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b.        ?*I xrisi sfera xaristike tis Marias apo tin epitropi
The golden globe(Nom) awarded-NAct,3sg the Mary(Gen) by
the committee(Acc)
"?*The golden globe was awarded Mary by the committee"

c.        ?*I anafora taxidromithike tu Petru(Gen) apo tin Ilektra
The report(Nom) mailed-NAct,3sg the Peter(Gen) by
the Ilektra(Acc)
"?*The report was mailed Peter by Ilektra"

d.        ?*To isitirio stalthike tu Petru sistimeno apo tin Maria
The letter(Nom) sent-NAct,3sg the Peter(Gen) registered(Nom)
by the Mary(Acc)
"?*The ticket was sent Peter registered by Mary"

In the examples  in  (51),  the verb surfaces  with non Active morphology, the agent  is
expressed in the apo-phrase, the theme is nominative and the goal is a genitive DP. The
deviance of these examples shows that the goal cannot be a genitive DP when the theme
is passivized. Indeed, when the goal DP is not expressed such examples become

grammatical:
19

d'.      To isitirio stalthike sistimeno apo tin Maria
The letter(Nom) sent-NAct,3sg registered(Nom)
by the Mary(Acc)
"The ticket was sent registered by Mary"

1.2.1.2. Uitaccrisatives

Alternating Unaccusatives.

There are ditransitive verbs which cannot form a passive,20 yet they have intransitive
variants which are arguably unaccusative. These verbs permit Genitive DPs in the active
and do not permit them when used intransitively. In what follows, I will discuss some
individual cases.

The first case is an alternation displayed by the verb pernao:

(52) a. I Artemis perase tis Melitas to kimeno me fax transitive
The Artemis passed-3sg the Melita(Gen) the text with fax
"Artemis passed Melita the text with a fax"

b.        ?*To kimeno perase tis Melitas me fax intransitive
The text(Nom) passed-3sg the Melita(Gen) with fax
"The text passed to Melita with a fax"

19 It is not always possible to ommit the goal in such examples.
29'assivization is not very productive in Greek, for reasons that are not clear.
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The intransitive pernao in (52b) is ilichoative. There is no special morphology

associated with it, thus corresponding to the causative-inchoative alternation in
languages like English where the inchoative is never associated with special
morphology. As mentioned, inchoatives in Greek are sometimes marked with non
Active morphology and sometimes unmarked morphologically. Levin and Rappaport
(1995) argue that participation in the causative/inchoative alternation is an
unaccusativity diagnostic. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998a,b) make the same
point for Greek. This means that in (52b), the subject has moved from a "deep object"
position. As in the passive, the goal cannot be a DP and the sentence becomes well-
formed when the goal is absent:

b'.      To kimeno perase me fax
The text(Nom) passed-3sg with fax
"The text passed with a fax"

There is another sense in which intransitive periiao is used, namely as a sensation

predicate. The dative argument is understood as an experiencer rather than a goal and it
cannot be a genitive DP, as shown in (53):

(53)     0 ponokefalos perase (?*tu Petru) ksafnika intransitive
The headache(Nom) Cl(Gen) passed-3sg the Peter(Gen) suddenly
"Suddenly, Peter stopped sufferring from the headache"

Even if this sense of per,zao is not related to the transitive pet-,lao by the causative

alternation, Campbell and Martin (1990) have argued convincingly that sensation
predicates are unaccusative. Once again, we see that there is a correlation between the
unaccusativity of the predicate and the unavailability of a genitive DP.

Another ditransitive verb participating in the causative alternation in Greek is partisiazo
(present). The intransitive variant of pamsiazo is interpreted as a r€#exive or as a verb
of appearance. The genitive DP goal is ungrammatical in this case as well, as shown in
(54):

(54) a. 0 Petros parusiase tu Jorgu ti lisi sto provlima / tin gineka tu
The Peter(Nom) presented-3sg the George(Gen) the solution(Acc)
to the problem / the wife (Acc) his
"Peter showed George the solution to the problem / his wife"

b.         I lisi / i Maria parusiastike (?*tu Jorgu) ksafnika
The solution(Nom) / the Mary(Nom) presented-NAct,3sg
the George(Gen) suddenly
"All o f a sudden, the solution / Mary appeared to George"

Another alternating ditransitive verb in Greek is pao/pigeno. Active pao/pigeno means

"take" and it licenses the Genitive construction:
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(55)     I Maria pige tu Petru ligo fagito
The Mary(Nom) took-3sg the Peter(Gen) some food(Acc)
"Mary took Peter some food"

Intransitive pao means  "go"  or "get":

(56) a. 0 Jannis pige stin Ameriki PP
The John(Nom) went to-the US
"John went to the US"

b.        To vivlio pige stin Maria me kathisterisi PP
The book(Nom) went to-the Mary with delay
"The book got/went to Mary with a delay"

In contexts like (56b) the goal argument cannot be a Genitive:

(57)     ?*To vivlio pige tis Marias me kathisterisi
The book(Nom) went the Mary(Gen) with delay
"The book got/went to Mary with a delay"

In its intransitive use the verb pao is almost certainly an unaccusative, not only because
it participates in the causative alternation but also because it is a telic verb of inherently
directed motion.2, Such verbs are consistently classified as unaccusative in languages
with unaccusativity diagnostics.

There are two more verbs that I want to discuss before closing the discussion of
alternating verbs. These are the verbsBronze (behave) and rixnonie (throw myself, flirt)
which have the same stem as the active forms ferno (bring) and rixno (throw), perhaps
being related to the active forms by reflexivization. The same pattern shows up here as
well. The genitive is possible in the transitive and impossible in the intransitive:

i'Note that verbs of inherently directed motion do not participate in the causative alternation in English,
something which according to Levin & Rappaport (1995), is due to the non-causative nature of such
verbs. According to Levin & Rapapport, their argument is projected as an internal argument because it
undergoes a directed change (telicity). 'For Hale and Keyser's (1993, 1997, 1998) configurational theta
theory, the fact that these verbs are non-alternating is a problem, because in their system, transitivization
of unaccusative verbs comes for free. This is why the Greek verb pao is particularly interesting: because
it can be used transitively with the meaning "take". Another interesting such case is the verb petao (lit.

fly) which can be used in a ditransitive frame in the meaning of throw and in an unaccusative-ditransitive
frame meaning "throw myself abruptly in front of somebody". In the latter case, it is used as a verb of
appearance  and it requires clitic doubling of the dative argument.

Coming back to pao. the existence of this verb in Greek could be viewed as evidence that in
English as well "go" alternates with "take" but there is stem suppletion which obscures the alternation. In
the framework of Distributive Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993), Marantz (1996) argues that elements
which show stem suppletion are grammatical morphemes rather than lexical elements, i.e. they are part of
a Universal inventory of functional elements. This predicts that stem suppletion will be limited to a finite
number of light elements encoding the minimum of information. For example, light verbs and auxiliaries
in the domain of verbal elements.  That the pair "take-go" belongs to this class is plausible.
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(58) a. I Maria efere tu Petru to grama transitive
The Mary(Nom) Cl(Gen) brought-3sg the Peter(Gen) the letter(Acc)
"Mary brought Peter the letter"

b.       I Maria ferthike (?*tu Petru) kala iii transitive
The Mary(Nom) brought-NAct the Peter(Gen) good

"Mary treated Peter well / Mary behaved well"

(59) a. I Maria erikse tu Petru tin bala transitive
The Mary(Nom) Cl(Gen) threw-3sg the Peter(Gen) the ball(Acc)
"Peter threw Peter the ball"

b.        I Maria rixtike (?*tu Petru) sto party intransitive
The Mary(Nom) Cl(Gen) threw-NAct,3sg the Peter(Gen) in-the party
"Mary threw herselfon Peter in the party"

Even though it is not clear that the active and non-active forms in (58) and (59) belong
to tlie same lexical entry (there is a considerable difference in meaning in both cases),
the presence of non-Active morphology is evidence for NP-movement, if, as argued by

Embick (1998) and Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998b), this morphology is realized
in NP-movement contexts in Greek. 22

All the cases discussed so far involve alternating ditransitive verbs which permit
Genitive DPs in the active and do not permit them in the inchoative.

Non-Alternating Unaccusatives

Intransitive verbs not participating in the causative alternation can be classified as
unaccusative on the basis of a number of tests that,  if used with caution, may distinguish
between unergatives and unaccusatives (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998a):

(a) Aspectual sensitivity of unaccusative verbs to the referential properties of subjects.
As stated in Markantonatou (1992), unaccusative past tense varies between a telic and
an atelic reading depending on the referential properties of the subject: a cumulative NP
may yield an atelic reading but a quantized NP yields only a telic reading:

(60) a. O Janis eftase stin Athina
The-John (Nom) arrived-PERF-3sg to-the Athens

b.         *0 Janis eftane stin Athina epi meres
The John (Nom) arrived-IMP-3sg in the Athens for days

'.--Deponent verbs are the only transitive verbs with non-active morphology, but they are inherently
specified for this morphology in Greek. As extensively discussed by Embick (1997), deponent verbs are
never related to an active form. The verbsferome and rixnome are.
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c. Turistes eftanan sto aerodromio epi meres
Tourists (Nom) arrived-IMP-3sg to the airport for days

d.         I Maria tilefonuse epi 10 lepta
The-Mary (Nom) phone-IMP-3sg for 10 minutes

(b)Bare plurals. As pointed out by Torrego (1989) for Spanish, unergatives do not
tolerate bare plurals in postverbal subject position, while unaccusatives do. Similar
observations hold for Greek:

(61) a. *epeksan pedhia b. eftasan pedhia

played children arrived children

c) Sub-extraction. As shown in (62), possessor sub-extraction is possible from the
postverbal subject o f an unaccusative verb but not from that of an unergative:

(62) a. tinos eftase to pedhi? b. *tinos perpatise to pedhi?
whose arrived the child whose walked the child

Such verbs do not permit undoubled genitive DPs, as shown below:

Verbs  of Motion

(63) a. To grama irthe (?*tis Marias) me kathisterisi
The letter(Nom) came the Mary(Gen) with delay
"The letter came (to Mary) with a delay"

b.       0 Jannis ksefige (?*tis Marias) me diplomatia
The John(Nom) escaped the Mary(Gen) with diplomacy
"John diplomatically escaped (Mary)"

Verbs of Appea,ance

(64)     To provlima proekipse (?*tis Marias) kasfnika
The problem(Nom) emerged the Mary(Gen) suddenly
"The problem emerged (to Mary)  all of a sudden"

Other unaccusatives

(65) a. 0 kafes den eftase (?*tu Petru)

The coffee not reached-3sg the Peter (Gen)
"The coffee was not enough (for Peter)"

b.        Aftos o misthos den arki (?*tu Petru)
This the salary(Nom) not is sufficient-3sg the Peter(Gen)
"This salary is not sufficient (to Peter)"
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All these examples once again show that Genitive DPs are systematically excluded with
unaccusative predicates.

Unaccusative Expel-iencer-Object constructions

Experiencer object predicates that belong to Belletti & Rizzi's (1988) piacere class do
not permit a Genitive experiencer, like passives, alternating and non-alternating
unaccusatives. Three such examples are illustrated below:23

(66) a. ?*Afta ta vivlia aresun tu Petru poli
These the books please-3plthe Peter(Gen) much
"Peter likes these books a lot"

b.         ?*Afta ta vivlia den gustarun tu Petru katholu
These the books not please-3pl the Peter(Gen) much
"Peter does not like these books at all"

13Not many verbs belong to this class in Greek. I have found two more verbs that can be used in such a
frame. The first one is mdao (lit talk) which admits a use as an experiencer predicate in examples like the
following:
(i)          a.           Afto to ergo itan to mono pu milise ston Petro

This the work(Nom) was the only(Nom) that talked-3sg to-the Peter
"This was the only piece of art that appealed to Peter"

b.          ?*Afto to ergo itan to mono pu milise tu Petru
This the play(Nom) was the only(Nom) that talked the Peter(Gen)
"This was the only piece of art that appealed to Peter"

In this use, the dative argument cannot be realised as a Genitive, as with experiencer object predicates of
the type illustrated in the main text. Whenever the dative is understood as a goal and the subject as an
agent, a genitive DP is permitted:
(ii)        I Maria milise tu Petru amesos molis ton idhe

The Mary(Nom) talked the Peter(Gen) immediately when Cl(Acc) saw-3sg
"Mary talked to Peter as soon as she saw him"

Another verb that can be grouped together with Experiencer Object predicates of this class is the verb
rriazome (need). Levin (1993:194) classifies such verbs in English separately from psych verbs under the
category verbs  of desire, but she notes the similarities between the two verb classes. This verb patterns
with aresi, gustari, fei and milai in all relevant respects:
(ii) a. Afta ta vivlia itan ta mona pu xriastikan ston Petro

These the books(Nom) were the only(Nom) that needed-3pt to-the Peter
"These were the only books that Peter needed"

b.          Afta ta vivlia itan ta mona pu xriastikan (?*tu Petru)
These the books(Nom) were the only(Nom) that needed-3pl the Peter(Gen)
"These were the only books that Peter needed"

Finally, there is a class of idiomatic expressions formed with verbs like spai (break), varai (hit) and

others which, in combination with an accusative feminine clitic (with no meaning), are systematically
used as experiencer predicates taking a nominative theme subject and a Genitive clitic doubled
experiencer (the PP option is not available with these verbs):
(iii) I simberifora su ?*(tu) tin espase tu Petru ipervolika

The behavior yours(Nom) Cl(Gen) Cl(Acc) broke-3sg the Peter(Gen) tremendously
"Your behavior irritated Peter tremendously"
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c.        ?*Tipota den ftei tu Petru para mono i dulia tu
Nothing not is fault-3sg to-the Peter than only his job
"Nothing bothers Peter but his job"

These predicates are considered in the literature to be uncontrovercially unaccusative. In

languages like Italian, they form the Perfect with auxiliary be and they cannot be
passivized (see Belletti & Rizzi  1988 and especially the discussion in Pesetsky 1995).

Most of the unaccusativity diagnostics that are found in Greek cannot easily apply to
these predicates   due to their stativity (see Anagnostopoulou 1999a, Alexiadou   and
Anagnostopoulou 1998a for discussion). There  is  one test, however, that shows  that
these predicates in Greek do not have a thematic subject position.

Iatridou & Embick (1997) have demonstrated that "featureless, default" pro referring
back to CPs/IPs is never licensed in thematic positions, while expletive pro can be used
in environments following a CP/IP. As a result, we find the contrast in (67) in Greek
and other pro-drop languages:

(67) a. *An argisoume poles fores pro   tha pisi tin Maria na mas
if we are late many times pro FUT convince the Mary SUBJ to us
agorasi aftokinito
buy car
"If we are often late it will convince Mary to buy us a car"

b.              An  argisi o Kostas pro tha ine dropi
I f is late the Kostas pro FUT be shame

"If Kostas is late, it will be a shame"

Applying this test to Experiencer Object-predicates of this class shows that they don't
have a thematic subject. In other words, (68) patterns with (67b) rather than (67a):

(68)     An [argisi o Jannisj]k projg den tha mu aresi

I f is late the John, not FUT me(Dat) like-3sg
"If John is late I will not like it"

In conclusion, Greek Experiencer Object predicates of the piacere class can be shown to

qualify as unaccusative. And again, they do not permit a Genitive DP experiencer.

1.2.1.3. The verb fenete

The verb fenete 'seems/appears' which may take an experiencer argument if this is a
clitic (69a) does not permit a genitive DP experiencer, as shown in (69b):

(69) a. 0 Jannis (tis) fenete eksipnos
The Jannis (Nom) Cl(Gen) seems intelligent
"John seems (to her) to be intelligent"
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b.        *0 Jannis fenete tis Marias eksipnos
The Jannis (Nom) seems the Mary(Gen) intelligent
"John seems to Mary to be intelligent"

When the complement offenete is a predicate adjective as in (69), agreement with the

subject is obligatory. This is shown in (70):

(70) Ta pedhia fenonte/*fenete eksipna

The children seem-pl/seem-sg intelligent
"The children seem intelligent"

If we assume that (69)/(70) is a construction in which fellete takes a snnall clause

complement the subject of which raises to Spec,TP, then the fact that the genitive DP  is
excluded can be linked to the presence of NP-movement of the nominative argument,
similarly to passives and unaccusatives discussed in the previous section. For the time
being, I will assume that this is the correct analysis for (69), (70). In chapter 5 such
examples will be discussed in detail. It will be argued that the raising analysis is indeed
correct.

Whenfenete takes a clausal complement and an experiencer argument is present, again
it can be a clitic but not a full DP, a fact which can be linked to the presence of raising.
But here there is a twist. Greek lacks infinitives and makes use of subjunctive clauses
instead.24

(71) a. Ta pedhia dhen tis fenonte na dhiavazoun

The children(Nom) not Cl(Gen) seem-3pl SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to her to study"

b.         *Ta pedhia dhen fenonte tis Marias na dhiavazoun
The children(Nom) not seem-3pl the Mary(Gen) SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to Mary to study"

The obvious complication with such examples is that a raising analysis for them would
be controversial. It is standardly assumed that raising takes place from Caseless
positions. Since the lower clause has agreement, and given that agreement is often
assumed to correlate with, or be the reflex of, structural Case (see especially Chomsky
1998 bulilding on George and Komfilt 1981), the question that arises is whether (71)
can plausibly be claimed to be a true raising construction. In chapter 5, I will point out
that there are strong arguments that Greek has raising, thus challenging the view that
Case and agreement are sides of the same coin (see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou
1999b for discussion). I will also argue that fenete is a raising predicate and (71) a
raising construction. I have decided to postpone this discussion until chapter 5 because

it is too long and complicated to be included in a chapter that presents an overview of all

24The status of na-subjunctive complements has been discussed extensively in the literature on Greek (for
recent literature see Agouraki 1991, Philippaki-Warburton 19923, Terzi 1992b, Iatridou 1988/1993,
Varlokosta 1994, Giannakidou 1997, Quer 1998 among others).
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facts. Nevertheless, I would like to include here a few observations showing that in
certain respects Greek subjunctives pattern with infinitivals rather than Romance
subjunctives.

Despite the fact that Greek does not have infinitives, it has been argued to have Control
(Iatridou 1988/1993, Terzi 1992a, 1992b, Varlokosta 1994, Varlokosta and Hornstein
1993):

(72) a. Ksero na kolimbao/*kolimbas

I  know SUBJ swim-1 sg/swim-2sg
"I can swim"

b.        Elpizo na ertho / erthis

Hope-I SUBJ come-1 sg/ come-2sg
"I hope to come/I hope that you will come"

In (72a) the lower and the higher verb must have the same subject while in (72b) this is
not necessary.  Thus, the former example is a case of obligatory Control while the latter
not (coreference is possible but not obligatory). The fact that Greek subjunctives display
obligatory Control shows that they pattern with infinitivals rather than Romance
subjunctives which show obviation. This has been stressed and discussed particularly by
Terzi (1992a,b).

Iatridou (1988/1993) has argued that there is a correlation between Control and the
Tense-specification of the embedded clause. When the embedded clause cannot show
the [+/- Past] distinction (73a), Control is obligatory (72a). When the [+/-Past]
distinction is possible (73b), obligatory Control does not take place (72b):

(73) a. *Ksero na kolimbisa

Know-I SUBJ swim-Past

b.        Elpizo na irthe
Hope-I SUBJ come-Past

On the basis of facts of this sort, Iatridou argues that absence of Tense implies absence
of Nominative Case. Control takes place whenever there is no nominative Case in the
lower clause due to the absence ofTense.

Coming now to thefenete-examples discussed above, note that when the complement of
fenete is a full clause, agreement of the subject with»iete is optional. Whenfenete does
not agree with the subject it shows third person singular default agreement:

(74)     Ta pedhia fenonte/fenete na doulevoun/*doulevi
The children seem-pl/seem-sg SUBJ work-pl/*work-sg
"The children seem to work"
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Interestingly, there is a correlation between the agreement pattern in the higher clause
and the tense specification in the lower clause.25 When there is agreement between the

subject and fenete, the lower clause cannot have Past Tense. When there is no
agreement, Past Tense is possible:

(75) a. *Ta pedhia fenonte na doulepsan

The children seem-pl SUBJ worked-Past
"The children seem to have worked"

b.        Ta pedhia fenonte na doulevoun
The children seem-pl SUBJ work-Present
"The children seem to work"

(76) a. Ta pedhia fenete na doulepsan

The children seem-sg SUBJ worked-Past
"The children seem to have worked"

b.        Ta pedhia fenete na doulevoun
The children seem-sg SUBJ work-Present
"The children seem to work"

If we assume following Iatridou (1988/1993) that absence of +/-Tense specifications
correlates with absence with Nominative Case, then it can be plausibly suggested that
whenever the subject agrees with the higher verb it has raised from the lower clause
because it cannot be licensed for Case there. The raising analysis in turn permits us to
treat the ungrammaticality of the genitive DP experiencer as one more instance of the
correlation between NP movement of a nominative argument and the unavailability of
Genitive DPs found in Greek.26

1.2.2. PPs are sometimes licit

Unlike Genitive DPs, PPs are licensed in passives, inchoatives, non-alternating
unaccusatives and experiencer object constructions. Below are examples from each
category:

(77) a. To vivlio dothike s-tin Maria Passive
The book(Nom) gave-NAct,3sg to-the Mary
"The book was given to Mary"

b.         I lisi / i Maria parusiastike ston Jorgo Unaccusative

The solution(Nom) / the Mary(Nom) presented-NAct,3sg (alternating)
the George(Gen)
"The solution / Mary appeared to George"

25•rhis has been first noted and discussed by Iatridou (1988/1993).
26 Keep in mind that an obligatory Control analysis of such examples a priori is also possible, in which
case the ungrammaticality of the Genitive DP cannot be linked to the facts discussed in the preceding
sections. I will come back to the Control vs. Raising issue in chapter 5.
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c.        To grama eftase s-tin Maria Unaccitsative

The letter(Nom) got-3sg to-the Mary (lion-alternating)
"The letter got to Mary"

d.        To vivlio aresi s-tin Maria Expel-iencer Object
The book(Nom) appeal-3sg to-the Mary predicate
"The book appeals to Mary"

On the other hand, experiencer PPs with the verb fenete 'seem' are ruled out. This is
illustrated in (78a) and (78b) with a predicate adjective and a subjunctive clause

respectively:

(78) a. ?*0 Jannis fenete stin Maria eksipnos

The Jannis seems to the Mary intelligent
"John seems to Mary to be intelligent"

b.         *?Ta pedhia dhen fenonte s-tin Maria na dhiavazoun
The children not seem-3pl to the Mary SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to Mary to study"

Thus, PPs have a mixed distribution. They are licit in monoclausal constructions
(passives, unaccusatives) and illicit in biclausal (raising) constructions.

1.2.3. Doubled/Cliticized DPs are always licit

Finally, clitic doubled/cliticized genitives are freely allowed in all contexts, i.e.
passives, unaccusatives and raising constructions, unlike Genitive DPs and PPs:

Passives

(79) a. To grama tu taxidromithike tu Petru(Gen) xtes Doubled DP
The letter(Nom) Cl(Gen) mailed-NAct,3sg the Peter(Gen) yesterday
"The letter was mailed to Peter yesterday"

b.        To grama tu taxidromithike xtes Simple Clitic
The letter(Nom) Cl(Gen) mailed-NAct,3sg yesterday
"The letter was mailed to him yesterday"

Alternating Unaccusatives

(80) a. To vivlio tis pige tis Marias me kathisterisi Doubled DP
The book(Nom) Cl(Gen) went the Mary(Gen) with delay
"The book got/went to Mary with a delay"

b.        To vivlio tis pige me kathisterisi Simple Clitic
The book(Nom) Cl(Gen) went with delay
"The book got/went to her with a delay"
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Non-Alternatiiig Unaccusatives

(81) a. To grama.tis irthe tis Marias me kathisterisi Doubled DP
The letter(Nom) Cl(Gen) came the Mary(Gen) with delay
"The letter came to Mary with a delay"

b.        To grama tis irthe me kathisterisi Siniple Clitic
The letter(Nom) Cl(Gen) came with delay
"The letter came to her with a delay"

Experiencer Object predicates

(82) a. To vivlio tis aresi tis Marias Doubled DP
The book(Nom) Cl(Gen) appeal-3sg the Mary(Gen)
"The book appeals to Mary"

b.       To vivlio tis aresi Simple Clitic
The book(Nom) Cl(Gen) appeal-3sg
"The book appeals to her"

Raising constructions

(83) a. 0 Jannis tis fenete tis Marias eksipnos Doubled DP

The Jannis Cl(Gen) seems the Mary(Gen) intelligent
"John seems to Mary to be intelligent"

b.       0 Jannis tis fenete eksipnos Siinple Clitic
The Jannis Cl(Gen) seems intelligent
"John seems to her to be intelligent"

(84) a. Ta pedhia dhen tis fenonte tis Marias na dhiavazoun Doubled DP

The children not Cl(Gen) seem-3pl the Mary(Gen) SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to Mary to study"

b.         Ta pedhia dhen tis fenonte na dhiavazoun Simple Clitic
The children not Cl(Gen) seem-3pt SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to her to study"

Thus, while in contexts in which full DPs are legitimate, clitic doubling and cliticization
are optional, in contexts in which full DPs are not allowed clitic doubling or cliticization
are obligatory. In other words, cliticization/ clitic doubling is an escape hatch for the
double object construction in NP-movement contexts.

1.2.4. The complex distribution of dative phrases in Greek

The complex distribution of dative phrases in Greek is summarized in the table below:
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(85)

Genitive DPs PPS Doubled DPs/Clitics

Transitives                                         ok                        ok                          ok
Passives/Unaccusatives                       *                         ok                          ok
Raising *             *              ok

In the next section, the Greek patterns illustrated in (85) will be linked to a number of
related facts found in English, Bantu languages, French, Italian, and Dutch.

1.3. CROSSLINGUISTIC CORRELATIONS

In this section, I will compare the facts found in Greek to a number of related facts in
other languages. I will demonstrate that many languages do not permit NP-movement of
themes in the presence of DP dative arguments in passives and/or unaccusatives, while
they permit NP movement with PPs (English, "asymmetric/partial" double object
languages more generally). Moreover, we also find languages (French, Italian) in which
dative arguments are ungrammatical in raising constructions, and grammatical in
passives and unaccusatives, similarly to PPs in Greek. Finally, there are also cases in
which an otherwise banned dative is licensed under cliticization or pronominalization in
passives (English), unaccusatives (Sesotho Chichewa) or raising (French, Italian). At the
end of this section, I will discuss Dutch, which shows a number of complex restrictions
on dative arguments in NP-movement constructions, and I will point to the fact that
scrambling of datives is employed as an escape hatch  for the double object construction
in passives and certain unaccusatives, similarly to cliticization in Greek.

1.3.1. DPs vs. PPs

1.3.1.1. English

As is well known, in all dialects of English, so called "indirect" or dative passives as in
(86b) which involve passivization of the indirect object and are related to the double
object construction (86a), are well formed:

(86) a. John sent Mary a letter

b.        Mary was sent a letter

Indirect passives contrast with "direct passives" in (87) which display passivization of a
direct object in the presence of a "dative shifted" indirect object DP. These are judged as

"quite marginal" by Larson (1988) and others:

(87) ?*A letter was sent Mary
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When the theme undergoes passivization in the presence of a PP-goal the resulting
sentence is grammatical:

(88)     A letter was sent to Mary

Greek does not have indirect passives, unlike English:

(89) *I Maria dothike to vivlio
The Mary(Nom) gave-NAct,3sg the book(Acc)
"Mary was given the book"

The ungrammaticality of (89) can be linked to the fact that in Greek, indirect objects

have genitive case. It is generally the case that only DPs with accusative case may
become nominative under passivization (though in chapter 2 we will see that Japanese is
an exception to this). Following Marantz (1991) I will assume that there is a distinction
between lexically governed case (dative, genitive), and what he calls dependent case
(accusative), which I will continue to call structural accusative following standard
literature. The former is retained throughout a derivation, while the latter may become
nominative in NP-movement constructions. Marantz (1991) argues that this distinction
has to do with realization of case in the morphological component, and that
morphological case should be completely dissociated from Abstract/Structural Case (see
also  Harley 1995, Schutze  1997 and McGinnis 1998). According to Marantz, arguments
with lexically specified case and arguments with dependent case behave identically as far
as structural licensing is concerned (see chapter 3 for discussion). In this work, I argue
that arguments with lexically governed case indeed enter structural licensing and feature

cliecking relations. However, I also show that, syntactically, arguments with lexically
specified case behave differently from arguments with structural Case in a number of
ways. In this respect, I differ from Marantz (1991) and the literature following him. All
this will become more precise as we proceed.

Even though Greek differs from English with respect to indirect passives, it behaves

exactly like English with respect to direct passives. It allows theme passivization in the
presence of a PP  goal and disallows  it in the presence  o f a DP  goal,  as we saw in detail  in
the previous section.

One could go one step further and point out that all the contexts failing to license an
undoubled Genitive DP in Greek fail to license the double object construction in English
as well. In English unaccusatives as well as with seein, goals and experiencers cannot
surface as bare DPs. They can only be PPs:

(90) a. The book appeals to Mary
b.        *The book appeals Mary

(91) a. The candidate appeared to Mary
b.       *The candidate appeared Mary
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(92) a. The ring passed to Mary
b.        *The ring passed Mary

(93) a. John seems to Mary to be intelligent
b. *John seems Mary to be intelligent

The same contrasts are found in Greek. However, caution is needed at this point. It is an
oversimplification to assume that passives and unaccusatives should always be treated

on a par. In English, there is a sharp difference in grammaticality between passive
examples like (87) on the one hand and examples like (90b), (91b), (92b) and (93b) on
the other. DPs are much more acceptable in the former than in the latter group of
examples. No such asymmetry is found between passives and unaccusatives in Greek.
This observation is summarized in the table below:

(94)
Datives in English and Greek

PP-Datives DP-Datives-Degree of ungrammaticality
English transitives                 4           4
Greek transitives                    4            4
English passives N ?*-marginal
Greek passives 4 ?*-marginal

English unaccusatives 4 *-strong ungrammaticality
Greek unaccusatives 4 ?*-marginal
English raising 4 *-strong ungrammaticality
Greek raising                         4            ?*-marginal

A related observation is that in English strings like "Mary was given the book" are ok
while, for example, "Mary appeals the book", "Mary passed a ring" are absolutely
ungrammatical. This fact suggests that English unaccusatives cannot license the double
object construction, contrary to passives (Baker 1993, Levin 1993).27 Everaert  (1990)
and Baker (1993, 1996) have discussed a number of other languages that permit the
double object construction in passives but not in unaccusatives, like English and unlike
Greek.28

Romero & Ormazabal (1999) make the important point that languages with a two-way
case/agreement system have unaccusatives that do not license the double object
construction while languages with a three-way case/agreement system have
unaccusatives that license the double object construction. In the former group of
languages, unaccusatives differ from passives in permitting neither NP-movement of the
goal nor NP-movement of the theme, thus being necessarily related to the PP

27 Note, though, that "Mary got the letter" could be analysed as a "dative unaccusative", the "dative
shifted" counterpart of "the letter got to Mary" (see Pesetsky  1995 for detailed discussion).
28 Thanks to Tony Kroch and Martha McGinnis for pointing out to me that I should take this asymmetry
between passives and unaccusatives into account.
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construction. In the latter group of languages, unaccusatives behave syntactically like
passives. English is a language with a two-way case/agreement system, and
unaccusatives do not pattern with passives. On the other hand, Greek is a language with
a three-way case/agreement system and unaccusatives behave syntactically exactly like
passives. This means that the source for the ungrammaticality of DP datives in English
unaccusatives is not the same as in Greek unaccusatives, English passives and Greek

passives.

In   this   work   I mainly concentrate   on the double   obj ect construction in Greek where

passives and unaccusatives behave on a par, thus being amenable to the same analysis. It
should be kept in mind, however, that this is not always the case, and that there is a
correlation between the (un)availability of a morphologically specified case for the
dative argument and the (un)availability of the double object construction in
unaccusatives. In chapter 7, I will come back to this difference.

To conclude, English is like Greek in permitting PP-datives in passives while not
permitting DP datives. The same asymmetry is found in unaccusatives, but there are
reasons to think that the PP/DP contrast in this case has a different source.

1.3.1.2. "Trite" and "partial" double object la,igitages

So far, I have been discussing languages like Greek and English, which have an
alternation between PP and DP datives (the latter known as double object constructions).
A related alternation is found in Bantu, Austronesian and other language families which
have the so called applicative construction (cf. Chung 1976,  Williams  1976,  Kimenyi

1980,  Comrie 1982, Marantz 1984, Baker 1988, Bresnan and Moshi 1990 among others).
The applicative construction is like the double object construction in featuring an oblique

argument (goal, benefactor) surfacing as a DP along with the direct object. Unlike the
double object construction, in the applicative construction the verb is inorphologically

coiiiplex: the verb stem combines with an aTix which is traditionally called the applied or
applicative affix. The alternation between a prepositional and an applicative construction
is illustrated here with an example from Chichewa (from Baker 1988:229):

(95) a. Mbidzi zi-na-perek-a msampha kiva nkhandwe
Zebras sp-PAST-haild-ASP trap to fox
"The zebras handed the trap to the fox"

b. Mbidzi zi-na-perek-er-a nkhandwe msampha
Zebras SP-PAST-hand-APPL-ASP fox trap
"The zebras handed the fox the trap"

The difference between (95a) and (95b) is that in (95a) the indirect object is a PP while in
(95b)  it is a bare DP. The bare DP is licensed through the presence of an affix attached to
the verbal root. This suggests that in languages like Chichewa, there are two ways to select
for an indirect object argument: either through a preposition or through an affixal head
attached to the verb.
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It has been argued convincingly among others by Baker (1988) and Marantz (1993) that
the double object construction and the applicative construction have the same underlying
structure and that an applicative morpheme must be postulated for double object
constructions as well. On this view, the difference between applicatives and double object
constructions is that the applicative morpheme is oven in the former but covert in the
latter. Most of current literature assumes that this line of analysis is correct because the
range of properties found in the two construction-types have been shown to be strikingly
similar.

Baker (1988) argues that languages with double object and applicative constructions
should be further distinguished into two classes: (i) true or symmetric double object
languages (Baker 1988:174-175) and (ii) partial or asymmetric double object languages
(Baker 1988: 180-181).

According to Baker, true double object languages have the characteristic property that
both the indirect object and the direct object have nearly identical objectlike behavior.
On the other hand, partial double object languages are languages in which some verbs
appear with two unmarked noun phrases, but the two NPs do not show the same range
of syntactic behavior. It is the indirect object that behaves like a primary object.

The possibility of theme passivization in the presence of a DP goal is viewed by Baker
as one crucial diagnostic on the basis of which a language is classified as belonging to
the one or the other category. Thus, Kinyarwanda, a Bantu language spoken in Rwanda
(Kimenyi  1980,  Gary and Keenan 1977, Dryer 1983, Marantz  1984), is classified  as  a
true double accusative language because, among other things, either postverbal NP can
become the subject when the verb is passivized:

(96) a. Igitabo cy-a-haa-w-e umugore (n'umugabo)
Book SP-PAST-give-PASS-ASP woman (by-man)
"The book was given to the woman by the man"

b. Umugore y-a-haa-w-e igitabo (n'umugabo)
Woman SP-PAST-give-PASS-ASP book (by-man)
"The woman was given the book by the man"

The grammaticality of (96a) in Kinyarwanda contrasts with the examples from Greek
and English theme passivization across a DP-goal that have been discussed above.
Sentences like (96a) show that there are languages permitting passivization in the
presence of a DP goal, in other words that the ban on DP-goals in passive NP movement
constructions is subject to parametric variation. In fact, British English (Baker 1993),
Norwegian (Holmberg and Platzack 1995:189, Pesetsky 1995:312,  fn  126)  and  (more
marginally) Swedish (Holmberg and Platzack 1995:189, Christer Platzack personal
communication) appear to be such languages.
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On the other hand, Chimwiini, another Bantu language, is classified as a partial double
object language. One reason for this is that only the goal may become the subject of a

passive sentence:

(97) a. Ja:ma 0-pel-a: kuja na:mi
Jama SP-gave-PASS food by me

"Jama was given food by me"

b. *Kuja i-pel-a Ja:ma na:mi
food SP-gave-PASS Jama by me
"Food was given Jama by me"

The ungrammaticality of the Chimwiini example (97b) is similar to the ungrammatical
cases of theme passivization in the presence of a DP goal in Greek and English.  In fact,
Baker (1988: 181) notes for English: "... The niargi,iality Ofthe English gloss of (774) (in
the present text (97b)) shows that English double object constructions are like those of
Chi,inviini rather  than those  of Kinyarwanda  iii these  respects...".

Note, however, that Greek cannot be assimilated to "partial double object" languages of

the type described by Baker (1988). The reason is that Greek, unlike Chimwiini and
English, does not permit goal passivization either. The Greek counterpart of (97a) is
ungrammatical, as we saw. This means that Greek does not fit Baker's typology. It is
neither a true double object language nor a partial double object language of the type
described in Baker (1988). I conclude that there are (at least) three types of double
object languages crosslinguistically, according to the criterion of passivization of the

two arguments. (i) Both arguments may undergo passivization (Kinyarwanda,
Norwegian). (ii) Only the goal may undergo passivization (Chimwiini, English). (iii)
The goal may not undergo passivization; passivization of the theme is possible only
when the goal undergoes doubling/cliticization (Greek). The table below summarizes
this typology:

(98)
Three Types of Double Object Languages

IO Passives DO Passives DOPassives-doubled/
cliticized IOs

Kinyarwanda, Norwegian            4                   4                            -
Chimwiini, English                  4                 *
Greek                                  *                 *                         4

To conclude, Greek is like "partial /asymmetric double object languages" in not
permitting theme-passivization in the presence of (undoubled) DP datives. Unlike these
languages, however, Greek does not permit passivization of indirect objects. This
property is linked to the fact that Greek is a language with a three-way case/agreement

system, i.e. indirect objects have genitive case while direct objects have accusative.
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1.3.2. PPs in monoclausal and biclausal constructions

As discussed in McGinnis (1998: 90-93), raising ofan embedded subject in the presence
of an experiencer is blocked in French (Chomsky 1995:305 fn79, citing Viviane Deprez
personal communication) and Italian (Rizzi 1986:75   fn   9). The relevant facts   are
illustrated below:

(99) a. Jean semble [t avoir du talent] French

Jean  seems  to  have of talent
"Jean seems to have talent"

b. ?*Jean semble A Marie [t avoir du talent]
Jean seems to Marie to have of talent
"Jean seems to Marie to have talent"

(100) a. Gianni sembra [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
Gianni seems to do the his duty
"Gianni seems to do his duty"

b. ?*Gianni sembra a Piero [t fare il suo dovere]
Gianni seems to Piero to do the his duty
"Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty"

Dative a-phrases in French and Italian are ruled out only in raising constructions. In
passives and unaccusatives, they are wellformed. The passive examples in (101)
illustrate this:

(101) a. Un cadeau a 6td offert A Marie French

A gift has been given to Marie
"A gift has been given to Marie"

b.        Gianni 8 stato affidato a Maria Italian
Gianni has been entrusted to Maria
"Gianni was entrusted to Maria"

Hence, French and Italian show an asymmetry in the blocking effects of datives in
biclausal (raising) and monoclausal constructions (passives, unaccusatives). Dative
arguments interfere with NP movement only in the former, like PPs in Greek and unlike
DPs in Greek.

1.3.3. Weak pronouns and clitics are well-formed in contexts where full phrases
are not

According to Larson, passive sentences like (102) in English are often judged to be
better than their counterparts with a full DP. Such constructions are well formed only if
the pronoun bears weak stress, as is shown in (103):
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(102)   ??A letter was given me by Mary

(103)   A letter was given'im /*HIM by Mary

Thus, indirect object weak pronouns in English passives have an effect comparable to
the  effect of dative clitics in Greek passives, unaccusatives and raising constructions.

That in English the effect  of weak pronouns is limited to passives while ungrammatical
unaccusative constructions like (104a) do not improve when the dative is a weak
pronoun is due to the fact that in English the double object construction cannot be
licensed at all in unaccusatives, as discussed in section 3.1.

(104) a. *The candidate appealed John
b.       *The candidate appealed'im

The next case to discuss are applicative constructions. Here we also find instances of
cliticization as a means to license DP dative arguments in NP movement contexts,
similarly to clitic doubling/cliticization in Greek. The Bantu languages Sesotho and
Chichewa disallow the applicative construction with unaccusatives, unless the dative

argument surfaces as a clitic (Machobane 1989 cited in Baker  1993:  36 and Baker  1996:

220;   Baker   1993, 1996 refers to Alsina and Mchombo    1988 for similar   data   in

Chichewa). Specifically, in Sesotho and Chichewa, goals/benefactors can be added to
unergative verbs but not to unaccusative verbs. This is illustrated in (105) and (106)
with examples from Sesotho:

(105)   Bashanyana ba-hobel-1-a morena Unergative
boys SM-dance-APPL-IND chief
"The boys are dancing for the chief'

(106)   *Baeti ba-fihl-ets-e morena Uiiaccusative
visitors SM-arrive-APPL-IND chief
"The visitors have arrived for the chief'

Once the dative argument is expressed as an object clitic, ungrammatical sentences like

(106) become grammatical. Thus, one finds minimal contrasts like the following (Baker
1993:38-39 citing Machobane  1989, the glosses from Baker 1996:221, example (76)):

(107) a. *Letebele leo le-hol-el-e rona
Letelbele that SM-grow-APPL-SUBJ us

"May that Letelbele (clan name) grow up for us!"

b.       Letebele leo le-re-hol-el-e!
Letebele that SM-1 PO-grOW-APPL-SUBJ

"May that Letebele (clan name) grow up for us!"
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The contrast between (107a) and (107b) is similar to the contrasts we find with Greek
unaccusatives. 29

Finally, raising sentences in French and Italian, which are ill formed when the
experiencer is a full phrase become grammatical when the experiencer is expressed as a
clitic (Chomsky 1995, Rizzi 1986, McGinnis 1998):

(108) a. Jean lui semble [t avoir du talent] French

Jean to her seems to have of talent
"Jean seems to her to have talent"

b.       Gianni non gli sembra [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
Gianni not to him seem to do his duty
"Gianni doesn't seem to him to do his duty"

This is generally the case in Greek with genitive clitics and clitic doubling of genitives
in NP movement contexts.

1.3.4. Restrictions on datives in Dutch, and the role of scrambling30

Dutch, as discussed in Everaert (1990),31 is similar to Greek and English in not
permitting NP-movement in the presence o f DP indirect objects while permitting it with
PPs. The overall picture, however, is more complicated in Dutch because not all NP
movement constructions behave alike. In a number of cases DP goals and experiencers
are well formed. On closer inspection, it turns out that Dutch is like Greek in having an
escape hatch for DP datives in these cases. This escape hatch is scrai,ibling, (den

Dikken 1995) which  is  not  as  easy to detect as cliticization/clitic doubling.  As a result,
some NP-movement constructions that are judged grammatical by Everaert turn out to
be ungrammatical once certain adverb placement facts are taken into consideration.

Like Greek, Dutch doesn't have "indirect passives" (den Besten 1985):

(109) a. Ik bezorgde hem het eten
I delivered him the food

29Note though that Sesotho differs from Greek in distinguishing between passives and unaccusatives, like
English. While Sesotho does not permit unaccusative-applicatives unless cliticization is employed, it
nevertheless permits passive-applicatives (Baker 1993:45):
(i)          a.           *Lintja li-hol-el-a nkhono Unaccusative

Dogs SM-grow-APPL grandma

"The dogs are growing for my grandma"
b.         Nama e-pheh-ets-0-e 'me Passive

meat SM-cook-APPL-PASS mother
"The meat has been cooked for my mother"

  I am grateful to Marcel den Dikken, Martin Everaert and Henk van Riemsdijk for helpful discussion
and for providing me with Dutch data.
" The facts presented in this section are taken from Everaert (1990) who bases himself on an observation

in Everaert (1986: 144 fn 3).
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b.         *Hij werd het eten bezorgd (door mij)
He was the food delivered (by me)
"He was delievered the food by me"

I take this as evidence that Dutch is a language with a three-way case/agreement system,
i.e. where there are two cases for indirect and direct objects respectively, a lexically
specified case for indirect objects and a structural case for direct objects. Note that
Dutch does not express this distinction morphologically, i.e. there is no overt distinction
between a dative and an accusative morphological case on DPs. Even in pronouns the
distinction is not clear synchronically (Henk van Riemsdijk, personal communication).
Thus, even though superficially Dutch looks like English, syntactically it patterns with
Greek.

The view that Dutch is a language with a three-way case/agreement system makes the
prediction that indirect object DPs will be licensed in Dutch unaccusatives, like Greek
and unlike English (see the discussion in section 3.1.1). As we will see immediately,
this prediction is (at least partially) borne out.

Dutch appears to permit NP-movement across dative DP objects in passives and non-
alternating unaccusatives ("idiosyncratic unaccusatives" in Everaert's terminology). The
facts below (from Everaert 1990) illustrate this:

(110) Passives

Het eten werd hem bezorgd (door mij)
The food was him delivered (by me)
"The food was delivered to him by me"

(111) Non-alternating Unaccusatives

a.        De teugels onglipten hem inherently directed
The reins slipped him 111otion verb
"The reins slipped out o f his hands"

b.        Het book bevalt hem psych verb
The book pleases him
"The book appeals to him"

On the other hand, Dutch does not permit NP-movement across DP-objects in
inchoatives and middles (Everaert 1990):

(112) Inchoatives

a.         De croupier betaalt (hen) de winnende combinatie uit
The croupier pays (them) the winning combination out
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b.           De juiste combinatie betaalt uit
The right combination pays out

c.            *De juiste combinatie betaalt hen uit
The right combination pays them out

(113) Middles

a.        Ik verkocht (de studenten) het boek
I sold (the students) the book

b.        Het boek verkocht goed
The book sold well

c.        *Het boek verkocht de studenten goed
The book sold the students well

Moreover, constructions involving the (reflexive) marker zicjl never permit an
object/subject alternation in the presence of a DP-goal, whether they are non-alternating
unaccusatives, inchoatives or middles (Everaert 1990):

(114) Non alteniatiiig-Unaccusatives

a.        Jan brandde zich aan de kachel
Jan burnt himself on the fire

b.        * (no attested examples of NP V zich NP,o )

(115) Inchoatives

a.       Jan uitte (mij) zijn verbazing
John expressed his surprise (to me)

b. Zijn verbazing uitte zich in gestotter
His surprise expressed itsel f in stammering

c. *Zijn verbazing uitte zich mij in gestotter
His surprise expressed itselfme in stammering

(116) Middles

a.         Ik laat (de kinderen) het verhaal voorlezen door de gouvernante
I let (the children) the story read by the governess
"I let the governess read the story (to the children)"
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b.         Het verhaal laat zich gemakkelijk voorlezen
The story lets itself easily read

c.         *Het verhaal laat zich de kinderen gemakkelijk voorlezen

The  story lets itsel f the children easily read
"The story is easily read to the children1,32

These constructions have been argued to involve NP movement in Hoekstra (1984) and
Everaert (1986) among others.

Examples (112)-(116) show that there are NP-movement constructions in Dutch where
indirect object DPs are illicit, like English and Greek. Interestingly, in such contexts,
PP-datives are well-formed, so that the following contrasts obtain (Everaert  1990):

(117) Middles

a.        Het boek verkoopt goed aan studenten
The book sells well to students

b.        Het verhaal laat zich gemakkelijk aan de kinderen voorlezen
The  story lets itself easily to the children read
"The story is easily read to the children"

(118) Zich-liiarked non-alternating Unaccusatives

a.          *Hij gaf zich haar volkomen
He gave himself her completely

b.         Hij gaf zich volkomen aan haar
He gave himself completely to her
"He fully deferred to her"

c.        *Hij vertoonde zich mij niet
He showed himself me not

32 Henk van Riemsdijk (personal communication) points out that such examples are well-formed in
German, though indefinites are better than definites (ic vs. ib) and overt morphological case better than

non-overt (ib vs. ia):
(i)          a. ??Die Geschichte lasst sich Maria leicht vorlesen

The  story lets itself Maria easily read
b.           ?Die Geschichte liisst sich den Kindern leicht vorlesen

The story lets itself easily the children(Dat) easily read
c.           Die Geschichte lasst sich einem Kind leicht vorlesen

The story lets itself easily a child(Dat)  read
It is expected that German datives will behave differently from Dutch datives for reasons that will
become clear in chapter 3.
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d.        Hij vertoonde zich niet aan mij
He showed himsel f not to me
"He didn't show himselfto me"

(119) I,ichoatives

a.        *De realiteit openbaarde zich hem als een apocalypse
The reality manifested itself him like an apocalypse

b.        De realiteit openbaarde zich aan hem als een apocalypse
The reality manifested itself to him  like an apocalypse

c.        *De gedachte drong zich mij op
The thought forced itsel f me

d.        De gedachte drong zich aan mij op
The thought forced itsel f on me

In this respect too, Dutch patterns with English and Greek: it shows an asymmetry
between DPs and PPs. The difference is that this is not always the case, as there are33 34

also NP-movement constructions in which DP datives are well-formed.

Nevertheless, certain facts discussed  in den Dikken (1995:207-208) suggest  that  in
passives, DP goals are actually not permitted when they are left in Situ, despite
appearances to the contrary. Consider the following examples:

(120) a. dat het boek Marie ivaarschijiilijk gegeven wordt
that the book(Nom) Mary(Dat) probably given is
"that the book is probably given to Mary"

33There are two complications. First, the status of PPs in English middles is not clear. According to
Everaert (1990: 130), Kayne (1982) takes examples like The book sells well to students to be grammatical
while Roberts (1987) judges sentences like Presents give to orphans most at Christmas as ungrammatical.
In my discussion, I generally try to abstract away from middles due to the extra complication that in
English and other languages  they are sensitive  to the Affectedness Constraint (cf. Roberts 1987, Tenny
1987, 1994 for discussion and references). A second complication concerns inchoatives, which are not
always good in Dutch even with a PP. Everaert gives the following two ungrammatical examples:

(i)            a.             *De juiste combinaties betalen aan hen uit
The right combinations pay to them out

b.           ?* Zijn verbazing uitte zich aan mij in gestotter
His surprise expressed itself to me in stammering

34 A question that arises at this point is what accounts for the ungrammaticality of DPs in the
constructions where only PPs are possible. Are these constructions similar to English unaccusatives
where the double object construction cannot be licensed at all and the only option is the PP-construction
or are they similar to the ungrammatical DP genitives in Greek unaccusatives? In view of the fact that in
Dutch passives and non-alternating unaccusatives, DP datives are possible provided that scrambling of
the dative takes place (see below), I am inclined to think that the former option is more likely, i.e. that the
double object construction is not licensed at all, for reasons that still remain to be determined.
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b.         ?*dat het boek waarsch(/,1/0'k Marie gegeven wordt
that the book(Nom) probably Mary(Dat) given is
"that the book is probably given to Mary

i,35

Interestingly, theme movement is not well-formed when the DP goal occurs to the right
of the adverb waarschij,ilijk as in (12Ob), only when it occurs to its left as in (120a). If
we go by the relatively standard assumption that argument placement to the left of VP-
external adverbs signifies scrambling, then the facts in (120) suggest that in Dutch,
passivization in the presence of a DP goal is licit only when the goal scrambles to the
left of adverbs like waarschijnlijk:6 When the goal remains in its base position
passivization cannot take place. I take this to further suggest that in the passivization
cases that are judged grammatical, what actually happens is "string-vacuous"

application of scrambling of the DP-goal. Under these assumptions, "direct passives" in
Dutch, like their counterparts in English and Greek, are ruled out. DP scrambling in
Dutch, very much like cliticization/doubling in Greek, is a licensing mechanism for an
otherwise banned DP dative. Exactly the same facts hold for piacere-psych verbs in

Dutch:

(121) a. dat het boek Marie waarschijnlijk bevallen zal
that the book(Nom) Mary(Dat) probably please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

35 Martin Everaert (personal communication) points out that perhaps some people will find (120b) better
than ?* but there is definitely a difference.

Henk van Riemsdijk (personal communication) points out that the ungrammaticality of (12Ob)
and the examples discussed below should not be attributed exclusively to NP-movement. There is a clear
contrast even without passivization of the direct object, but with scrambling of the direct object when the
indirect object remains to the left of the adverb:

(i)          a.           dat Jan Marie het boek gegeven heeft
that Jan (SU) Mary (IO) the book (DO) given has

b.           dat Jan waarschijnlijk Marie het boek gegeven heeft
that Jan (SU) probably Mary(IO) the book(DO) given has

c.            dat Jan Marie waarschijnlijk het boek gegeven heeft
that Jan (SU) Mary (IO) probably the boek (DO) given has

d.           ?? dat Jan het boek waarschijnlijk Marie gegeven heeft
that Jan(SU) the book(DO) probably Mary(IO) given has

As we will see in a later chapter, there are correlations between NP-movement of a direct object across an
in situ indirect object and scrambling of a direct object across an in situ indirect object which follow from
a theory of locality.

Henk van Riemsdijk (personal communication) also points out that examples like (120b),
(12 lb), (122b) are ok with focus accent on the dative:
(ii)         dat het boek waarschijnlijk eerder Marie bevallen zal dan Sarah

that the boek probably rather to Marie appeal will than to Sarah
If we assume that focus constructions involve covert movement, then the facts in (ii) can be
accommodated in the present account (see the discussion in the next chapters).
36Marcel den Dikken informs me that the same facts hold for adverbs like "haastig" (hastily) and
"plotseling" (suddenly):
(i)          a.           dat het boek Marie haastig/plotseling gegeven werd

b.            ?*dat het boek haastig/plotseling gegeven werd
c.           dat haastig/plotseling Marie het boek gegeven werd

These adverbs are assumed to be "low" VP-external adverbs (cf Alexiadou 1997, Cinque 1998 and
others).
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b.         ?*dat het boek waarsch(/nlqk Marie bevallen zal
that the book(Nom) probably Mary(Dat) please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

These are just like passive double object constructions. Similarly with other non-
alternating unaccusatives:

(122) a. dat de teugels de jongen waarschijnlijk/plotseling ontglipten

that the reins(Nom) the boys(Dat) probably/suddenly slipped

b.           ??dat de teugels ivaarschiinli)Wplotseling de jongen ontglipten
that the reins(Nom) probably/suddenly the boys(Dat) slipped

It is worth pointing out that when the theme remains in situ in Dutch the dative DP is
again licit (den Dikken 1995:208, fn 26):

(123) a. datwaarschijnlijk Marie het boek gegeven wordt
that probably Marie(Dat) the book(Nom) given is

b.        dat waarschi/nlikk Marie het boek bevallen zal
that probably Mary(Dat) the book(Nom) please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

c.           dat waarschi/nlo k>plotseling de teugels de jongen ontglipten
that probably/suddenly the reins(Nom) the boys(Dat) slipped

Here the parallelism between Greek and Dutch breaks down. Such examples still require
clitic doubling/cliticization in Greek:

(124) a. ?*(tis) irthe tis Marias to grama me kathysterisi Unaccusative
Cl(Gen) came the Mary(Gen) the letter(Nom) with delay

b.        ?*(tu) aresun tu Petru ta vivlia Experiencer Object
Cl(Gen) please-3pl the Peter(Gen) the books(Nom)

c.        ?*(tu) dothike tu Petru to vivlio apo tin Maria Passive Ditransitive
Cl(Gen) was given the Peter(Gen) the book(Nom) by the Mary

I will come back to this difference between Dutch and Greek, and I will link the
requirement for clitic doubling of datives in sentences like (124) where nominatives
remain in situ to the fact that in Greek VS, VSO orders are freely permitted, as
discussed in Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c). Following and modifying
Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c), I will propose that in Greek NP-movement of
nominatives is always overt and that it is not (always) phrasal.
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Let me summarize. Dutch has a split between two types  of NP-movement constructions.

Constructions belonging to the one class (inchoatives, middles and zich-constructions of
all kinds) never permit subject-object alternations in the presence of DP dative objects
while permitting them in the presence of PP datives. Constructions belonging to the
other class bion-alternating unaccusatives, passives) sometimes permit subject-object
alternations in the presence of DP datives: when the dative scrambles outside the VP or
when both the theme and the goal argument remain in situ. When the theme moves

overtly across an in situ DP dative ungrammaticality arises.

1.4. SUAlMARY

In this chapter, we saw that the form of dative phrases in Greek is sensitive to the
transitivity of the selecting predicate. In transitive constructions, dative arguments can
be genitive DPs, which were argued to be double object datives, PPs and clitic doubled
cliticized genitive DPs. In passives, unaccusatives and with the verbjenete genitive DPs
are not allowed. PPs are wellformed in passives and unaccusatives but not with the verb

fenete. On the other hand, clitics and clitic doubled DPs are never subject to any
restrictions, functioning as an escape hatch for the double object construction in NP-
movement contexts.

Similar restrictions were shown to hold in a number of other languages, for example,

English, Bantu languages, French, Italian, Sesotho, Chichewa and Dutch. In many
languages, there is a prohibition against dative DPs in passives and unaccusatives

(English, "partial double object languages", Dutch passives and unaccusatives). No such
problem arises with PPs in languages that have an alternation between PP-datives and
DP datives (English, Dutch). Moreover, there are also languages which permit PPs in
passives and unaccusatives but not in raising constructions (French, Italian). Finally,
there are languages which employ weak pronominalization (English passives),

cliticization (Sesotho, Chichewa unaccusatives, French, Italian raising) or scrambling
(Dutch passives, non-alternating unaccusatives) to license an otherwise banned dative.

In certain constructions, the prohibition against DP datives is less absolute than in
others. This is reflected on the judgements (in some constructions, the DP is judged as
deviant, in others as being sharply ungrammatical) as well as the fact that there are
strategies to overcome the violation in some but not all cases. Thus, Greek passives,

Greek unaccusatives and English passives related to the double object construction are

judged as being marginal, and they improve under cliticization/clitic doubling (Greek)
or pronominalization (English). On the other hand, English unaccusatives related to the
double object construction are absolutely impossible and the presence of a pronominal
dative does not lead to any improvement. Adopting a proposal by Romero & Ormazabal
(in progress), I have suggested that the DP/PP contrast can have different sources. In
languages with a three-way case/agreement system (like Greek or Dutch) unaccusatives

and passives have identical properties. In both, the double object construction can be
licensed, and the DP is deviant due to a violation that remains to be identified and which
can be overcome via cliticization/weak pronominalization or scrambling of the dative
DP. On the other hand, in languages with a two-way case/agreement system the double
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object construction is licensed only in passives. Unaccusatives necessarily relate to the
PP-construction.
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CHAPTER 2

DATIVE PHRASES, CASE AND LOCALITY

2.0. INTRODUCTION

In  chapter  1,  it  has been shown that there are restrictions  in the distribution of dative

arguments in Greek passives, unaccusatives and raising sentences, and that related

restrictions are found in English, French, Italian, Dutch, Chimwiini, Sesotho and

Chichewa among other languages. What seems to be at stake in all these cases is a

prohibition against indirect object DPs in NP-movement constructions and PPs in

raising constructions. This prohibition can sometimes be overcome by weak pronouns,

clitics, clitic doubled DPs or scrambled DPs.

In the literature on Germanic, Bantu and other language families it has been observed

that double object and applicative constructions are not easily licensed in NP-Movement

contexts. Such contexts are special in two respects: (i) there is no structural Case

available for objects, and (ii) the surface subject undergoes A movement from a deep
object position. It is therefore not surprising that most of the proposed accounts have

capitalized on either Case or Locality. More specifically, it has been suggested that the

problem with the double object construction in passives and unaccusatives is either (i) a

problem with the Case of one of the two (or both) objects or (ii) that the dative argument
blocks NP-movement of the nominative argument. According to the first family of
approaches, the ungrammaticality of double object and applicative constructions in
passives and/or unaccusatives is due to the fact that dative DPs cannot receive structural

accusative Case, and hence their presence violates the Case-Filter. Alternatively, the
theme does not have structural Case in double object constructions and for this reason, it
is not eligible to undergo NP-movement. Another view holds that dative DPs are ruled
out because they are structurally higher than themes and therefore they block movement

of the theme argument to [Spec,IP] by some version of Relativized Minimality (Rizzi
1990). On both approaches, the grammatical examples involving PPs in passives and

unaccusatives can be readily accounted for. PPs do not need structural Case and,
moreover, they have been argued to be structurally lower than themes by Larson (1988)
among many others:   Most  of the discussion  in the literature has concentrated  on

passives.  With the exception of Everaert (1990), Baker (1993,1996) and, more recently,
McGinnis (1997, 1998) and Anagnostopoulou (1997b, 1998a,b), unaccusatives have

escaped attention in the large body of literature on dative-alternations.

In this chapter, I argue that the Case-theoretic accounts proposed in the literature cannot

be extended to account for the ungrammaticality of indirect object DPs in languages like

Greek because from a Case-theoretic perspective there is no relevant difference between

' Note though that the fact that PPs are illformed in raising constructions is easier to accommodate in a

Locality-based approach than in a Case-based approach.



the DP Colistruction and the PP construction in such languages: I conclude that a

Locality approach is more promising.

2.1. CASE TIIEORETIC ACCOUNTS

The Case-theoretic accounts that have been pursued in the literature capitalize on the

Case of either the goal or the tlielize argument in double object and applicative
constructions (Larson 1988, Baker  1988, 1996, Pesetsky 1995 among others). Their

starting point is that in active double object and applicative constructions, the indirect

object DP has structural Case while the direct object DP has inherent, oblique or no
Case. The proponents of these analyses have concentrated on languages like English

with a two-way case/agreement system (and no overt distinction between a dative or
genitive case for the indirect object and an accusative case for the direct object), taking

the view (implicitly or explicitly) that these languages are the only ones to have genuine

double object constructions because only in them indirect object DPs behave like direct

objects. Larson (1988), for example, adopts the Relational Grammar view of dative shift
as  3 -+2 advancement (Perlmutter  &  Rosen  1984).  He  assumes  that  dative  shift  is  an
operation by which an oblique goal argument becomes direct object of the verb and

develops an analysis of double object constructions designed to capture this kind of
"goal promotion". In a similar manner, Baker (1988) following Marantz (1984) assumes

that the core property of applicative constructions is that an argument bearing an oblique

role becomes the direct object of the complex applicative verb.

I will now provide a brief overview of how the individual analyses proposed in the
literature work.

2.1.1. The Case of the Goal

Larson (1988) accounts for the ungrammaticality of "direct passives" in terms of an
interaction of passive morphology with structural Case. He proposes that in the double

object construction the goal receives structural Case while the theme has inherent Case.

In passive sentences, the passive morpheme absorbs structural Case and as a result,
dative shifted goals cannot be licensed.

Larson hypothesizes that Objective Case assignment involves two Objective Cases, a
structural and an inherent one. Structural objective Case is assigned by V in the
configuration IINFL INFL [vp V...]]. In addition to that, V is capable of assigning inherent

objective Case to its highest internal argument as a purely lexical property. In simple

transitive constructions, the object receives both Cases. On the other hand, in double

object constructions the two Cases are distributed on different arguments. The goal

receives structural Objective Case by V which is governed by INFL while the theme

receives inherent Objective Case under V' reanalysis. Larson implements the standard

Relational Grammar analysis of dative shift  as 3-+2 advancement (Perlmutter  1983,
Perlmutter and Rosen  1984) in terms o f the proposal that the double object construction

is transformationally related to the PP-dative construction by dative shift, a
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passivization operation resulting in goal promotion and thenle delitotion. Passive applies
to the structure in (1 a) yielding the structure in (lb):

(1) a. VP    b. VP

NP V'   NPi V'
theme goal

V     PP                V'     NP
goal - theme

V Npi
e

First, the preposition to, which is viewed as a Case marker, is absorbed. Second, the 0-
role assigned to the theme undergoes demotion with the result that the inner [SPEC,VP]
position does not have thematic status. Larson proposes a principle according to which a
0-role assigned by a head X may also be assigned to an adjunct of X. This principle
dictates that the theme is realised as a V' adjunct once 0-role demotion takes place.

Given that the indirect object is Caseless and the inner [SPEC,VP] position is non-
tliematic, the indirect object undergoes NP-movement to the [SPEC,VP] position.

Finally, the verb raises into a higher V-head position, assigning Case rightward to the
raised indirect object. Case assignment to the outer NP theme is licensed by an optional
Rule of V' reanalysis which allows any verb with exactly one unsaturated 0-role to be

syntactically construed as a complex verb.

In direct passives, the preposition to is suppressed, and the theme appears in subject
position. This means that NP-movement applies to the outer object in the double object
structure (lb) leaving  the goal behind in direct object position. However,  in  (1 b)  tlie
indirect object receives structural Case. Since structural Case is suppressed tlirougli the

presence ofen morphology, the dative shifted goal in direct object position is Caseless.

In indirect passives the preposition to is withdrawed from the indirect object, just as
with dative shift. But instead of demoting the 0-role of the direct object, what is
demoted is the 0-role assigned to the subject. The goal moves directly to tlie subject
position to receive Case and the direct object receives the inherent objective Case o f the
verb which is not affected by the passive morphology.

These assumptions derive the contrast in (2) as follows. Example (2a) is ruled out
because there is no structural Case available for "Mary", while example (2b) is ruled in
since there is no problem with the inherent Case of"a book".

(2) a. ?*The book was given Mary Direct Passive

b.        Mary was given a book I,idirect Passive

Even though Larson (1988) does not discuss unaccusatives, his analysis of direct

passives can be straightforwardly extended to them under the standard view that
unaccusatives do not assign structural Case (Burzio 1981, 1986). Indeed, Baker
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(1996:221) accounts for the Sesotho examples discussed in section chapter 1, which are

repeated in (3), along essentially the same lines.

(3) a. Bashanyana ba-hobel-1-a morena U,iergative

boys SM-dance-APPL-IND chief
"The boys are dancing for the chief'

b.       *Baeti ba-fihl-ets-e morena Unaccitsative

visitors SM-arrive-APPL-IND chief
"The visitors have arrived for the chief'

According to Baker, the contrast between (3a) and (3b) is due to the fact that unergative
verbs are Case assigners while unaccusative verbs are not. Being Case assigners,
unergative verbs can assign structural Case to tlie goal argument, making (3a) possible.

On tlie other hand, unaccusative verbs cannot assign structural Case and, moreover,
goals are not eligible to receive inherent Case. Since Infl's case in (3b) is assigned to the
tlieme subject, there is no Case available for the goal argument in object position, and
the sentence violates the Case Filter.

Tlie fact that in Sesotho, ungrammatical sentences like (3b) become grammatical under
cliticization (see chapter  1, the cliticization example is repeated here as 4) is accounted
for by Baker in terms of the hypothesis that pronominal clitics do not need to receive
Case.

(4)      Letebele leo le-re-hol-el-e!
Letebele that SM-1 PO-grow-APPL-SUBJ

"May that Letebele (clan name) grow up for us!"

The assumption underlying Baker's proposal is that pronominal clitics are licensed by
Incorporation. Baker hypothesizes that incorporated nouns are visible for 0-role

assignment either by having Case or by incorporating into the theta-assigning head (cf
Baker 1993:39   for the Sesotho example discussed   here and Baker   1996   for   noun

incorporation in polysynthetic languages). Baker's condition is given in (5):

(5)      For an argument to be visible for 0-role assignment at LF, it must either

(i) be assigned Case, or
(ii) have its head morphologically united with an Xo

Larson (1988) following Oehrle (1976) has a similar explanation for the wellformed
English examples involving theme passivization in the presence of a pronominal goal
discussed in chapter 1. Larson suggests that English has the marginal option o f pronoun
cliticization onto an adjacent verb and that clitics differ from DPs in not being subject to
the Case Filter.
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2.1.2. The Case of the Theme

Pesetsky (1995:124) takes the impossibility of direct passives in English repeated in (7),
on a par with Case-adjacency facts illustrated in (6), as evidence that the Case of the
theme argument is exceptional:

(6) a. *Sue gave yesterday Bill a book

b.        ?Sue gave Bill yesterday a book

(7) a. Bill was sent a book

b.         *A book was sent Bill

Examples (6a) and (7a) show that the goal must be adjacent to V and must move when
V is passivized, properties canonically associated with structural objects in English. On
the other hand, (6b) and (7b) show that the theme does not have to be adjacent to the

verb and cannot be passivized.  On the basis of these contrasts Pesetsky concludes that in

the double object construction, the first object behaves like a DP Case-marked in normal

fashion by V while the second object doesn't. He further proposes that the second object
in the double object construction is introduced by a null Case-assigning element, much
as the second object of the to-construction is introduced by the overt Case-assigning

element to:2

(8)       Bill gave Sue [G a book]

Pesetsky claims that unaccusativity displays the same pattern . He argues that there is at

least one unaccusative verb in English, that shows the double object alternation, namely
get, which shows the following pattern:3

1There are certain similarities between Pesetsky's (1995) proposal and Emonds' (1993) analysis of the
double object construction. Emonds also proposes that in the double object construction the theme is
preceded by a zero P. In both Emonds and Pesetsky, this zero P must be licensed. In Pesetsky, P is
licensed by Incorporation into the verb, while in Emonds by being coindexed with an antecedent.

Crucially, however, in Emonds (1993) the need to provide an antecedent for zero P is tlie trigger for
dative shift. Dative shift yields the structure (ii) from the underlying structure (i) by tlie structure-

preserving permutation of DO and IO:
(i)                VP                                 (ii)               VP//r\\ M/T\-

V NPi PPi V  NPj PPj
deepDO- deep IO-

P NP,     P Npi
01        deep IO Oj      deep DO

In Pesetsky, on the other hand, the double object construction is not transformationally related to the PP-
construction. In fact, Pesetsky argues on the basis of predicate restrictions on the double object
construction (see chapter  1) that the two are not transformationally related. There are other differences
between the two approaches (Pesetsky uses strict binary branching structures while Emonds uses ternary
branching), but they seem to be making similar predictions concerning the Case on the theme and the

goal argument.
'Pesetsky's argument that get is indeed a double object unaccusative verb is based on the fact that the

recipient subject of get shows an animacy restriction, much like goals do in the double object
construction (Pesetsky 1995:124):
(i)          a.           Mary sent the book to Sue
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(9) a. The book got to Sue

b.        Sue got the book
c.        *The book got Sue

The fact that (9b) is well formed while (9c) is not is again evidence that in the double
object construction, the underlying object is the goal and not the theme.4

Thus, there is an alternative or, perhaps, additional way of excluding direct passives and
unaccusatives if we approach the problem from a Case-theoretic perspective. Not only
tlie goal cannot receive structural Case, as suggested by Larson, but also the theme

cannot become a subject if it is not a true underlying object, as suggested by Pesetsky.

See also Marantz  1993  for a proposal along similar lines for partial double object  and

applicative languages.

The goal-centered approach and the theme-centered approach appear to make essentially

tlie same range of claims and predictions, except for one domain, namely that of clitics.
Within the goal-centered approach, it is possible to claim that direct passives involving
cliticized goals escape Case-filter violations, as has been suggested by Larson and
Baker.  On the other hand,  i f we assume that the ungrammaticality of direct passives has

to do with the Case of the theme argument, then there is nothing we can say about the

obviation of the effect under cliticization of goals (see Pesetsky 1995: 312, fn 126).

Baker's (1988) approach to "direct passivization" in "partial double object languages"

discussed in chapter 1 is based on the assumption that the source of the difference

between "true" from "partial" double object languages is the Case of the theme

argument. Baker (1988) argues that double object and applicative constructions involve

Preposition Incorporation. In applicative constructions the incorporated preposition is
overt (the applicative affix) while in double object constructions it is covert. As
mentioned, the basic fact that Baker wants to derive is a property of applicative

constructions first articulated in Marantz (1984): whenever a verb appears with extra

morphology and an additional NP argument bearing some oblique role, the additional

argument will behave like the surface direct object of the complex verb. If the verb root
itself normally takes a NP object, the new applied object will show more behavior
characteristic of canonical direct objects than will the basic object itself, even if both are
marked the same. To account for the structural object behavior of the oblique object,

Baker (1988:230) proposes that applicative constructions have the underlying structure in

(10) with a PP introduced by an affixal overt or covert P:

b.         Mary sent Sue the book
c.           Mary sent the book to France
d.          #Mary sent France the book

(ii) a. The book got to Sue

b.         Sue got the book
c.           The book got to France

d.         #France got the book
4Actually, Pesetsky does not discuss (9c). I don't think, however, that I interpret him incorrectly by

including it in the discussion.
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(10)         S

NP VP

subject -
V NP PP

direct  obj-
P NP

oblique argument

04APPLp

Being affixal, P must incorporate into V in order not to violate the Stray Affix Filter.

Incorporation of the affixal P into V results in a configuration in which the goal nwy and
must be Case licensed by the complex head [VV-P]. Baker assumes that Case assignment
takes place under government and adjacency. After Preposition Incorporation, the oblique

argument nlay be Case licensed by the complex verb, because due to the Government

Transparency Corollary it is governed by V as P does not count anymore as a closer

governor. Once P has moved, its NP complement cannot receive Case from it because

traces of heads neither assign nor transmit Case. Tlie stranded NP needs Case and the

complex V is the only potential Case assigner that governs it. The Case assigned to the NP
is strlictitral because no complex category in a given language can assign more or
different Case than underived items of the same category can in the same language:

(11)     The Case Frame Preservation Principle (CFPP) (Baker 1988:122)
A complex X  of category A in a given language can have at most the maximal
Case assigning properties allowed to a morphological simple item of category A
iii that language.

The CFPP implies that the complex Verb can assign the Case inherited from V and not the

oblique Case inherited from the incorporated P. Dative shift takes place because structural

Case assignment is possible only under adjacency. The resulting structure is (12):

(12)       S

NP VP

subject -
V  PP NP

- direct obj
V  P P NP

Op/APPLp
|

oblique argument
t

Coming to the other object, the Case Frame Preservation Principle prevents it from
receiving Case from the complex V. However, Baker argues, a language may have the

special property of allowing its verbs to assign more than one structural Cases. This is
considered to be what differentiates true from partial double object languages. In true
double object languages, verbs have special Case marking properties and, therefore, the
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same verb form can assign more than one accusative Cases. This is an exceptional
situation. In the general case, verbs can only assign one accusative Case and the theme
argument must be licensed by some other means, namely Noun Incorporation (Nl) or
Noun Reaitalysis, the latter being a case of covert NI. Recall that  for Baker (1988,  1996)
arguments undergoing NI are visible for 0-role assignment without the mediation of Case.

2.1.3. Case-Theoretic accounts cannot be extended to languages like Greek

Recall from chapter  1, that there are three types of double object languages according  to
the criterion ofpassivization of the goal and the theme argument:

(13)
Three Types of Double Object Languages

IO Passives DO Passives DOPassives-doubled/
cliticized IOs

Kinyarwanda, Norwegian   4                    4
Chimwiini, English         4                 *
Greek                        *                 *               4

My main objection to the Case-theoretic accounts for the ungrammaticality of "direct
passives" and unaccusatives is that they cannot be straightforwardly extended to languages
like Greek, which -like English and Bantu- do not permit NP movement of nominative
themes in the presence of (undoubled or unscrambled) DP goals and experiencers. Once
we accept that double object constructions are not limited to languages with a two-way
case/agreement system, we cannot maintain the above mentioned approaches as such.5
This is also pointed out by Everaert (1990) for Dutch.6 Crucially, in these languages

neither  the  goal  can be claimed  to have structural  Case (cf. Larson 1988, Marantz  1984,
Pesetsky 1995, Baker  1988,  1996)  nor the theme  can be claimed  to have inlierent  (as  in
Larson 1988), oblique (as in Pesetsky  1995) or no (Baker  1988,1996) Case.

For Greek, there is ample evidence that in the Genitive construction, the goal has
lexically specified Case and the theme has structural Case.7 The first indication towards
this conclusion is that goals/experiencers have morphological genitive case while
themes have morphological accusative case. Given   that   obj ects with structural   Case
surface with morphological accusative in Greek, this suggests that in the Genitive
construction, the theme and not the goal receives structural Case from the verb.

5 It is still possible to appeal to Case-theory once we revise our assumptions about structural Case and its
relation to morphological case, but we cannot adopt one of the above mentioned approaches as such.
McGinnis (1998) proposes an analysis for dative-accusative languages which makes crucial use of
"quirky Case" as being morphological case that may enter into Case checking relations. McGinnis
combines Case and Locality to account for facts found in languages with a three way case/agreement
system as well as languages with a two-way agreement system. I will come back to her proposal. In
chapter 7, I will discuss the Case-theoretic proposal of McGinnis (1998) in more detail, and I will argue
that her attempt to fully unify languages with a two-way distinction with languages with a three-way
distinction leaves a number of facts unaccounted for.
6But cf. Broekhuis and Cornips(1994) for arguments that dative Case can be structural in Dutch.
7 See chapter  1  for a discussion of the distinction between lexically specified Case and structural Case.
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In itself, the distribution of morphological case is not conclusive evidence for the
presence or absence of structural Case for two reasons at least. First, there are languages
that have a morphological distinction between a dative and an accusative case and yet they
have a dative which seems to behave like a purely structural Case. One such language is

Japanese: In Japanese, both accusative and dative arguments may undergo passivization,
in which case they surface with nominative Case. Consider the following examples:

(14) a. Taroo ga Hanako o tataku

Taro(Nom) Hanako(Acc) hit
"Taro hits Hanako"

b.         Hanako ga Taroo ni tatakareru

Hanako (Nom) Taro by hit-Pass

"Hanako is hit by Taro"

c.         Taroo ga Hanako ni kotzutsumi o okuru

Taro(Nom) Hanako(Dat) package(Acc) send
"Taro sends a package to Tanako"

d.         Hanako ga Taroo ni kotzutsumi o okurareru

Hanako(Nom) Taro by package(Acc) send-Pass

"Hanako is sent a package by Taro"

(14a,b) are simple examples of an active and a passive construction respectively. They
sliow tliat object DPs carrying morphological accusative case may become nominative
under passivization. Example (14c) is a Japanese active dative construction: the goal
surfaces with a dative case marker. As (14d) shows, it is possible to construct a dative
passive in which the dative argument surfaces with nominative case. The fact that the
dative argument undergoes a case alternation is evidence that in Japanese, dative is
structural Case comparable to accusative.

A second issue is that not all morphological accusatives are structural accusatives. For

example, objects of prepositions systematically surface with morphological accusative
in Greek:

(15) Milisa me/jia ton Petro
Talked-I witWabout the Peter(Acc)
"I talked with/about Peter"

There is good reason to believe that this accusative is not structural Case. Greek, unlike
English  (see  the  English translations  in  16),  neither permits P(repositioii) Stranding nor
has Pseudopassives:

8See Larson (1988:365) who cites Shimizu (1975). Larson (citing Feldman 1978) also mentions Ancient
Greek as being such a language, but it is not clear that Ancient Greek can be assimilated to Japanese

(Melita Stavrou personal communication, Geoffrey Horrocks personal communication).
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(16) a. *Pjon milises me? P-Stranding
Whoni(Acc) talked-you with
"Who did you talk with?"

b.         *0 Petros milithike jia Pseudopassives
The Peter(Nom) talked-NAct,3sg about
"Peter was talked about"

In the literature, it has been assumed that P-stranding and Pseudopassives are possible in

languages with prepositions assigning objective (structural) Case which allows them to be

thematically reanalysed  with  the  verb (van Riemsdijk 1978, Hornstein and Weinberg
1981, Kayne 1984, Baker 1988 among others). If this is correct, then the ungrammaticality
of (16a) and (16b) suggests that Prepositions do not assign structural  Case in Greek.  This

morphological accusative is not structural Case.

The above observations lead to the conclusion that it is not sufficient to look at
morphological case realizations in order to draw conclusions about Abstract Case. We
need to search for syntactic evidence. This is what I turn to now.

Starting from the Case of the goal argument, we already saw and discussed the fact that

genitive arguments in Greek cannot surface with nominative case under passivization.
Greek, unlike English and Japanese, lacks "indirect passives":

(17) a. *0 Petros dothike to vivlio
The Peter(Nom) gave-NAct,3sg the book(Acc)
"Peter was given the book"

b.        *I Maria stalthike to paketo
The Mary(Nom) sent-NAct,3sg the parcel(Acc)
"Mary was sent the parcel"

The same with unaccusatives. Goals and experiencers generally do not surface with
nominative case.9

9 I have found two cases in Greek where the dative argument looks as if it alternates with a nominative.
These verbs are klironomo (will, inlierit), gustaro (like, appeal to). In both cases, the alternation occurs
with unaccusatives and not with passives (see the next footnote which discusses an example of an
alternation under passivization resulting in an idiomatic reading):
(i)         a.          ?0 Jannis klironomise ta vivlia ston Petro

The Jannis(Nom) willed-Act,3sg the books(Acc) to-the Peter
b.          ?0 Jannis klironomise tu Petru ta vivlia

The Jannis(Nom) willed-Act,3sg the Peter(Gen) the books(Acc)
c.          0 Petros klironomise ta vivlia apo ton Janni

The Peter(Nom) willed-Act,3sg the books(Acc) from the Peter
d.          Ta vivlia klironomithikan ston Petro apo ton Janni

The books(Nom) willed-NAct to the Peter by the John
e.          Ta vivlia ?*(tu) klironomithikan tu Petru apo ton Janni

The books(Nom) Cl(Gen) willed-NAct the Peter(Gen) by the John
f.          *0 Jannis klironomithike ta vivlia apo ton Petro
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(18) a. *I Maria irthe to grama me kathisterisi

The Mary (Nom) came the letter(Acc) with delay

b.         *I Maria proekipse to provlima ksafnika
The Mary(Nom) emerged the problem suddenly

c.          *I Maria parusiastike to provlima ksafnika
The Mary(Nom) appeared the problem(Acc) suddenly

d.          I Maria perase to kimeno me fax
The Mary(Nom) passed the text(Acc) with fax
ok with the interpretation : "Mary passed (to someone) the text with a fax"
*with the interpretation: "The text passed to Mary with a fax"

e.          *I Maria aresi ta vivlia
The Mary(Nom) please-3sg the books(Acc)

The fact that the case marking of dative DP arguments cannot change from genitive to

nominative in Greek, unlike Japanese datives which may become nominative, is an
argument that genitive Case cannot be viewed as a structural Case comparable to

accusative.

Moreover, there are no verbs that assign genitive case to non-arguments in Exceptio,ial
Case Marking configurations."The fact that no exceptional genitive marking is possible in
Greek is entirely expected  if genitive Case is not structural  Case.

The John(Nom) wille-NAct the books by the Peter

(ii) a. Afta ta vivlia den gustarun ston Petro katholou

These the books(Nom) not please-3sg to the Peter at all

b.          Afta ta vivlia den ?*(tu) gustarun tu Petru katholou
These the books(Nom) not Cl(Gen) please-3sg the Peter(Gen) at all

c.          0 Petros den gustari afta ta vivlia katholou

The Peter(Nom) not please-3sg these the books(Acc) at all
With the verb klironomo a nominative goal looks as if it alternates with a dative in the inchoative (ic) but
not in the passive (if). In (ic), the nominative argument is interpreted as a RECIPIENT (a role similar to the

role of the subject in examples like "John received a letter", "Mary got a letter"). With the verb gustaro, it
looks as if we have an alternation between an Experiencer Object predicate of Belletti&Rizzi's (1988)

piacere Class (Class 3) and an Experiencer Subject predicate (Class /). For the time being, I am treating

these cases as exceptions.

10An interesting case illustrating this has been recently discussed by Iatridou (1996). Consider the examples

in (i):

(i)          a. Exo grapsi to gramma
Have-I written the letter(Acc)
"I have written the letter"

b.          Exo grammeno to gramma
Have-I written-Neut,Sg, Acc the letter(Acc)
"I have the letter written"

Example (ia) consists of the auxiliary HAVE and an uninflected participle; it represents the "canonical"

Perfect in Greek. Example (ib) is a periphrastic constniction based on HAVE and the adjectival Passive
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Beiiig non-structural, the Case of the goal argument in the Genitive construction is not
expected to be affected by the transitivity of the predicate. And indeed it isn't. We saw

plenty  of examples of passives and unaccusatives where Genitive  DPs  are well formed,  as
long  as  they are doubled  by a pronominal clitic."The same applies to Dutch.  NP

movement of the goal in passives and non-alternating unaccusatives is well formed, as
long as the dative undergoes scrambling. When both arguments remain iii situ,
passivization is again grammatical.

Turning to the Case of the theme, there is nothing I can think of which argues against the

view that the morphological accusative realized on this argument is structural Case, and
several points argue for this position.

First, the theme argument may become nominative under passivization and other

detransitivizing processes under the condition that the other object be a clitic or doubled

by a clitic.

Moreover, the theme argument is not licensed by incorporation (Baker 1988, 1996),
neither  it has oblique (Pesetsky  1995) or inherent (Larson  1988)  Case.  In what follows,  I
will discuss and exclude these options one by one.

Starting with the incorporation option, it has been pointed out by Rivero (1992) that there

are cases of overt NI taking place in Greek ditransitives which show that whenever the
theme incorporates into the verb, the goal must surface with accusative Case. It can neither

be prepositional (19b), nor be a Genitive DP (2Ob):

Participle which inflects for Gender, Number and Case. Iatridou argues convincingly that (ib) has the
structure in (ii), where HAVE takes a passive small clause complement:

(ii)         echo [to grama, grammeno ti ]
In this structure, the object to grama takes Case from HAVE, which always assigns accusative in Greek. As a

result, no combination containing Genitive Case is available, which means that the Case-properties of the

verb on which the participle is based are lost. Therefore, no combination containing Genitive or a PP-Dative
is possible in this construction, while no such problem arises with the Perfect. This is illustrated in (iii) with
the verb milao (talk) which takes a PP or a Genitive DP complement:
(iii) a Exo milisi ston Kosta/tu Kosta Perfect

Have-I talked to-the Kostas/the Kostas(Gen)
"I have talked to Kostas"

b.           *Exo milimenu (Gen) tu Kosta(Gen) HAVE+Adjectival Participle

c.          *Exo milimeno(Acc) tu Kosta(Gen)
d.           *Exo milimeno/u (Acc/Gen) ston Kosta(PP)

Interestingly, the verb milao can be passivized, in which case the object surfaces with nominative Case.
Under passivization, however, the compositional meaning of "Kostas was spoken to" is lost resulting,
instead, in an idiomatic reading. Exactly the same meaning emerges when the argument (and the participle)
surface with accusative Case under ECM:
(iv) a. 0 Kostas milithike

The Kostas(Nom) talked-NAct,3sg "Kostas has been made part o f the conspiracy"

b.           Exo ton Kosta milimeno
Have-I the Kostas(Acc) talked-Masc,Sg,Acc  "1 have made Kostas part o f the conspiracy"

"Note that these are instances of clitic doubling and not right dislocation; in other words, the Genitive DP
can be shown to be in an argument position (cf. the discussion in chapter 1).
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(19) a. Dino trofima s-tus ftoxous
Give-I food(Acc) to-the poor
"I give food to the poor"

b.       Trof-0-doto tus ftoxus/*stus ftoxous

Food-give-I the poor(Acc)/to-the poor
"I give food to the poor"

(20) a. Dino tis Marias xrimata
Give-I the Mary(Gen) money(Acc)
"I give Mary money"

b.        Xrimat-0-doto tin Maria/*tis Marias

Food-give-I the Mary(Gen)/to-the Mary
"I give food to Mary"

Independently of what the correct explanation for the facts in (19) and (20) is,12 under
covert NI (Noun Reanalysis) of the theme we would expect the goal to surface with

accusative, contrary to facts. This undermines the plausibility of a covert theme

incorporation analysis.

12Rivero (1992) proposes that the facts in (19) and (20) can be accounted for if we assume that the verb

has a structural accusative Case feature which must be discharged obligatorily. Once incorporation takes

place, this feature cannot be assigned to the theme argument because, by hypothesis, incorporated

arguments cannot receive Case. Therefore, accusative is obligatorily assigned to the goal, which is the

only other argument available.
I do not believe that this explanation is correct because it tacitly assumes that a structural Case

can be imposed upon an argument with lexically determined case. But we know from quirky Case in
Icelandic and other languages that lexically determined case takes precedence over every other case, thus

being preserved in e.g. passives or raising (see Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson 1985, Marantz 1991 and

references for discussion). Moreover, there are many intransitive unergative verbs in Greek and many
other languages which optionally license a DP complement, either a cognate object or an object

functioning as a classifier. Consider the case of the verb xorevo "dance":

(i)                           I Maria xorepse (to tango)
The Mary danced (the tango)

The fact that an accusative object can be licensed with this verb is an argument that xorevo has an

accusative Case feature. It is very likely, however, that this feature does not always have to be

discharged. If unergative verbs do not have an internal argument at all, as traditionally assumed (cf.
Burzio 1981,  1986), then there is no argument to reveive this Case feature. But even if unergative verbs

are basically transitive formed by incorporation/conflation of a Noun into a light verb as suggested by
Hale and Keyser (1993, 1997, 1998), one cannot assume that the accusative Case feature of the verb is
discharged when there is no complement, or else the explanation for (19) and (20)-which crucially relies
on the assumption that incorporation and Case assignment are mutually exclusive-breaks down.

My own view is that examples like (19) and (20) have a different underlying structure than the
corresponding dative constructions featuring a PP as well as those featuring a Genitive DP. In (19) and
(20), the theme is generated in a position from which it can incorporate into the verb while the goal is

generated in a position where it can be assigned structural accusative from the verb. On the other hand, in
the Genitive construction and in the PP construction, neither theme incorporation nor structural Case
assignment to the goal argument is possible. I will come back to this issue in chapter 4 where I will
discuss in detail the structural representation of the various types of dative constructions found in Greek
and other languages.
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Furthermore, the theme  is  not  a  DP with inherent Case (Larson 1988, Marantz   1993   for

English) nor an oblique DP introduced by a covert preposition (Pesetsky  1995).  The main
evidence for this comes from the fact that the theme may undergo clitic doubling:

(21)     Tu to edosa tu Petru to vivlio xtes to vrady

Cl(Gen) cl(Acc) gave-1 sg the Peter(Gen) the book(Acc) yesterday the evening
"I gave Peter the book yesterday evening"

In the previous chapter, we saw that clitic doubling in Greek is not permitted with
arguments introduced by overt prepositions (it is not subject to Kaylie's Generalization).
This argues against the postulation of a covert preposition introducing the theme in a
sentence like (21).

Moreover, clitic doubling is never permitted with non-structural accusative DPs in Greek.

For one thing, temporal adjuncts surfacing with morphological accusative case cannot

undergo clitic doubling:

(22)     Tlia (*tin) miliso tu Petru tin Tetarti
FUT (Cl-Acc) talk-I the Peter(Dat) the Wednesday(Acc)
"I will talk to Peter on Wednesday"

In addition, there is an accusative in Greek which can be argued to be non-structural and is

incompatible with clitic doubling. The accusative in question surfaces on the second

object of spray-load/smear verbs which alternatively take a ivitll PP-complement. The
alternation between the two constructions is exemplified in (23):

(23) a. Alipsa tin brizola me ladhi
Smeared-I the steak(Acc) with oil
"I smeared the steak with oil"

b.         Alipsa tin brizola ladhi
Smeared-I the steak(Acc) oil(Acc)
"I smeared the steak with oil"

In (23a) the first argument is an accusative DP and the second argument is a witil PP. In

(23b), both arguments are non-prepositional and they have morphological accusative case.
The accusative on the second argument qualifies as non-structural Case by two
independent criteria: (i) It is not allowed to undergo passivization, even when the other

argument surfaces as a clitic or a clitic doubled DP, unlike accusative themes in the double

object construction:

(24) a. *To ladhi aliftike tin brizola apo ton Petro
The oil(Nom) smeared-NAct the steak(Acc) by the Peter
"*The oil was smeared the steak by the Peter"
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b.         *To ladhi tin aliftike tin brizola apo ton Petro

The oil(Nom) Cl(Acc) smeared-NAct the steak(Acc) by the Peter

c.         *To ladhi tin aliftike apo ton Petro

The oil(Nom) Cl(Acc) smeared-NAct by the Peter

(ii) It must be bare or indefinite:

(25) ?* Alipsa tin brizola to ladhi
Smeared-I the steak(Acc) the oil(Acc)
"I smeared the steak with the oil"

If it is assumed that there is a correlation between inherent objective case and

indefiniteness, as proposed by Belletti (1988), de Hoop (1992) and Lasnik (1995) among

others, then the indefiniteness restriction illustrated in (25) is evidence that the second

object has inherent case.

Note now that the second accusative in (25) is not allowed to undergo clitic doubling, as is

shown in (26). Doubling of the first accusative is possible, as shown in (27a). (27b) shows

that the first accusative argument is allowed to undergo passivization:

(26)      *To alipsa tin brizola (to) ladhi

Cl(Acc,Neut) smeared-I the steak(Acc,Fem) the oil(Acc,Neut)
"I smeared the steak with the oil"

(27) a. Tin alipsa tin brizola ladhi

Cl(Acc,Fem) smeared-I the steak(Acc,Fem) the oil(Acc,Neut)
"I smeared the steak with the oil"

b.        I brizola aliftike ladhi apo ton Petro
The steak(Nom) smeared-NAct oil(Acc) by the Peter

"The steak was smeared oil by the Peter"

The above presented facts argue that in this construction, the first accusative argument

has structural Case while the second not. The former can be definite, it may undergo

passivization and clitic doubling; the latter is necessarily indefinite or bare, it is not
allowed to undergo passivization and is incompatible with clitic doubling.

If we now compare accusative themes in the Genitive construction to the two types of

accusatives in (23)-(27) we see that accusative themes have all of the properties

characterizing the first structural accusative in (23)-(27) and none of the properties

characterizing the second non-structural accusative in (23)-(27). Accusative themes in

the double object construction may undergo passivization, they do not have to be bare or

indefinite, and they may also undergo clitic doubling.

It should be noted at this point that if compatibility with clitic doubling is viewed as a

criterion for structural Case as proposed here, then goal DPs qualify as having structural
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Case because they may also undergo clitic doubling. Their Case is not fully structural
though, as they cannot become nominative in passives. The intermediate status of
Genitive DPs in Greek makes them similar in certain respects with quirky datives in
Icelandic and other languages (see McGinnis  1998).  In  the next chapters,  I  will  come
back to this issue, and I will develop an analysis of genitive and accusative DPs in
double object constructions in terms of Checking Theory (Chomsky  1995,  1998).  The
similarities and differences between Genitive DPs iii Greek and arguments with quirky
case in Icelandic will be discussed in detail.

I conclude that the Case-theoretic accounts for the impossibility o f"direct passivization"
are untenable for Greek (and other languages like Greek) because it is quite clear that
tlie theme has structural Case and that the case of the goal is not affected by
intransitivity.

2.2. LOCALITY

2.2.1. Dative DPs may not break up A Movement Chains

Having rejected the Case approach to the ban on Genitive DPs in NP Movement
contexts, we now must approach the issue from a different angle. The question is
whetlier the theory provides any other solution to the problem posed by dative DPs,
which is general enough to account for languages like Greek.

As mentioned in the introduction, there is an obvious alternative to the Case-theoretic

proposals discussed in section 1. This alternative capitalizes on the hierarchical position
of the goal relative to the theme argument instead of the Case properties of the two
arguments.

Since Larson (1988), it has been assumed that in the double object construction the DP
goal asymmetrically c-commands the DP theme. Evidence for this comes from a
number of tests which diagnose c-command and which were first discussed in Barss &
Lasnik (1986). These tests unanimously show that the first argument asymmetrically c-
commands the second:

(i) Anaphora

(28) a. I showed Mary herself
b.         *I showed herselfMary

Gi) Quantifier-Variable binding

(29) a. I gave every workeri hisi paycheck
b.         *I gave itsi owner every paychecki
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(\W) Weak Crossover with wh-phrases

(30) a. Which mani did you send his, paycheck?

b.         *Whosei pay did you send hisi mother?                                 -

(iv) Superiority

(31) a. Who did you give which paycheck?
b. *Which paycheck did you give who?

(v) The 'Each...the Other' construction

(32) a. I showed each man the other's socks

b.         *I showed the other's friend eacli man

(Vi) Negative polarity itents

(33) a. I showed noone anything
b.         *I showed anyone nothing

Barss and Lasnik point out that the asymmetries in (28)-(33) cannot be captured under

either of the structures below ((34) is from Oehrle  1976, (35) is from Chomsky  1981):

(34) VP

V NPl NP2

send Mary a letter

(35) VP

V'               NP2
a letter

V               NP,
send Mary

In (34) the two NPs c-command each other, in (35) the second NP c-commands the first;

thus, both make wrong predictions. For this reason, Larson (1988)
'3 argues that double

object constructions are binary branching and that the goal argument is in [Spec,VP].

13Barss and Lasnik (1986) consider in a footnote the possibility of assigning to the double object

construction either a binary branching structure in which the dative is the subject of a small clause headed

by an empty copula HAVE/BE which takes the theme as a complement (Kayne 1981), or a ternary

branching structure in which the theme is introduced by a zero preposition which counts for command

purposes (see Emonds 1972, 1976). In the main text, they maintain the ternary branching structure

according to which the two arguments mutually c-command each other and they propose that in such

situations, linearprecedence distinguishes the domain of the first NP from that of the second NP (see also

Williams 1994).
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Being in tliis position, it asymmetrically c-commands the tlieme. Under a representation
dong these lines, the fact that movement of a nominative argument cannot proceed across

a dative is expected because syntactic dependencies across hierarchically higher
intervening elements are generally illformed. If dative arguments can be shown to be in a
position to block A Movement (or the formation of an A-Movement Chain), then the
ungrammaticality of NP Movement across a dative DP in passives and unaccusatives

follows from a theory of Locality. Some analyses along these lines have already been

suggested in the literature. In what follows, I will briefly summarize the approaches

suggested or pursued by Everaert (1990), Marantz (1993) and Holmberg and Platzack

(1995).

2.2.2. Previous Proposals

Everaert (1990)-citing Huybregts (1988)- considers and rejects for Dutcli a Binding
Tlieoretic solution to the problem, which relies on Kayne's (1981,1984) suggestion tliat in
tlie double object construction, the verb takes a small clause as its complement with the
dative DP as its subject:

14

(36) [s Np* [vp v [s Npl NP2 ]]]

In the small clause in (36), the dative DP object (NPl) has subject-like properties.

Movement of the direct object (NI>2) to the subject position (NP*) would result in a
violation of the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) because the NP-trace, an anaphor

subject to Principle A, would be bound outside the first category containing a subject. In

sucli an analysis, NP-movement across a dative DP would violate a locality constraint on

A-movement stated in Binding Theoretic terms, as was often done in the Government and

Binding framework (Chomsky  1981).

A locality based approach is also discussed in Marantz (1993). Marantz argues that double

object and applicative constructions are complex predicates with underlying structures of

the type illustrated in (37):

14cf. den Dikken (1995) for an intricate analysis of the dative alternation based on Kayne's (1981), (1994)
small clause proposal combined with the view that there is a derivational relationship between locatio,i
(expressed by the structure initially formed by the PP dative which is argued to be the predicate) and

possession (expressed  by  the  double  object  construction)  (see  also  Freeze   1992,  Kayne   1993,  Harley
1995, Hoekstra 1994, 1995 for ideas along these lines). On den Dikken's analysis, the double object

construction is a derived structure with a PP dative introduced by a covert preposition which undergoes
dative shift in order for the preposition to incorporate into a Verb (Dative shift for den Dikken is a two
step movement transformation. First the PP raises to the specifier of a Particle small clause in order for
the Preposition to incorporate to an empty copula BE resulting in HAVE. From there the remnant moves to

the specifier of the copula). Given that for den Dikken (1995) the dative DP is in an A' position, all
locality constraints are argued to be due to conditions on A' rather than A Movement. In this respect, he

differs for the present approach and the proposals discussed in the main text.
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(37) VP

NP                   V'

benefactive, goal -
V      VP

APPL predicate describing

event affecting affected object

In (37) APPL is the applicative affix which may or may not have an overt phonological
realization. In the former case, the result is an applicative construction. In the latter case, it

is a double object construction. The applicative affix is viewed as a verb that takes an

"event" argument semantically, a VP complement syntactically. The higher object is

interpreted compositionally. It is the semantic argument of the combination of APPL and

the lower VP. The theme argument is the direct object of the lexical verb in tlie lower VP.

In dative-accusative double object constructions (Marantz refers to Albanian, Japanese and

Icelandic), the higher object is marked dative and the lower accusative. In the stacked VP

structure illustrated in (37) the first object is in a structurally higher VP than the second

object. This accounts for the Barss & Lasnik facts discussed above. Marantz further

proposes that in certain languages or constructions, the lower VP is a barrier for
Movement with the result that the lower object (the theme) is not allowed to move. The

barrierhood of the lower VP depends on the style of head-movement of the lexical V to the

APPL v. IfV raises and adjoins to APPL in Koopman 1983-style verb movement, then the

lower VP may be a barrier to government and movement. If, on the other hand, the applied

verb  and the lower verb "Merge"  in the sense  of Marantz  1984,  then the derived  V+v

governs the elements in the lower VP by virtue of Baker's (1988) Government

Transparency Corollary.

This specific proposal makes the prediction that whenever the lower VP is a barrier, the
lower argument can neither Wh-move nor NP-move. Bresnan and Moshi (1990) and
Marantz (1993) discuss languages and constructions where there is a correlation

between the NP-moveability and the WH-moveability of the lower object, specifically

(i) all applicative constructions in Chaga and (ii) directional locative applicative
constructions in Kinyarwanda.

Dutch passives and non-alternating unaccusatives seem to represent a similar case. NP-

Movement and WH-Movement of the theme are both impossible in the presence of an

unscrambled dative argument (see den Dikken 1995 for discussion). On the other hand,
NP-Movement and WH-Movement are allowed once the dative argument undergoes
scrambling to a VP-external position. Some WH-movement examples are illustrated
below:

(38) a. ?*Wat zal Jan waarschijnlijk Marie geven?
What will Jan probably Mary give?

b.         Wat zal Jan Marie waarschi),1/(ik geven?
What will Jan Mary probably give?
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Greek differs from Chaga, Kinyarwanda and Dutch in that the possibilities of NP-
moving and WH-moving tile theme are unrelated. NP-movement of the theme is not

permitted as we saw, while WH-movement across a dative is licit:

(39)    Ti edoses tu Janni?

What(Acc) gave-2sg the John (Dat)?
"What did you give John"

In this respect, Greek patterns with English, Chichewa and Tzotsil which are taken by
Bresnan & Moshi (1990) and Marantz (1993) to illustrate languages where there is no
correlation between NP-Movement and WH-Movement. For the ungrammaticality of
NP-Movement in English, Chichewa and Tzotsil, Marantz (1993) essentially maintains
an approach along the lines of Baker (1988) and Pesetsky (1995).  The fact that in these

languages, the tlieme argument cannot be passivized is viewed as one of the
"symptoms" indicating that it does not have canonical object properties, thus not being
capable of undergoing movement to a structural Case position.  In the previous section,  I

argued extensively against an account along these lines for Greek.

Note now that a structure like (37) offers the possibility of treating NP-movement in the
presence of a Genitive DP as a case of"long-distance" movement from the lower VP to
Spec,TP over the c-commanding specifier of the higher VP. As pointed out by Marantz
0993:131), "...locality  theories  such  as  Rizzi's  (1990)  "Relativized  Mininiality"  wozild
prohibit  the  raisiiig of a  lower  SPEC  of VP  over a c-commanding  SPEC  of VP positioii

iii long passivization". Given   that   there   are   languages   like   Albanian   (Massey   1992)
which permit "long passivization" across a higher dative argument, Marantz concludes

that Relativized Minimality or other locality conditions must allow for long passives in

such constructions. However, there is another logical possibility. Long passives could
be argued to violate (some version of) Relativized Minimality, and whenever long
passivization appears to be possible someting special happens ameliorating the effect.

This is the position taken in McGinnis (1998) who argues that in Albanian, long

passives are possible because the nominative argument moves across the dative through
a second specifier which  is  used  as an escape hatch for movement (see Reinhart  1981,
Richards 1997 among others for wh-movement).  In  view of languages like Greek,  for
which an analysis based on the non-canonical object properties of the theme argument
fails and which do not permit NP movement unless cliticization or clitic doubling take
place, this possibility is worth exploring (see Anagnostopoulou 1997b, 1998a,b).

Holmberg and Platzack (1995:215-217), adopting a proposal  made by Vikner  (1990),
propose that ungrammatical instances of direct object passivization across a dative

argument in Danish (illustrated    in   4Ob) and Icelandic (illustrated    in   41 b) violate
Relativized Minimality:

(40) a. Jens blev givet bogen Danish
Jens was given the-book

b.        *Bogen blev givet Jens
The-book was given Jens
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(41) a. Jdni var skilad b6kunum Icela,idic

Jon(Dat) was returned the books(Dat)

b.        *Beekunum var skila8 Jdni
The-book(Dat) was returned Jon(Dat)

They propose that in the double object construction, the dative argument is a specifier

and the theme a complement of a VP complement of a higher "Voice" head Acto (or,  in
passives, Passo) to wliich the verb raises, as illustrated in (42):

(42) ActP

DP Act'

Mary -
ActO VP
gave,

DP                  V'
John

V       DP

e,             the book

Theme passivization across a dative argument   as   in  (4Ob)   and   (41 b) is, according  to

Holmberg and Platzack, illformed because the derived subject-theme- cannot

antecedent-govern its trace VP internally since the dative in [Spec,VP] is a closer

potential antecedent governor. By contrast,    (40a)    and    (41 a) respect Relativized

Minimality, and, therefore, they are well-formed.

The niain advantage of an account in terms of locality is that it can explain the

ungrammaticality of dative DPs iii languages where dative arguments do not have a
Case which can be plausibly assumed to be affected by intransitivity. Another advantage

is that within a locality-based account it is expected that dative DP arguments will not

always block movement because as is well known from the domain of A' Movement,
there are escape hatches to locality violations.

In the next chapters, I will argue for a specific analysis along these lines based on

featural locality:5 I will propose that dative arguments block Case-driven movement of

lower nominatives to [Spec, TP] whenever they have a D feature which may be attracted

by T (EPP). My analysis relies on an interplay between EPP-driven movement and

Case-driven movement which, following Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c,

1999a), I take to be triggerred by two nominal features o f T attracting formal features o f

PPs and DPs, a D and a N feature respectively. As is well known, the class of elements

that may check EPP is larger than the class of elements that may check Case and

therefore, dative arguments may block Case-driven Movement, even when they don't

have structural Case:6 Apparent counterexamples to the generalization that dative DPs

'  See Anagnostopoulou (1997b, 1998a, 1998b). For a related though distinct approach based on featural

locality which combines Case with Locality, see McGinnis (1998).
mIhings get more complicated when the Case factor comes into play, as we will see in the next section.
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interfere with NP-movement of nominatives require a closer look at the structural
properties of these datives. Work on German, Japanese and Icelandic has shown that
certain dative DPs are actually low oblique Datives, thus patterning with PPs. Such
datives are not expected to block passivization and other instances of A Movement.
Another possibility is to appeal to the parametric availability of multiple specifiers as an

I escape hatch for movement (Reinhart 1981, Chomsky 1995, Richards 1997, McGinnis
1998). Unlike Holmberg and Platzack (1995), I will propose that c-command is not the
only relevant condition for Locality. Nominative arguments may not cross over higher
dative DPs and PPs when the latter are located in a different nii,zii,ial doiiiain than
nominatives:

(43)       If  3 c-commands a, and'[ is the target of movement, then B is closer to
T than a unless B is in the same minimal domain as (i) r or (ii) a

(43) is the simplified definition of minimal domains and equidistance proposed in
Chomsky (1995:356). According to this definition, a can move to T across a c-
commanding 0, if (i) r  and  0 are in the same minimal domain o f some head or (ii) a  and
B are in the same minimal domain of some head. Given this definition, a nominative
argument may move across a c-commanding dative if the dative and the nominative

belong to the minimal domain of the same head. This distinguishes dative DPs from
dative PPs. In the double object construction, dative arguments are specifiers of a light
applicative head, as proposed by Marantz (1993). Therefore, they count as interveners.
On the other hand, iii PP-dative constructions, PPs and themes are arguments of the
lexical verb and as a result, both arguments are equidistant from T. Evidence for this
analysis comes from locative inversion where PPs may optionally undergo EPP-driven
movement to T in the presence of nominatives (Collins 1997) and from the fact that in
PP-dative constructions, PPs must be assumed to c-command DP themes in certain
cases. I will conclude that a c-commanding XP, blocks movement of XP2 to a higher
position only when XPt is in a different minimal domain than XP2· This will account for
the fact that PPs block raising o f a lower subject to the matrix T while they do not count
as interveners in passives and unaccusatives. Finally, I will turn to cliticization and I
will argue that these cases involve D feature raising of the dative to T with the result
that the dative DP  is no longer an intervener for the movement o f the nominative DP.

But before proceeding to the details o f this analysis,  it is necessary to establish one final
point, namely that the Case-theoretic accounts for "direct passives" cannot be entirely
dismissed. In the next section, I will show that in Greek, whenever the problem is posed
by Case, and more specifically by the Case of the theme argument, cliticization or clitic
doubling cannot be employed to overcome the violation.

2.3. LOCALITY VERSUS CASE

In Greek, with a limited set of verbs both the indirect object and the direct object surface
with morphological accusative case when used without a preposition: 7 These verbs
include didasko 'teach', plirono 'pay', kernao 'offer food', serviro  ' serve'  etc.:

17The goal may also surface with genitive case, in which case it has all the properties associated with the
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(44) a. Didaksa INptin grammatiki ton Arxeon] [ppsta pedhia]

Taught-1 sg [the grammar(Acc) the Ancient] [to-the children]

"I  taught the grammar ofAncient Greek to the children"

b.          Didaksa  Np ta pedhia] [Np tin grammatiki ton Arxeon]
Taught-1 sg [the children(Acc)] [the grammar(Acc) the Ancient]
"I taught the children the grammar of Ancient Greek"

In what follows, I will refer to the construction illustrated in (44b) by the term Double

Accusative Construction. Passivization of the theme across a goal in the double

accusative construction leads to very strong ungrammaticality:

(45)     **To mathima didaxthike ta pedhia

The lesson(Nom) was taught the children (Acc)
"The lesson was taught the children"

Examples like (45) are considerably worse than the examples discussed so far. This

difference in grammaticality judgements is the first property that distinguishes the

Genitive construction from the Double Accusative construction. Whenever NP-

Movement takes place in the presence of a Genitive DP, the result is a mildly

ungrammatical sentence. In the presence of an Accusative, the ungrammaticality is

much sharper.

The second difference has to do with cliticization and clitic doubling. Ungrammatical

examples like (45) cannot be salvaged through clitic doubling or cliticization of the goal

argument:

(46) a. **To mathima ta didaxthike ta pedhia
The lesson(Nom) Cl(Acc,pl) was taught the children(Acc,pl)
"The lesson was taught the children"

b.         **To mathima ta didaxthike
The lesson(Nom) Cl(Acc,pl) was taught
"The lesson was taught them"

These two differences strongly suggest that the ungrammaticality of direct passivization

in the double accusative construction and the ungrammaticality of direct passivization in
the Genitive construction have a different source.

A number of considerations point to the conclusion that in the Double Accusative

Construction the problem is posed by Case. Specifically, in double accusative

constructions, the goal has all the properties canonically associated with structural objects.

Genitive construction. I will return to this in chapter 4.
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It has accusative case, it can be doubled by an accusative clitic as in (47a) and it can
undergo passivization as in (47b):

(47) a. (Ta-)didaksa ta pedhia ena mathima

Cl(Acc) tauglit-I tlie children(Acc) a lesson

"I taught the children a lesson"

b.        Ta pedhia didaxthikan tin grammatiki
The children(Nom) were taught the grammar(Acc)
"The children were taught the grammar"

Moreover, in the double accusative construction, the theme is not a canonical structural

object. First, clitic doubling, which can always take place with definite direct objects in

Greek, is strictly ungrammatical with an accusative definite theme:

(48) *Tin didaksa ta pedhia tin grammatiki ton arxeon ellinikon
Cl(Acc,sg) taught-I(Nom) the children(Acc,pl) the grammar(Acc,sg) the ancient

Greek(Gen)
"I taught-it the children the grammar of ancient greek"

Moreover, the theme tends to be bare or indefinite. Definite themes are only marginally

acceptable and they seem to improve when they are heavy. The definiteness restriction on
tliemes is illustrated in (49) and the heaviness restriction in (50):

(49) a. Didaksa ta pedhia ena mathima/mathimatika/??to mathima

Taught-I the children(Acc) a lesson(Acc)/ mathematics(Acc)/ the
lesson(Acc)
"I taught the children a lesson /mathematics /the lesson"

b.         Servira ton pelati kafe/enan kafe/??ton kafe
Served-I the customer(Acc) coffee(Acc)/ a coffee (Acc) /??the coffee(Acc)
"I served the customer coffee/ a coffee/ the coffee/"

(50) a. Didaksa ta pedhia ??to mathima/to mathima ton mathimatikon

Taught-I the children the lesson(Acc)/the lesson of mathematics(Acc)
"I taught the children the lesson/the lesson ofmathematics"

b.        Servira ton pelati ??ton kafe/ton kafe pu zitise
Served-I the customer(Acc) the coffee(Acc)/the coffee (acc) lie asked for

"I served the customer the coffee/the coffee lie asked for"

Even though I do not have a complete account for the ungrammaticality of theme

passivization in the presence o f an accusative goal  in the double Accusative construction, 18

18My problem with the double accusative construction is the following. There is evidence that the property
responsible  for the exceptional properties  of the theme  in the double Accusative construction  is  not  that  it has

inherent accusative case. When the accusative goal undergoes passivization, the accusative theme shows all
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I believe that these examples fall under a Case-theoretic explanation. If this is correct,
then we cannot dismiss the Case-theoretic explanations proposed in the literature for all

iiistances of theme-passivization in the presence of a goal found across languages. The
situation is quite transparent in Greek. Whenever the problem is Case, the
ungrammaticality of direct passivization across a goal is very sharp and
cliticization/clitic doubling cannot be used to save the construction. Whenever the

problem is not Case, the ungrammaticality is much weaker and cliticization/clitic

doubling can be used as an escape hatch:

(51)
Evidence for two different kinds of violations in Greek direct passives

Sharp Ungrammaticality Clitics as Escape Hatches

Double Accusatives yes no

Genitive Construction no yes

The two properties ofthe Genitive construction illustrated in (51) are consistent with the
view that the ungrammaticality of theme passivization across a Genitive DP is due to
Relativized Minimality. We know that WH-islands are, in many languages, weak, and
WH-islands are assumed to constitute the prototypical instance of a Relativized

Minimality violation. We also know that there are escape hatches to Relativized

the properties canonically associated with structural objects. For example, there is no restriction on

definiteness (ia) and the theme can freely undergo clitic doubling (ib):

(i)          a.           Ta pedhia didaxthikan to mathima/ena mathima apo ton dhaskalo

The children(Nom) were taught the lesson/a lesson(Acc) by the teaclier
"The children were taught the/a lesson by the teacher"

b.           Ta pedhia tin-didaxthikan tin grammatiki apo ton dhaskal,
The children(Nom) Cl(Acc) were taught the grammar(Acc) by the teacher

"Tlie children were taught the grammar by the teacher"
Tliese examples show that accusative themes are not assigned the same kind of Case in active and passive

sentences. This argues against the assumption that the tlieme has inherent case since a defining property of
inlierent case is that it never enters into case alternations. Greek-internal evidence for this comes from the
observation that there is that the inherent accusative found with spray-load/smear verbs discussed in section

1 retains its exceptional properties when the other argument undergoes passivization, as shown in (ii):
(ii) a. *I brizola aliftike to ladhi apo ton magira

The steak was smeared the oil(Acc) by the cook
"The steak was smeared the oil by the cook"

b.           *I brizola to aliftike to ladhi apo ton magira
The steak Cl(Acc) was smeared the oil(Acc) by the cook
"The steak was smeared the oil by the cook"

Working in a framework that assumes that case realization takes place at the PF branch of tlie syntax,
Marantz (1991) argues that structural Accusative Case is a dependent case "dowinvar(is".It is realized on an
NP when a distinct NP not having lexically determined case is present higher in the structure. In this system,
accusative case is not assigned in passives and unaccusatives because usually there are no two distinct

arguments allowing for dependent case assignment. However, accusative case can be realized if there is a
distinct higher argument not having lexical case (see chapter 3). The behavior of themes in double accusative
constructions can be easily accommodated in such an approach. In the active construction, the goal is
assigned dependent case in opposition with the subject. Tlie theme, not having inherent case, surfaces with a

secondary dependent accusative (Alec Marantz, personal communication). Once the goal undergoes
passivization, the theme can be assigned primary dependent accusative since there is a disti,ict higlier NP not
having lexical case (namely the passivized goal). It is less clear how these facts can be accommodated in a
framework where Case drives and does not merely interpret syntax.
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Minimality violations. For example, not all languages have WH-islands. Note that the
facts in (51) strongly undemine the validity of Larson's (1988) and Baker's (1993,1996)
explanation for the grammaticality of cliticization examples in English passives and
Sesotho and Chichewa unaccusatives in terms of Case and Incorporation, discussed in
section  1.  Thus,  the two differences illustrated  in (51) constitute potential diagnostics
for the source of the ungrammaticality of direct passives in various languages and/or
constructions.

If the way I interpret the Greek facts is correct, then this has some consequences for

languages other than Greek. For example, on the basis of these criteria, direct passives
in English violate Locality rather than Case since they are judged as "quite marginal"
rather than being sharply ungrammatical and since they improve when the goal
argument is an unstressed pronoun. The fact that in English, the goal argument has
structural Case, unlike Greek, further suggests that it is not sufficient to look at the Case
o f tlie goal argument, in order to draw conclusions about the status  o f the violation.  The
comparison between English and Greek shows that, ultimately, the source of the
ungrammaticality in Greek double accusative constructions lies in the Case of the tlieme
argument.

The overall picture becomes clearer now and can be described as follows. 19

Starting from Greek, in the Genitive construction the theme argument is the only
argument that may become nominative in intransitive sentences. The goal intervenes
between the nominative argument and I and the result is a Locality violation. In the
double accusative construction the lower object is not eligible to become nominative,
since in the transitive construction structural accusative is taken by the indirect object.
Cliticization of the indirect object does not help because the lower argument did not
have structural Case to begin with. Recall that this is exactly what is predicted by the
thenze-centered Case theoretic explanations for the ungrammaticality of direct passives
proposed by Pesetsky (1995) and Marantz (1993) among others. Tlius, in the double
accusative construction NP-movement is blocked because the theme does not have
features o f the appropriate type. In Checking Theory (Chomsky  1995,1998) this means
that the ungrammaticality of direct passives  in the double accusative construction  is due
to  a mismatch of features between the theme and  I (see section  1  0f chapter 3).

Coming to English next, the theme does have structural Case in English with verbs like
give, as proposed by Collins (1997) and McGinnis (1998) and contrary to what is
proposed by most other researchers. The reason is that the status of direct passives is
marginal and not completely ungrammatical, like direct passives in Greek in the
presence of a Genitive DP. Crucially, in English the goal has structural Case, unlike
Greek, which means that in English both the goal and the theme argument may become
nominative under passivization, i.e. both arguments have Case features o f an appropriate
type. This suggests that the Case-based approaches to the ungrammaticality of direct
passives in English proposed by Larson (1988), Pesetsky (1994) and others is not right,
and that English passive ditransitives are very much like Greek passive ditransitives,
except for the fact that in English the goal has structural Case while in Greek not.

19 There is still the problem raised in footnote 18.
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Interestingly enough, native speakers of English (Chris Wilder, Alan Munn, Norvin
Richards, personal communication) have informed me that with the verbs teach, pay,
serve, i.e. exactly the verbs that license the double accusative construction in Greek,
theme passivization across a shifted goal is worse than, for example, with give and,
moreover, that they do not improve when the goal is an unstressed pronoun:

(52) a. *The lesson was taught the children

b.        *The lesson was taught'im

Thus, in these constructions the theme does not have structural Case. There are other
reasons to believe that English, like Greek, has two kinds of double object
constructions. I will come back to this issue in chapters 3 and 4, where I will argue that
while double object constructions with verbs like give have an extra semi-functional
liead introducing the goal argument and hence there is a third source for Case in the
sentence, double object constructions with verbs like teach do not have such a head and
hence there are only two sources for Case in the sentence.
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CHAPTER 3

DATIVE PHRASES, THEIR FEATURES AND LOCALITY

3.0. INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2, I compared two approaches to the ban against dative DPs in NP-movement
constructions, one based on Case and one based on Locality. Initially, I argued that the
former is inapplicable to languages like Greek where tile indirect object DP has a Case
which is not affected by intransitivity and the direct object DP has structural Case. At
the end, I pointed to the existence of another kind of double object construction, the
double accusative construction, and I argued for an analysis based on the non-structural
Case o f the theme argument.  Both the Genitive construction and the Double Accusative
construction do not permit NP-movement of the theme across the goal, but there are

important differences between the two. In the former, the result is a mildly
ungrammatical sentence and cliticization/clitic doubling can be employed to obviate the
effect. In the latter, ungrammaticality is very strong and and is retained under
cliticization/clitic doubling.

I further suggested that English double object constructions show a similar division.
With verbs like give an account in terms of Locality seems to be correct, while for verbs
like teach we need an account in terms of approprieteness of features of the theme

argument. The difference between English double object constructions with give and
Greek Genitive constructions lies in the Case of the goal argument. In the former, the
goal has structural Case, in the latter the goal has lexically specified genitive case. For
this reason, indirect passives are permitted in English but not iii Greek.

It is evident from this discussion that in order to express the similarities and differences
of various kinds of double object constructions within a language and across languages
it is necessary to look both into the features of the two arguments and their relative
positions. This is the first reason why I choose to develop my analysis in the feature-
based system of Chomsky (1995, 1998).

The second and more important reason has to do with the effects of cliticization and
clitic doubling which provide evidence for a theory of Locality relativized to intervening
features rather than DP positions.1 This is particularly clear once we look at clitic
doubling, a construction in which the intervening DP remains in its position and yet
does not block anymore the relation between the nominative argument and I. The
difference between a construction with clitic doubling and one without is that in the
former, the clitic relating to the intervening DP is higher up, possibly in I (Kayne  1989,

' I am grateful to David Pesetsky who was the one to suggest to me to look at the cliticiation facts this
way. Pesetsky & Torrego (Pesetsky 1998, handout  o f Fall class lectures  at MIT) interpret these facts  in
terms of Richard's (1997) Principle of Minimal  Compliance.



1991, Terzi 1999 for Greek). If this clitic is viewed as a set of formal features of the DP,
which are now "out of the way" of the lower nominative argument, and if locality is
sensitive to these formal features rather than the DP itself, then the obviation effect of
clitics naturally follows. It is important to stress that both the Greek genitive
construction and the Greek double accusative construction provide quite conclusive
evidence that the effects of clitics cannot be reduced to Case, contra Larson (1988) and

Baker (1993,1996).

3.1. ASSUMPTIONS

Following Chomsky (1995, 1998), I assume that a set of universal features are

manipulated by the computational system by certain operations (Feature-Attraction and
Move) to generate expressions. The operation Move involves matcliing of features

between the target and the raised constitutent and generalised pied piping. On this view,

phrasal movement is an exceptional operation.

Attraction followed by Move affects the closest to the target appropriate phrase.

"Appropriateness" depends on whether or not a feature F of the moved constituent may
enter into a matching relation with a feature of the target. Mismatch of features cancels

the derivation (Chomsky 1995: 308-9). "Closeness" is defined in terms of c-command

and equidistance:

(1)          If 13 c-commands a, and r is the target of movement, then 13 is closer to
r than a unless D is in the same minimal domain as (i) r or (ii) a

According to (1), a can move across a c-commanding 13 to target T if (i) either a and B
belong to the minimal domain of the same head (XP and specl  in 2a) (ii) or B and r
belong to the minimal domain of the same head (specl and spec2 in 2b) :

(2) a. KP     b.  KP

spec2        K'               spec2         K'

Ko YP specl         K'

specl                  Y'                                         Ko                        YP

Yo        XP             Yo       XP

Last Resort and Relativized Minimality (the Minimal Link Condition) are part of the
definition of Move/Attract (Chomsky 1995:297):

(3)          K attracts F i f F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking relation with
a sublabel of K
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The net effect of this system of assumptions is that Locality is relativized to intervening
features rather than intervening positions. This is different from Rizzi's (1990) original
Relativized Minimality which blocks dependencies across intervening elements of the
same type: Head Movement across intervening heads, A movement across intervening

A positions and A' Movement across intervening A' positions.

In Chomsky (1995), the formal condition tliat sentences require structural subjects

(EPP) is formulated as involving categorial D feature checking in I. This checking
operation can take place in two ways: either by Merging an XP (liere tlie only option

being an expletive for 0-theoretic reasons) or by Moving an XP (i.e. the subject in
transitive sentences). On the basis of expletive constructions in English and other
languages, Chomsky argues for a separation o f EPP and Case:2

(4)      there are three books on the shelf

Expletives like English tliere are argued to contain no formal features apart from their

category D which satisfies EPP. The Case feature of T in (4) is checked by the features

of the associate three books. This is reflected on the fact that there is overt agreement
between the verb and the associate.

Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1998c and 1999a) building on Chomsky (1995) argue
that there are two formal features associated with I triggering argument externalization
effects: an EPP (D) feature and a Case (N) feature (see also Collins 1997): Both are
formal features of the same type, i.e. [-interpretable] nominal features on functional heads

and both are responsible for the movement operations performed in the computational

system. I will follow Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou on this. Unlike Chomsky (1995,
1998) and following Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c, 1999a) and
Anagnostopoulou (1997b, 1998a,b), I assume that EPP is not necessarily satisfied by
Move/Merge XP. Move/Merge X° and Move/Merge F can also check EPP. In addition,
I follow Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1999a) who argue that Case checking can
also trigger the complex operation Move (which contains Merge XP as part of its
definition). I will come back to the details of Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou's (1999a)
argumentation in section 2, where I will discuss the formal features of dative DPs and
PPs in the double object construction in more detail.

In Icelandic Transitive Expletive Constructions illustrated in (5b) the expletive and the
subject relate to these two different features in I. Jonas & Bobaljik (1993) and Bobaljik
& Jonas (1996) have argued that in Icelandic expl-VSO sequences the subject must be
VP-external since it necessarily precedes adverbs like alveg which mark the left edge of
the VP (compare the ungrammatical example 5a to the grammatical 5b).

2 Marantz (1991) goes one step further: he argues that Abstract Case should be entirely eliminated from
the theory of syntax.  I will come back to this.
3 cf. also Boivin (1997). Nothing would change if the Case features were interpreted as being related to
the [-interpretable] phi-features of T (cf. Chomsky 1998). What is crucial is to distinguish between EPP
and Case.
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(5) a. *DaB klaruou alveg margar mys ostinn *expl-VSO
there finished completely many mice the cheese

b.         1)88 klarudu margar mys alveg ostinn Nexpl-VSO
there finished many mice completely the cheese

There are a number of ways in which this relation can be structurally represented.  In a
layered specifier approach the expletive and the raised subject are both in T (cf.
Chomsky 1995; section 4.10). In otlier approaches the expletive is in a higher projection

(CP, AgrSP, see Vikner 1995, Bobaljik & Jonas 1996 among others).  In what  follows,  I
will be assuming the layered specifiers approach according to which the expletive and
the subject are specifiers ofT (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999a):

(6)          TP

spec TP

Da8

spec        T'

margar mysi
To        vP

klamiju

alveg             VP

spec          v'

ei

v       VP

ostinn

The derivation resulting in (6) involves the following steps. First the subject (with a
categorial feature and a Case feature) is merged in the specifier position of an abstract
light v which has two functions: it introduces the external argument and it checks the
structural Case of the internal argument (which also has a categorial feature and a Case

feature):4

(6) a.  vP

spec         v'

margar mys[D, N]-
v      VP

ostinn [D,N]

4This is Chomsky's (1995) implementation of Bill'zio's Gene,·alizatioti within Hale & Keyser's (1993,
1997,1998) configurational theta theory (cf. also Kratzer 1994a,b who argues that the external argument
is introduced VP externally by a functional head Voice°).
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Next, T with a D and an N feature is merged with vP:

(6)    b.

TI[D,N] vP

spec          v'

margar mys[D, N]-
v       VP

ostinn[D,N]

D and N must be checked. Since the numeration contains an expletive, which can check
the D feature of T, expletive Merge happens first because, by hypothesis, expletive
Merge  is less costly  than  Move  (c f. Chomsky  1995,   1998 for detailed argumentation).
Tliis gives the partial structure in (6c) where the expletive has checked and erased the
EPP feature of T:

(6) c. TP

had[D]            T

T'[O,N] vp
klaruOu

alveg            VP

spec                  v'

margar mys[D, N]-
v      VP

ostinn [D,N]

Now the N feature o f T must be checked, and there are two DPs lower down which can
potentially check it: the subject in spec,vP and the object VP-internally. Both contain an
unchecked Case feature. However, the object must be prevented from checking its
features against T because this would lead to feature mismatch cancelling the derivation.

Locality gives us the right result. The subject is closer to T than the object, since it is
higher and in a different minimal domain than the object (the object belongs to the
lexical V and the subject to the light v). By Attract Closest, the subject raises to the
inner specifier of T, and the Case features of both the subject and T are checked and
erased:5

'Note that in this analysis, the fact that the verb occurs between the expletive and the associate is treated

as a re-arrangement at PF (cf. Chomsky 1995 for details).
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(6) d. TP

spec TP

Dad[D]

spec              T'
margar mys[D,01,-

T[0,01' vp
klaruOu

alveg             vP

spec                v'

ei

v       VP

ostinn[D,N]

Suppose now that we have a derivation in which the object raises overtly in the specifier

o f vP before T is merged with vP:

(7)                     vP

spec         vP

ostinni %--
spec         v'

margar mys
v      VP

ei

Such derivations are attested in Icelandic Object Shift constructions illustrated in (8):

(8)                  [DaB klarudu margar mys ostinn [vpalveg ]] N'expl-VSO

there finished many mice the cheese completely

In (8), the object precedes the adverb, indicating that it has moved outside the VP. This

is a case in which the object moves overtly to the outer specifier of v as in (7).

Suppose further that a T is further merged with the vP in (7). If there is an expletive in

the numeration checking T's D feature by expletive Merge, then by Attract Closest, both

the subject and the shifted object may move to T next because they are eqitidistant from

T (the merged subject and the moved object in 7 belong to the minimal domain of the

same head, namely v). However, the only DP that can check the N feature of T is the

subject, since the Case feature of the shifted object has been checked against the N

feature of v and has been erased. Therefore, the subject will raise yielding (9):
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(9)            TP

spec                TP
1)ad[D]

spec              T'
margar mys[D,01 -

T[0,0]'        vp
klamiju

osting      vP

spec          v'

ei

v       VP

5

Suppose, alternatively, that we have (7), T is merged with vP and there is no expletive

in the numeration. In that case, both the shifted object and the subject may raise to T

because they both have a D feature and they are both equidistant from T satisfying
Attract Closest. Given the assumptions so far, the derivation where the subject raises

converges, correctly. However, the derication where the object raises also converges,

incorrectly. To rule out the latter possibility, Chomsky (1995:357) proposes that the
derivation in which the object and not the subject raises is blocked by global economy
conditions. Specifically, a derivation in which the subject and not the object raises to T

involves two raising operations: First the object raises to v and then the subject raises to

T. On the other hand, a derivation in which the object and not the subject raises to T

involves three raising operations: First, the object raises to v, it checks and the Case

feature of the object and v is checked. Then the object raises to T and it checks and

erases the D feature of T. But the subject still needs to check its own Case feature and

the N feature of T. Therefore, the more economical derivation (the one with two steps)

blocks the less economical one (the one with three steps). As we will see later in this

chapter, there are cases of optional movement which such a global econong approach

rules out, incorrectly. For this reason, Chomsky's (1995:357) account for this

hypothetical derivation in Icelandic will be modified.

With these in mind, consider what happens if a nominative object raises to T in the

presence of a higher dative object. If the dative and the nominative have features that

can be attracted to T, and the dative is in a position to block movement of the
nominative, then the derivation will crash.Recall from chapter 2 that there are proposals

in the literature according to which the dative argument in the double object/applicative
construction is merged in or moved to the specifier of a head different from the head

introducing the theme argument. To take one concrete example, Marantz (1993) has
proposed that the dative/applied argument is a specifier of a light applicative head,
leading to the following representation of an active double object construction:6

6Marantz'S proposal is adopted by Collins (1997) who uses it to account for the properties of quotative
inversion in English. It is also adopted by McGinnis (1997, 1998). Marantz's proposal is modified in
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(10) TP

spec         T'

T       vP1

DP                    v'
subj

v          vP2Act

DP,0            v'

VP
VApp 1

DPDo             V'

V X

In active sentences, the subject always raises to T because it is closer than both the

indirect object and the direct object. In passives and unaccusatives, the subject is not

present. The highest light v is either not projected or projected but inactive syntactically,
in the sense that it does not have a specifier and an accusative Case feature. The latter

option is presumably the correct one (see footnote 7). For the sake of simplicity,
however, I will represent passives and unaccusatives as in (11), abstracting away from
the inactive highest light v:

(11) TP

spec         T'

T         vP2

DPio             v'

v        VPAppl

DPDo           V'

V X

Harley (1995) who argues for a derivational approach according to which the double object construction

is derived from the PP dative construction. Den Dikken (1995) also argues that the double object

construction involves a complex structure in which the dative undergoes movement to the specifier

position of a head different from the head in which the theme resides. For den Dikken, this movement is

predicate inversion, which he analyses as A' Movement (see chapter 2).
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In (11) T is looking for a categorial feature and Case features. Suppose that the DP,o has
features that can be checked against T and DPD  also has features that can be checked

against T.  Iii that case, DPto will block movement of DPDo to T because it c-commands

DP2 and the two are not equidistant from T. In (11) each phrase belongs to the minimal
domain of a different head (DP,o to vAPPI, DPDo  to V and the target position to T). By
Attract Closest, the only possible derivation is one in which the Indirect Object Moves.

What are the features that play a role in (11)? As in the case of the active Icelandic

sentences discussed above, these are a D and an N feature. Specifically, if both the
indirect object and the direct object have a D and an N feature that may enter into a

checking relation with T, then the indirect object will block movement of the direct

object. As we shall see below, languages like English and Japanese (see chapter 2), in
which goal arguments may become nominative under passivization, are instantiating

this option. On the other hand, languages like Greek, Dutcli and Icelandic, where the

goal cannot become nominative under passivization, plausibly fall under a different

category. It is natural to propose within the system assumed here that the indirect object

has a D feature than may enter into a checking relation with T (EPP) but not an N (Case)
feature that may enter a checking relation with T. The direct object has both a D and an
N feature. If the indirect object has a D feature that can be checked against T, then it
will block movement o f the direct object.  The D feature o f the dative will be closer to T

than the D feature o f the nominative argument. This will account for blocking effects o f

datives in languages like Icelandic, Greek and Dutch.

Consider now dative PPs. In raising constructions, PPs are clearly in a position to block

movement of the subject. They are arguments of the matrix verb, while the subject

raises out o f the embedded clause. Suppose that the underlying structure of raising verbs

is as in (12), with the PP as a specifier of V and the IP as its complement (Chomsky

1998).7

(12) TP

spec          T'

T       VP

PP          V'

to John
V                IP

seems

Mary               I'

'In this structure, seems is in the wrong position, specifically it follows instead of preceding the PP. To

get the right order, I will assume following Collins (1997) that the VP headed by the lexical verb is
merged with a light applicative v which in unaccusatives is inactive in the sense that it does not introduce

the external argument and it does not assign structural Case, and that in English (where the verb does not

raise to T) the lexical verb always raises overtly to v. For the time being, I am abstracting away from this

for the sake of simplicity.
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In such a structure, Mary cannot raise to the matrix [Spec,TP] across the PP, if the PP
has a feature that can be attracted to T. It seems that in Greek, the PP has such a feature

because in Raising Constructions, PPs are not possible. Again, the intevening feature

must be a D feature since PPs never enter into Case alternations.

So far, I have been considering cases where the dative (DP, PP) argument and the
nominative argument belong to different minimal domains.  I f the two arguments belong

to the same minimal domain, then the dative will not block movement of the

nominative, regradless ofc-command. The relevant configurations are (13) and (14):

(13) T-max

T       VP

DP                     V'
nom

V         PP

(14) T-max

T      VP

PP        V'

V      DP lionl

(13) is the structure for the PP-dative construction argued for in Larson (1988) while

(14) is the structure for the PP-dative construction argued for in Pesetsky (1995). In

(13), the theme c-commands the goal while in (14) the goal c-commands the theme. In

both structures, the two arguments are in the same minimal domain. Therefore, Attract

Closest cannot rule out a derivation in which the nominative argument moves to T.
Thus, the structures in (13) and (14) explain why PPs never block NP movement in

passives and unaccusatives.

Recent work on Icelandic (cf Holmberg & Platzack 1995, Collins and Thrdinsson  1993,
1996 among others) and Japanese (Miyagawa  1997) has shown that there  are  "high"

morphological datives and "low" morphological datives. High datives qualify as first

objects in the double object construction, while low datives have properties in common

with PPs. Low datives have been argued in the literature to be PPs, thus falling under

the structures in (13) or (14). Therefore, in languages and constructions with low
datives, dative arguments do not block NP-Movement.

In the next sections, I will motivate and develop an analysis along the lines suggested

above. The specific points that need to be argued for are the following.
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(i) Dative DPs with non-structural Case and PPs have features that makes them visible
to T. Therefore, they may block movement of a lower argument.

(ii) The structures postulated above, which are crucial for a Locality approach along
these lines, have an independent motivation.

(iii) The crosslinguistic variation found with datives in passives, unaccusatives and

raising constructions can be successfully accommodated under such an analysis.

3.2. DPS, PPS, CASE AND EPP

In this part, I use data from a variety of languages to support the following claims:

(i) Objects with structural Case (accusative DPs, certain kinds of Dative DPs, which

may become nominative) have two features that may enter into a checking relation with

T: a D feature which can be checked against T and a Case feature which can be checked

against T.

(ii) Objects with non-structural Case (dative or quirky DPs, PPs, which may not become

nominative) have a D feature which can be checked against T.

3.2.1. The Features of Dative DPs

In chapter 2, I argued that the proper description of the various types of double object

constructions found crosslinguistically requires reference to the kind of Case (structural,

non-structural) of the goal argument. Specifically, there are at least three kinds of
double object languages according to two criteria. (a) Whether or not a language has a

morphological distinction between a dative and an accusative Case. (b) Whether or not a

goal argument may become nominative under passivization: 8

(i) English, Chichewa, Norwegian, Kinyarwanda do not have a morphological
distinction between a dative and an accusative case. In these languages, the goal may
become nominative under passivization:

(15) a. I gave him the book English

b.        He was given the book

(ii) Japanese has a morphological distinction between a dative and an accusative case,
and the dative goal may become nominative under passivization:

(16) a. Taroo ga Hanako iii kotzutsumi o okuru Japanese
Taro(Nom) Hanako(Dat) package(Acc) send
"Taro sends a package to Tanako"

zMany languages do not have morphological markings on NPs. In those languages, the relevant
distinctions show up in pronouns or in the (im)possibility of agreement with the verb.
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b.          Hanako ga Taroo ni kotzutsumi o okurareru

Hanako(Nom) Taro by package(Acc) send-Pass

"Hanako is sent a package by Taro"

(iii) Finally, Greek, Albanian and Icelandic have a morphological distinction between a

genitive/dative and an accusative case. In these languages, the goal must retain its

morphological case under passivization:

(17) a. Eg gaf./8ni b6k Icelandic

I(Nom) gave Jon(Dat) the book(Acc)
"I gave John the book"

b.        ./8ni var gefin b6kin
Jon(Dat) was given the-book(Nom)
"John was given the book"

The languages that belong to the first two groups pattern alike. In both e.g. English and

Japanese passives of the type illustrated above, the goal argument moves to the subject

position and it surfaces with nominative Case. In the system adopted here, this means that

the goal argument may check both the EPP feature of T (D) and the Nominative Case

feature ofT (N).

Tlie third language group is different. In Greek, Albanian and Icelandic the goal cannot

become nominative. In these languages, it is the theme argument that must become

nominative. In the system adopted here, this means that in Greek, Albanian and Icelandic

the goal cannot check the Nominative Case feature o f T, only the theme can.

Languages like Greek, Albanian and Icelandic show that EPP checking and Nominative

Case checking can be performed by different DPs in passives. The clearest cases

illustrating this are found in Icelandic. In Icelandic, some classes of ditransitive verbs

obligatorily take a nominative argument theme in the passive, when the theme has

accusative case in the active. I will call this class Class  1. The various word order options

under passivization with verbs of class 1 are illustrated in (18b) and (18c) below:

(18) a. Deir *ndu honum drengina (Schutze  1997:106)
they(Nom) showed him(Dat) the boys(Acc)

b.          ?Drengirnir voru sgndir honum
the boys(Nom) were shown him(Dat)

c.          Honum voru sgndir drengirnir

Him(Dat) was shown the boys(Nom)

In both (18b) and (18c), the goal has dative case and the theme nominative. However, tlie
two constructions differ syntactically. In (18b), the nominative theme undergoes

movement to subject position while in (18c) it is the dative goal argument that moves. In
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tlie system adopted here the difference between (18b) and (18c) can be interpreted as
follows.

In (18b) the nominative thenie argument checks both the EPP feature of T and the Case

feature of T, like the nominative goal argument in the English and Japanese examples

illustrated above. By contrast, in (18c) the EPP feature ofT is checked by the dative which
moves overtly to the subject position. The Case feature of T is checked by the nominative

argument which is in postverbal position. Here EPP-checking is separated from Case
checking. The dative argument has a categorial feature that can be checked against T and,
therefore, it moves to T (EPP). The other argument checks the N feature of T.

Note that in Icelandic, nominative Case checking is obligatory only if possible. With
verb classes that do not select for an Accusative theme neither argument becomes

Nominative under passivization:

(19) a. Maria skilaBi mdr bdkini minni Holniberg and
Maria returned me(Dat) the book my(Dat) Platzackl 995:188-189

b.       J6ni var skila8 b6kunum

Jon(Dat) was returned the book(Dat)

I will call this class Class 2. With verbs of class 2, the theme cannot check the EPP:

(20) * B6kunum var skilad Jdni
The book(Dat) was returned Jon(Dat)

The grammaticality of example (19b) shows that in Icelandic, the derivation does not
crash when there is no argument available to check the N feature of T. In tliese cases,

the verb surfaces with default 3rd person, singular agreement.

So, English and Japanese show that a structurally Case marked goal argument checks

both the EPP  feature o f T and the Case feature o f T.  On the other hand, Icelandic quirky
subject constructions show that there are cases where we need to separate EPP checking
from Nominative Case checking. In the Icelandic examples falling under Class 1 the
goal argument moves for EPP reasons, while the theme checks Nominative Case. This is
so because non-structurally Case marked dative arguments have only a categorial
feature that can be checked against T. With verbs of Class 2 neither argument checks

the Case feature of T (the verb surfaces with default agreement) and only the goal

argument checks the EPP feature. Finally, there are also passive constructions in
Icelandic where a structurally Case marked argument checks both the EPP and the Case
feature  of  T.  This  is  the  case with verbs of Class 1, where the nominative theme

argument checks both features. The table in (21) summarizes the various options found
in English, Japanese and Icelandic:
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(21)

EPP feature of T Case feature of T

English goal goal

Japanese goal goal

Icelandic quirky subjects (class l) goal tlieme

Icelandic quirky subjects(class 2) goal - (default agr)

Icelandic nominative subjects (class 1) tlieme theme

3.2.2. The Features of Dative PPs

In this section, I will present evidence that PPs also have a categorial feature that can

clieck the EPP, like DPs with morphological dative Case.

Locative Inversion (see  Levin   1993:92-94  for  discussion  and  re ferences)  o f the  type

illustrated in (22a) is a construction found with certain intransitive verbs and is

characterized by a preverbal prepositional phrase and a postverbal noun phrase which

bears the same relation to the verb as the surface subject does when the verb is not used

in this construction (22b):

(22) a. Down meltill rolled the baby carriage
b.        The baby carriage rolled dowii the hill

Locative inversion has been analysed as a construction in which the PP is the sentential

subject. Chichewa (Bresnan Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, Bresnan 1994) provides strong
evidence for this analysis. In Chichewa locative inversions, the subject prefix of the
verb agrees obligatorily with the locative phrase. There are tliree locative noun classes,

as illustrated  in (29) (from Bresnan and Kanerva 1989:9),  and any mismatch of the three

locative subject prefixes in (23) would lead to strong ungrammaticality:

(23) a. Pa-m-sik-pa pa-bAdw-a nkhonya

16-3-market-16 this   16 sM IM FuT-be born-IND 10 fist
"At this market a fight is going to break out"

b. Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwdr-a a-lendo
17-3 village 17 SB-REC PST-Come-IND 2-visitor
"To the village came visitors"

c. M-nkhalango miv-a-khal-A mi-kango
18-9 forest 18 SB-PERF-remain-1ND 4-lion
"In the forest have remained lions"

Bresnan and Kanerwa (1989) have argued that locative inversion in Chichewa is a
construction instantiating the marked option of a PP being the sentential subject. This is
so because the theme argument, which is an unaccusative or passive object, can be
realised as an object under presentational focus. In a different framework, Hoekstra and
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Mulder (1990) analyse Locative inversion in English as a case in which the PP
undergoes A-movement into Spec,IP. Nominative Case is assigned to the fronted PP
and is transmitted via the trace of the PP to the postverbal subject, which remains iii
sitil. Braningan (1993) has analysed locative inversion as a construction in which the PP
moves to an EPP phrase 7[P, thus explicitly linking PP-fronting to EPP checking. In this
analysis, the other argument checks nominative Case by moving covertly to
Spec,AgrSP. In tlie same spirit, Collins (1997) analyses locative inversion in Clionisky's

(1995) framework as involving optional EPP driven movement of the PP to Spec,TP. At
LF, the formal features of the other argument move to T checking the Case feature ofT.

Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Braningan (1993) and Collins (1997) explicitly link PP-
fronting to the EPP. The other argument checks nominative Case, an analysis that is
supported by the fact that in English it agrees with the verb and in Chichewa it prohibits
the object marker:

(24) a. In the woods lives an old woman

b. *Ku-mu-dzi kii-na-wA-bwdr-a a-lendo-wo
17-3 village 17 SB-REC PsT-2OB-come-IND 2-visitor-2 those

"To the village came them, those visitors"

Hence, Locative Inversion provides evidence that PPs may enter into a checking relation
with tlie EPP feature of T.

The question that arises next is whether it is plausible to claim that PPs have a D feature

wliicli can be checked against T. There are two potential answers to this question. (i) If
T requires a categorial D feature as suggested in Chomsky (1995), then the PP as a
wliole does not provide a D feature since it is headed by a preposition. Nevertheless, the
complement of T does have a D feature that can be checked against T. On this view,
Locative inversion involves pied-piping. The PP is pied-piped to spec,TP, and the EPP
feature of T enters a checking relation with the D feature of the complement of the
preposition, in (22a) the hill. This possibility is suggested in Collins (1997). (ii) An

alternative (also considered in Collins   1997)  is to suggest  that  the  set  of features  that
may check EPP should be widened from the D feature of a DP to any categorial feature.

This position is taken by Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c) and Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou (1999a) who discuss a number of EPP-phenomena with non-subjects.
For present purposes, both possibilities would do.

As pointed out especially by den Dikken (1995:119), Locative Inversion is also possible
with dative PPs:

(25) a. To Bob was sent (off) a package

b.         To Mary was given the book
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The examples in (25) provide evidence that dative PPs may enter a checking relation

witli the EPP feature of T. The examples in (25) alternate with sequences in which the

theme argument undergoes movement in subject position, as in (26):

(26) a. A package was sent (off) to Bob
b.        The book was given to Mary

On the basis of the discussion in this and the previous section, the following picture

emerges.

DPs with structural Case may check two formal features of T, the EPP feature and the

Case feature. DPs non-structural Case and PPs may only check the EPP feature of T.  In

constructions where the EPP feature of T is checked by a DP with non-structural Case

or a PP, the other argument checks the Case feature of T, if possible. The various

constructions discussed in this section are summarized in the table below:

(27)

EPP feature of T Case feature of T

a. English double object datives goal DP goal DP

b. Japanese double object datives goal DP goal DP

c. Icelandic class 1 quirky datives goal DP theme DP

d. Icelandic class 2 quirky datives goal DP - (default agr)

e. Icelandic class 1 nominative themes theme DP theme DP

| f. English PP datives theme DP theme DP

  g. English PP datives - Locative Inversion goal PP theme DP        '

In the table (27), (c), (d) and (g) are the cases where the two features of T are checked

by different XPs: the EPP feature is checked by the DP/PP goal while the Case feature

is checked by the DP theme (c,g) or not at all (d).

3.2.3. An Argument for Case (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 19992)

So far, I have cited crosslinguistic evidence to argue that dative DPs with lexically

specified case and PPs may undergo EPP-driven movement. In cases where this

happens, the other argument checks Nominative when it can.

In this section, I want to briefly address two questions concerning EPP and Case in the

constructions under discussion. First, given that quirky subject constructions and

locative inversion involve argument externalization triggerred by EPP and not Case, is it
still necessary to assume that Case checking is an operation that drives syntactic

derivations independently of the EPP or is it sufficient to appeal to EPP, leaving the
distribution of nominative and accusative to the morphological component? Second, in
case Case features turn out to be relevant for the syntax, is it clear that dative DPs and
PPs do not check Case? It could be that they do check Case, but a different kind of Case
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than Nominative and Accusative (see Chomsky   1988 and McGinnis   1998 for quirky
(dative) DPs).

Starting from the first question, it has been mentioned in chapters 1 and 2 that Marantz

(1991) takes quirky subjects in Icelandic to strongly argue for a separation between
syntactic licensing and morphological case realization. According to Marantz, the
existence of quirky subject constructions shows that syntactic arguments are licensed by
(extended) projection. Marantz proposes that Case and agreement merely interpret

syntactic structure and that case realization takes place in the PF branch of the syntax
under the disjunctive hierarchy in (28):

(28) case realization disjuitctive hierarchy
lexically governed case
dependent case (accusative or ergative)
unmarked case (environment-sensitive: NOM in IPs, GEN in DPs)
default case (when no other case realization principle is available)

The notion "dependent case" is defined as follows:

(29)    Dependent case is assigned by V+I to a position governed by V+I when
a distinct position governed by V+I is:
i. not "marked"  (not part o f a chain governed by a lexical case determiner)
ii. distinct from the chain being assigned dependent case

On the basis of these assumptions, Marantz argues that Burzio's Generalization effects

are partly reduced to EPP and partly to the conditions under which dependent case can

be assigned. (28ii) prevents Accusative case on an object when the subject has lexically
specified case. This gives the fact that in quirky subject constructions (and locative
inversion constructions) the lower argument has Nominative case.

Implemented in the feature Checking framework assumed here, Marantz's view would
entail that there is only one formal feature driving derivations, namely a categorial D
feature which is checked against T (EPP). Icelandic Multiple Subject constructions
discussed in section 1  would be treated as cases of"multiple EPP" checking (Chomsky
1995). On such a view, the distribution of the various kinds of morphological cases

discussed in chapter 2 and sections 2.1. and 2.2. would be left to morphology. This
would lead to a considerable amount of simplification of the syntax since many of the
differences between the various types of double object constructions discussed above
would be a matter of case realization at PF.

Nevertheless, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999a) argue that there are cases of

argument externalization which are not reducible to EPP. Tliese cases involve DPs with
a structural Case feature, and thus they must be attributed to Case. More specifically,
Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou investigate the syntactic conditions on the availability of
VP-internal subjects and objects across languages in constructions in which the
Extendend Projection Principle (EPP) requirement of T is satisfied by a third element:
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an expletive, a locative, a wh-phrase or the verb. These constructions are: Stylistic
Inversion in French (Kayne & Pollock   1975  and many others), Quotative Inversion  in

English (Collins & Braningan 1997), Locative Inversion in English (Bresnan & Kanerva

1989), constructions with "subject inversion" (i.e. where the subject occurs VP-

internally or externally but lower than  the  verb) in Icelandic (Bobaljik & Jonas  1996),

Celtic (McCloskey 1996a,b), English, French and other Romance languages,  as well  as

ga/no conversion in Japanese    (Watanabe    1996,    Miyagawa    1997).    Alexiadou    and

Anagnostopoulou argue that for all these constructions the following gereralization

liolds:

(30) Subject-inversion where the subject is VP-internal is not possible when there is

an object inside the VP, unless this object is a PP

Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou further propose that (30) is due to a ban against

leaving, in the overt component, more than one DP arguments in the position in which
they are merged.  If the sentence contains a subject and a direct object, one of them must

vacate the VP. (30) does not discriminate between the subject and the object; it does not

matter which argument moves, as long as one of them does. This is surprising because

usually argument externalization is related to the EPP and thus affects only subjects.

The movement requirement in (30), however, applies equally to subjects and objects

when these have an active Case feature. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou conclude that

(30) expresses a requirement for argument externalization related to Case. The
theoretical implication of this proposal is that there are two formal features manipulated

by the computational system, one triggering EPP related phenomena and one triggering

externalization phenomena related to Case.

I take the above presented argument to be valid and I refer the reader to Alexiadou &

Anagnostopoulou (1999a) for the details. Thus, apart from an EPP feature, a Case
feature is also needed. This answers the first question raised in this section.

I now turn to the second question, whether dative PPs and DPs check a different type of
Case feature.

With respect to PPs, the answer is quite straightforward. Crucially, in (30) there is a

disjunction concerning PPs. Unlike object DPs, PPs may remain in the position of
Merge along with the subject. This is shown in Stylistic Inversion, Quotative Inversion,
Icelandic TECs with a VP-internal subject as well as Focus Antipassive constructions

(Tada 1993, Richards 1997), as discussed in Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999a) in
detail. In the present line of reasoning, this means that PPs do not check a Case feature.

They only check an EPP feature.

With respect to DPs with morphological dative/genitive case, however, the answer is
not straightforward. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999a) have not managed to
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isolate any cases involving such DPs that clearly fall or do not fall under (30). All the
cases discussed either involve DPs with structural Case or PPs:

Chomsky (1998) following George and Kornfilt (1981) proposes to collapse Case and
Agreement, in the sense that Case checking results from complete $-feature checking. If
lie is right, then dative DPs with dative or genitive morphological case do provide
evidence that they participate into Case checking relations because as I will show in
cliapter 7, they check person features in a number of constructions. However, in cliapter
7 I will also argue that the view that Case and Agreement are sides of the same coin is

not right. The same is argued for in Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999b) on tlie basis
o f Greek raising facts which will be discussed in detail in chapter 5 and which show that
in Greek complete agreement  is a reflex of EPP-checking rather than Case checking.  For
tliese reasons, I will continue to assume minimally that DPs with morphological dative

or genitive Case only have a D feature that can be checked against T and not an N
feature.

3.3. BLOCKING EFFECTS AND APPARENT OPTIONALITY

In section 2, I discussed a number of constructions found in English, Japanese and
Icelandic which involve two objects. I argued that both objects have features that can be

attracted by T. We predict then that the higher object will block movement of the lower
one by Attract Closest.In this section, I will argue that this prediction is borne out.

3.3.1. Flexibility of word order and availability of tlieme NP movement

In English, Japanese and Icelandic, there is a correlation between the (un)availability of
the theme>goal order in active sentences and the (im)possibility of A movement of the
theme in passives:

01)     Iii English, Japanese a,id Icelandic passives of ditranstives:

(i)        Goal movement to Subject Position is possible
(ii)      Theme movement to Subject Position is possible

only when the word order DO-IO in active sentences is graiizmatical

9 There is one Icelandic example in which the subject and the direct object remain remain VP-internal
while the indirect object undergoes object shift:

(i)         Dad sagai Sveini [Vp einhver s8gu] cf. Thrainsson & Collins 1993
there told Svein [somebody a story]

This could be evidence that the argument externalization requirement forced by (30) is in this case
satisfied by a dative and thus that the dative checks Case. However, as we will see below, for double
object verbs it has been argued that there are two case-checking positions VP-internally, the v introducing
the subject, and the v introducing the indirect object (cf. Collins 1997, McGinnis 1998). The v
introducing the indirect object may check the case feature of the Theme in which case the Theme has

undergone sting vacuous movement VP-internally, I f this is a possible derivation for (i) and double object
constructions more generally, then (30) cannot be used to draw conclusions for dative arguments.
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The correlation expressed  by  (31ii) is expected  if hierarchically higher arguments block

A Movement of lower arguments. If in goal>theme constructions, the goal is closer to T

than the theme, then the fact that the theme cannot move across the goal follows from

Attract Closest. If, on the other hand, there is an alternative - derived or base -
theme>goal order in which the theme is closer to T than the goal or the two arguments

are equidistant from T, then theme A Movement will not violate Attract Closest. Let's

look at the data.

Starting from English, it is well known that in the double object construction, the order

among the two arguments is fixed. The goal obligatorily precedes the theme while the

reverse order is impossible:

(32) a. I gave John the book
b.        *I gave the book John

As we saw in the previous chapter, indirect passives are well formed in English while

direct passives are not:

(33) a. John was given the book E,iglish
b.        ?*The book was given John

Unlike English, in Japanese the relative order among the goal and the theme argument is

flexible. The theme can occur after or before the goal (the data below are from

Miyagawa 1997: 1):

(34) a. John-ga Mary-ni piza-0 ageta Japanese

John(Nom) Mary(Dat) pizza(Acc) gave
"John gave Mary pizza"

b. John-ga piza-0 Mary-ni ageta
John (Nom) piza (Acc) Mary(Dat) gave

The two word order possibilities correlate with a freedom in passivization. We saw

already that indirect passives are well formed in Japanese, as in English. Unlike English,

however, direct passives are also well formed in Japanese. In (35) I provide examples

illustrating the two passivization options (35a is from Larson 1988, 35b is from

Miyagawa  1997):

(35) a. Hanako-ga Taroo-ni kotzutsumi-0 okurareru Goal Passivization

Hanako(Nom) Taro-by package(Acc) send-Pass

"Hanako is sent a package by Taro"

b. John-ga Mary-ni (yotte) Hanako-ni syookais-are-ta Theme Passivization

John(Nom) Mary-by Hanako (Dat) introduce-PASS-PAST

"John was introduced Hanako by Mary"
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Icelandic displays both an English pattern and a Japanese pattern, with different verb
classes. The Icelandic facts presented below are drawn from Holmberg and Platzack

(1995) and Collins and Thrdinsson (1996).

We already saw in section 2 that Icelandic has two kinds of ditransitive verbs, with
distinct morphological and syntactic properties. Most triadic verbs fall under what I
called Class  1. The verbs belonging to this class (gefa "give", seUa "tell", senda "send",
sy,ija "show" etc), have a dative indirect object and a structural accusative direct object.
The rest of the triadic verbs (skila "return", rKna "rob") fall under Class 2. Verbs of
class 2 have the direct object marked with a lexical case (dative, genitive or accusative).

Class 1 verbs differ from class 1 verbs differ with respect to word order in active and
passive sentences. With verbs of class 1, the more unmarked word order is goal>theme,

but the reverse theme>goal order (known in the literature on Icelandic as "inversion"
construction) is also possible:

(36) a. Hann  gaf konunginum ambittina Icelandic Class 1

He(Nom) gave the king(Dat) the maidservant(Acc)
"He gave the king the maidservant"

b.              Hann gaf ambittina konunginum
He (Nom) gave the maidservant(Acc) the king (Dat)

(37) a. Dau sgndu foreldrunum krakkana
they showed the parents(Dat) the kids(Acc)
"They showed the parents the kids"

b.       Dau syndu krakkana foreldrunum
they showed the kids(Acc) the parents(Dat)

On the other hand, with verbs of class 2, the word order is fixed. The goal can only
precede the theme (goal>theme); the reverse order is impossible (*theme>goal):

I 0

(38) a. Mannrmninginn skilaBi foreldrunum bOmunum Icelandic Class 2
The kidnapper(Nom) returned the parents(Dat) the kids(Dat)
"The kidnapper returned the kids to the parents"

b.       * Mannrmninginn skilaBi bumunum foreldrunum
The kidnapper(Nom) returned the kids(Dat) the parents(Dat)
(Intended meaning: "The kidnapper returned the kids to the parents")

'oVerbs of class (2) permit the order theme>goal when the goal is made heavy:

(i) Forstj6rinn svipti vinnunni manninn sem hafdi unnid hji honum i 10 Ar
The boss(Nom) deprived the work(Dat) the man(Acc)  that had worked for him for 10 years

This order is derived by rightward extreposition since it does not change the binding possibilities (Collins
& Thrdinsson (1996:416) citing R6gnvaldsson 1982)
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(39) a. Forstj6rinn svipti manninn vinnunni
The boss (Nom) deprived the man(Acc) the work(Dat)
"The boss deprived the man o f the work"

b.       * Forstj6rinn svipti vinnunni manninn
The boss(Nom) deprived the work(Dat) the man(Acc)

The correlation between flexibility in word order and availability of theme-NP

movement in passives shows up in Icelandic as well. Thus, with verbs of Class 1 both

the goal and the theme argument can undergo NP movement under passivization. Some

examples illustrating this have already been provided in the previous section, and they

are repeated below:

(40) a. Honum voru sfndir drengirnir Class l

Him(Dat) was shown the boys(Nom) goal NP-niovement

b.         ?Drengimir voru syndir honum Class 1

the boys(Nom) were shown him(Dat) tlienie NP-movenieiit

Icelandic verbs belonging to Class 1 pattern with Japanese ditransitive verbs. They permit

both verb orders in active sentences and they permit goal and theme NP-movement in

passives.

On the other hand, theme NP-movement is impossible with verbs of Class 2 which only

permit tlie goal>theme order in the active:

(41) a. Jdni var skilad bdkunum Class 2

Jon(Dat) was returned the book(Dat) goal NP-Movenient

b.       * B6kunum var skilau Jdni Class 2

The book(Dat) was returned Jon(Dat) the,ize NP-Moventent

Icelandic Class 2 verbs pattern with English ditransitive verbs. They do not permit the

theme>goal order in the active and they do not permit theme NP-movement in the

passive.

Thus, flexible word order (goal>theme and theme>goal) correlates with a freedom in

passivization: both the goal and the theme argument may undergo A-movement in the
passive. On the other hand, rigid goal>theme word order correlates with a restriction in
passivization: the goal but not the theme is allowed to move. This is summarized in the
table (42) below:
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(42)

Flexible Word Order NP-Movement of Themes
a. English/Icelandic Class 2 no (only goal>theme) no (only goal-movement)
b. Japanese/Icelandic Class 1   yes (both orders) yes(goal, theme-movement)

As will be discussed in tlie next subsection, the above patterns can be accommodated
under any Relativized Minimality approach to indirect and direct passivization. If linear
precedence can be shown to reflect asymmetric c-command, and if movement of an
argument across a c-commanding argument of the same type is blocked, then it follows
that theme NP-movement will not be possible in cases where the goal>theme order is
the only grammatical one. On the other hand, theme passivization in the presence of a

goal argument will be grammatical whenever the alternative theme>goal order is
possible. If the theme can be shown to asymmetrically c-command the goal, then it is

higher than the goal and therefore it can move to T. This will derive the correlation
between word order and NP movement illustrated in (42).

3.3.2. Blocking effects and c-command

We saw that in English active double object constructions, the goal argument

necessarily precedes the theme. Larson (1988) building on Barss and Lasnik (1986) has
argued  that in these constructions the goal asymmetrically c-commands the theme.  I f NP
movement of an argument across a higher c-commanding argument is blocked, as
required by Relativized Minimality, then the impossibility of direct passivization in
English follows from asymmetric c-command:

(43) TP

specl               T'

T       VP

spec2        V'

goal
V        DP3

theme

The same reasoning can be extended to Icelandic verbs of class 2. Here again the goal
argument necessarily precedes the theme. Binding evidence shows that the goal c-
commands the theme (Holmberg & Platzack 1995, Collins and Thrdinsson  1996):

(44) Sj6rinn svipti konunai manni sinumi
The sea (Nom) deprived the woman(Acc) husband her(REFL)
"The sea deprived the woman o f her husband"
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By the same reasoning, it is expected that the theme will not be able to move across the

goal in passives.

Thus, in both English and Icelandic Class 2 constructions, the lower theme cannot move
across the higher goal to [Spec,TP]. This accounts for the first pattern illustrated in the
table (42). Whenever the relative order among the two arguments is fixed and the goal
argument in A position asymmetrically c-commands the theme, "direct passivization" of
the theme across the goal is impossible.

Let us now come to the second pattern in (42), instantiated by Japanese and Icelandic
Class 1 verbs.

Starting from Japanese, there are two potential analyses for the flexibility in the
realative order of the two arguments and under both analyses, the grammaticality of
theme-passivization can be related to theme>goal order.

The standard analysis (Saito   1992,  Tada   1989)  is  that in Japanese,  the base order  is
goal>theme with the goal c-commanding the theme argument. On this view, the
theme>goal order is derived by scrambling of the theme across the goal by which the
theme adjoins to the VP. This scrambling is A scrambling since it does not allow
reconstruction, the movement may suppress weak crossover violations, and the moved
element may function as a binder for an anaphor. The first of these properties, namely
impossibility ofreconstruction, is illustrated in (45) (from Miyagawa 1997:4):

(45) ???John-ga [otagaii-no tomodati]-oj Hanako-to Maryi-ni tj syookaisita

John(Nom) [each other (Gen) friends](Acc) Hanako and Mary (Dat) introduced
"John introduced each other's friends to Hanako and Mary"

Under this analysis, the correlation between flexibility of word order and availability of
theme passivization can be derived as follows. If the base word order is goal>theme,
then the theme cannot move in one step to [spec,TP] across the goal, for the same
reasons that theme passivization is impossible in English and Icelandic, with verbs of
Class 2. However, in Japanese A scrambling of the theme across the goal is possible
leading to (46):

(46) TP

specl          T'

T        VP

themei VP

spec2         V'

goal

V                 ti
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From the VP-adjoined A position, the theme may undergo further movement to T
because the goal is no longer higher than the scrambled theme."

Alternatively, in active sentences both the goal>theme and the theme>goal order are

base-generated and neither one is derived from the other. This has been argued for in

Miyagawa (1997). The A-properties associated with the theme>goal order

(impossibility of reconstruction, anaphora, no weak crossover violations)
straightforwardly follow from the base-generation analysis of theme>goal orders. In

addition, the base generation analysis explains why there are no Chain Formation

Algorithm (Rizzi 1986) effects with anaphors  in the theme>goal orders  (cf. 47), while
these effects do arise in IP scrambling constructions (cf. 58):

(47) Jolin-ga [Hanako-to Mary]i-0 (paatii-de) otagaii-ni syookaisita

John(Nom) [Hanako and Mary](Acc) (party-at) each other(Dat) introduced

"John introduced Hanako and Mary to each other at the party"

(48) [Hanako-to Mary]i-0 otagaii-ga ti mita

Hanako and Mary (Acc) each other(Nom) saw
"John and Mary, each other saw"

Miyagawa argues that the goal>theme order corresponds to the double object

construction in English. Dative ni is a Case marker in this construction. On the other

hand, the theme>goal order corresponds to the PP dative construction in English. Here

112 is a postposition rather than a Case marker. Miyagawa cites evidence from floating

quantifiers in support ofhis proposal. He points out that it is acceptable to float numeral

quantifiers construed with datives in the goal>theme order in (49a), but not in the
theme>goal order in (49b):

(49) a. Mary-ga tomodati-ni futa-ri CD-o okutta

Mary(Nom) friends(Dat) 2-CL CD(Acc) sent
"Mary sent two friends a CD"

b.       ???Mary-ga CD-o tomodati-ni futa-ri okutta

Mary(Nom) CD(Acc) friends(Dat) 2-CL sent

Since in Japanese, floating numeral quantifiers are possible if the associated NP has a

Case marking, but not if the NP has a postposition, the facts in (49) constitute strong
evidence for Miyagawa's analysis. Under the base generation analysis the correlation
between freedom of word order and availability of both goal NP-Movement and theme

"Note that this analysis raises an obvious question concerning the intervening properties of the goal
argument. If no movement across a c-commanding DP is possible, as is claimed on the basis of
passivization, then why is it that the theme can undergo local scrambling across the goal in (47)? Already

here, we see that we need a more refined version of locality which takes minimal domains into account.

Given that, at the end, I will not pursue this version of Relativized Minimality, I do not think that it is
necessary to address this question in more detail here. For my purposes, it is sufficient that a scrambling

analysis of theme>goal orders may capture the correlation between flexibility of word order and

availability of direct passivization illustrated by Japanese.
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NP-Movement illustrated in (42) can be readily accounted for. If the language has both
base orders, then goal passivization is the result of Movement of the goal from the

goal>theme construction while theme NP movement is derived from the theme>goal
construction (cf. (5Oa), (5Ob) respectively):

(50) a. TP

specl        T'

T       VP

spec2        V'

goal
V       DP3

tlieme
b. TP

specl       T'

T       VP

spec2            V'
theme  / \· 

V       DP3
goal

Botli derivations conform with Relativized Minimality. (50a) corresponds to the English
John ;vas given the book while (5Ob) corresponds to The book was given to John.

Exactly the same line of explanation can be applied to Icelandic Class 1 verbs. In the

literature on Icelandic it is generally agreed upon that the unmarked order with verbs of
Class 1 is goal>theme. The theme>goal order requires focal stress on the goal. For this
reason, it is ungrammatical with a reduced pronominal indirect object goal (Collins and
Thrainsson 1996:417):

(51) a. Deir gAf 'onum 'ana
they gave him(Dat) her(Acc)
"They gave her to him"

b.       *Deir ghf'ana 'onum
they gave her(Acc) him(Dat)

Collins and Thrdinsson (1996:416) argue that the thenie>goal i,iversion order is not
derived from the goal>theme construction by rightward extraposition of the goal. They
show (i) that the conditions on rightward extraposition of datives are different from the
conditions licensing the theme>goal construction and (ii) that rightward extraposition
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does not change binding possibilities while "dative accusative inversion" does. The
examples in (52) show that in both the goal>theme order and the theme>goal order the
first argument c-commands the second:

(52) a. Vio syndum foreldrunumi krakkana sinai
We showed the parents(Dat) kids(Acc) their(REFL)
"We showed the parents tlieir kids"

b.          Vid sfndum krakkanai foreldrunum sinumi
We showed the kids(Acc) parents(Dat) their(REFL)
"We showed the kids to their parents"

Moreover, the theme in the theme>goal order asymmetrically c-commands the goal, as
the ungrammaticality o f (52c) shows:

c.          *Vi8 sgndum krakkana sinai foreldrunumi
We showed the kids(Acc) their(REFL) parents(Dat)
"We showed their kids to the parents"

Thus, in the goal>theme order, the goal binds the theme, while in the theme>goal order,
the theme binds the goal.

As for Japanese, there are two analyses which can account for the Icelandic Class 1

facts: either (i) the goal>theme order is basic and the theme>goal order is derived by
theme A movement leftwards, or (ii) both orders are base-orders, and the goal>theme
order corresponds to the double object construction in English while the theme>goal
order is the counterpart of the English PP construction. Under both analyses the
correlation with the availability of theme passivization can be accounted for (see the
discussion of Japanese).

The leftward movement view is taken by Ott6sson (1991). On the other hand, Falk
(1990), Holmberg (1991), Holmberg and Platzack (1995) and Collins and ThrAinsson

(1996) argue for the base generation analysis. The latter analysis is supported by the
following observations:

(i) "Inversion" datives in Icelandic seem to have similar thematic properties with
prepositional datives in English and Mainland Scandinavian (Holmberg and Platzack

1995:208). Specifically,  they  are not allowed under causative readings, as illustrated  in

(53b):

(53) a. Hann gaf allum kennurum sama ta:kifmrid

He gave all teachers(Dat) (the) same chance(Acc)

b.             *  Hann gaf sama tmkifcrid ullum kennurum
He gave (the) same chance(Acc) all teachers(Dat)
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The effect illustrated in (53) is similar to a restriction that characterizes PP datives in

English, as opposed to double object datives. Oehrle (1976) has observed that the double

object construction in English has a reading which is absent in PP datives.

(54) a. Nixon gave Mailer a book

b.         Nixon gave a book to Mailer

Example (54a) has a reading which is paraphrased by Oehrle as in (55):

(55) "Mailer wrote a book which he wouldn't have been able to write i f it hadn't been

for Nixon"

Example (54b) cannot be interpreted this way. Nixon must be understood as having

performed an action. This contrast between PP-datives and double object constructions

becomes clear once the subject is replaced by a DP which cannot be an agent (the

examples below are taken from Oehrle  1976 and Pesetsky 1995):

(56) a. The war years gave Mailer his first big success

b.         *The war years gave his first big success to Mailer

(57) a. Katya taught me Russian
b. Katya taught Russian to me
c. Lipson's textbook taught me Russian

d.         *Lipson's book taught Russian to me

The contrasts in the English pairs (56) and (57) are similar to the contrast in (53) from
Icelandic. The dative goal in (53a) displaying the goal>theme order behaves like a

double object goal in (56a), (57c), while the dative goal in (53b) displaying the

theme>goal order behaves like a PP goal in (56b) and (57d), with respect to "Oehrle's

effects".

(ii) Unlike Class 2 verbs, Class 1 verbs in Icelandic generally do not permit the PP
construction headed by an overt preposition:

(58) a. Eg gaf J6ni bok
I gave Jon(Dat) a book(Acc)
"I gave John a book"

b.         *Eg gafb6k til J6ns
I gave a book(Acc) to Jon

The PP construction is possible only when the indirect object is interpreted as a

directional locative, preferably when the IO is inanimate (Holmberg and Platzack

1995:204 fn  17):

c.              Eg gaf b6kina til hAskdlans
I gave the book to the university
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These facts suggest that with Icelandic verbs of Class 1, there are two means to express

an oblique dative: either as a morphological oblique dative or as a PP with an overt

preposition, the latter option being generally limited to non-animate goals.

(iii) The canonical goal>theme orders have all the properties associated with double

object constructions. Crucially, the alternation between the goal>theme and the
theme>goal order in Icelandic differs from object shift in Icelandic in not being

dependent upon V-movement to T (Holmberg's Ge,ieralization, Holmberg 1986, Jonas

and   Bobaljik 1993, Bobaljik and Jonas 1996, Collins and Thrdinsson   1996).   Thus
"inversion" is possible in the presence of a participle, while object shift is not possible
in such a context:

(59)    Eg hafOi gefi8 ambbttina konungi sinum
I had given the maidservant(Acc) king(Dat) her(REFL)
"I had given the maidservant to her king"

Given that Holmberg's Generalization characterizes Object Shift in Icelandic and since

Object Shift is a case of leftward movement of the object, the fact that "inversion"  is not

subject to Holmberg's Generalization argues against the leftward movement analysis

and in favor of the base generation analysis of theme>goal orders.

3.3.3. Movement to T and Feature Checking

With respect to Locality, English and Icelandic Class 2 behave alike. In both, the theme

cannot undergo A movement across a higher dative. However, English and Icelandic

differ morphologically, thus differing in the intervening formal features causing the

violation. Similarly with Japanese and Icelandic Class 1 verbs.

Starting from English and Icelandic Class 2, in both languages NP-movement of the

goal is well formed and NP-movement of the theme is ill formed:

(60) a. They were given the book E,iglis 11

b.         ?*The book was given John

(61) a. J6ni var skilau b6kunum Icelandic Class 2

Jon(Dat) was returned the book(Dat)
b.        * B6kunum var skila8 Jdni

The book(Dat) was returned Jon(Dat)

The two languages differ, however, in the Case of the moved argument and the agreement

pattern on the verb. In English, the subject in (60a) surfaces with nominative Case and it

agrees  with  the  verb in person and number; in Icelandic the subject  in  (61 a) retains  its

Dative case marking and the verb surfaces with default third person singular agreement

because the theme argument has lexical Case. Given the discussion in section 2, this
means that in English the goal has both a D and an N feature that can be attracted by T. In

principle, then, both the N and the D feature of the goal may block movement of the theme
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to [Spec,TP] in a configuration like (62):2 On the other hand, in Icelandic only tlie D
features are relevant with Class 2 verbs because neither argument has structural Case. This

is sliown in (63):

(62) TP

specl        T'

T[D,N] VP

spec2        V'

goal[D,N] -
V       DP3

theme[D,N?]

(63) TP

specl        T'

T[D,N] VP

spec2        V'

goal[D]
V       DP3

theme[D]

A similar difference arises  once we compare Japanese to Icelandic Class  1.  In both

cases, we have the goal>theme order in active sentences and goal NP movement in the

passive:

(64) a. John-ga Mary-ni piza-0 ageta Japaliese
John(Nom) Mary(Dat) pizza(Acc) gave
"John gave Mary pizza"

b. Hanako-ga Taroo-ni kotzutsumi-0 okurareru

Hanako(Nom) Taro-by package(Acc) send-Pass
"Hanako is sent a package by Taro"

12I put a questionmark on the N feature of the theme in (62) because most researchers assume that that the
theme in the English double object construction does not have structural Case. As a matter of fact, I
believe that the theme does have structural Case in English with verbs like give. The reason is that the
status of direct passives is marginal and not completely ungrammatical, thus being similar to Greek.
Recall that In the previous chapter, I argued on the basis of Greek Double Accusative Constructions that
when the problem in direct passives is Case, the ungranimaticality is much stronger. English then is
similar to Japanese, in the sense that both the goal and the theme argument may become nominative
under passivization.
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(65) a. Hann gaf konunginum ambbttina Icelandic Class 1

He(Nom) gave the king(Dat) the maidservant(Acc)
"He gave the king the maidservant"

b.         Honum voru sfndir drengimir

Him(Dat) was shown the boys(Nom)

And again, Icelandic and Japanese differ morphologically. In Japanese, the goal exchanges

its dative case marking with a nominative one. In Icelandic, on the other hand, the goal

preserves its morphological dative case under passivization, the theme argument becomes

nominative and the verb agrees with the theme in number (person agreement is not

possible in such constructions, I will come back to this in chapter 7). Thus, in Japanese

examples  like (64b), the raised goal checks both the EPP feature of T  and tile Case feature

ofT:

(76) TP

specl        T'

goal,[D,01 -
T[0,0] VP

spec2        V'

ei

V        DP3

theme[D,N?]

On the other hand, in Icelandic examples like (65), first the raised goal checks the EPP

feature of T as in (67a) and later on the formal features of the theme raise, and the Case

features ofboth the theme and T are checked, as illustrated in (67b):

(67) a. TP

spec 1                          T'

goal,[D]

T[O,N] VP

spec2        V'

ei

V       DP3
theme[D,N]
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b. TP

specl           T'

goal,[D] -
Tomax VP

k-*
FFj(theme) T[0,0] spec2                V'

e, 0/r\\\
V       DP3

ej

Thus, in Japanese, the features blocking movement of the theme in the goal>theme

construction are both D and N as in English (62), while with Icelandic verbs of Class  1,

the intervening feature is only D, as in the derivation illustrated in (63) for verbs of
Class 2. We never see the effects of blocking in these cases because the derivation  from

the theme>goal order is always possible.

3.3.4. "High"and "low"datives

We saw that there is strong evidence that Japanese and Icelandic theme>goal

constructions are not derived by scrambling from an underlying goal>theme order, but
rather they involve base-generation of the dative argument in a position lower than the

accusative argument. In these constructions, the dative argument is actually an oblique

constituent akin to a PP.

In this section, I will present binding and movement evidence that dative constructions

with a goal argument with morphological dative case systematically split into two
classes crosslinguistically. There are constructions in which the goal asymmetrically c-
commands the theme and constructions where the theme asymmetrically c-commands

the goal. Crucially, linear precedence and asymmetric c-command do not always pattern

alike: there are languages where the "preferred"order is goal>theme and yet the theme

can be argued to asymmetrically c-command the goal underlyingly. Such languages, do

not show blocking effects in passives, as expected.

Binding evidence

In English double object constructions, the order of arguments is strictly goal>theme

and the goal binds (into) the theme, as we saw. The same holds for Norwegian,

Swedish, Danish and Icelandic goal>theme constructions (cf. Holmberg and Platzack

1995, ch 7).

On the other hand, linear precedence and asymmetric c-command do not pattern alike in
all languages. Thus, in Albanian it is possible for the goal to linearly follow the theme,
and yet the goal always binds into the theme (while the reverse is not possible),

regardless of order (Massey 1992, Marantz 1993, McGinnis  1998):
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(68) a. Agimi ia ktheu [secilit autor]i librin e tij,
Agim(Nom) 3sg(Dat)3sg(Acc) return [each author](Dat) book his(Acc)
"Agim returned each author his book"

b.        Agimi ia ktheu librin e tiji [secilit autor]i
Agim(Nom) 3sg(Dat)3sg(Acc) return book his(Acc) [each author](Dat)
"Agim returned each author his book"

(69) a. *Agimi ia ktheu autorit te tiji [secilin liber]i
Agim(Nom) 3sg(Dat)3sg(Acc) return author its(Dat) [each book](Acc)
"Agim returned each book to its author"

b.           *Agimi ia ktheu [secilin liber]i autorit te tiji

Agim(Nom) 3sg(Dat)3sg(Acc) return [each book](Acc) author its(Dat)
"Agim returned each book to its author"

The Albanian facts can be accounted for if the goal>theme order is the basic order, as in

English. The reverse order is obtained by A' scrambling which does not affect binding

relationships among arguments (Massey 1992, Marantz  1993).

German displays the reverse effect. In German, a non-prepositional dative object cannot

bind an accusative anaphor, while an accusative object can bind a dative anaphor. The
same effect shows up with reciprocal binding (cf. Grewendorf 1988, Muller 1995, Muller
and Sternefeld 1993, den Dikken 1995 among others):

(70) a. daB der Artzti dem Patientenj sichit.j im Spiegel zeigte

that the doctor(Nom) the patient(Dat) reft(Acc) in the mirror showed

b.             *daB man den Gasteni einanderi vorgestellt hat

that one(Nom) the guests(Dat) each other(Acc) introduced has

(71) a. daB der Artzt den Patientenj sichj
im Spiegel zeigte

that the doctor(Nom) the patient(Acc) refl(Dat) in the mirror showed

b.              daB man die Gbste, einanderi vorgestellt hat

that one(Nom) the guests(Acc) each other(Dat) introduced has

Moreover, direct object pronominals, unlike indirect object anaphors, can be bound by
indirect objects but not by subjects (72a). On the other hand, indirect object pronominals
cannot be bound by direct objects (72b):

(72) a. daB der Artzti dem Fritzj ilm. im Spiegel zeigte
i'j

that the doctor(Nom) the Fritz(Dat) him(Acc) in tlie mirror showed

b.           daB der Artzti den Fritzj ihm.rj im Spiegel zeigte

that the doctor(Nom) the Fritz(Acc) him(Dat) in the mirror showed
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The above facts suggest that there is complementarity of anaphors and pronouns in these

contexts. Whenever anaphor-binding is ruled out, pronominal binding is possible.
Whenever anaphor-binding is ok, pronominal binding is impossible. The distribution of

anaphors and pronouns shows that the dative argument does not behave like an A binder.

Moreover, the fact that the accusative theme may bind a dative anaphor/reciprocal shows

that in German, the basic order of arguments is theme>goal. This is the conclusion of

Muller (1995), Muller & Stemefeld (1993) and den Dikken (1995).

Hence, English and Albanian show binding evidence that the goal is higher than the theme

while German shows binding evidence that the theme is higher than the goal, thus
patterning with Icelandic and Japanese "inversion" constructions discussed above. As
expected, direct passivization in the presence o f a dative is ok in German: I 3

(73) a. Das Bucli wurde dem Fritz gegeben

The book(Nom) was the Fritz (Dat) given
"The book was given Fritz"

b.         Die Geschichte lasst sich einem Kind leicht vorlesen

The story (Nom) let-3sg REFL a child (Dat) easily read
14

Apparently, Hungarian patterns with German in that the accusative argument c-commands

the dative (Maracz 1989, Marantz 1993:118). This means that we can identify two main

types of dative constructions:

(74) a. Type a: Goal>Theme (English, Albanian, Icelandic Class 1 witliout
inversion/Class 2, Japanese dat>acc orders, Mainland Scandinavian,

see chapter 2)
b.         Type b: Theme>Goal (German, Hungarian, Icelandic Class 1 with

inversion, Japanese acc>dat orders)

(74b) is possible only in languages with morphological dative case for the goal argument.

(74a) is possible in languages with a distinction between a dative and an accusative

morphological case (Albanian, Icelandic, Japanese) as well as languages with no such
distinction (English, Mainland Scandinavian).

Next, I will present additional evidence from object shift and pronominal argument

placement for the distinction in (74).

'1 Recall that direct passivization is well-formed in Albanian as well (chapter 2) McGinnis (1998) argues

that this is due to the fact that theme-movement proceeds through the escape hatch of a second specifier
of the v introducing the goal argument.
'4 Recall that the counterpart of (73b) is ungrammatical in Dutch. The grammaticality of the German

example is expected if German has low datives, unlike Dutch, Interestingly, such examples become
worse if the dative is definite, especially when they do not have an overt morphological case marking:

(i)         Die Geschiclite lasst sich ??Maria/?den Kindern leicht vorlesen
One possibility to account for this contrast might be to suggest that it is more difficult for these datives to
show up in the "low"dative position and for this reason, they interfere with movement. Thanks to Henk
van Riemsdijk for pointing out these facts to me.
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"Parallel  Movement"  (Miiller  1998)  Evidence

Iii recent research (Chomsky 1995, Richards 1997, Pesetsky 1998, Muller  1998),  it  has
been shown that certain types of movements are "order preserving" in the sense that the
order of items that are affected by the movement operation must be identical before and
after the movement, resulting in crossing paths instead of the more familiar nesting paths
(Pesetsky  1982,1987). A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to force tlie paths  o f

the arguments to cross:5 The exact nature of the parallel movement effect is not relevant

for us now and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. What is relevant is that
parallel movement can be used as a diagnostic for the base position of goals relevant to
themes. Specifically, if certain movements can be identified as order preserving, then we
can appeal to them in order to draw conclusions about the relative positions of arguments
in the pre-movement configuration. And, as we will see below, the parallel movement
evidence and the binding evidence converge. Both phenomena show that there are two
types of dative constructions crosslinguistically.  One in which the goal is higher than the
theme and one in which the theme is higher than the goal.

(i) Goal>Theme orders in Bulgarian multiple wh-movement constructions

The clearest case of parallel movement is multiple wh-movement in languages like
Bulgarian (cf Rudin 1988, Richards 1997, Muller 1998). In Bulgarian, multiple wh-
phrases must move overtly and wh-in-situ is ruled out:

(75) a. Koj kogo vizda?

Who(Nom) whom(Acc) sees?
"Who sees whom?"

b.         *Koj vizda kogo?
Who(Nom) sees whom (Acc)
"Who sees whom?"

Interestingly, in these constructions the wh-phrases must show up in the order

subject>object. Reversing the order of the two arguments leads to ungrammaticality:

(76)     *Kogo koj vizda?

Whom(Acc) who(Nom) sees?
"Who sees whom?"

Multiple wh-movement of the indirect and direct object arguments in double object
constructions gives rise to the same effect. The only well-formed result is one in which the
order is indirect object>direct object. The reverse order is ungrammatical:

15 Richards (1997) proposes that crossing paths are obtained only in the case of multiple movements to
multiple specifiers of a single head, and they are the result of Featural Cyclicity in combination with Shortest
Move. On the other hand, MOller (1998) suggests that the "parallel movement" requirement is an Optimality
Theoretic Constraint belonging to the class of Faithfulness constraints: it minimizes the effects of movement
on a given input.
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(77) a. Koj kogo kakvo pital? Miiller (1998:5)
Wlio whom what asked?

b.        *Koj kakvo kogo pital ?
Who what whom asked?

Hence, in Bulgarian the base order of arguments in the double object construction is

goal>theme i f it is correct that the post wh-movement order reflects the pre wh-movement

order.

(ii) Goal>Theme orders in Mainland Scandinavian: pronominal obiect shift

Weak pronominal object shift in Mainland Scandinavian is obligatory with pronominal

objects when leftward raising of the verb has taken place (Holinberg's Ge,zeralization).
Similarly to Bulgarian wh-movement, the object shifted pronouns occur in a fixed

goal>theme order. This order is obligatory with full DPs in the non-shifted

position(Vikner 1990, Johnson 1991, Muller 1998, Richards 1997). This is shown by the

data in (78) from Danish:

(78) a. Peter viste hende den jo Miiller (1998:7)

Peter showed her it indeed

b. *Peter viste den hende jo

The facts in (78) constitute "parallel movement" evidence that Mainland Scandinavian,

like English, Albanian, Bulgarian and Icelandic Class 2 verbs has high datives.

(iii) Goal>Theme orders in Dutch: scrambling

Dutch non-focus scrambling is order preserving in the sense that the base order of

arguments cannot be reversed (cf. Hoekstra 1984, Zwart 1993, Neeleman 1994a among

others).

(79) a. dat Jan de mannen de foto toont Miiller (1998: 10)
that Jan the men the picture shows
"that John shows the men the picture"

b.         *dat Jan de foto de mannen toont
c.         *dat de mannen Jan de foto toont
d.         *dat de foto Jan de mannen toont

The examples in (79) show that the order of arguments is strictly subject>indirect

object>direct object. A direct or indirect object can never occur before the subject, and the

direct object can never occur before the indirect object. Hence, in Dutch double object

constructions the order of arguments is goal>theme, like English, Bulgarian, Mainland

Scandinavian, Albanian and Icelandic Class 2 verbs. The examples in (80) show that when
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tlie indirect and direct object scramble across adverbials their relative order is strictly

goal>theme:

(80) a. dat Jan gisteren de mannen de foto toonde
that Jan yesterday the men the picture shows
"that John showed the men the picture yesterday"

b.        dat Jan de mannen de foto gisteren toonde
that Jan yesterday the men the picture shows
"that John showed the men the picture yesterday"

c.         *dat Jan de foto gisteren de mannen toonde
d.         *dat Jan de foto de mannen gisteren toonde

(iv) Theme>Goal orders in German: Pronoun Fronting

Iii the previous section, we saw binding evidence that the base order of arguments in

Greman is theme>goal rather than goal>theme, despite the fact that in many cases, the

goal>theme order is felt as being "more natural" by the native speakers:6 Muller

(1998:13-15) presents "parallel movement" evidence in support of this conclusion.

Movement of pronouns to the Wackernagel position normally results in a fixed order,

namely subject>direct object>indirect object. This is shown in (81) with a subject and a
direct object, in (82) with a direct object and an indirect object and in (83) with a subject, a
direct object and an indirect object:

(81) a. daB sie es wahrscheinlich nicht lesen wollte
that she(Nom) it(Acc) probably not read wanted

b.         *daB es sie wahrscheinlich nicht lesen wollte
that it(Acc) she( Nom) probably not read wanted

(82) a. daB es ihm der Fritz gegeben hat
that it(Acc) him(dat) the Fritz(Nom) gave has

b.          *daB ihm es der Fritz gegeben hat
that him(Dat) it(Acc) the Fritz(Nom) gave has

(83) a. daB sie es ihm wahrscheinlich zum Geburtstag schenken wird

that she(Nom) it(Acc) him (Dat) for the birthday give will
b.         *daB sie ihm es wahrscheinlich zum Geburtstag schenken wird

that she(Nom) ihim (Dat) it (Acc) for the birtliday give will
c.        *daB es sie ihm . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16 The theme>goal order is possible only under certain conditions. The theme must either be definite, or,
if it is indefinite, it cannot precede a definite goal. There are many similarities between the conditions

permitting the theme>goal orders in Greman and the conditions permitting "inversion" datives in
Icelandic (see Holmberg and Platzack 1995 who cite Ott6sson 1989,1991).
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d.        *daB es ilmi sie. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

e.        *daB ilmi sie es . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f.        *daB ihm es sie.... . . . . . . . . . .

Note that German scrambling, unlike Dutch scrambling, is not order preserving in the
sense that all possible permutations of arguments are well-formed:

(84) a. daB der Fritz der Maria das Buch gab
that the Fritz(Nom) the Mary (Dat) the book(Acc) gave

b.         daB der Fritz das Buch der Maria gab
c.          daB der Maria der Fritz das Buch gab
d.         daB der Maria das Buch der Fritz gab
e.           daB das Buch der Fritz der Maria gab
f.          daB das Buch der Maria der Fritz gab

(v) Parallel Movement effects with Icelandic Class 1 and Class 2 verbs

Recall that Icelandic Class 1 verbs allow both a goal>theme and a theme>goal order while

with verbs of Class 2 only the goal>theme order is permitted. The goal>theme order has

been argued to be a double object construction while the theme>goal order has been

analysed as a prepositional object construction. In view of the fact that Object Shift in
Mainland Scandinavian shows parallel movement evidence, we expect Object Shift in
Icelandic to show comparable effects. This is indeed the case. Object shift in Icelandic can

be shown to preserve the goal>theme order, a fact which suggests that only the double

object construction feeds multiple Object Shift. When the base order is theme>goal, only
the theme is allowed to undergo Object Shift. This strongly supports the prepositional

analysis o f"inversion" datives because we know independently that PPs are not allowed to

undergo Object Shift in Icelandic. The relevant facts are summarized below (see Collins

and ThrAinsson  1996  for a detailed discussion).

In Icelandic, the indirect object may precede negation/manner adverbs (which are taken to

mark the left edge of the vP) only when the lexical verb has raised overtly (85a) and not
otherwise (85b) (Holmberg's Generalization):

(85) a. Eg lAila Mariu ekki bmkumar

I lend Maria(Dat) not the books(Acc)
"I do not lend Maria the books"

b.         *Eg hef Mariu ekki 1AnaO beekurnar

I have Maria(Dat) not lent the books(Acc)

With verbs permitting inversion, it is possible for the direct object to undergo Object Shift
when the indirect object remains in situ, only when the indirect object receives focal stress,

not under flat intonation:
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(86) a. *Eg lAna b kumar ekki Mariu flat intonation
I lend the books(Acc) not Maria(Dat)
"I do not lend Maria the books"

b.         Eg lAna beekumar ekki Mariu stress on the ilidirect object
I lend the books(Acc) not Maria(Dat)
"I do not lend Maria the books"

Given that inversion constructions in Icelandic require focal stress on the IO, (86b) can be
analysed as an inversion construction in which the higher direct object argument
undergoes object shift. On the other hand, the ungrammaticality of (86a) with flat
intonation shows that the lower direct object cannot shift across the higher indirect object
in tlie canonical "non-inverted" double object construction. That Object Shift in Icelandic

(like its counterpart in Mainland Scandinavian) must preserve the base order of arguments

is further confirmed by the behavior of the arguments of Class 2 verbs. The direct object
of these verbs is never allowed to undergo object shift across an in situ indirect object,
regardless of intonation:

(87) a. Eg skila8i manninum ekki b6kinni
I returned the man(Dat) not the book(Dat)
"I did not return the book to the man"

b.        *Eg skiladi bdkinni ekki manninum flat intonation
c.        *Eg skilaBi b6kinni ekki manninum stress 0,1 the indirect object

Coming back to the verbs of Class 1, when the two arguments shift together, the order DO

IO Neg is ungrammatical under any intonation pattern (88), while the order IO DO Neg is
grammatical under certain intonation patterns (89):

(88) a. *Eg lAna beekurnar Marfu ekki
I lend the books(Acc) Maria(Dat) not

b.         *Eg lAna bkekurnar Mariu ekki
c.         *Eg lAna beekumar Marfu ekki
d.          *Eg Idna ba:kurnar Mariu ekki

(89) a. (?)?Eg lAna Mariu baekumar ekki
I lend Maria(Dat) the books(Acc) not
"I do not lend Maria the books"

b. (?)?EglAtia Mariu baekumar ekki
c.         (?)?Eg lAna Mariu b kumar ekki
d.         ? Eg lAna Mariu beekumar ekki
e.         ?lig lAna Mariu beekumar ekki
f.          Eg lAna Mariu bakumar ekki
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The above facts are typical parallel movement effects. When both arguments undergo

object shift, they must preserve the pre-movement order. This means that the construction

feeding multiple object shift is the double object construction and not the prepositional

object construction. This is entirely expected given that object shift in Icelandic is possible

only with DPs and not with PPs. Thus, the contrast between (88) and (89) constitutes

strong evidence that the dative phrase in the DO>IO inversion construction is

prepositional.

3.4. WHY DO WE NEED EQUIDISTANCE: PPS VERSUS DPs AND OPTIONALITY

As we saw in section  1, in the system of locality in Chomsky (1995,1998), c-command

is not the relevant condition for Locality. In order for the goal to block movement o f the

theme, it must be in a different minimal domain than the theme. In this section, I will
argue on the basis of Locative Inversioii that this assumption is necessary to distinguish

between constructions iii which movement of either argument is permitted from
constructions in which movement of one of the two arguments is blocked.

Consider the examples of locative and dative inversion discussed in detail in section 2:

(90) a. Dowit the hill rolled the baby carriage
b.        Iii tile woods lives an old woman

(91) a. To Bob was sent (off) a package
b.         To Mary was given the book

These examples have been argued to involve PP movement to the subject position with
the result that the EPP feature of T is checked by the DP complement of P or by the

categorial feature of the PP as a whole. The N (Case) feature of T is checked by the DP

iii postverbal position which agrees with the verb.

Crucially, this derivation is optiolial. The alternative derivation by whicli the DP moves

to subject position and the PP remains i,i Sittl is also grammatical:

(92) a. The baby carriage rolled down the hill
b.       An old woman lives iii the woods

(93) a. A package was sent to Bob
b.        A book was given to Mary

In (92) and (93), the DP that moves to subject position has both a categorial and a Case
feature that can be checked against T. Thus, the PP does not undergo covert movement

to T.

The above examples are important for two related reasons. First, they show that optional

movement is possible, thus providing an argument for Local Economy and against
Global Economy, contrary to what is assumed in Chomsky (1995). This is the basic
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point in the work of Collins (1997) whose main conclusion I will adopt. Second, tliey
provide an argument for minimal domains and Equidistance, in particular they show that

it is insu fficient to appeal to c-command in order to derive the blocking effects o f dative

DPs discussed in section 3. Thus, tliey lead to a reformulation of the analysis of the
blocking effects caused by datives, which crucially relies on the postulation of an extra

head introducing the dative argument.

Collins (1997:27) proposes that the underlying structure of locative inversion

constructions is as in (94):

(94) TP

T-Trpvp)
Tr(v) VP

V Tr(v) DP                 V'
roll the baby carriage-

V       PP

P       DP
down the hill

Locative inversion is assumed to be restricted to unaccusative verbs,7 taking the theme

as their specifier and the PP as their complement. The VP containing the theme and the

PP is merged with a light head which Collins calls "Tr" (transitivity) and which is

identified with Chomsky's light v and Kratzer's Voice. In unaccusatives, this head is

inactive syntactically. It assigns no external 0-role and it has no accusative Case feature.

The verb raises to it (see the discussion in fn 7 above) and then T is merged.

As shown above, both the theme and the PP may move to [Spec,TP]. This means that

both movements must be assumed to lead to checking in T, and both movements must

be assumed to satisfy Locality. Now if the movement of the PP in Locative Inversion

satisfies Locality, then this has three consequences.

First, it argues against the view that movement of an XP across a c-commanding XP is

banned, contrary to what is often assumed in the various executions of Relativized

Minimality found in the literature. In a structure like (94), the PP is c-commanded by

the DP, and yet it can move to T. Second, it argues for a view of Locality based on

minimal domains and Equidistance proposed in Chomsky (1995, 1998). Recall that in
this system, an XPl can move across a c-commanding XP2 to a higher specifier position

KP, if either XP, and XP2 belong to the same head, or XP2 and KP belong to the sallie

"As pointed out by Collins, this is a controvericial assumption because locative inversion is also possible

with verbs that are classified as unergative (cf. Levin 1993 for discussion). For example "live" in (92b) is
standardly classified as unergative. See Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999a) for discussion in terms of

the generalization in (30).
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head. In (94), the PP down the hill and the DP the baby carriage are the complement
and the specifier of the main verb roll respectively; thus PP movement across the DP
falls under the first case predicted by the definition. The PP may skip across the DP,
even though it is c-commanded by it, because neither argument is closer to T. Third, it
argues against Global Econonzy because the derivation in which the DP moves has
fewer steps than the derivation in which the PP moves. Specifically, the derivation in
which the DP moves overtly involves only one step: the DP raises, checking and erasing
both the D feature of T (EPP)  and the N feature o f T (Case); so, there is no need  for the

PP to raise covertly. On the other hand, the derivation in which the PP moves involves

two steps. First the PP moves to T, checking and erasing the EPP feature of T. Then the
formal features of the DP  move to T, to check and erase the N feature o f T (Case) which

cannot be checked by the PP. From the point of view of Local Eco,ioiizy, both the DP

and the PP in (94) may move to T as they are equidistant from T. From the point of
view of Global Economy, however, the derivation in which the DP raises does not have
the same length as the derivation in which the PP raises: for this reason, the derivation

leading to the locative i,iversion construction should be blocked by the alternative

shorter derivation leading to a 11012-inverted order. Since both orders are, in fact,
possible, the conclusion is that Global Econo,izy should be abandoned. (see Collins 1997
for detailed argumentation). This brings us back to an issue that was mentioned and left

open in section 1 above, namely the discussion of the ungrammatical hypothetical
example from Icelandic in (95) in which the object has moved to T and the subject has

remained iii situ (95 would be grammatical i f it was a topicalization structure):

(95) *ostinn klaruBu [vp alveg margar mys]

tlie cheese finished completely many mice

In the normal case, a derivation leading to (95) is ruled out by Attiact Closest. The

subject is closer to T than the object and therefore the object cannot move to T across

the subject. There is one derivation, however, which would permit the object to move
across the subject to T. If the object has undergone object shift to (the outer spec of) vP,

it is in the same minimal domain as the subject (both are specifiers of v).

(96) TP

spec          T'

T[D,N]     vP
klarudu

ostinn[D,01 j             vP

spec                  v'

margar mys[D,N]-
v[0,0], VP

ej
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Given that T requires a D feature and an N feature and, since the object has a D feature

(its N feature has been checked and erased against v), by Local Eco.10.11y we expect that
both the subject and the object will be able to move to T, for the same reason that
Locative Inversion constructions and their iion-iiiverted counterparts are well-formed.
Formally, (96) is similar to (94) above. In both structures, there is a T looking for a D
feature and an N feature and in both structures, there are two DPs lower down which are

equidistant from T. The one DP has only a D feature (the PP in (94), the shifted object

in (96)), while the other DP has both a D and an N feature (the DP tlie baby carriage in
(94), the subject in (96)). Recall from section 1 that Chomsky (1995:357) proposes to
block the derivation in which the object and not the subject raises in (106) in terms of
Global economy. However, we just saw that a Global Economy approach will also rule
out Locative Inversion constructions, incorrectly. Thus, we need an alternative

explanation for the ungrammaticality o f (95).

The alternative is to appeal to an important difference between the structures in (94) and

(96), namely that in (94) the PP has not entered a checking relation while in (96) the
shifted object has: it has checked Case against v. As pointed out by Chomsky (1995,

1998), DPs moving to a Case-checking position are "frozen in place" and they cannot

move further up (97a), while DPs moving for EPP reasons may enter into multiple EPP

checkings by successive cyclic movement(97b):

(97) a. *[John seems [that t is intelligent]]
b.        [We are likely [t3 to be asked tw  Itt to build airplanes]]]

The ban on object movement to T in (96) can be treated as afreezing effect relating to

Case checking on a par with (97a). McGinnis (1998) building on Chomsky (1998)
makes crucial use of freezing effects to correctly derive the range of possible and

impossible movements from multiple specifier positions to [Spec,TP]. Under this

treatment, it is predicted that successive cyclic movement of low themes across datives

via the escape hatch of layered specifiers will be possible in passives and unaccusatives

because the light v does not have a structural Case feature against which the Case
feature of the theme can be checked, while successive cyclic movement of objects to T
is never possible in active sentences because of the intervening structural Case feature of

18

v, which causes a freezing effect.

After having discussed the general consequences of optional iitovei,ient in locative
inversion for a theory of locality, I will now concentrate on the consequences

concerning datives. Compare the English examples in (98) to the English examples in
(99):

(98) a. A book was given to Mary
b.        To Mary was given a book

(99) a. Mary was given a book

'8 However, see Ura (1996) who argues that transitive sentences do not always show freezing effects.
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b.         *?A book was given Mary

(98) presents a case ofoptional movement, (99) presents a case o f obligatory movement
of one of the two arguments. Dative i,iversion illustrated in (98b) is a subcase of
locative inversion. Assuming that the underlying structure of the examples in (98) is as
in (94);' in (98a) the theme DP moves to T while in (98b) the PP moves skipping the c-

commanding DP. Both derivations conform with Attract Closest, because both
arguments are equally close to T. By Local Econolizy both arguments are allowed to
move and indeed they do. This, however, leads us to revise the explanation for the
contrast in (99) based on c-command. The right structure for the double object
construction can't be as in (100), or else we incorrectly predict (99b) to be grammatical
since the theme and the goal in this structure belong to the same head V:

(100) TP

specl         T'

T       VP

spec2         V'

goal
V       DP3

theme

The right structure must be as in (101):

(101) TP

specl       T'

T               VP2

spec2            V'
goal

V2 VP3

V3 theme

In (101), the goal  and the theme are arguments o f di fferent heads.

As already mentioned, such a structure has been argued for in Marantz (1993) for
applicative constructions in Bantu languages and double object constructions in English,
Japanese, Albanian, Icelandic on completely independent grounds. In (102) below, the

mIn chapter 5, I will suggest that datives PPs might be c-commanding the theme underlyingly (cf.
Pesetsky 1995). Still, the argument holds:  if the right order  is PP>DP underlyingly,  then  it  is the theme
argument that moves across a c-commanding PP.
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goal is introduced by a light head, resulting in a "stacked VP" structure. This head is
overt in languages with the applicative construction. In these languages, the second

object is added with the addition ofthe applied affix which is necessarily attached to the
verb stem. Hence, applicative constructions provide direct evidence for the postulation
of a head separate from the lexical verb introducing the goal argument.

(102) TP

spec          T'

T        vP2

DPio            v'

v        VPAppl

DPDo            V'

V X

Double object constructions and applicative constructions behave on a par; hence, the

same analysis can be proposed for double object constructions as well (Marantz 1993).
On such an analysis, instead of an overt applicative head, double object constructions

have a zero light applicative affix. The blocking effects of datives follow

straightforwardly from Closest Attract.

Is there independent evidence for the postulation o f a zero applicative affix in the double

object construction? Baker (1988) and Pesetsky (1995) argue that there is .

As pointed out by Baker (1988), even in applicative constructions which involve
affixation of a morphologically overt morpheme, there are cases in which the

morphological shape of the combination is identical to the morphological shape of the
root on its own. Thus, for a small and semi-idiosyncratic set of verbs, the applied affix is
syntactically present but morphologically zero.20 It would therefore not be surprising for
a language to have "null"as the only phonological form of the applicative affix. This
would be similar to languages which have only phonologically null passive forms

(Lawler  1977) or phonologically null nominalizing affixes.

20 Baker (1988: 284-288) points out, furthermore, that if these forms involve zero affixation, then it is not
surprising that their appearance is lexically governed in idiosyncratic ways in different languages: "...Not
surprisingly, this  type of null  morphology is tolerated  only with  a limited number of verbs iii  any given
language. and there are always "canonical"applicative type verbs, iii that they naturally focus on a goal
or  benefactive argument. Thus. even though  the class of verbs  that  allow a  "null  applicative"  iii  a  given
language is always idiosyncratic to a degree. there are partial regularities: the verb meaning 'to give'
has a null applicative more often than not, 'to show' and 'to send' are very common members of this
class, 'to hit' and 'to like' are probably never in this class...."(Baker 198&.285).
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Moreover, it is well known that there are lexical idiosyncrasies in double object
constructions. With some verbs the dative alternation is possible, with others the PP
construction is obligatory, and with others the double object construction is the only
option (cf. Levin 1993). Baker (1988:287) suggests that these facts can be accounted for
by appealing to morphological idiosyncrasy, something which is also needed to explain
a number of irregularities found in applicative constructions (see Baker 284-287 for
details). Specifically, one could say that while certain morphological forms correspond
to both the simple (non-applicative) and the complex (applicative) verb (i.e. give),
others correspond to only the simple verb (i.e. donate), and there are also cases in which
a morphological form corresponds to an applicative verb exclusively (i.e. Cost').

Pesetsky (1995) makes a slightly different argument focusing on the fact that the double
object construction is sensitive to the morphological make-up of the matrix verb. In
English, many pairs of verbs which are roughly equivalent in interpretation display an
asymmetry with respect to their occurrence in the double object construction (see Oellrle
1976: 121). The double object construction is generally disallowed with Latinate words
and words consisting of a prefix and a stem:

(103) a. Mary gave/donated some canned food to Oxfam

b. Mary gave/*donated Oxfam some canned food

(104) a. Bill sent/conveyed his regards to Sue
b. Bill sent/*conveyed Sue his regards

Pesetsky (1995:129) proposes that if the double object construction involves affixation,
the facts in (103) and (104) are not unexpected. Morphophonological restrictions on
affixation are well known from a number of morphological processes:
happier/*couriouser. Note that the PP-construction does not show comparable
systematic restrictions, this being evidence that there is no zero head in PP
constructions. In turn, this assumption is necessary to account for the optionality of
dative inversion. 21

The final piece of evidence comes from event nominalizations. Kayne (1984:156) has
observed that nominalizations related to the PP construction are possible while
nominalizations related to the double object construction are not:

2'Here it looks as if I am cheating because in many approaches, the double object construction results
from an underlying PP construction headed by an empty preposition which incorporates to the V
resulting, in some way or other, to dative shift (see the analyses presented in chapter 2). Per definition,
then, the PP construction does not involve affixation while the dative construction does. Nevertheless,
such a transformational approach to the double object construction would also lead to a structure in which
the shifted dative is in the specifier of a higher head separate from the head introducing the theme
argument, if it is accepted that movement always targets functional heads (or semi functional heads like
vs) and never lexical ones (contra Larson 1988). So, from the point of view of Locality, both analyses
work the same and, therefore, both would do. The reason why I am not taking such an approach here is
because it leads to a number of complications concerning the nature of the dative shift trans formation,  its
motivation and the way it interacts with preposition incorporation. Within the approach I am taking, it is
legitimate, I believe, to use the morphological evidence the way I do.
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(105) a. *Sue's gift of Mary (of) a book

b. *John's assignment of Mary (of) a hard sonata

c. *Sue's presentation of Mary (of) a metal

(106) a. Sue's gift of a book to Mary
b. John's assignment of a hard sonata to Mary
c. Sue's presentation of a metal to Mary

Pesetsky (1995:128) proposes that this contrast can be taken to show that double object
verbs involve a zero affix thus falling under the generalization in (107):

(107) Myers's (1984) Generalization
Zero-derived words do not permit affixation of further derivational morphemes

If it is assumed that in double object constructions, there is a zero applicative affix (the
one introducing the goal argument) to which the lexical verb attaches before the
nominalizing affix does, then the ungrammaticality of (105) falls under (107). Under
this reasoning, the grammaticality of (106) once again constitutes evidence that in the
PP construction, both the theme and the goal argument belong to the main verb, exactly
as required by locality.

3.5. A SOURCE FOR A TIiIRD CASE (MCGINNIS 1998).

The view that there is an abstract head in double object constructions accounts for the
fact that there  are two objective Cases  for the two DP objects (Marantz 1993, Pesetsky

1995). The idea that this head is a light verb introducing the goal argument, similarly to
the causative verb introducing the external argument in transitive constructions, offers
the means to express the puzzling difference between "symmetric" and "non-symmetric"
double object languages in terms of a simple and rather straightforward parametric
choice. This is extensively argued for in the work of McGinnis (1998) who builds on

Marantz (1993) and Collins (1997). In this section, I will present the crucial aspects of
McGinnis' analysis whose main conclusions I will adopt. In chapter 7, I will come back
to this issue, and I will argue for a revision of McGinnis' analysis of datives with

lexically specified case.

Following Marantz (1993), McGinnis assumes that in double object constructions, the
direct object is introduced by the lexical verb, the indirect object by an applicative head
which she calls R, and the external argument by a causative v:
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(108) vP

someone             v'

v                 RP

1

-
gave Archy        R'

R      VP

V                  a book

She proposes that when both objects have structural Case, the direct object checks Case

on R, and the indirect object checks Case on v. This is the case in English, Chichewa,

Tzotzil, Norwegian, Danish and other languages o f this type. On this view, v and R have

identical properties. They are structural Case assigners in both "symmetric" and "non-
symmetric" double object languages. This means that in English type languages the

theme has structural Case, contrary to what is often assumed in the literature. In chapter

2, I argued that this view is correct on the basis of a comparison between give-double

object constructions and pay-double object constructions.

In passives and unaccusatives, a Case feature is suppressed. McGinnis assumes that

Case  suppression  is the result  of of a choice of intransitive v (Harley 1995, Kratzer

1994a,b, Collins 1997, Marantz  1997  and many others)  and  that, in principle, either the

Case feature of v or the Case feature of R can be suppressed. In English passives, the

Case feature of v is suppressed while the Case feature of R remains intact. Since the

indirect object cannot check Case on v, it moves to T and checks Case there. The direct

object checks Case on R, surfacing with accusative Case. The same holds for Chichewa,

Tzotzil and Danish, i.e. languages with "non-symmetric" double object constructions

(cf. chapter 2). On the other hand, languages with "symmetric" double object

constructions, i.e. Norwegian, Chaga and Kinyarwanda have an option in passives.

Either the Case feature of v or the Case feature of R is suppressed. When the Case

feature of v is suppressed, then the indirect object becomes subject, checking Case

against T, while the direct object checks Case against T, exactly as in English. On the

other hand, when the Case feature o f R is suppressed, then the direct object moves  to T

through the specifier of R, and the indirect object checks Case against v.  In that case, it

is the indirect object that checks structural objective Case. The two options are
illustrated below with an example from Chaga. When the one argument becomes a

subject the other may still trigger object agreement:

(109) a. N-a-i-ki-m-lyi-i-a
FOC-SP-prs-OP-OP-eat-APPL-FV
"He is eating it for him/her"

b.         M-ka n-a-i-ki-lyi-0
wife FOC-SP-prs-OP-eat-APPL-pass
"The wife is being affected by someone's eating it"
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c. K-i-m-lyi-i-0
SP-prs-OP-eat-APPL-pass
"It (i.e. the food) is being eaten for/on him/her"

This analysis captures the facts elegantly and is coherent. If v and R are heads of the

same kind, we expect both of them to be able to check structural Case and we also

expect that, in principle,  the Case feature of either v or R can be suppressed in passives.

I would like to point out though that it cannot be extended to unaccusatives, as

unaccusatives in languages without morphological dative Case do not "dative shift"

(Baker 1993, Romero & Ormazabal 1998), i.e. neither the indirect object nor tlie direct

object may become subjects:

(110) a. The problem appeals to John
b. *John appeals the problem
c.        *The problem appeals John

It appears that in languages where v and R are identical, when v is trully without an

external argument as in unaccusatives, R cannot be merged at all, presumably because it

cannot have an external argument either. In other words, it looks as i f R can be licensed

only when v has an external argument, i.e. that the goal/experiencer roles are "dependent

roles" downwards (cf. Marantz's 1991 "dependent case" discussed in section 2.3.). In
turn, this means that the intransitive v in passives assigns a theta-role to the implicit
agent, leading to the view that in passives the intranstive v is actually causative and that

the agent is PRO (cf. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998b). The situation is different

in languages like Greek where dative goals and experiencers have morphological case.

Apparently, the presence of morphological theta-related case is sufficient to license the

goal/experiencer role, irrespective of whether there is an agent or not, i.e. the

goal/experiencer roles are not "dependent" when there is morphologically specified case

for them.

McGinnis (1998) further proposes to extend the account outlined above to double object

constructions in which the dative argument has morphological dative Case. Following

Harley (1995) and Schutze (1997) she assumes that morphological case is dissociated

from abstract Case. This dissociation can be seen in arguments with quirky case.

According to McGinnis, quirky arguments check Case by attraction to a functional head,
but their morphological case is determined inherently by their theta-assigner.

Morphological case can be checked against the head that assigns the theta-role to a DP,
or the theta assigning head can specify the morphological case feature of the DP in

question and this feature can be checked structurally against another head. In particular,
R can specify dative morphological case on an argument that checks both abstract Case

and morphological case on v. Given the dissociation of morphological case from
abstract Case, it is predicted that the options outlined above for English, Chichewa on

the one hand and Norwegian, Chaga on the other, can be found in the domain of dative

arguments as well. The only difference is that dative arguments must, in addition, check

a morphological case feature. McGinnis argues that this prediction is correct. Icelandic

functions like English, while Albanian functions in certain respects like Chaga.
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More specifically, in Icelandic, the indirect object checks morphological case by Merge
with R, so its morphological case is the same whether it checks abstract case on v, as in
active ditransitives or on T as in passive ditransitives. Moreover, the direct object
checks case in R, exactly like the direct object in English. In passive ditransitives, the
Case feature of v is suppressed, and the dative moves to T retaining its dative case,

Given that the Case feature of R is not suppressed, the direct object checks its Case on

R, like English. The fact that in Icelandic the object surfaces with nominative Case is

something she does not provide an account for, but which in this approach can be easily
derived in terms of morphological case parameters such as Marantz's (1991) case

realization disjunctive hierarchy or Harley's (1995) Mechanical Case Parameter. Such
hierarchies prevent accusative case on a lower argument when a higher argument has
morphological case.

22

On the other hand, in Albanian R specifies morphological dative case on the argument
that checks its theta-feature. This dative case can be checked by v but not T. In active

ditransitives, the direct object checks its Case against R, while in passive ditranstives the
Case feature of R is suppressed. As a result, the direct object moves in a successive
cyclic fashion to T through the specifier of R,23 and the indirect object checks its Case
against v. This derivation is similar to the one found in "long passives" of symmetric
double object languages like Chaga and Nonvegian. The only difference is that the
dative has morphological dative case. Thus, the direct object surfaces as subject and the
indirect object remains in an object position, unlike Icelandic:

(111) Secili djale iu tregua babes te tij
Each boy(Nom) Cl show (NonAct) father his(Dat)
"Each boy was shown to his father"

Even though the proposal to assimilate Icelandic to asymmetric double object languages

with respect to short passives and Albanian to symmetric double object languages with
respect to long passives is attractive, I will argue in chapter 7 that it cannot be
maintained.

22 Recall that dependent case can be realized "downwards"(accusative) or "upwards"(ergative), only when
the higher or lower argument on which dependent case depends does not have lexical case. On this view,
an argument checking Case against R in Icelandic cannot have accusative case, because the higher
argument has morphological dative, unlike English where the higher argument has nominative.

23 In her dissertation, McGinnis argues extensively that Chain Formation Algorithm effects arise every
time two arguments are in a multiple specifier configuration at some point in the derivation. She further
argues that the fact that a nominative subject cannot license a dative anaphor in passives is evidence for
the derivation she proposes according to which the direct object moves through the specifier of R:

(i)         *Drita iu tregua vetes prej artistit
Drita (Nom) Cl show (NonAct) sel«Dat) by the artist
"Drita was shown to hersel f by the artist"
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3.6. SUAB1ARY

In this chapter, I have examined the distribution of dative DPs and PPs in a number of

languages and I have argued in favor of Chomsky's (1995) system of locality.

Initially, I argued on the basis of a correlation between the (un)availability of the
theme>goal order in active sentences and the (im)possibility of A movement of the
theme in the presence of a goal in English, Japanese and Icelandic passives that higher
dative arguments block NP-movement to T of lower theme arguments. More
specifically, I pointed out that in English and Japanese Class 2 double object

constructions, the goal necessarily precedes and c-commands the theme in the active,
and NP movement o f the theme across  the  goal is prohibited  in the passive.  On the other

hand, in Japanese and Icelandic Class 1 dative constructions, the goal>theme and the
theme>goal permutation are both possible in the active,  and NP movement o f the theme

in the presence of a DP goal is permitted in the passive. To account for these facts, I
proposed that in English and Icelandic Class 2 constructions, the theme cannot move
across the c-commanding goal due to Relativized Minimality. In Japanese and Icelandic
Class 1 constructions, theme passivization is well formed because it has as an input the
theme>goal structure in which the theme is in an A position asymmetrically c-

commanding the goal, thus conforming with Locality.

Next I argued that the proper description of English, Japanese and Icelandic
passivization constructions requires reference to intervening features rather than
intervening positions. Specifically, in both English and Icelandic Class 2 double object
constructions, NP-movement of the goal argument to T is well formed and NP
movement of the theme is ill formed in passives. In English, however, the goal
argument has both a D and an N feature that can be attracted to T while in Icelandic the

goal only has a D feature. As a result, the moved goal argument surfaces with
nominative Case and agrees with the verb in English wliile in Icelandic, tlie goal
argument in [Spec,TP] retains its dative Case and the verb shows default agreement as
neither the goal nor the theme argument have structural Case. Hence, even though

English and Icelandic Class 2 constructions pattern alike with respect to Locality, they
differ with respect to the intervening features causing the violation in the ungrammatical
instances of theme NP-movement across a goal. In English, both the D  and the N feature

of the goal may block theme-movement to T; in Icelandic,  only the D feature o f the goal
is relevant. A similar difference characterizes Japanese as opposed to Icelandic Class 1

verbs. In Japanese, the dative goal argument has a D and an N feature that can be
attracted by T while in Icelandic the goal has a D feature and the theme has both a D and
an N feature. For this reason, in Japanese the goal exchanges its dative case marking
with a nominative one under passivization. In Icelandic, the moved dative goal
argument retains its Case, the in Sitit theme argument becomes nominative, and the verb
shows number agreement with the nominative theme. As with English and Icelandic
Class 2 verbs, in Japanese the goal has two potential intervening features, a D and an N
feature, while in Icelandic the goal only has an intervening D feature.
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Finally, I argued that in order to account for intervention effects in dative constructions
as opposed to optional movement in locative and dative PP constructions, we need a
theory of Locality based on Minimal Domains and Equidistance rather than just c-

command. Wellformed pairs like 'A package was sent to Bob' and 'To Bob was sent a

package', which show that prepositional locative and dative constructions permit
optional movelnent of PP  and  DP  arguments  (Collins  1997),  argue  that  it  is  insufficient

to appeal to c-command in order to derive blocking effects of dative DPs in double

object constructions. This leads to an analysis of the double object construction which
crucially relies on the postulation of a head introducing the dative DP argument, which

is distinct from the head introducing the theme argument. The theme cannot skip across

the goal because the two arguments belong to different minimal domains. By contrast,

in PP-constructions the two arguments belong to the minimal domain of the same head

and by Local Economy, both arguments are allowqd to move to T because they are

equidistant from T. Evidence for the existence of such a head in double object
constructions comes from the following observations: (i) In applicative constructions

this head is the obligatory overt applicative affix. (ii ) The well known

morphophonological restrictions on the verbs permitting the double object construction

can be understood as restrictions on affixation. Such restrictions do not characterize the

PP construction for which no such head should be postulated. (iii) The fact that
nominalizations related to the PP construction are possible while nominalizations

related to the double object construction are not can be understood in terms of Myers's

Generalization, which, once again, points to the presence of an extra head in the double

object-construction.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STRUCTURE OF GENITIVES AND DOUBLE ACCUSATIVES

4.0. INTRODUCTION

Having motivated an analysis of intervention effects with dative DPs and PPs in terms
of intervening features and minimal domains, I will now turn to a detailed analysis of
Greek. In this chapter, I will discuss the structure of Genitive DPs and I will compare
the Genitive Construction to the double Accusative Construction.

In order to account for intervention effects with Genitive DPs in Greek, I tnust provide

evidence for a structural representation of Genitives in terms of the tree in (1):

(1)           TP

spec                  T'

T        vP2

DPGen            V'

VP/IPVAPP|

DPNom           V'/I'

WI                X

In other words, I have to show that the genitive DP asymmetrically c-commands the
nominative theme argument and, moreover, that the two arguments belong to different
heads, thus not being equidistant from T. It will follow from this analysis that the
nominative argument cannot move across the dative argument to T.

4.1. THE GOAL C-COMMANDS THE THEME IN THE GENITIVE CONSTRUCTION

4.1.1. Evidence for asymmetric c-command

Recall that six tests diagnosing c-command have been used to sliow that in English
double object constructions the goal asymmetrically c-commands the theme:

(i)  Anaphors/Reciprocals.
Oi) Quantifier-Variable binding.
(iii) Weak Crossover.
(iv)  Superiority  ejIects.



(v) Tlie 'Each..the Other' construction.
(vi) Negative polarity items.

From the six tests listed above, two cannot be used to diagnose c-command in Greek. The

negative polarity-test cannot be used because the conditions on polarity licensing in Greek
are  different  than in English (cf Giannakidou   1997 for discussion and references).The
ailaphora-test cannot be used either for reasons that are discussed in detail in
Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1996,1999) and Everaert & Anagnostopoulou (1997). Here
I will provide an overview ofthe problem.

The Greek anaphor "o eaftos tou"(the selfhis) has the form and the structural properties of
a definite description, consisting of the definite determiner 0,  the head noun eaftos and the
possessive clitic m. which varies in 0-features according to its antecedent:

(2) a. 0 Petros agapai ton eafto tu

The Peter(Nom,sg,masc) loves the self(Acc,sg,masc) his(Gen,sg,masc)
"Peter loves himself'

b.        I Ilektra agapai ton eafto tis
The Ilektra(Nom,sg,fem) loves the self(Acc,sg,masc) her(Gen,sg,fem)

"Mary loves herself'

Iatridou (1988) has argued that the Greek anaphor is not subject to the Principle A as we
know it from Government and Binding Theory. According to Iatridou, this is due to the
fact tliat only the possessive clitic is coindexed with its antecedent and not the anaphor as

a whole, a property she attributes to the DP structure of o eaftos  tit.

Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1996, 1999) and Everaert & Anagnostopoulou (1997)
analyse the Greek anaphor within R(einhart) & R(euland's) (1993) "Reflexivity" tlieory of

anaphora. They argue that because of its structural properties and its feature specification,
o eaftos tu qualifies as a [+R,+SELF] anaphor. Being [+R] (i.e. fully specified for $-
features), the Greek anaphor is not allowed to form an A Chain with its antecedent

because R&R's Chain Condition does not permit formation of an A Chain consisting of
two [+R] links. For this reason, the Greek anaphor is not subject to the usual

configurational effects showing up with [-R,+SELF] anaphors like English hinise%

Anagnostopoulou & Everaert further propose that the Greek SELF-anaphor o eq#os ttc is a

special type of inalienable possession anaphor akin to the expression "his head" in the
English sentence John bumped his head. It satisfies R&R's Reflexivity Condition A
through complex predicate formation, which is achieved through abstract incorporation of
the head noun eaftos into the predicate it reflexivizes. In (2) the possessive argument

inside the anaphor and the subject become co-arguments after covert noun incorporation
of eaftos into the verb agapai resulting in complex predicate formation. In other words,

the possessor is "promoted",  as a result of which the DP-anaphor inherits the index  o f the

possessor (see Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999:105-108 for details). Reflexivity
Condition A, which requires a SELF-marked predicate to have two of its arguments
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coindexed, is thus satisfied. It follows from this analysis that the structural restrictions on

the distribution of o eaftos tu result from the syntactic conditions on incorporation rather

than c-command.

Due to its exceptional properties, the Greek anaphor is never permitted as a Genitive DP

goal, even when it can be properly bound by the subject:

(3) a. *0 Petros xarise tu eaftu tu ena doro

The Peter(Nom) gave the self(Gen) his(Gen) a gift(Acc)
"Peter gave himself a present"

b.         *0 Petros tu xarise tu eaftu tu ena doro

The Peter(Nom) Cl(Gen) gave the sel«Gen) his(Gen) a gift(Acc)

"Peter gave himsel f a present"

Under Anagnostopoulou & Everaert's analysis of the Greek anaphor, the facts in (3) can

be explained in terms of a restriction on covert dative noun incorporation. Overt noun

incorporation of DP goals into the verb is never permitted either (Baker  1988,1996).

It follows from the above that the contrast in (4), which directly reflects the contrast

found in English, cannot be used as evidence for asymmetric c-command because

genitive DP goal anaphors are always ungrammatical, as shown in (3):

(4) a. 0 Petros edikse tis Marias ton eafto tis ston kathrefti

The Peter(Nom) showed the Mary(Gen) the self her(Acc) in the mirror

"Peter showed Mary hersel f in the mirror"

b.         *0 Petros edikse tu eaftu tis tin Maria ston kathrefti

The Peter(Nom) showed the self her(Gen) the Mary(Acc)  in the mirror

"*Peter showed herself Mary in the mirror"

Given that the negative polarity test and the anaphora test are inapplicable, we are left with

four tests for c-command in Greek.  Two  o f them are relatively uncontroversial  and  two  are

more controversial (see footnotes 3 and 5). All four tests show that in the genitive Dppal

asymmetrically c-commands the DPdienw and thus that the Genitive construction qualifies

as a double object construction.

(i) Quantifier- Variable bi,iding. The examples in (5) illustrate a subject-object asymmetry

showing that the usual c-command condition on variable binding holds in Greek as in

English:

(5) a. Kathe pedhii agapai tin mitera tui

Every child(Nom) love-3sg the mother his(Acc)
"Every child loves his mother"
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b.         ?*I mitera tui agapai kathe pedhii

The mother his(Nom) love-3sg every child(Acc)
"?*His mother loves every child"

As has been pointed out by Markantonatou (1994), QPs and indefinites are only
marginally acceptable as Genitive goals in Greek: Nevertheless, to the extent that such

examples are possible, the contrast below shows that the goal asymmetrically c-commands

the theme according to this test:

(6) a. ?Estila tu kathe ipallilu; tin epitagi tui

Sent-1 sg every employee(Gen) the paycheck his(Acc)
"I sent every employee his paycheck"

b.         *Estila tu katoxu tui kathe check
Sent-1 sg the owner its(Gen) every check(Acc)
"?*I sent its owner every check"

(ii)
Weak Crossover ejfects: 'For some speakers, Greek has WCO effects with wh-

phrases::

(7) a. Pjo pedhii agapai tin mitera tui?

Which child(Nom) love-3sg the mother his(Acc)
"Which child loves his mother"

b.         ?*Pjo pedhii agapai i mitera tui?
Wliich child(Acc) love-3 sg the motlier his(Nom)
"?*Which child does his mother love?"

Wh-extraction of genitive goals is never perfect in Greek, a fact which might be related to

the marginality of indefinite and quantificational elements in the P-less construction more

generally (cf above).4 To the extent that such examples are possible, Goal extraction does

not trigger WCO effects while theme extraction does:

'Actually, Markantonatou claims that QPs and indefinites are ungrammatical but I disagree with her.

2 In the main text, I present the quantifier variable binding test separately from WCO effects with wh-phrases

following Barss and Lasnik (1986) and Larson (1988) among others. However, it is widely assumed in the

literature that Quantifier-variable binding is subject to the same Condition governing WCO effects with wh-

phrases, namely the Leftness Condition or the Bijection Principle (Koopman & Sportiche  1983).

 In the literature on Greek, the existence of WCO effects in wh-questions has been questioned (cf. Catsimali

1990, Horrocks 1994 among others). However, I do have a contrast illustrated in (7) and a number of
speakers agree with me (other speakers I have asked agree with Catsimali and Horrocks). For the speakers

that make a distinction between (7a) and (7b), there is also a contrast in (8) and (9). On the other hand, the

speakers that accept both sentences in (7) also accept all sentences in (8) and (9), as expected.

4As is well known, double object constructions in English and other languages resist long distance wh-
movement and null operator movement. This is also the case in Greek. However, short-distance wh-
movement gives rise to much better sentences. Tile marginal status of the examples discussed here should

not be confused with the much stronger ungrammaticality of other instances of A'movement.
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(8) a. ?Pjanu ipalliloui edoses ton mistho tui?

Which employee(Gen) gave-2sg the salary his(Acc)?
"Which employee did you give his salary?"

b.        *Pjo check edoses tu katoxou tui?
Which check(Acc) gave-2sg the owner its(Gen)
"Which check did you give its owner?"

(9) a. Pjas miterasi estiles to pedhi tisi?

Which mother(Gen) sent-2sg the child hers(Acc)?
"Which woman did you sent her child?"

b.        ??Pjo pedhii estiles tis miteras tui?
Which child(Acc) sent-2sg the mother his(Gen)
"?*Which child did you send his mother?'

(iii) Superiority ejIects.'For some speakers, Greek has Superiority effects with object wh-

movement across the subject.5

(10) a. Pjos psaxni pjon?
Who(Nom) look-3sg whom(Acc)
"Who is looking for whom"

b. ?*Pjon psaxni pjos?
Whom(Acc) look-3sg who(Nom)?
"?*Who is who looking for?"

(11) a. Pjos diavase ti?
Who(Nom) read-3sg what(Acc)?
"Who read what?"

b.        ?*Ti diavase pjos?
What(Acc) read-3sg who(Nom)?
"?*What did who read?"

Coming to the Genitive construction, there is a contrast between the status of extractions

of goals across wh-in-situ themes, which are acceptable, and the status of extractions of
themes across wh-in-situ goals, which are ill formed:

sIt is sometimes claimed that Greek does not have Superiority effects, even though they are very clear to me.

As with WCO, there is a split among the speakers that have the effect and the speakers that don't

Interestingly, the speakers that are liberal with Superiority are also liberal with WCO. There has never been a

systematic discussion of Superiority violations in Greek. It is well-known that Superiority violations are

amnestied under D-linking (cf Pesetsky  1987). This might be a factor interfering with the judgements.  As  is

well known, not alllanguages have Superiority effects: for example, German does not have it (see Richards

(1997), Pesetsky (1998) and Wiltschko (1997) for alternative explanations of the parametric differences with

respect to Superiority effects).
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(12) a. ?Tinos estiles ti?

Whom(Gen) sent-2sg what(Acc)
"Who did you send what?'

b.        *Ti estiles tinos?

What(Acc) sent-2sg whom(Gen)
"?*What did you sent who?"

(13) a. Tinos ipes ti?

Whom(Gen) told-2sg what(Acc)
"Who did you tell what?"

b.        *Ti ipes tinos?

What(Acc) told-2sg whom(Gen)
"What did you tell who?"

(iv) Tlie Each....the Otlier construction. Finally, the each..lhe othm test gives the same

results:6 It once more shows that the Genitive goal asymmetrically c-commands the

accusative theme:

(14) a. ?Estila tis inias/ kathe miteras to pedhi tis allis

Sent-1 sg [the one/every mother(Gen)] [the child(Acc)-the other (Gen)]
"I sent each mother the other's child"

b.         *Estila tis miteras tu allou to e„a/kathe pedhi
Sent-1 sg [the mother the other(Gen)GENl  [the one/every child  (Acc)]
"I sent the other's mother each child

(15) a. ?Sistisa tis niias/ kathe ginekas ton antra tis allis

Introduced-1 sg [the one/every woman(Gen)] [the husband(Acc)-

the other (Gen)]
"I introduced each woman the other's husband"

6 AS the reader can see, both "the one"and "the every"' can be used in the "each...the other" construction.

Theophanopoulou Kontou (1989) points out that 'the one' is invoked in reciprocals in Greek:

(i)                         Ta pedhia xeretisan to ena to alto
The children(Nom) greeted the one(Nom) the other(Acc)
"The children greeted each other"

It is often assumed that kathe means "every" and o katlie means "each". Evidence for that comes from the

observation that o kathe may be stranded in constructions like the following:
(ii)                           Ta pedhia diavasan ena vivlio to kathena

The childrenread one book the every-one
"The children read one book each"

(iii)
*Ta pedhia diavasan ena vivlio kathena

The children read one book every-one
Moreover, applying a number of scope-tests concerning the interaction between kathe and o kathe with

negation shows that the former generally behaves like 'every' while the latter behaves like 'each'.
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b.         *Sistisa tis ginekas tu aHou ton e,ia/kathe antra
Introduced-1 sg [the woman the other(Gen)GEN]  [the one

/every husband(Acc)]
"I introduced the other's wife each husband"

Summarizing, so far we have seen that in the Genitive construction, the goal argument

asymmetrically c-commands the accusative theme. In the next section, I will discuss the

properties of theme>goal permutations that are attested in Greek and I will show that tlie

command relationships among the two arguments remain unaffected in this order.

4.1.2. Tlieme>Goal orders are instances of A' scrambling

The unmarked order in the Genitive construction is goal>theme. The theme>goal order is

marginal in many cases:

(16) a. ??Periegrapsa tin embiria mu tu psychiatrou me poli kopo

Described-lsg the experience my(Acc) the psychiatrist(Gen)
with much effort
"I described the psychiatrist my experience putting a lot of effort to  it"

b.         ??Phanerosa tin alithia tis Katerinas meta apo poli skepsi
Revealed-1 sg the truth(Acc) the Katerina(Gen) after much thought

"I revealed Katerina the truth after much thought"

c.         ??Petaksa to vivlio tu Petru jiati me ixe eknevrisi
Threw-1 sg the book(Acc) the Peter(Gen) because lie had irritated me

"I threw Peter the book because he had irritated me"

However, theme>goal orders are sometimes reported as grammatical in the literature. For

example, Markantonatou (1994) gives (17a) as well formed, Tzartzanos (1945/1989) gives

(17b) as grammatical and Mackridge (1985/1987) gives (17c) as grammatical. I agree that

the sentences in (17) are better than the sentences in (16):

(17) a. 0 taxydromos edose to grama tu Janni

The postman gave the letter(Acc) the Janni(Gen)

"The postman gave John the letter"

b.         Ta egrapse afta tis miteras tu

Cl(Acc) wrote those(Acc) the mother his(Gen)
"He wrote these things to his mother"

c.         Edosa tin efimeridha tis Elenis

Gave-1 sg the newspaper(Acc) the Eleni(Gen)
"I gave Eleni the newspaper"
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Mackridge (1985/1987) points out that this usage is limited to the spoken language

('kathomiloumeni) and he suggests that a possible reason for this might be that the dative

being morphologically a genitive such structures are ambiguous between a reading on
which the dative is understood as an indirect object and a reading on which the dative is

interpreted as a genitive possessor internally to the accusative direct object. Note, though,
that this ambiguity alone cannot be the reason why speakers tend to re-interpret the dative

argument in the theme>goal order as a genitive possessor.  In many cases, the presence of a
dative argument  is   in fact obligatory   (e.g.   in   17a,c)   and a possessive reading   is  not

plausible  (cf. the examples  in   16).  If the unmarked order  is the goal>theme order,  as  is

claimed here, then this tendency is expected.

The question that arises in view of the facts in (17) is whether Greek has "low Genitives"

o f the type found in Icelandic, Japanese, German and other languages discussed in chapter

3. If this were true, it would be a challenge for the locality account developed here because

it would lead to the false prediction that with verbs permitting the order theme>goal, it is

possible for the theme to undergo passivization in the presence o f a DP Genitive  goal,  as is

the case with, for instance, Icelandic Class 1 verbs.

It can be shown, however, that Greek does not really have "low Genitives". In the
exceptional theme>goal order the binding relations among the two arguments are not

reversed. The quantifier-variable bindi,ig-test illustrated in (18) and the Each...the Other-

test in (19) show that the accusative argument does not bind into the dative argument in

this order:

(18) a. *?Estila to kathe vivlioi tu sigrafea tui

Sent-1 sg the every book(Acc) the author its(Gen)
"I sent every book (to) its author"

b.         *?Edosa to kathe check tu idioktiti tui
Sent-1 sg the every check(Acc) the owner its(Gen)
"I sent every check (to) its owner"

c.           *?Sistisa tin kathe ginekai tu antra tisi
Introduced-1 sg the every woman(Acc) the husband hers(Gen)
"I introduced every woman (to) her husband"

(19) a. *Estila to ena /kathe pedhi tis miteras tu allu
Sent-lsg [the one/every child(Acc)] [the mother(Gen)-the other]
"I sent each child (to) the other's mother"

b.         *Sistisa tin ntia/kathe gineka tu antra tis allis
Introduced-lsg [the one/every woman(Acc)] [the husband(Gen)-
the other]
"I introduced each woman (to) the other's liusband"
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These facts challenge analyses of asymmetric binding in double object constructions in

terms of precedence (cf. Barss  &  Lasnik  1986  among others).  To  account  for them,  I  will
assume that in theme>goal constructions, the accusative undergoes A' scrambling to a

position higher than the genitive from which it reconstructs obligatorily to a lower

position. Under this analysis, Greek is like Albanian rather than Icelandic and Japanese.

The binding relations in the double object construction remain unaffected, regardless of

the order of arguments. The goal binds into the theme while the reverse is not possible.

Thus far, I have argued that in the Genitive construction the goal asymmetrically c-

commands the theme. Next, I will present and discuss the arguments for the postulation of
a zero affix introducing the goal argument.

4.2. Evil)ENCE FORA LIGHT HEADINTRODUCING THE GOALIN THE GENITIVE

CONSTRUCTION

Recall from chapter 3 that there are three pieces of evidence for the presence of a zero

morpheme in the double object construction:

(i) The dative alternation is subject to lexical idiosyncasies, a fact which can be
explained if a single form sometimes corresponds to a simplex verb (PP construction

only), sometimes to a simplex and a complex verb (PP and double object construction),

and sometimes to only a complex verb (double object construction only), as suggested

by Baker (1988).

(ii) There are systematic morphophonological restrictions on the verbs permitting the

double object construction which can be understood as restrictions on affixation, as
proposed by Pesetsky (1995). No such restrictions characterize the verbs permitting the

PP construction.

(iii) There is a ban on nominalizations based on the double object construction which

can be explained as a Myers's Generalization effect crucially relating to the existence of

a zero affix (Pesetsky 1995, Marantz 1993 following Pesetsky (1995)).

I will argue  that the Genitive construction in Greek patterns  with the double object
construction in English with respect to these properties and, therefore, a zero morpheme

must be postulated for Greek as well.

4.2.1. Lexical idiosyncasies

As noted in chapter  1, an examination o f more than hundred ditransitive verbs in Greek

has shown that there are predicates which permit a dative alternation (they permit the
PP- and the Genitive-construction) and predicates that don't permit it and they only
license the PP construction. Like English, Greek allows the double object construction

with some semantic verb classes and not with others. Within certain classes, some verbs

permit the Genitive construction and others don't. For example, within the semantic

class of "verbs of future having"(cf. Levin  1993), the dative alternation is possible with
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the verbs iposxonie 'promise', prosfero  offer' and afaio 'leave/will'while it is not

possible with aiiaptiso 'advance', paradexome  *concede' and klirodoto 'will':

Permit the Double Object Construction

(20) a. I Katerina iposxethike to spiti ston Petro
The Katerina(Nom) promised the house(Acc) to-the Peter
"Katerina promised the house to Peter"

b.        I Katerina iposxethike tu Petru to spiti
The Katerina(Nom) promised Peter(Gen) the house(Acc)
"Katerina promised Peter the house"

(21) a. I Katerina prosfere kulurakia ston Petro
The Katerina(Nom) offered cookies(Acc) to-the Peter
"Katerina offered cookies to Peter"

b.         I Katerina prosfere tu Petru kulurakia
The Katerina(Nom) offered the Peter(Gen) cookies(Acc)
"Katerina offered Peter cookies"

(22) a. I Katerina afise to spiti ston Petro

The Katerina(Nom) left the house(Acc) to-the Peter
"Katerina left the house to Peter"

b.        I Katerina afise tu Petru to spiti
The Katerina(Nom) left the Peter(Gen) tlie house(Acc)
"Katerina left Peter the house"

Do not per,izit the double object construction:

(23) a. Aneptiksa tin theoria mu s-ton Petro
Advanced-I the theory my(Acc) to-the Peter
"I advanced my theory to Peter"

b.         ?*Aneptiksa tu Petru tin theoria mu
Advanced-I the Peter(Gen) the theory my(Acc)
"I advanced Peter my theory"

(24) a. Paradextika tin ita mu ston Petro
Conceded-I the defeat my(Acc) to-the Peter
"I conceded my defeat to Peter"

b.         *Paradextika tu Petru tin ita mu
Conceded-I the Peter(Gen) the defeat my(Acc)
"I conceded Peter my defeat"
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(25) a. I Katerina klirodotise to spiti ston Petro

The Katerina(Nom) willed the house(Acc) to-the Peter

"Katerina left the house to Peter"

b.        ?*I Katerina klirodotise tu Petru to spiti
The Katerina(Nom) willed the Peter(Gen) the house(Acc)
"Katerina willed Peter the house"

The fact that within the same semantic class some verbs permit the Genitive

construction and others don't is a lexical idiosyncrasy that can be viewed as relating to

zero affixation in Greek, as suggested by Baker (1988) for English:

In fact, Greek is even more complicated than English appears to be. Some verbs permit

the double accusative construction in addition to the PP and the Genitive construction,
while other verbs belonging to the same semantic class only permit the double

accusative construction. For example, among the verbs of "inherently signifying verbs

of giving", serviro  *serve' licenses all three constructions, while taizo 'feed' only the

double accusative construction:

(26) a. Servira to fagito s-ton Petro
Served-I the food(Acc) to-the Peter
"I served the food to Peter"

b.        Servira tu Petru to fagito
Served-I the Peter(Gen) the food(Acc)
"I served Peter the food"

c.         Servira ton Petro to fagito
Served-I the Peter(Acc) the food(Acc)
"I served Peter the food"

(27) a. *Taisa to fagito s-ton Petro
Fed-I the food(Acc) to-the Peter
"I fed the food to Peter"

b.        *Taisa tu Petru to fagito
Fed-I the Peter(Gen) the food(Acc)
"I fed Peter the food"

c.         Taisa ton Petro to fagito
Fed-I the Peter(Acc) the food(Acc)
"I fed Peter the food"

7 It is possible that paradexome is treated as a verb expressing "communication of propositions", thus not

permitting the Genitive construction for semantic reasons (as noted in chapter 1, verbs of this class never

permit the Genitive construction in Greek).
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Pri,ila facie, the alternation between verbs like serviro (serve) and verbs like taizo could

also be treated as a matter of lexical idiosyncrasy relating to zero affixation.
Specifically, it could be proposed that Greek has two variants of a zero applicative affix,
one assigning Genitive (yielding the Genitive construction) and one assigning
Accusative (yielding the Double Accusative construction). On such a view, the form
serviro would correspond to all three combinations (a simplex and two complex
v+APPL<acc>, v+APPL<gen>), wliile the form taizo to only one (v+APPL<acc>).

We will see, however, in section 4.5. that this is not the right analysis for the double
accusative construction. Double accusative verbs do not involve zero affixation of the
type discussed here. Thus, there are other sources of lexical idiosyncrasies which are
beyond zero affixation. Interestingly, the ditransitive verbs that I have found to be
"double object only" in Greek are double accusative verbs like taizo. This fact might be

accidental or theoretically significant. I leave it for future research.

4.2.2. Morphophonological restrictions

In chapter 1 (footnote 5) it has been noted that the most striking fact concerning
ditransitives licensing the Genitive construction in Greek is a morphophonological one.
Verbs that are morphologically simple and do not have rich descriptive content are

prefectly happy with the Genitive construction. These are, for example, dino (give),
danizo (lend), xarizo (give as present), fer,to (bring), pao (go used transitively in the
meaning  of  'take',  cf.   footnote  21   chapter 1), stelno (send), rixno (throw), leo (tell),
pulao (sell), dixno (show). On the other hand, many morphologically complex verbs
consisting of a prefix and a stem which belong to the formal register and are "heavy"
from the point of view of their descriptive content do not tolerate (or do not tolerate
easily) the Genitive construction. Such verbs are ek-sfendo,iizo (fling), iizeta-vivazo, dia-
vivazo (convey, send, transfer), epi-dikitio (show, present), kliro-doto (Will), pro-otllo
(forward), ana-kiriso/diakiriso (preach).

To illustrate, consider the pairs a no  leave'vs. kliro-doto 'will', rix,lo 'throw' vs.

eksfendonizo 'fling' and stelno 'send' vs.111eta-vivazo 'send/transfer':

(28) a. I Katerina afise tu Petru to spiti
The Katerina(Nom) left the Peter(Gen) the house(Acc)
"Katerina left Peter the house"

b.         ?*I Katerina klirodotise tu Petru to spiti
The Katerina(Nom) willed the Peter(Gen) the house(Acc)
"Katerina willed Peter the house"

(29) a. I Katerina erikse tu Petru ti bala
The Katerina(Nom) threw the Peter(Gen) tlie ball(Acc)
"Katerina threw Peter the ball"
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b.        ?*I Katerina eksfendonise tu Petru tin bala
The Katerina(Nom) flung the Peter(Gen) the ball(Acc)
"Katerina flung Peter the ball"

(30) a. I Katerina estile tu Petru to engrafo

The Katerina(Nom) sent the Peter(Gen) the document(Acc)
"Katerina sent Peter the document"

b.        ?*I Katerina metavivase tu Petru to engrafo
The Katerina(Nom) transferred the Peter(Gen) the document(Acc)
"Katerina transferred Peter the document"

These systematic morphological restrictions can be understood as restrictions on
affixation, thus providing further evidence for the postulation of a zero morpheme in
Greek.

4.2.3. Nominalizations

I now turn to the evidence from nominalizations:

In Greek, nominalizations related to the form with to are possible, while
nominalizations related to the double object construction are not, like English:

(31) a. *To xarisma tis Marias enos vivliu (apo ton Petro)
The gift the Mary(Gen) a book(Gen) (by the Peter)
"*Peter's gift ofMary of a book"

b.        *To dosimo tis Marias ton ruxon (apo ton Petro)
The giving the Mary(Gen) the clothes(Gen) (by the Peter)

c.         *To nikiasma tis Marias enos spitiou (apo ton Petro)
The rental the Mary(Gen) a house(Gen) (by the Peter)
"Peter's rental of Mary of an apartment"

d.        *I anathesi tis Marias mias diskolis askisis (apo tin daskala)
The assignment the Mary(Gen) a difficult excercise(Gen) (by the teacher)
"The teacher's assignment of Mary of a hard excercise"

(32) a. To xarisma enos vivliu s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The gift a book(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)
"Peter's gift of a book to Mary"

b.        To dosimo ton ruxon s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The giving the clothes(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)

8 I would like to thank Artemis Alexiadou for extremely helpful discussions and suggestions concerning
nominalizations in Greek and in general.
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c.         To nikiasma enos spitiou s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The rental a house(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)
"Peter's rental of an apartment to Mary"

d.         I anathesi mias diskolis askisis s-tin Maria (apo tin daskala)
The assignment a difficult excercise(Gen) to-the Mary (by the teacher)
"The teacher's assignment of a hard excercise to Mary"

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (31) will be argued to be an effect relating to
the presence of a zero head introducing the goal argument, similarly to English
nominalizations related to the double object construction. However, there are some
differences between English and Greek nominalizations that need to be discussed first.

Compare the English examples discussed in chapter 3, which are repeated below as (33)
vs. (34), to their Greek counterparts in (31) vs (32):

(33) a. *Sue's gift of Mary (of) a book
b. *John's assignment of Mary (00 a hard sonata
c. *Sue's presentation ofMary (00 a metal

(34) a. Sue's gi ft of a book to Mary
b. John's assignment o f a hard sonata to Mary
c. Sue's presentation of a metal  to Mary

An obvious difference between the two groups of examples is that the agent is expressed
in a by-phrase in Greek while it appears as a DP subject in English. In Greek similarly
to several Romance and Slavic languages event nominals are "passive" and not
transitive (Zubizarreta 1987, Picallo 1991, Bottari 1992, Markantonatou     1992,
Alexiadou & Stavrou 1998, Alexiadou 1999b). This being so, the question that arises  is

whether it is legitimate to to assimilate Greek nominalizations to English transitive
nominalizations. To answer this question, we need to briefly look into the properties of
Greek nominals.

According   to   the main studies on nominalizations in Greek (Markantonatou   1992,
Kolliakou 1995, Alexiadou & Stavrou 1998, Alexiadou 1999b), the language shows
deverbal formations derived from agentive transitive verbs (35) and nominals derived
from intransitive verbs (36), unaccusative (afiksi) or unergative (kolimpi, skarfaloina):

(35) katastrofi "destruction"
perigrafi "description"
metafrasi "translation"

(36) afiksi "arrival"
kolimpi "Swim"
skarfaloma "climbing"
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Alexiadou (1999b) argues that among the nominals based on agentive verbs, one class

(e.g. katastrofi destruction) consists of nouns which necessarily receive a process
reading, while another class (e.g. metafrasi translatio,i) consists of nouns which are

ambiguous between a process and a result reading. As is well known, process nominals
  are associated with a set of verbal properties, for example they co-occur with aspectual

modifiers (Lebaux 1986, Grimshaw   1990).   On the other hand, result nominals   are

purely nominal and thus, they are incompatible with aspectual modification. The

difference between a process and a result reading is shown in the following Greek

examples:

(37) a. * I paratirisi tu Janni epi dio ores itan anakrivis
the observation the John(Gen) for two hours was inexact

b.        i paratirisi tu Janni itan anakrivis
the observation the John(Gen) was inexact

c.        I paratirisi tu Janni epi dio ores me kurase
the observation the John(Gen) for two hours made me tired

The noun paratirisi is ambiguous between an event and a result reading. As Picallo

(1991) argues, only results obtaining from certain activities can have the property of
being inconsistent. Events/processes do not have such possibilities. The examples in

(37) show this contrast. The event interpretation forced by the presence of the aspectual

modifier in (37a) is incompatible with the predicate that denotes the state of being

inconsistent/inexact and therefore this example is ungrammatical. (37b) and (37c) are
grammatical. In the former, the noun is a result nominal. In the latter, it is a process

nominal. Crucially, the interpretation of the genitive argument is different in these

examples. In (37a) and (37c) John is interpreted as the theme, i.e. the person who is

being observed. On the other hand, in (37b) John is interpreted as the person who makes

the observations, i.e. the agent, or, as Alexiadou (1999b) argues, the possessor.

Alexiadou further argues that among the nouns that are based on intransitive verbs,
nominals derived from unaccusative predicates can receive a process reading while

unergative nominals necessarily qualify as result nominals. While nominals derived

from unaccusative predicates happily co-occur with aspectual modifiers, this is not true

ofunergative nominals:

(38) a. I sihni ptosi ton timon
The frequent fall the prices(Gen)

b.        *I sihni ergasia tu ipalilu
The frequent work the employee(Gen)

In the case of nominals derived from unaccusative predicates, the genitive phrase
represents the theme argument as with nominals based on transitive verbs.
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Thus, Greek has a distinction between process and result nominals. Greek process
nominals, exactly like English process nominals, are compatible with aspectual
modification and support argument structure. It thus seems legitimate to treat the two
kinds of nominals along the same lines.

An additional question that needs to be addressed though is whether Greek

nominalizations are similar to English transitive nominalizations or rather they pattern

with English passive nominalizations. The reason why this is important is because if
Greek passive nominalizations turned out to fall under the conditions governing English
passive nominalizations, then it would not be clear whether it would be necessary to

appeal to a zero morpheme in order to account for the ungrammaticality of DP goals in

Greek nominalizations. Passive nominalizations in English have been claimed to be

subject to the "affectedness constraint" (cf Anderson 1977,1979, Roberts 1987, Tenny
1987,  Grimshaw  1990 and references),  and this has  in turn been used  as an explanation

for the fact that ditransitive predicates in English do not give rise to well formed passive

nominalizations:'

(39) a. The city's destruction by Nero
b.         *John's gift of a book by Mary
c.         *A book's gift to John by Mary

Structurally, Greek nominalizations are not passive, in the sense that they do not involve
NP movement of the internal argument to the subject position, unlike English passive

nominalizations. Greek lacks DP-internal A movement, as extensively argued for in
Horrocks & Stavrou (1987). Yet there are some examples showing that Greek

nominalizations are sometimes subject to the affectedness constraint, similarly to
English passive nominalizations. Consider, for example, the following contrast:

(40) a. *?To kitagma tis thalassas jia ores me kurase
The look the sea(Gen) for hours me tired made

"Looking at the sea for hours made me tired"

b.            ?To kitagma tu vivliou jia ores me kurase
The look the book(Gen) for hours me tired made

"Looking at the book for hours made me tired"

It plausible to account for the contrast between (40a) and (4Ob) in terms of the
affectedness constraint. The book can be construed as an affected theme more easily

9 It has never been clear to me why ditransitive predicates should be subject to an affectedness constraint.

After all, the theme in the PP construction and the goal in the double object construction have often been

argued to qualify as ajIected arguments. Thus, we would rather expect them not to be subject to an
affectedness constraint, instead of the reverse. For this reason, if an alternative explanation can be found
for the fact that the goal in the double object construction and the theme in the PP construction do not

give well formed passive nominalizations and middles in English (see the discussion in Everaert 1990
that the judgements concerning theme movement in middles based on the PP variant differ), then this
explanation should be preferred.
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than the sea. For example, a book can change position while I am looking at it, I can
turn its pages, I can write notes on it etc. On the other hand, there is no way I can affect
the sea by simply looking at it.

Nevertheless, the fact that nominalizations such as i gnosi ton gego,ioton (The

knowledge of the fact / *The fact's knowledge) and i sizitisi tu vivliou (the discussion of
the book / *the book's discussion) are well formed in Greek, contrary to English passive
nominalizations (Anderson 1977, Grimshaw 1990:93), suggests that Greek
nominalizations are not always subject to the affectedness constraint, thus patterning
with English transitive nominalizations (Markantonatou 1992, Alexiadou 1999b).

Moreover, the mere fact that nominalizations relating to the PP construction are perfect

in Greek (cf. 32) suggests that Greek nominalisations are similar to English transitive
nominalizations rather than their passive counterparts. Recall that there is no problem
for transitive nominalizations related to the PP construction in English (cf. 34), while
passive nominalizations related to the PP form are ill formed (cf. 39c).

Finally, recall that nominalizations in Greek are compatible with aspectual modification
while passive nominals in English fail to occur with aspectual adjuncts (*the book's

translation for three inonths, Grimshaw  1990).

For these reasons, I conclude that Greek process nominals pattern with English
transitive rather than passive nominalizations.

Marantz (1997) and Harley & Noyer (1998) have developed an analysis of English
transitive nominalizations which takes transitivity to be an apparent property, the by-
product of a possessive interpretation. Specifically, they argue that verbs like destroy
and nouns like destrliction are built  on  category-neutral  abstract  roots  (Pesetsky  1995)
which when placed  in a verbal environment (v) become verbs (41 a)  and when placed  in
a nominal environment (D) become nouns  (41 b)  (cf van Riemsdijk  1983   for a similar
view):

(41) a.  vP

agent          V'

Nero
v        LP

L       DP
Ndestroy the city
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b.                DP

possessor         D'
Nero

D        LP

L       DP
 /destroy the city

On this view, nominalizations are never transitive simply because an LP combined with

a light v introducing the external argument will be spelled out as a verb and not as a
noun: v constitutes the verbal environment required for a root to be spelled out as a

verb. With nouns like destruction what appears to be the agent, is actually the possessor

which is introduced by D, just as with verbs like destroy the agent is introduced by v.'0

Whenever a root denotes an externally caused event  (Levin  &  Rapapport   1995),  like
4destroy, the specifier of D can be interpreted as an external causer (agent). On the other

hand, roots like Ngrow denoting an activity which occurs spontaneously, thus being

inter,ially caused, do not permit the external causation interpretation of the specifier of

D. This accounts for the unavailability of transitive nominalizations with verbs like
groiv entering the causative alternation(42b as opposed to 423, cf. Chomsky 1970):"

(42) a. Nero's destruction o f the city
b. *John's growth oftomatoes

Building on Marantz (1997) and Harley and Noyer (1998), Alexiadou (1999b) puts forth
a uniform account for Greek, Romance and Slavic "passive" nominalizations and their
English "transitive" counterparts according to which all process nominalizations are

intransitive. English and Greek nominalizations are structurally identical except for the

(yet to be explained)12 fact that a pocessor cannot be licensed in Spec,DP in Greek

10 In such an analysis, the question that arises is what distinguishes passive nominalizations in English

from their "transitive"counterparts so that the former are subject to the affectedness constraint while the

latter are not. The most straightforward answer would be to deny that "passive" nominalizations have a-

structure and therefore they are not amenable to an analysis along the lines suggested in the main text for
"transitive nominalizations" (Williams 1982, Higginbotham 1983, Grimshaw 1990 contra Chomsky

1970, Kayne 1984, Pesetsky 1990). However, there are problems with such a view (see the discussion in

Alexiadou 1999b)" Harley & Noyer (1998) point out that there are roots (explode, accumulate, separate, unify)
participating in the causative-inchoative alternation and yet allow transitive nominalizations. Their facts

challenge Pesetsky's (1995:79) attempt to account for the ungrammaticality of (42b) in terms of Myers's
Generalization. I will come back to this.
p Artemis Alexiadou (personal communication) suggests that a possible reason for this is that Spec,DP is

not an A position in Greek (cf. Horrocks & Stavrou 1987).
It  has been observed  in the literature on Greek (see Horrocks & Stavrou 1987, Markantonatou

1992 among others) that there is a constraint against two morphologically identical Genitive DPs inside a

nominal. The same constraint is found in Romance (Zubizarreta 1987, Picallo 1991: aban against two de-

phrases) and English (Williams 1987: a ban against two of-phi-ases). If we view this constraint as a kind
of filter ruling out constructions containing two genitive phrases that have an identical form, then we can
account for the fact that transitive nominalizations are illformed in Greek and Romance, contrary to
English. In Greek and Romance, there is simply no other way to express an agent/possessor and a theme
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process nominalizations. Under such an analysis, the ungrammaticality of
nominalizations related to the double object construction in English and Greek can be

accounted for along the same lines.

What is the proper analysis for the unavailability of nominalizations related to the
double object construction in English and Greek? Recall tliat Pesestky (1995) (and
Marantz 1993 following Pesetsky) analyses  this  as a Myers's Generalization effect  (43
is adapted from Pesetsky 1995: 131). Being affixal, the zero morpheme introducing the

goal argument is attached to the lexical verb introducing the theme, and the
nominalizing affix cannot further attach to the zero-derived word fassign+01:

(43)         N'

N                   vP

-nient Mary                v'

v            VP/--
assign  APPL DP       V'

sonata                 t

The derivation in (43) is incompatible with the view of nominalizations outlined above

and illustrated in (41). Nevertheless, Myers's Generalization can be retained as a
restriction applying in the morphological component. As argued in detail by Pesetsky

(1995: 83-93), the fact that Myers's Generalization has exceptions, i.e. suffixes like able

and er which attach to invariably all suffixes also attach to zero affixes, strongly

suggests that it is a purely morphological constraint. Note here that if agents are always

introduced   by    a zero light v (Chomsky    1995    and many others), then transitive

nominalizations can be excluded along the same lines. In other words, Myers's

simultaneously inside a nominal, while in English this is possible. Extending this account, we could

furthermore propose that the reason why nominalizations related to the double object construction are ill-
formed in English is precisely that both arguments would surface as "of phrases", resulting in a
configuration that would violate the hypothesized filter. If this turns out to be the right explanation, then

there is no reason for the reader to read and for me to write the rest of this section. As we will see in the

last section, it is actually not so easy to get away with this constraint, at least for Greek. Nevertheless,
given that the status of such a filter is entirely unclear (we don't find constraints of this sort elsewhere in

the syntax, for example there is nothing against two DPs with identical morphology in the VP domain, so
that this filter would have to apply specifically to genitive phrases), it is preferrable to derive its effects

from independent principles of the grammar. Myers's Generalization is a way of deriving some of the
effects of this constraint. Note that this constraint does not apply with result nouns like epos (poem) or

metafrasi (translation), as is pointed out in Markantonatou (1992) and Alexiadou (1999b). Thus, even if

such a constraint is operative it is not a purely morphological filter:
(i)         To epos tis Iliadas tu Omirou

The poem the Ilias(Gen) the Homer(Gen)
"Homer's poem Ilias"

(ii)        I metafrasi tu Omiru tu Kakridi
The translation the Homer(Gen) the Kakridis(Genitive)
"Kakridis'translation ofHomer"
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Generalization gives us a morphological explanation of why nominalizations are
necessarily intransitive which might be viewed as an alternative to what Marantz (1997)
and Harley & Noyer (1998) propose.13 And conversely, the analysis of nominalizations

put forth in Marantz (1997) and Harley and Noyer (1998) opens the possibility of
treating the ungrammaticality of nominalizations related to the double object

construction in terms of the incompatibility of the applicative v introducing the goal

argument with the nominal context required for nominalizations. More specifically, if it
is assumed that the applicative v introducing the goal argument and the light v
introducing the agent are identical (a position taken by McGinnis  1998 for symmetric
double object constructions, see chapter 3) or of the same nature (both constitute a
verbal environment), then it will follow that a root placed under an applicative v will
never become a nominalization: in such a context the root will always be spelled out as

a verb.

Is there a way to choose between tlie two explanations? It appears that there is. Recall

that Myers's Generalization is a purely morphological constraint and that the suffixes -
er and -able, unlike other nominalizers, are capable of attacliing to zero-derived forms.

We therefore expect these affixes to give rise to well-formed nominalizations based on

the double object construction if the ungrammaticality under discussion is due to

Myers's Generalization. Pesetsky (1995:132), however, notes that such nominalizations

are ungrammatical:

(44) a. *a giver of John a book
b.         *John is givable a book

Pesetsky leaves this as an unsolved problem, a problem which I take to be an argument

for an account along the lines of Marantz (1997) and Harley & Noyer (1998).14

'3 Pesetsky (1995:78-81) assumes that the agent/causer is introduced by a liglit v only in the case of verbs

like "grow" entering the causative-inchoative alternation. For verbs like "destroy" he maintains the VP-
internal subject hypothesis according to which the subject is generated as a specifier of the lexical VP. As
a result, verbs like "grow" do not permit transitive nominalizations due to Myers's Generalization while
verbs like "desrtoy"give transitive nominalizations. He further suggests that the language learner does not

posit zero derivation, unless there is an alternation between a non-causative and a causative verb. Even
though this analysis is attractive because it explicitly addresses the issue of learnability of zero forms,
Harley & Noyer (1998) point out that there are many examples of alternating verbs which may yield
transitive nominalizations  (cf.  fn   11 above). Moreover, Pesetsky's proposal is incompatible  with  the
system of locality adopted here.
I4 Building on Embick (1998), Alexiadou (1999b) argues that process nominalizations include an
intransitive v which contributes to the event interpretation of the predicate and includes a MamEr feature

which licenses manner adverbs. Result nominalizations consist of a root embedded under D, i.e.
Marantz's structure (4 lb) is appropriate for result nominals and not for process nominals. In this
proposal, the intransitivity of process nominalizations is due to the fact that v is defective. It does not
introduce an agent and it does not assign structural case, thus qualifying as an intransitive non-causative

v, akin to the v found in ergative languages. Under such an approach, a zero affixal light head can be
included in nominalizations. Neither Myer's Generalization nor the assumption that v constitutes a verbal
context leading to the spell-out of a root as a verb can account for the unavailability of causative

nominalizations. If this proposal is adopted, then we need an alternative explanation for the
ungrammaticality of nominalizations related to the double object construction. One possibility might be
to stipulate that the applicative head introducing the goal argument must be selected by a
transitive/causative v and is incompatible with an unaccusative/non-causative v. This might indeed be
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4.4. LOCALITY AND THE GENITIVE CONSTRUCTION

In the preceding sections, I argued that the structure of the Genitive construction in
Greek is as in (45):

(45) vP2

DPGen            V'

v        VPAppl

DP                    V'tlicme

V/I                    X

The genitive DP asymmetrically c-commands the theme argument. Moreover, evidence
from lexical idiosyncrasies, morphophonological restrictions and nominalizations shows
that in the Genitive construction the goal is introduced by a zero applicative head.

It follows from (45) that the nominative theme cannot move to T across the higher
genitive goal. The two phrases are arguments of different heads and thus they are not
equidistant from T. This accounts for the fact that Genitive DPs are ruled out in NP-
movement contexts.

4.5. THE GOAL IS NOT INTRODUCED BY A LIGHT V IN DouBLE ACCUSATIVES

In this section, I turn to the structure of the double accusative construction discussed in

chapter 2. I argue that this construction does not provide evidence for the existence of a
zero applicative affix because the goal may surface as the complement of the noun in
nominalizations. The same point is made on the basis of adjectival passives. I relate
these facts to another property of the double accusative construction, namely that the
theme may remain implicit when the goal is realized as a bare DP carrying accusative

case, in other words that the goal may surface as a single complement of the verb.

To account for the properties of double accusative verbs, I propose that the goal and the
theme are the specifier and complement respectively of a null relational preposition

denoting central coincidence an abstract with/have head to which a bare N theme moves
in 1-syntax (coq/latio,1, see Hale   &   Keyser   1993   for   such an analysis   and   see   also

correct for languages in which "unaccusatives do not undergo dative shift", unlike passives (see the
discussion in chapter 1 and chapter 3). For Greek, however, this wouldn't work because the Genitive
construction is well formed under clitic doubling, as we have seen in detail. An alternative possibility
might be to suggest that the transitive and intransitive v are purely inflectional heads (Kratzer's Voice
head is closest to this conception) while the applicative v is a derivational affix. Given that Myers's
Generalization crucially refers to derivational morphemes, it would ban a zero applicative head but not a
zero transitivity v in nominalizations. Such an analysis would inherit Pesetsky's problem concerning the

lack of exceptions related to the double object construction with nominalizing suffixes like e, and able.
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Pesetsky  1995 who argues that the theme in double object constructions is introduced by
a zero preposition with).

l 5

The proposed analysis leads to the conclusion that there are two syntactic configurations
for double object verbs and hence, at least two interpretations for the goal role in a
configurational theta-theory.16 In the double accusative construction, the goal and the
theme belong to a single lexical head while in the Genitive construction, each argument

belongs to a different head, the theme to a lexical and the goal to a semi-functional one.

This has implications for the theory of Case and Locality in double object constructions.

When the goal is introduced by an applicative head there are two objective Cases available

for the two objects. On the other hand, when the goal is an argument of the lexical verb,
there is only one objective Case available and this is taken by the goal DP. This is related

to the fact, argued for in chapter 2, that in NP-movement constructions, passivization of

the theme in the presence of a DP goal is a locality violation only in double object

constructions with an applicative head. In double object constructions without an

applicative head, passivization ofthe theme is ruled out due to a feature mismatch.

The broader theoretical implication of the present proposal is that to the extent that it can

successfully account for the facts, it provides conclusive evidence in favor of a conception
of argument structure along the lines of Hale and Keyser (1993, 1997a, 1998) in
combination with Marantz (1993,  1997) (cf Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998b  for an

explicit proposal concerning the way in which the two systems can be combined in the
domain ofthe syntax ofunaccusativity).

4.5.1. A light v missing: Nominalizations and Adjectival Passives

Unlike verbs licensing the Genitive construction, verbs licensing the double accusative

construction permit process nominalizations in which the goal surfaces as a complement
of the noun:

(46) a. i didaskalia ton mathiton (apo ton daskalo) se takta xronika diastimata
the teaching the students(Gen) (by the teacher) in regular time intervals
"the regular teaching of the students by their teacher"

b.        i taktiki pliromi ton ipalilon (apo ton ergodoti tus)
the regular payment the employees(Gen) (by the employer their)
"the regular payment o f the employees by their employer"

15 The difference between the present proposal and Hale&Keyser (1993) or Pesetsky (1995) is that I posit
this structure only for double accusative verbs (verbs that can take a goal as a single comple,nent in the
sense of Levin & Rapapport's 1986), while they assign this structure to invariably all double object verbs.

16 If we take into account the PP construction, then we are led to the conclusion that there are three
underlying structures for constructions headed by ditransitive verbs: (i) One in which the goal is the
specifier of a head denoting central coincidence (the double accusative construction in Greek),  (ii) one  in
which the goal is the complement of a preposition denoting terminal coincidence (the PP-construction in
Greek, but see the discussion of the PP construction below) and (iii) one in which the goal is a specifier
of an applicative head, in which case it is assigned its role compositionally by the combination of
V+theme (the Genitive construction in Greek).
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c.         to servirisma tu pelati (apo ton taverniari) se dio lepta
the serving the customer(Gen) (by the tavern owner) in two minutes

This is systematic. All roots licensing the double accusative construction form
nominalizations of the type illustrated in (46). The double accusative verbs taizo  ' feed'

(to taisma til illoru 'the feeding of the baby'), kernao 'offer food/drink' (to kerasma ton

pelaton 'the offer (of food) to the customers), potizo 'give water to an animal'(to
potisma tu alogu *the watering of the horse') all behave the same way.

In (46) the theme argument is not expressed. It is also possible to form nominalizations
in which the theme is expressed, but then the goal must remain unexpressed:

(47) a. i didaskalia ton arxaion(apo ton daskalo) se takta xronika diastimata
the teaching the ancient Greek (Gen) (by the teacher) in regular
time intervals
"the regular teaching of Ancient Greek by their teacher"

b.        *i didaskalia ton mathiton ton arxaion(apo ton daskalo)
the teaching the students (Gen) the ancient Greek (Gen) (by the teacher)

(48) a. i taktiki pliromi ton logariasmon (apo ton Petro)
the regular payment the bills(Gen) (by the Peter)
"the regular payment of the bills by Peter"

b.        *i taktiki pliromi tu ksenodoxou ton logariasmon (apo ton Petro)
the regular payment the hotel owner(Gen) the bills(Gen) (by the Peter)

(49) a. to servirisma tu fagitu (apo ton taverniari) se dio lepta
the serving the food(Gen) (by the tavern owner) in two minutes

"the serving o f the food by the tavern owner in two minutes"

b.        *to servirisma tu pelati tu fagitu (apo ton taverniari) se dio lepta
the serving the customer (Gen) the food(Gen) (by the tavern owner)
in two minutes

The only way for the two arguments to co-occur is if one ofthem is expressed in a PP:

(50) a. i didaskalia ton arxaion stus mathites (apo ton daskalo)
the teaching the ancient Greek (Gen) to the students (by the teacher)
"the teaching of ancient Greek to the students by the teacher"

b.        i didaskalia ton mathiton sta arxea (??apo ton daskalo)
the teaching the students (Gen) to ancient Greek (by the teacher)
"the teaching ofthe students in the topic of ancient Greek by the teacher"
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(51) a. i taktiki pliromi ton logariasmon ston ksenodoxo (apo ton Petro)
the regular payment the bills(Gen) to the hotel-owner (by the Peter)
"the regular payment of the bills  to the hotel-owner by Peter"

b.        i taktiki pliromi tu ksenodoxou se idhos ke oxi se xrimata (apo ton Petro)
the regular payment the hotel-owner(Gen) to kind and not to money
(by the Peter)
"the regular payment of the hotel-owner in goods and not money (by
Peter)"

(52) a. to servirisma tu fagitu (apo ton taverniari) se dio lepta
the serving the food(Gen) (by the tavern owner) in two minutes
"the serving of the food by the tavern owner in two minutes"

b.        no well-formed example corresponding to (5Ob) and (5 lb)

The fact that nominalizations based on double accusative verbs can take either a goal
Genitive complement or a theme Genitive complement is strongly reminiscent of a
pattern found with exactly the same verbs in English adjectival passives. The English
facts below from Levin & Rapapport (1986) illustrate this:

(53) a. John taught manual skills to the children

b. John taught the children manual skills

c. untaught skills
d. untaught children

(54) a. unpaid skills
b.         a badly paid agent

(55) a. sloppily served food
b. unserved customers

The adjectival passives in (53d), (54b) and (55b) involve goal extemalization,
something that is usually not allowed:

(56) a. A frequently given present
b.        *A frequently given child

(57) a. An unsent letter
b.        *An unsent mother

(58) a. The unsold car
b.        *The unsold customer
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(59) a. A recently offered deal / *a recently offered customer
b.        A recently rented appartment/ *a recently rented tenant

By and large, the same patterns are found in Greek. Adjectival passives with goal
externalization are not possible with verbs that license the Genitive construction, while
they are possible with verbs that license the double accusative construction. Thus, while
with adjectival passives based on verbs that permit the Genitive construction we find the
contrast in (60), with adjectival passives based on verbs that allow the double accusative
construction there is no such contrast, as illustrated in (61): 17

(60) a. ena sixna xarismeno vivlio (a frequently given book), to stal,izeno
grama(the sent letter), to apulito aftokinito (the unsold car)

b.              *ena sixna xarisnieno pedhi (a frequently given child), *i stal,neni
iizitera (the sent mother), *o apulitos pelatis (the unsold customer)

(61) a. o serviris,izenos pelatis (the served customer), o aplirotos

ipallilos (the unpaid employee), i kersanieni

jilokseititiizeni (the guests that have been served food & drinks)

b.         o servirisnienos kafes (the served coffeee), o aplirotos
logarisantos (the unpaid bill) to kerasmeno

poto (the drink that has been served/paid by someone else)

Levin and Rapapport (1986) point out that verbs like "teach / pay / serve"may take the

DP goal as their sole argument, while the double object verbs not permitting adjectival
passive formation with goal externalization cannot: 18

17 However, there is also a gap with the verb diadasko (teach). This permits the formation of an adjectival

passive with theme externalization, but the goal externalization examples are not fully acceptable:
(i) ?? to didagmeno pedhi (the taught child) /to didagmeno mathima (the taught lesson)

It is interesting to note that in Greek, there is a systematic morphological distinction between
negated adjectival passives and their non-negated counterparts. The former have the ending -nienos, the
latter the ending -tos. Kratzer (1994b) has argued that negated adjectival passives are created on the basis
of V while there are also adjectival passives that are formed on the basis of the VP. Greek seems to
provide morphological evidence fror Kratzer's distinction.
18 As pointed out in Larson (1988: 358, fn. 24), there are two kinds of "theme deletion" in English double
object constructions. (a) In most double object constructions and their PP-dative counterparts the theme is
obligatory modulo the lexical properties of specific verbs. For example, the verb ,wite has the specific
property of allowing its theme to remain implicit:
(i) a. Bill wrote a long letter to his mother

b. Bill wrote his mother a long letter
c. Bill wrote to his mother
d. Bill wrote his mother

(b) With verbs like pay and serve the theme may remain implicit only when the goal surfaces as a bare DP
(cf Larson 1988: 358, fn. 24), not when it surfaces as a PP:
(ii) a. Fred paid the ransom to the agent

b.            Fred paid the agent the ransom
c.            *Fred paid to the agent
d.            Fred paid the agent

(iii) a. Patty served to the fat man

b. Patty served the fat man two desserts
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(62)     teach the children, pay the agent, serve the customers
(63)     *offer a customer, *rent a tenant, *give a boy

On the basis of this observation, they formulate the Sole Complement Generalization, to
capture the restrictions on argument externalization found in adjectival passives: 19

(64)    Sole Complement Generalization
An argument that may stand as sole NP complement to a verb can be
externalized by adjectival passive formation.

Adjectival passives are not necessarily limited to verbs taking a single argument. As
pointed out by Marantz (1993:147), it is also possible to form adjectival passives based
on predicates with two internal arguments provided that the complement of the root
incorporates into the adjectival passive, and the complex modifies the argument which
is merged higher up (as a specifier of the predicate, Hale an Keyser 1993, 1997a, 1998):

(65) a. hand-made cookies instrument

b. spoon-fed children instrument
c. home-made cookies locative
d. paint-sprayed walls theme

c. *Patty served to the fat man
d. Patty served the fat man

Exactly the same patterns are found in Greek. The verb
graf°

'write' which occurs in the dative-accusative
construction always allows its theme to remain implicit:
(iv) a. 0 Petros egrapse ena gramma stin mitera tu

The Peter (Nom) wrote a letter (Acc) to-the mother his
"Peter wrote a letter to his mother"

b.           0 Petros egrapse tis miteras tu ena gramma
The Peter (Nom) wrote the mother his(Gen) a letter (Acc)
"Peter wrote his mother a letter"

(v)         a.           0 Petros egrapse s-tin mitera tu
The Peter(Nom) wrote to-the mother his
"Peter wrote to his mother"

b.           0 Petros egrapse tis miteras tu
The Peter(Nom) wrote the mother his(Gen)
"Peter wrote his mother"

On the other hand, verbs licensing the double accusative construction may leave out the theme argument
only when the goal surfaces as an accusative object, not when it surfaces as a genitive object or a PP:
(vi) a. Didaksa ta pedhia (kalous tropous)

Taught-I the children(Acc) (good manners))
"I taught the children good manners"

b.           (Tis) didaksa tis Marias *(kalous tropous)
(Cl-Gen) taught-I the Mary(Gen) good behavior(Acc)
"I taught Mary good manners"

c. Didaksa ??(kalous tropous) s-tin Maria
Taught-I good manners(Acc) to-the Mary
"I taught good manners to Mary"

The similarity between English and Greek suggests that English also has the double accusative construction
with verbs like "pay", "serve", "teach"etc. I will come back to this.
'9 The Sole Complement Generalization is Levin & Rapapport's (1986) alternative to the "theme-
restriction"on argument externalization in adjectival passives proposed by Wasow (1977) and Williams
(1981).
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The adjectival passives in (65) respect compositionality because the verb and the
incorporated argument form a constituent excluding the externalized argument. The
external argument in 1-syntax  (Hale & Keyser 1993, 1997a, 1998) remains external  in
the adjectival passive.

With double object verbs, the formation of adjectival passives of the type illustrated in
(65) is impossible. It is neither possible for the goal to incorporate into the root
excluding the theme (66a), nor it is possible for the theme to incorporate into the root
excluding the goal (66b):

(66) a. *boss-given flowers
b.        *flower-given boss

Marantz argues that (66a) is ungrammatical because the verb and the goal form a
constituent excluding the theme. This violates compositionality. On the other hand,
(66b), which respects compositionality, is illformed because it violates Myers's
Generalization. To derive (66b), the adjectival passive would have to be formed on the

APPL higher verb which is required to project the goal argument. This is impossible
because further derivation on derived words created with phonologically null affixes is
excluded.

Coming now to the exceptional cases of adjectival passive formation with goal
externalization based on the roots pay, serve, teach (53-55) and their Greek counterparts
in (61), the mere fact that these are well formed suggests that the goal argument is not
introduced by a light APPL v. Othenvise, Myers's Generalization would be violated.
The wellformedness of nominalizations with a goal argument in Greek illustrated in
(46) argues for the same position. The goal in these constructions cannot be assumed to

be introduced by a light applicative head because if this was the case we would expect
such nominalizations to be ungrammatical either because of a violation of
Myers'Generalization or because the nominal context required would be destroyed (see
the discussion in section 4.3.).

4.5.2. The Structure of Double Accusatives

What is the representation of the goal relative to the theme argument with verbs like
pay, serve. teach? Is the goal the specifier and the theme the complement of the same

head, or is it the other way round? What accounts for the optionality of the theme and
the goal argument in cases where either one of them may surface as the single

complement of the verb? And what accounts for the optionality of adjectival passive
formation with either goal or theme externalization? In this section, I provide answers to
these questions.
I propose that in 1-syntax double object constructions in which the goal may surface as

the single argument o f the verb have the following structure:
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(67) PN

goal PN

PN theme

0witll/have

The goal is the specifier of an empty with/have PN denoting central coincidence, to
which a bare theme argument moves (conflation). The PN+N combination is
subsequently moved to the higher causative v and the complex is spelled out as "pay",

"serve", "teach" (corresponding to "cause someone to have money/food/lesson").

The proposed analysis captures the intuition that these verbs incorporate the theme as
part of their lexical meaning, contrary to many other double object verbs. Thus, "pay"
means "provide someone with money", "serve" means "provide someone with
food/drinks" and teach means "provide someone with lesson", while e.g. "give"or
"send" do not include the theme in their meaning.

Moreover, structure (67) straightfonvardly explains why these verbs systematically take
the goal as their single complement. Since they are formed by conflation it is expected
that the goal will surface alone. On the other hand, when the goal is introduced by an
applicative v, it is interpreted compositionally as being affected by the event denoted by
the V+theme combination. For this reason, it is impossible to project a structure
including the goal and not the theme (c f  fn  18).

What is less straightforward is the position and the role of the theme when this is
present. This is a more general problem concerning "conflation"in the system of Hale
and Keyser, namely the appearance of an overt complement to a verb which is, by
hypothesis, derived by conflation (i.e. incorporation of the complement into an empty
head). The problem is addressed in Hale & Keyser (1997a: 14-17). They discuss pairs
like dance and dance a livelydance,or shelve the books and shelve the books on the
windowsill, and they suggest that each verb formed with conflation has an adverbial
component and a referential component. Hale & Keyser further suggest that because
conflation is a lexical process (a process taking place in 1-syntax), it is possible to delete
the index from the chain defined by incorporation. This eliminates the referential
increment ofthe verb, leaving the adverbial increment as predominant permitting lexical
insertion of another NP  in the original noun position.  The same analysis can be extended
to pairs like teach the children and teach the children mathematics.

Under the proposed analysis, the adjectival passives with goal externalization based on
pay and serve illustrated in (53)-(55) directly correspond to the adjectival passives with
incorporation in (65). The only difference is that in (65) the instrument/ locative/ theme
argument and the verb form a constituent by incorporation while in (53)-(55) the theme
and the verb form a constituent by confation.
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As for the analysis of adjectival passives based on pay, serve and teach displaying

theme externalization, I suggest that these should be analysed on a par with examples
like a frequently given present, an unsent letter etc. which are based on lexical roots
taking the theme as their complement. In the case of give, send etc, the theme is an
argument o f V in the double object construction and the PP construction, and both types
of constructions can be used as the basis for the formation of adjectival passives of this
type. 20 The verbs pay, serve, teach, on the other hand, appear to only have the PP
construction as a possible basis for nominalizations with theme externalization. What
looks like the double object construction actually has the structure (67).

In fact, Greek suggests that what looks as a single double object construction in English
might actually correspond to two independent structures with distinct properties. In
Greek, most verbs licensing the double accusative construction, also license the Genitive
construction and the PP construction:

PP-Construction
(68) a. 0 Jannis didakse tis tragodies tu Euripidi stin Maria

The Jannis(Nom) taught the tragedies of Euripides(Acc) to-the Mary
"John taught Euripides' tragedies to Mary"

Genitive Construction
b.        0 Jannis didakse tis Marias tis tragodies tu Euripidi

The Jannis(Nom) taught Mary(Gen) the tragedies of Euripides(Acc)
"John taught Mary Euripides' tragedies"

Double Accusative Construction
c.         0 Jannis didakse tin Maria tis tragodies tu Euripidi

The Jannis(Nom) taught Mary(Acc) the tragedies ofEuripides(Acc)
"John taught Mary Euripide's tragedies"

20 If the PP construction is represented as in (i), then it is not clear that it can form the basis for an
adjectival passive with theme externalization. As far as I can see, we would rather expect examples like
*boss-givenflowers, which are ungrammatical.
(i)                                     V

V        P

theme                  P

P           goal

Oto

As we saw, Marantz (1993) accounts for the ungrammaticality of such examples by assuming that they
are based on the double object construction, but they could also be based on the PP construction, in which
case they do not violate compositionality. This, however, predicts that verbs not licensing the double
object construction like donate will not be able to form adjectival passives with theme-externalization, a
prediction which, I guess, is wrong.
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Recall from chapter 2 that in the double accusative construction, the goal has all the
properties canonically associated with structural objects. It has accusative case, it can be
doubled by an accusative clitic, and it may become nominative under passivization. Below
I repeat the basic facts:

(69) a. (Ta-)didaksa ta pedhia ena mathima

(Cl-Acc) taught-I the children(Acc) a lesson

"I taught the children a lesson"

b.         Ta pedhia didaxthikan tin grammatiki
The children(Nom) were taught the grammar(Acc)
"The children were taught the grammar"

On the other hand, the theme is not licensed as a canonical structural object. Clitic
doubling is ungrammatical (70), the theme is optional (71), and it tends to be bare,
indefinite (72a) or heavy (72b):

(70) *Tin didaksa ta pedhia tin grammatiki ton arxeon ellinikon
Cl(Acc,sg) taught-I(Nom) the children(Acc,pl) the grammar(Acc,sg) the ancient

Greek(Gen)
"I taught-it the children the grammar of ancient Greek"

(71)     Didaksa ta pedhia (kalous tropous)
Taught-I the children(Acc) (good behavior)
"I taught the children good behavior"

(72) a. Didaksa ta pedhia ena mathima/mathimatika/??to mathima/

Taught-I the children(Acc) a lesson(Acc)/mathematics(Acc)/the
lesson(Acc)
"I taught the children a lesson/mathematics/the lesson"

b.         Didaksa ta pedhia ??to mathima/to mathima ton mathimatikon
Taught-I the children the lesson(Acc)/the lesson ofmathematics(Acc)
"I taught the children a lesson/mathematics/the lesson ofmathematics"

Now the Genitive construction formed with these verbs has all the properties canonically
associated with Greek Genitive constructions in general. Clitic doubling of the theme is
freely available:

(73)     Tis tin didaksa tis Marias tin grammatiki
Cl(Gen)-CI(Acc) taught-I(Nom) the Mary(Gen) the grammar(Acc)
"I taught-it Mary the grammar"

The theme is obligatory:
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(74)     Didaksa tis Marias *(kalous tropous)
Taught-I the Mary(Gen) good behavior(Acc)
"I taught Mary how to behave"

And finally, there is no requirement for the theme to be indefinite or heavy:

(75) a. Didaksa tis Marias ena mathima/mathimatika/to mathima/

Taught-I the Mary(Gen) a lesson(Acc)/mathematics(Acc)/the
lesson(Acc)
"I taught Mary a lesson/mathematics/the lesson"

b.         Didaksa tis Marias to mathima/to mathima ton mathimatikon

Taught-I the Mary(Gen) the lesson(Acc)/the lesson of mathematics(Acc)
"I  taught Mary the lesson/the lesson ofmathematics"

The above suggest that there are two "double object constructions" with pay, serve,

teach. The double accusative construction results from the structure (67), while the

Genitive construction results from a structure in which a lexical verb is combined with
an applicative affix. In the double accusative construction, the goal is the true object of
the main verb, while the theme, when present, has the status of an "adjunct-like" cognate

object. This structure forms the basis for nominalizations in which the goal surfaces as the

single complement of the noun. On the other hand, in the Genitive construction the goal

is introduced by an applicative v and the theme is a true argument of the lexical root.
This accounts for the fact that the theme cannot be omitted when the goal has Genitive

case, and that, more generally, it has all the properties canonically associated with

objects.In other words, we must conclude that the forms pay, serve, teach have at least

two argument structures, they correspond to at least two basic configurations.21 Theme-

conflation is a property only of the verbs forming the double accusative construction,
and this is the construction which constitutes the basis of nominalizations in which the

goal  surfaces  as an argument of the noun.

21 This conclusion has a number of non-trivial consequences for theories of argument structure and of the
lexicon syntax mapping of the kind assumed here. What it basically suggests is that the forms used in the
double accusative construction are derived by an N which incorporates on an empty P/V head, while the
forms used in the Genitive and the PP construction are underived, corresponding to the category V (or,

perhaps, V+P in the PP construction). A similar problem is posed by verbs like dance, which in English

and other languages can shift from an ergative syntax to an unaccusative syntax once they combine with
a directional PP (Levin & Rapapport 1995 among many others):
(i)         a. John danced

b. John danced into the room
If we attempt to implement the formation of such pairs within Hale & Keyser's configurational theta

theory system, we see that in (ia) dance is actually "do a dance", i.e. it is formed by conflation of the
noun dance to an empty higher verb, while in (ib), dance corresponds to something like "go into the

room by dancing", i.e. dance stands for the manner characterizing the movement taking place. How

exactly the relation between (ia) & (ib) can be stated formally is unclear. In a similar manner pay in the

double accusative construction stands for something like"provide someone with money", while in the
Genitive construction, it means "give someone money by means of paying him". The issue requires
further research.
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What about nominalizations in which the complement is the theme as in (76)?.

(76) a. i didaskalia ton arxaion(apo ton daskalo) se takta xronika diastimata
the teaching the ancient Greek (Gen) (by the teacher) in regular
time intervals
"the regular teaching ofAncient Greek by their teacher"

b.        i taktiki pliromi ton logariasmon (apo ton Petro)
the regular payment the bills(Gen) (by the Peter)
"the regular payment of the bills by Peter"

c.         to servirisma tu fagitu (apo ton taverniari) se dio lepta
the serving the food(Gen) (by the tavern owner) in two minutes
"the  serving o f the  food by the tavern owner in two minutes"

Since the theme is the object of the lexical verb in the Genitive and the PP construction,
nominalizations in which the theme is the single complement o f the noun are based  on  the
roots that form these two constructions.

The above analysis makes the prediction that if we find a double accusative verb which
does not license the Genitive and the PP construction, it will only permit nominalizations
in which the goal surfaces as the noun complement. This is indeed correct. Recall that
with the verb taizo ' feed', only the double accusative construction is possible:

(77) a. 0 Jannis taise tin Maria tiropita
The Jannis(Nom) fed the Mary(Acc) cheesepie(Acc)
"John fed Mary cheesepie"

b.         *0 Jannis taise tis Marias tiropita
The Jannis(Nom) fed the Mary(Gen) cheesepie(Acc)
"John fed Mary cheesepie"

c.          *0 Jannis taise tiropita stin Maria
The Jannis(Nom) fed cheesepie(Acc) to the Mary
"John fed cheesepie to Mary"

And accordingly, only nominalizations with the goal as complement are possible.
.22

22 With some nouns as themes, the PP construction is "almost" grammatical:
(i)          a.           0 Jannis taise to moro krema

The Jannis(Nom) fed the baby(Acc) creme(Acc)
"John fed the baby creme"

b.           *0 Jannis taise tu moru krema
The Jannis(Nom) fed the baby(Gen) creme(Acc)
"John fed Mary creme"

c.           ?0 Jannis taise krema sto moro
The Jannis(Nom) fed creme(Acc) to the baby
"John fed creme to the baby"
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(78) a. To kathimerino taisma tis Marias
The daily feeding the Mary(Gen)
"The daily feeding ofMary"

b.         *To kathimerino taisma tis tiropitas
The daily feeding the cheesepie(Gen)
"The daily feeding of the cheesepie"

There is a final question that needs to be addressed before closing this section. It
concerns the fact that the goal and the theme cannot co-occur in nominalizations based
on verbs like pay, serve and teach, as we saw in the beginning of this section (47-49). It
is not clear why this is so. Tliat the two cannot co-occur in the case of roots that provide
the basis for the Genitive construction has, of course, been explained: the goal cannot be
included because it is introduced by v. But why can't the theme be included in
nominalizations based on the roots that form the double accusative construction? Here
both the goal and the theme are parts of the projection of the lexical V. And given that
the theme can be expressed overtly in the double accusative verbal constructions, it is
not evident what prevents it from being overtly realized in their nominal counterparts. I
willleave this question as an open problem, a problem which at this point can be viewed
as an argument that in Greek process nominalizations there is a constraint banning

multiple arguments with genitive  Case,  as  has been discussed in footnote 12 (section
4.3.). If, alternatively, it turns out that nominalizations like  "John 9 dance  of a  tango",
with a cognate object overtly realized, are systematically ruled out in English, then
whatever accounts for this gap will also account for the Greek facts in (47)-(49).

4.6. CASE AND LOCALITY REVISITED

In the preceding section, I argued that the structure of double accusative constructions is

(67) repeated below as (79):

(79) PN

goal PN

PN theme

In such a structure,  the goal  and the theme are arguments o f the  same head  and thus  they

belong to the same minimal domain. In the system of Locality argued for in this work,
this means that the theme, when expressed  (see the discussion of Hale & Keyser 1997a

14-17 above), will be able to undergo A-movement across the goal. In other words, we

And accordingly, nominalizations with the theme as complement are possible:

(i)         To kathimerino taisma tis kremas
The daily feeding the kreme(Gen)
"The daily feeding o f the creme"
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expect these constructions to display optional NP-movenient of either the goal or the
theme argument in passivization contexts by Local Economy, similarly to locative
inversion.

As was shown in chapter 2, this prediction is not borne out. Passivization of the theme
in the presence of a DP accusative goal is strictly ungrammatical, contrary to goal
passivization in the presence of a DP theme. Thus, we obtain the contrast repeated

below:

(80) a. **To mathima didaxthike tin Maria
The lesson(Nom) was taught the Mary (Acc)
"The lesson was taught Mary"

b.         I Maria didaxthike to mathima
The Mary(Nom) was taught the lesson(Acc)
"Mary was taught the lesson"

Recall, however, that the ungrammaticality of (8Oa) has been shown to differ from the
standard locality violations in two respects. First, the ungrammaticality of (80a) is much
sharper than the ungrammaticality resulting from theme NP-movement in the presence

of a genitive DP goal. Second, ungrammatical examples like (80a) cannot be salvaged
through clitic doubling or cliticization of the goal argument:

(80)     **To mathima tin didaxthike (tin Maria)
The lesson(Nom) Cl(Acc,pl) was taught the Mary(Acc)
"The lesson was taught Mary/her"

On the basis of these differences, I suggested in chapter 2 that the ungrammaticality of
direct passivization in the double accusative construction and the ungrammaticality of
direct passivization in the Genitive construction have a different source. Whenever the

problem is Locality, the ungrammaticality is weak and cliticization/clitic doubling can
be used as an escape hatch. Whenever the problem is not Locality, the ungrammaticality
o f direct passivization across a goal is very sharp and cliticization/clitic doubling cannot
be used to save the construction.

On this view, the structure in (79) is not challenged by the ungrammaticality of (80a).
And, conversely, i f (79) is on the right track, then this stengthens the position argued for

in chapter 2  that the ungrammaticality of (80a) has nothing to do with locality.

To account for the ungrammaticality of (80a) I proposed that in the double accusative
construction the lower object is not eligible to become nominative. Cliticization of the
indirect object does not help because the lower argument did not have appropriate
features to begin with. In other words, I suggested that the ungrammaticality of direct
passives in the double accusative construction is due to a mismatch of features between
the theme argument and T.
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I further argued that direct passives in English appear to violate Locality rather than
Case, contrary to what is often assumed in the literature. The reason is that direct
passives are judged as "quite marginal" rather than being sharply ungrammatical and
they are reported to improve when the goal argument is an unstressed pronoun.
Crucially, in English the goal has structural Case, unlike Greek, which suggests that

English passive ditransitives are very much like Greek passive ditransitives, except for
the fact that in English the goal has structural Case while in Greek not.

I also pointed out that native speakers of English find theme passivization across a

shifted goal with the verbs teach, pay, serve to be worse than, for example, with give
and, moreover, to not improve when the goal is an unstressed pronoun:

(81) a. *The lesson was taught the children
b.        *The lesson was taught'im

On the basis of these contrasts, I concluded that in these constructions the theme does
not have structural Case, as can be shown to be the case in Greek on the basis of, e.g.,
clitic doubling evidence (see section 4.5.2.). The evidence from adjectival passives in
English discussed in section 4.5.1. strengthens the conclusion that the structure of pay,
teach and serve is (67)/(79) , as in Greek.

Recall now from chapter 3 that the presence of a light applicative head introducing the
goal argument makes two objective Cases available for the two objects, as extensively

argued for in McGinnis (1998). On the other hand, (67)/(79) is directly embedded under
causative v and, hence, there is only one objective Case available in these constructions.
In Greek, this Case is clearly taken by the goal in transitive sentences. This is the formal
property that distinguishes between the two constructions. In the former, both arguments
are "active" syntactically, in the latter only the goal is. This correlates with the fact that
in the former, there are two light vs (the causative v and the applicative v) while in the
latter there is only one (the causative v).

This concludes this chapter.
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APPENDIX

There is some evidence showing that nominaliations based on roots licensing the
Genitive construction and nominalizations based on roots licensing the Double
Accusative construction  are not identical  from the point  of view of their event structure.
In particular, the former are "more deficient" or "less verbal" than the latter. I did not
take this evidence into account for my analysis. However, this difference might turn out
to be theoretically significant and for this reason, I have decided to include some of the
facts I noted in this appendix.

Nominalizations based on give-verbs appear to support argument structure since the
genitive argument is interpreted as a theme and not as an agent/possessor, and they
permit a goal PP argument and an agent by-phrase as was shown above. The relevant

examples are repeated below:

(1) a. To xarisma enos vivliu s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)

The gift a book(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)
"Peter's gift o f a book to Mary"

b.        To dosimo ton ruxon s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The giving the clothes(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)

c.         To nikiasma enos spitiou s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The rental a house(Gen) to-the Mary (by the Peter)
"Peter's rental  o f an apartment to Mary"

d.        I anathesi mias diskolis askisis s-tin Maria (apo tin daskala)
The assignment a difficult excercise(Gen) to-the Mary (by the teacher)
"The teacher's assignment of a hard excercise to Mary"

However, they appear to have deficient verbal structure in that (i) they often seem to
resist aspectual modification and (ii) they do not easily co-occur with manner
adverbials.

Starting with adverbial modification, I find the following examples to be deviant or
ungrammatical:

(2) a. To xarisma enos vivliu s-tin Maria ??se ena lepto/ *epi deka lepta

The gift a book(Gen) to-the Mary in one minute/for ten minutes

b.        To dosimo ton ruxon s-tin Maria ?*se ena lepto/?*epi deka lepta

The giving the clothes(Gen) to-the Mary in one minute/for ten minutes

c.         To nikiasma enos spitiou s-tin Maria ??se mia ora/*epi mia ora
The rental a house(Gen) to-the Mary in an hour/for an hour
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d.        I anathesi mias diskolis askisis s-tin Maria ?*se/gia ena dekalepto
The assignment a difficult excercise(Gen) to-the Mary (by the teacher)
in/for ten minutes

Most of these examples seem to me to be unacceptable, contrary to other event

nominalizations in Greek (Alexiadou 1999b).

Similarly with manner adverbs which are generally licensed with event nominalizations
in Greek (Alexiadou & Stavrou 1998, Alexiadou 1999b). These are not easily tolerated
with the nominals under discussion:

(3) a. ??To xarisma enos vivliu s-tin Maria me enthusiasmo

The gift a book(Gen) to-the Mary with enthusiasm

b.        ??To dosimo ton ruxon s-tin Maria me xara
The giving the clothes(Gen) to-the Mary with pleasure

c.         ??To nikiasma tu spitiu s-tin Maria me enthusiasmo
The rental a house(Gen) to-the Mary with enthusiasm

d.        ?*I anathesi mias diskolis askisis s-tin Maria me epimoni
The assignment a difficult excercise(Gen) to-the Mary with persistence

On the other hand though adjectival modification denoting repetition with singular

nouns seems to be acceptable, as is generally the case with process nominalizations:

(4) a. To taxtiko xarisma vivlion s-tin Maria
The regular gift books(Gen) to-the Mary

b.       To sixno dosimo ruxon s-tus ftoxus
The frequent giving the clothes(Gen) to-the poor

c.         To taxtiko nikiasma tu spitiu s-tus turistes
The regular rental the house(Gen) to-the tourists

d.        I taxtiki anathesi askiseon s-tin Maria
The regular assignment excercises(Gen) to-the Mary
"The teacher's assignment o f a hard excercise to  Mary"

Nominalizations based on double accusative roots are much more well behaved. They
happily co-occur with different kinds of aspectual modification as well as manner
adverbs. This is illustrated below:
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In an hour/For an hour:

(5) a. i didaskalia ton mathiton ??se mia ora/epi mia ora

the teaching the students(Gen) in an hour/ for an hour

b.        i pliromi ton ipalilon se deka lepta/jia deka lepta
the payment the employees(Gen) in ten minutes/?for ten minutes

c.         to servirisma tu pelati se dio lepta/jia dio lepta
the serving the customer(Gen) in two minutes/for two minutes

Manner adverbials

(6) a. i didaskalia ton mathiton me enthusiasmo

the teaching the students(Gen) with enthusiasm

b.        i pliromi ton ipalilon me aprothimia
the payment the employees(Gen) without pleasure

c.         to servirisma tu pelati prosektika/me prosoxi
the serving the customer(Gen) carefully/ with care

Adjectival Modification denoting repetition:

(7) a. i taxtiki didaskalia ton mathiton

the regular teaching the students(Gen)

b.        i taxtiki pliromi ton ipalilon
the regular payment the employees(Gen)

c.         to sixno servirisma ton pelaton
the frequent serving the customers(Gen)

It thus appears that nominalizations based on give-verbs are more deficient than their
counterparts based onpay-verbs, for reasons that remain to be investigated.
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CHAPTER 5

THE STRUCTURE OF PPS

5.0. INTRODUCTION

In chapter 3 I argued that PPs have a categorial feature that can check EPP, like DPs
with morphological dative case. I expect them, therefore, to block NP movement of
lower nominatives whenever the PPs and the nominatives are in different minimal
domains. In this chapter, I will argue that this is correct. PPs may interfere with NP
movement in raising constructions but not in passives and unaccusatives. I will start the
discussion with French and Italian because the facts in these languages are simpler and
then I will turn to Greek.

5.1. THE STRUCTURE OFA-DATIVES IN FRENCH AND ITALIAN

Recall from chapter  1  (section  1.3.2.) that in French and Italian, raising in the presence
of an intervening experiencer is ungrammatical. The facts illustrating this are repeated
below (McGinnis 1998:90-93):1

(1)       a.         Jean semble [t avoir du talent] French

Jean seems to have of talent
"Jean seems to have talent"

b. ?*Jean semble A Marie [t avoir du talent]
Jean seems to Marie to have of talent
"Jean seems to Marie to have talent"

(2) a. Gianni sembra [t fare il suo dovere] Italian

Gianni seems to do the his duty
"Gianni seems to do his duty"

b. ?*Gianni sembra a Piero [t fare il suo dovere]
Gianni seems to Piero to do the his duty
"Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty"

' Chomsky (1995) notes that according to Viviane Deprez, the general issue concerning raising across an
experiencer in French is considerably more complex than indicated here, with graded judgements and
many other factors involved, among them choice of infinitive versus small clause, ordering of PP and
clausal complement, and idiom chunks (which give sharp distinctions) versus other phrases. McGinnis
(1998) notes that native speakers disagree on the grammaticality of examples like (lb). Different
judgements are reported in Rouveret & Vergnaud (1980:146) and Chomsky (1995:305), and her own
consultants are divided into those who accept and those who reject (lb).



As also noted in chapter  1  (section 1.3.3.), these sentences become grammatical when
the experiencer is expressed as a clitic, as is generally the case in Greek with genitive
clitics and clitic doubling of genitives:

(3) a. Jean lui semble [t avoir du talent] French

Jean to her seems to have of talent
"Jean seems to her to have talent"

b.        Gianni non gli sembra [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
Gianni not to him seem to do his duty
"Gianni doesn't seem to him to do his duty"

Another way in which such sentences can improve is when the intervening experiencer
undergoes wh-movement (4a) or topicalization (4b):

(4) a. A qui est-ce que Jean semble t [t avoir du talent]? French

To whom  is it that Jean seems to have of talent
"To whom does Jean seem to have talent?"

b.         A Piero Gianni sembra t [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
To Piero Gianni seems to do the his duty
"To Piero, Gianni seems to do his duty"

Unlike Greek genitive DPs, dative a-phrases in French and Italian block NP movement
only in raising constructions. In passives and unaccusatives, they are wellformed (see
chapter 1, section 1.3.2.):

(5) a. Un cadeau a 6tt offert A Marie French

A gift has been given to Marie
"A gift has been given to Marie"

b.        Gianni 6 stato affidato a Maria Italian
Gianni has been entrusted to Maria
"Gianni was entrusted to Maria"

The asymmetry illustrated in (1), (2) as opposed to (5) is reminsicent of the pattern
found with Greek PPs discussed in chapter  1  (section 1.2.2.). Similarly to Greek  se-
datives, a-datives in French and Italian have a mixed distribution. They are licit in
monoclausal NP-movement constructions and illicit in biclausal constructions, unless
something special happens such as cliticization or A'movement o f the experiencer.

In the system of locality argued for here, this asymmetry can be straightforwardly
explained  if we assume that a-datives have features that make them visible for attraction
to T and if, in addition, we follow Kayne (1975) in treating a-datives as PPs (contra
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Jaeggli    1982),    i.e. as being structurally similar to to-datives in English:    It    is
uncontroversial that PPs are not introduced by a light applicative head but rather they
are arguments of the lexical verb. For this reason, in English and Greek there are no
morphophonological restrictions on the verbs licensing the PP-dative construction and
there is no problem with nominalizations relating to the to- construction (see the
discussion in chapter 4). The fact that a-datives are possible in nominalizations (Artemis
Alexiadou personal communication, Eric Haeberli personal communication) is an
argument in favor of extending this analysis to French and Italian. If a is a preposition.
then a-datives are not introduced by a light v but rather by V.

In monoclausal constructions the two arguments are in the same minimal domain, as
they are both arguments of V.  In this situation, the dative does not block movement of
the nominative, regradless o f c-command. The relevant configurations are (6) and (7).  In

(6) the nominative DP c-commands the dative PP while in (7) the dative PP c-
commands the nominative DP. Structure (6) is argued for by Larson (1988) and others,
while structure (7) is argued for by Pesetsky (1995):

(6)                   T-max

T       VP

DP                   V'
Holli

V         PP

(7)                   T-max

T       VP

PP        V'

V     DPnom

It turns out that both (6) and (7) are compatible with the facts. As discussed in McGinnis
(1998:98-99), in French and Italian ditransitives, an indirect object quantifier can
precede the direct object and bind a pronoun in it (8a), (9a) and, conversely, a direct
object quantifier can precede the indirect object and bind a pronoun in it (8b), (9b):

(8) a. Jean a attribut [A chaque mot]i soni symbole French

Jean has attributed to each word its symbol
"Jean attributed to each word its symbol"

2 A-datives in French and Italian differ from to-datives in English with respect to animacy. The
preposition to is possible with non-animate DPs, like se in Greek. A, on the other hand, can only
introduce animate DPs.
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b.        Jean a attribut [chaque mot]i A soni symbole
Jean has attributed each word to its symbol
"Jean attributed each word to its symbol"

(9) a. Sveva ha attribuito [a ciascuna parola]i il proprio/suoi simbolo Italian

Sveva has attributed to each word the own/its symbol
"Sveva attributed to each word its symbol"

b.         Sveva ha attribuito [ciascuna parola]i al proprio/suoi simbolo
Sveva has attributed each word to the own/its symbol
"Sveva attributed each word to its symbol"

In both (6) and (7) the PP and the nominative DP are in the minimal domain of the same

head V, thus being equidistant from T. This accounts for the grammaticality of NP-
movement in the presence of a dative in passives and unaccusatives.

Coming now to raising constructions, here a-dative experiencers are arguments of the
matrix V while the subject raises out of the embedded clause:

(10) TP

spec                  T'

T      VP

PP      V'

a Piero

V            IP
sembra

Gianni                 I'

Given the representation in (10), Gianni is expected to not be able to raise to the matrix

[Spec,TP] across the PP a Piero, because Gianni is in the minimal domain of the

embedded I while a Piero is in the minimal domain of the matrix V seinbra. This
immediately accounts for the ungrammaticality of raising across an intervening
experiencer in French and Italian.

In this analysis, the asymmetry in the distribution of PPs in monoclausal as opposed to
biclausal environments is the result of an interaction between the structural
representation of PPs and the theory of Locality in terms of minimal domains and

Equidistance advocated in Chomsky (1995,1998).

In view of the facts in (8) and (9), an alternative explanation for the grammaticality of
French and Italian passives and unaccusatives suggests itself. It could be assumed that
French and Italian have "high" and "low" datives, similarly to e.g. Icelandic Class 1
constructions and Japanese discussed in chapter 3 (section 3.3.4). This is proposed in
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McGinnis (1998). McGinnis suggests that a is ambiguous between a preposition and a
case marker. In the dative>accusative order, a realizes morphological dative case while
in the accusative>dative order, a is a real preposition, i.e. the dative is a double object

DP introduced by a light applicative head in (8a) and (9a) while it is a PP in (8b) and
(9b). Under the assumption that these languages have "low datives", it is expected that
NP movement in passives and unaccusatives will be well formed (see the discussion on
Icelandic and Japanese in chapter 3).

There is one aspect of this analysis which, I believe, is correct, namely the view that the
double object construction exists in French and Italian, contrary to what is sometimes
assumed in the literature (see for example Larson 1988, or, more recently, Belletti 1999
following Belletti & Shlonsky 1995). As I will argue in chapter 7, in order to account
for the nie-lui Constraint found in French and Italian clitic constructions involving
combinations of clitics (Kayne 1975, Bonet 199la, 1994 among many others), it is
necessary to assume that dative clitics undergo cliticization before accusatives in
constructions where both datives and accusatives are realized as clitics. If dative clitics
in French and Italian are related to the double object construction, then the order of
movements required follows automatically (see chapter 7 for details). The fact that in
French, cliticization is possible with some a-phrases and not with others, as illustrated
in  (11) as opposed  to (12) (Kayne 1975), supports  the  view  that (i) dative cliticization
constructions are related to double object constructions (as will be claimed in chapter 7)

and that (ii) not all a-datives have the same status (as is proposed in McGinnis 1998):

(11) a. On a construit une maison a Jean

"They built a house for Jean"

b.        On lui construit une maison

"They built a house for him"

(12) a. Elle pense A toi
"She thinks ofyou"

b.        *Elle te pense
"She thinks of you"

If a is ambiguous between a preposition and a dative case marker and certain verbs are

compatible with the PP construction and the double object construction while others are

compatible only with the PP construction, and if, furthermore, clitics are related to the
double object construction, then the difference between (11) and (12) can be accounted
for as follows. The double object construction is possible with the verb in (11) but not
with the verb in (12) and accordingly, cliticization is possible in (11) but not in (12).

Nevertheless, certain facts discussed in Kayne (1975) show that the a-dative
construction is never a double object construction and that the alternation between a
dative>accusative and an accusative>dative order should not be treated as a dative
alternation.
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Kayne (1975:136) argues that dative cliticization is related to the a-dative construction,
unlike other prepositional constructions, because dative clitics can be related to stranded

quantifiers introduced by 8, but not, for example, pour:

(13) a. Elle leur a souri A tous
"She smiled at all ofthem"

b.         *Il leur en a construit pour tous
"He built some for all"

He further notes the existence of the paradigm in (14), which shows that there is a
complex interaction between dative cliticization, the position of tous, and the presence
or absence of dative 8 (Kayne 1975:154):

(14) a. Elle leur offrira des bonbons 8 tous

"She will give some candies to all of them"

b.         ?Elle leur offrira tous des bonbons

c. Elle offrira des bonbons & tous

"She will give some candies to all"

d. *Elle ofrira tous des bonbons

In (14a) and (14b) a dative clitic relates to the stranded tous, which may or may not (for
some speakers) be preceded by 8. In (14c) and (14d) there is no clitic relating to tous
and, crucially, 8 is obligatory (for all speakers). The contrast between (14b) and (14d)
shows that while datives in French in the general case must be preceded by 8
obligatorily, in the presence of dative cliticization prepositionalless datives are possible.
Kayne (1975) suggests that (14b), without a, is a double object construction. In this
view, the double object construction in French is possible only when there is
cliticization since in the absence of cliticization, a is obligatory. If Kayne is right, then
McGinnis is wrong: a-datives are always prepositional, regardless of word order.

Moreover, the fact that (14a) is grammatical shows that an a-dative in the theme>goal
order can be the source of cliticization in French, unlike, e.g. Greek, where this is not
possible with PPs (see the discussion in chapter 1 which shows that in Greek clitic
doubling of PPs is illformed). Finally, example (14a) shows that in French it is
acceptable to float quantifiers construed with datives in the theme>goal order unlike
Japanese where this is possible only in the goal>theme order, as was discussed in
chapter 3 (section 3.3.2.). Thus, the freedom of word order in French cannot be
assimilated  to the freedom of word order in Japanese.  As we will  see in the next section,
the two word order options illustrated in (8) and (9) also exist in Greek with se-phrases
which are uncontroversially prepositional.
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I will not attempt to develop an explanation for the facts illustrated in (14) because this
is beyond the scope of the present discussion.  I believe that they cast doubt upon the
ambiguity hypothesis and its link to cliticization. But even if McGinnis's explanation is
correct the main fact remains that a phrases are never possible in raising constructions,
unlike passives and unaccusatives. In the ambiguity analysis, this still means that in
French and Italian PPs block NP-movement in biclausal constructions while they don't
block NP movement in monoclausal constructions. The difference between the two
accounts is that in my analysis, which takes a-phrases to always be PPs, it is
equidistance rather than c-command which derives the asymmetry between raising and
unaccusatives given the existence of wellformed sentences like (8a) and (9a) which can
be taken to support the correctness o f the PP>DP structure  in (7). In McGinnis' analysis,
which takes a-phrases to be ambiguous, c-command is sufficient to derive the
asymmetry because, crucially, (8a) and (9a) are taken to be instances of the double
object construction thus not constituting possible input structures to well formed
derivations with NP movement in passives and unaccusatives.

5.2.THE DISTRIBUTION OFSE-PHRASES IN GREEK

Recall the basic paradigm illustrating the mixed distribution of PPs in Greek:

(15) a. To vivlio dothike s-tin Maria Passive

The book(Nom) gave-NAct,3sg to-the Mary
"The book was given to Mary"

b.        I lisi / i Maria parusiastike ston Jorgo Inclioative
The solution(Nom) / the Mary(Nom) presented-NAct,3sg
the George(Gen)
"The solution / Mary appeared to George"

c.        To grama eftase s-tin Maria Unaccitsative

The letter(Nom) got-3sg to-the Mary (,ion-alternati,ig)
"The letter got to Mary"

d.        To vivlio aresi s-tin Maria Experiencer Object
The book(Nom) appeal-3sg to-the Mary
"The book appeals to Mary"

3 In my view, these facts can be taken to argue for a derivational relationship between the prepositional
construction and the double object construction,  i.e. that placement, of the quantifier in (14c) reflects  the
base order DP(accusative)>PP, and placement of the quantifier in (14b) reflects the intermediate "double
object" DP(dative)>DP(accusative) construction (with movement of the dative to the specifier of an
applicative head), which in French is possible only when followed by cliticization, thus accounting for
the paradigm in (14). In such an analysis, in (14a) the clitic spells out the head of the chain and the
quantifier is in the foot of the chain, while in (14b) the quantifier is in the intermediate position (see
Kayne 1975:158-160 for suggestions along these lines).
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(16) a. ?*0 Jannis fenete stin Maria eksipnos Complements of
The Jannis seems to the Mary intelligent fenete
"John seems to Mary to be intelligent"

b.         *?Ta pedhia dhen fenonte s-tin Maria na dhiavazoun
The children not seem-3pl to the Mary SUBJ read-3pl
"The children do not seem to Mary to study"

As mentioned in section 5.1., the asymmetric distribution of se-PPs in Greek is
reminiscent of the distribution of a-datives in French and Italian  and will be accounted

for along the same lines.

5.3. THE STRUCTURE OF PPS IN MONOCLAUSAL CONSTRUCTIONS

5.3.1. Word Order and Binding

Greek prepositional ditransitives freely permit DP>PP and PP>DP orders. Both
permutations are common, and neither one is felt as being more marked than the other:

(17) a. Edosa to vivlio ston Petro DP>PP

Gave-lsg the book(Acc) to-the Peter

"I gave the book to Peter"

b.         Edosa ston Petro to vivlio PP->DP
Gave-1 sg to-the Peter the book(Acc)
"I gave to Peter the book"

(18) a. Sistisa tin Ilektra ston Petro DP>PP

Introduced-1 sg the Ilektra(Acc) to-the Peter
"I introduced Ilektra to Peter"

b.         Sistisa s-ton Petro tin Ilektra PP->DP
Introduced-1 sg to-the Peter the Ilektra(Acc)
"I introduced to Peter Ilektra"

In the DP>PP order, a quantifier in the DP position can bind a pronoun in the Pp2/goar1/theme

position and the reverse is not possible:

(19) a. Estila kathe check ston katoxo tui
Sent-1 sg every check(Acc) to-the owner his
"I sent every check to his owner"

b.         ??Estila tin epitagi tui se kathe ipallilOi
Sent-1 sg the paycheck his(Acc) to every employee
"I sent his paycheck to every employee"
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c. Sistisa perissoteres apo dyo ginekesi ston antra tusi
Introduced-lsg more than two women(Acc) to the husband theirs
"I introduced more than two women to their husbands"

d.         ?*Sistisa tis ginekes tusi se perissoterous apo dyo antresi
Introduced-1 sg the women theirs(Acc) to more than two men
"I introduced their wives to more than two men"

Similarly, the each...the other test shows that the DP asymmetrically c-commands the PP
in this order:

(20) a. Estila to ena/katlie pedhi stus gonis tu allou
Send-lsg [the one child(Acc)] to-[the parents-the other (Gen)]
"I sent each child to the other's parents"

b.         *Estila to pedhi tu allou ston e,ia/kathe gonio
Send-1 sg [the child(Acc) the other(Gen)] to-[the one/every parent]
"*I sent the other's child to each parent"

c.          Sistisa tin mia/kathe gineka ston antra tis aUis
Introduced-lsg [the one woman(Acc)] to-[the husband-the other (Gen)]
"I introduced each woman to the other's husband"

d.         *Sistisa tin gineka tu allou ston ena/kathe antra

Introduced-1 sg [the woman(Acc) the other(Gen)]  to-
[the one/every husband]
"*I introduced the other's wife to each husband"

On the other hand, in the PP>DP order the effects of quantijier-variable binding and the
Each...the Otlier binding are reversed. The goal binds (into) the theme and not vice versa:

(21) a. Estila se kathe ipalliloi tin epitagi tui
Sent-1 sg to every employee(PP) the paycheck his(Acc)
"I sent to every employee his paycheck"

b.         ??Estila ston katoxo tui kathe check
Sent-1 sg to the owner its(PP) every check(Acc)
"I sent to its owner every check"

c.          Sistisa se perissoteres apo dyo ginekesi ton antra tusi
Introduced-lsg to more than two women(PP) the husband theirs(Acc)
"I introduced to more than two women their husbands"
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d.          ?*Sistisa stin gineka tusi perissoterous apo dyo antresi
Introduced-lsg to-the woman theirs(PP) more than two men (Acc)
"I introduced to their wives more than two men"

(22) a. Estila ston ena/kathe gonio to pedhi tu allou
Sent-1 sg [to-the one parent(PP)] [the child(Acc)-the other (Gen)]
"I sent to each parent the other's child"

b.         *Estila s-ton gonio tu allou to ena/kathe pedhi
Sent-1 sg [to-the parent the other(Gen)pp] [the one/every pedhi]
"I sent to the other's parent each child"

c.          Sistisa stin nria/kathe gineka ton antra tis aHis

Introduced-lsg [to-the one woman(PP)] [the husband(Acc)-
the other (Gen)]
"I introduced to each woman the other's husband"

d.         *Sistisa stin gineka tu allou ton ena/kathe antra
Introduced-1 sg [to-the woman the other(Gen)pp] [the one/every husband]
"I introduced to the other's wife each husband"

5.3.2. Three Hypotheses

There are several ways to account for the DP>PP, PP>DP orders in Greek discussed in the

previous section.

One possibility is that they are both base-generated; the former corresponds to the
Larsonian structure (6) while the latter corresponds to the Pesetskyian structure (7).
Marantz (1993) argues that certain thematic roles are such that it doesn't matter where
the one is merged relative to the other. If two arguments are interpreted as belonging to
the same event and neither is interpreted as being compositionally outside of the event
invoking the other argument, then there is a certain freedom in the order in which the
two arguments can be merged. Typically this happens with themes and locative
arguments, but never, for instance, with benefactors and themes.Greek would be another

language where this freedom ofbase-generation is attested.

Another possibility might be that the DP>PP sequence is basic corresponding to (6). The
PP>DP order would then be derived from leftward A movement o f the PP across  the  DP,  a

possibility not allowed in e.g. English. Note that PP-complements may generally scramble
over DP complements in Greek, unlike English:

(23) a. Evala to vivlio s-to trapezi
Put-I the book to-the table
"I put the book on the table"
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b.         Evala s-to trapezi to vivlio
Put-I to-the table the book

"*I put on the table the book"

Alternatively, (7) might be basic resulting in the PP>DP order. The DP>PP order would
then be derived from leftward A movement of the DP across the PP. A possible reason for
this movement might be an adjacency requirement on Case assignment (David Pesetsky,

personal communication). In English, as is well known, Case adjacency is strict while in
Greek not. This difference would account for the obligatoriness of DP>PP orders in
English as opposed to the optionality o f such orders in Greek.

For present purposes, the third hypothesis would be the most interesting one. If (7) was the
underlying structure for PP-datives, it would provide evidence for a theory of Locality in
terms of Equidistance instead of c-command. The grammaticality o f NP-movement  in the
presence of a PP in passives and unaccusatives would be an argument that the DP can

undergo A-movement across a c-commanding PP.

Notice, incidentally, that under an analysis of the PP>DP orders as involving either base

generation or leftward movement of the PP across the DP, the fact that the PP behaves as
if it asymmetrically c-commands the theme DP is significant. It shows that the extra

structure introduced by the PP does not count for conunand purposes. This is not expected
if the theme>goal asymmetries in the DP>PP order are due to the extra structure

introduced by the P, as briefly suggested by Barss & Lasnik (1986) and Larson(1988) and
proposed by Emonds (1993). This provides support for a representation of the DP>PP
order in terms of a binary branching structure.4

4 Why prepositions do not count for command is a complicated and partially unresolved matter that has
received some attention in recent literature. Based on evidence from binding and coordination first discussed
in Larson (1988), Pesetsky (1995) argues for a dual Representation of sentences in terms of Cascade and
Layered syntax. In Cascade syntax, prepositions do not form a constituent with the NPs that are their
complements in Layered syntax. The NP introduced by a preposition in Layered syntax is the specifier of a
PP selected by this preposition in Cascade syntax. Brody (1994) assigns a single tree structure representation
to any sentence, but a second representation is given for each sentence in terms of 'dependency' relations,
which are independent of phrase structure relations. In this way, Brody's system accounts for the command
properties of PPs by basically adopting a dual representation of sentences similarly to Pesetsky (1995); the
difference is that in Brody's system the second representation is not actually given in phrase structure terms.
Phillips (1996) argues that the problem of contradictory constituency does not arise if it is assumed that

syntactic structures are constructed incrementally from left-to-right, as dictated by the condition Merge
Right, and ifstructure building is subject to the economy condition Branch Right.

MERGE RIGHT
New items must be introduced at the right edge o f a structure
BRANCH RIGHT
Metric. select the attachment that uses the shortest path from

the last item in the input to the current input item.
Reference set: all attachments of a new item that are compatible
with a given interpretation.

Finally, Hornstein (1995) argues for an account ofthe PP problem which capitalizes on Kayne's definition of
command and specifiers plus raising at LF of the preposition's complement to the specifier position o f some
Case-checking position on top of PP. From its landing site, P's complement can command out of the PP  and
thus antecede anaphors and bound variables. This issue will not be discussed here any further.
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Is there evidence to choose between the three alternative hypotheses outlined above?

For English, Pesetsky (1995:221-223) argues on the basis of backward binding facts first
noted in Burzio (1986:199-203) that an occurrence oftheme in give Theme to Goal truly is
c-commanded by the goal, while the goal in the double object construction is at no stage
of the derivation c-commanded by the theme, as expected by the third hypothesis.
Specifically, he points out that the (b) example of (24) forms a minimal pair with its
counterpart in (25):

(24) a. Sue showed John and Mary to each other's friends
b.         Sue showed each other's friends to John and Mary

(25) a. Sue showed John and Mary each other's friends
b.         *Sue showed each other's friends John and Mary

Ungrammatical backward binding examples like (251)), as opposed to their grammatical
counterparts in (24b), show that while there is no evidence that the goal in a double object
construction is ever lower than the theme, there is evidence that an the theme in the PP
construction is c-commanded by the goal. This is exactly the reverse from what Larson
(1988) proposes:

Coming to Greek, there are reasons to believe that the third hypothesis is to be
preferred. This issue is discussed in the next section.

5.3.3. Evidence that the PP>DP order is basic

In Greek, wh-movement is not fed by the PP>DP order but rather by the DP>PP order.
Evidence for this comes from WCO and Superiority effects.

Greek PP constructions pattern with their English counterparts with respect to WCO:

(26) a. Pjo pedhii estiles stin mitera tui?
Which child(Acc) sent-2sg to-the mother his?
"Which child did you sent to his mother?"

b.         ??Se pja miterai estiles to pedhi tisi?
To which mother sent-3sg the child her(Acc)
"Which mother did you send her child to?"

c. Pjon antrai sistises stin gineka tui?
Which man(Acc) introduced-2sg to the wife his?
"Which man did you introduce to his wife?"

5 Pesetksy also discusses data from quantifier scope presented by Aoun & Li (1989) that support this
conclusion. According to Aoun and Li, PP constructions allow a scope ambiguity not found in the double
object construction. This supports Pesetsky's analysis, if scope mirrors c-command throughout the
derivation in a mAnner similar to anaphora binding.
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d.         ??Se pja ginekai sistises ton antra tisi?
To which woman introduced-2sg the husband hers(Acc)
"Which woman did you introduce her husband to?"

Moreover, Superiority effects are similar to English. As shown below, the DP can undergo
wh-movement in the presence of a PP while the reverse is not possible:

(27) a. Pja gineka sistises se pjon?
Which woman(Acc) introduced-2sg to whom?
"Which woman did you introduce to who?"

b.         *?Se pjon sistises pja gineka?
To whom introduced-2sg which woman (Acc)?
"Who did you introduce which woman to?"

c.         Pjo check estiles se pjon
Which check sent-2sg to whom?
"Which check did you sent to who?"

d.         *?Se pjon estiles pjo check?
Tho whom sent-2sg which check(Acc)
"Who did you send which check to?"

Under an analysis in which the PP>DP order is basic and the DP>PP order is derived by
movement to a Case-related position, the above facts can be easily accounted for. If the
Case position of the DP  is a position higher than the PP  and  if,  as is standardly assumed,
wh-movement of arguments always proceeds through their Case position, then it is
expected that the DP>PP order will always feed wh-movement while the PP>DP order
will never do so. Under either the base-generation analysis of both orders or the PP-over-
DP scrambling alternative, it is not clear why wh-movement could not be fed by the base
or derived PP>DP order. This is the first reason to believe that the third hypothesis
outlined in the previous section is correct. Unfortunately, neither WCO nor Superiority
violations in wh-movement constructions are generally accepted in Greek (see the relevant
footnotes in the preceding section) and this weakens the force ofthe argument.

A second potential piece of evidence comes from anaphora. As noted by Dimitriadis
(1999) and discussed in detail in Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1996) and Everaert &
Anagnostopoulou (1997), the Greek anaphor o eq#os tu as a goal PP can never be bound
by the theme DP, while it can be bound by an agentive subject. When o eafos tu is the
theme and the antecedent is the goal PP the result is wellformed. The examples below
illustrate this:
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*PPfo eaftos tul when bound by the theme in the DP>PP construction

(28) a. *Ediksa tin Maria ston eafto tis ston kathrefti
Showed-I the Mary(Acc) to-the selfher in-the mirror
"I showed Mary to herself in the mirror"

b.         *Pulisa ton sklavo ston eafto tu
Sold-I the slave(Acc) to the selfhis
"I sold the slave to himself'

c.         *0 psychiatros periegrapse/apokalipse tin Maria ston eafto tis
The psychiatrist described/revealed the Mary(Acc) to the selfhers
"The psychiatrist described/revealed Mary to herself'

okPPIO eaftos tul when bound by the agent in the DP>PP construction

(29) a. Xarisa to doro ston eafto mu
Gave-I the present(Acc) to-the self my
"I gave the present to myself'

b.        Pulise ton sklavo ston eafto tu
Sold-he the slave(Acc) to the selfhis
"He sold the slave to himself'

c.         0 psychiatros periegrapse tin Maria ston eafto tu
The psychiatrist described the Mary(Acc) to the selfhis
"The psychiatrist described Mary to himself'

okDPIo eaftos tul when bound by the goal in the PP>DP constructio,16

(30) a. Ediksa stin Maria ton eafto tis ston kathrefti
Showed-I to-the Mary the selfhers(Acc) in-the mirror
"I showed to Mary herself in the mirror"

6 The sentences in which the DP theme is bound by the PP goal are fully grammatical in the PP>DP order
while they are deviant in the DP>PP order:
(i)           ?? Ediksa ton eafto tis stin Maria ston kathrefti

Showed-I the selfhers(Acc) to-the Mary in-the mirror
"I showed to Mary herself in the mirror"

(ii)         ?? Pulisa ton eafto tu ston sklavo
Sold-I  the self his(Acc) to-the slave
"I sold to the slave himself"

(iM) ?? 0 psychiatros periegrapse/apokalipse ton eafto tis stin Maria

The psychiatrist described/revealed the self hers to-the Mary
"The psychiatrist described/revealed to Mary herself'

The sentences in (i)-(iii), however, are considerably better than the ones in (28), which are sharply
ungrammatical.
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b.        Pulisa ston sklavo ton eafto tu
Sold-I to-the slave the selfhis(Acc)
"I sold to the slave himself'

c.         0 psychiatros periegrapse/apokalipse stin Maria ton eafto tis
The psychiatrist described/revealed to-the Mary the self hers
"The psychiatrist described/revealed to Mary herself'

The ungrammaticality o f the sentences in (28) is not due to a command problem. Recall
that in the DP>PP construction the theme can be shown to asymmetrically c-command
the goal with respect to quantifier-variable binding, WCO, superiority and the
"each...tile other" construction.

Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1996) and Everaert & Anagnostopoulou (1997) propose
that the contrast between (28) and (30) can be explained as a thematic prominence effect
on anaphora (Jackendoff 1972, 1990, Sells 1988, Wilkins 1988, Zubizarreta 1992, Clark
1992 among others). Specifically, they propose that thematic prominence is a well-
formedness condition on predicate reflexivitation constraining the relations among the
semantic arguments  o f the predicate (Reinhart & Reuland  1991). In languages where

anaphors form an A Chain with their antecedents in the sense of Reinhart & Reuland

(1993), the effects of theta-prominence can be overriden by the effects Chain Formation

because, in a sense, the two are in competition: it is assumed that Chain Formation and
the Binding Principle B are licensing mechanisms for "incomplete

expressions"(anaphors).7 On the other hand, in languages where Chain Formation does

not obtain, the effects of theta-prominence are always visible. Recall from chapter 4

(section 4.1.1.) that the Greek anaphor "o eaftos tu" is not subject to Chain Formation.
Under this analysis, it is expected that theta-prominence effects will always show up in
Greek, thus accounting for the paradigm in (28)-(30).

An alternative I want to consider here is to propose that (28) violates Rizzi's (1986)
Chain Formation Algorithm. According to Rizzi (1986), a Chain of the form (31) where
X  an  anaphor and e the trace of the antecedent of the anaphor is ill-formed:

(31) DPi·······[a····Xi-----e,1

Now if the DP>PP order is derived from an underlying PP>DP order by A-movement of
the DP across the PP and the PP is an anaphor, this is the configuration we get. Consider

the structures in (32):8

7The effects of theta-prominence, however, can be detected even in languages where Chain Formation
obtains because in many cases, the judgements reported in the literature are contradictory (see

Everaert&Anagnostopoulou  1997 for details).
8 In (32) I use VP-shells without being precise as to the exact the landing site of the movement of the
theme DP. It could be the spec vP or some lower position.
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(32) a.      VP 1

PP ...... V'

s-ton eafto tui V DP
edikse ton Petroi

b. VP2

DP                 V'
ton Petroi       -

edikse VP1

PP     ...... V'

s-ton eafto tui V DP
edikse           ei

Under an analysis along the lines of Pesetksy (1995), (32a) would be the underlying
structure corresponding to the PP>DP construction and (32b) would be the derived
structure assigned to the DP>PP construction. (32b) contains an anaphor intervening
between the moved DP and its antecedent, an improper Chain of the type instantiated in

(31).  This can explain why the examples  in  (28) are ungrammatical without reference to
theta-prominence: There is still one complication. 10 Recall that the Greek anaphor as a

whole does not have the same index with its antecedent. This means that (33) and not
(32b) is the correct representation:

(33) VP2

DP       V'

ton Petroi
edikse VP1

PP     ...... V'

[s-ton eafto tui1 V DP
edikse             ei

As it stands, (33) does not fall under (31) because crucially the possessive inside the
anaphor, which has the same index with the DP and its trace, does not c-command the

9 Recall from chapter 3 that in German ditransitives a dative can never bind an accusative anaphor, the
reverse from what the Greek PP-dative construction shows. An alternative explanation to the one
proposed by den Dikken (1995) for German would be that in German, the dative>accusative construction

displays a Chain Formation algorithm effect. On such an analysis, the accusative>dative order would be
basic and the dative>accusative order derived.
'0 Another complication is that anaphora is ok in English, something which is unexpected under this
account (see footnote 11  for a suggestion).
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trace ofthe DP. But recall that according to the analysis of Anagnostopoulou & Everaert
(1999:  105-108), the DP anaphor as a whole inherits the index of the possessor after the
noun ea»s has formed a complex predicate with the verb via abstract incorporation.

This means that there is a point in the derivation in which the trace of the DP is c-
commanded by the anaphor, an illicit configuration.

11

To conclude, the above considerations constitute evidence in favor of an analysis
according to which the underlying order o f a prepositional ditransitive in Greek is one in
which the PP goal c-commands the DP theme. In turn, this means that in a well formed
passive ditransitive, the theme undergoes NP-movement across the c-commanding PP.
That this derivation is well-formed follows from the fact that the PP and the DP are in
the minimal domain of the lexical V.12 If such an analysis is correct, then it argues for a
theory of locality in terms of equidistance rather than c-conunand.

5.4. PPS IN BICLAUSAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Experiencer PPs in Greek are ungrammatical with the verbfenete "seem", similarly to a-
datives in French and Italian. This is not surprising in a locality approach. Recall the
explanation proposed for French and Italian in terms of the structure repeated in (34):

" This is a point after Spell Out. This means that the Chain Formation Algorithm is either an anywhere
Condition  or it applies after Spell  Out.  In  an LF reading group  held  at MIT (Winter 1998), Danny  Fox
pointed out that Rizzi's Chain Formation Algorithm is formally identical to a Strong Crossover
configuration, except that SCO constrains A' Dependencies while the Chain Formation Algorithm
constrains A Dependencies. Fox further pointed out that an obvious difference between the two (and a
problem) is that SCO is never violated while many configurations formally identical to (31) are well-
formed quite unexpectedly. Perhaps a way to solve the problem would be to look at intercations between
Reinhart & Reuland's (1993) A Chain and Chain Formation Algorithm effects (a re-interpretation of
Everaert & Anagnostopoulou's 1997 notion of"competition"). Note that (31) is a well-formed A Chain in
Reinhart & Reuland's (1993) Reflexivity sense because it contains a [+R] link heading the Chain and two
[-R] links. Suppose that (31) is applicable only to configurations in which such an A Chain has not been
formed. Greek would then fall under (31) because Reflexivity Chain Formation is impossible. English
would  not fall under  (31), thus accounting  for  the   fact  that it shows no Chain Formation Algorithm
effects in the DP>PP construction. Everaert & Anagnostopoulou (1997) and Anagnostopoulou &
Everaert (1999) argue that Reinhart & Reuland's A Chain does not apply after Spell Out.

The prototypical cases in which Chain Formation Algorithm effects are assumed to obtain are
constructions with si-Reflexives (Rizzi 1986). Nothing I am saying in this footnote is straightforwardly
extendable to them. It is possible that the effects found with si-reflexive clitics and the effects found with
complex anaphors are of different nature. It is well known that there are asymmetries between the two
types of anaphors with respect to Chain Formation Algorithm effects. See McGinnis (1998) for a
derivational analysis designed to capture such effects with si-anaphoric clitics.

12 Evidence that there is no applicative head in the PP construction comes from the fact that there are no
morphophonological restrictions on the verbs licensing the PP construction in Greek and no restrictions
on nominalizations (see the relevant section above).
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(34) TP

spec                 T'

T      VP

PP      V'

a Piero       -
V          IP

sembra

Gianni              I'

The experiencer blocks movement of the lower subject to the matrix [Spec,TP] because

it is higher and in a different minimal domain than the subject.

The same explanation will be extended to Greek. However, there are some
complications that need to be addressed. In what follows, I will give an overwiew of
some o f the issues involved.The main question is whetherfeitete is a raising predicate, a
question that has not been systematically discussed in the literature on Greek. I will
argue that jenete is ambiguous between a Raising  and a Control predicate,  and  that  the

presence of an experiencer is compatible only with Raising-fenete.  I will first discuss the
constructions in which the complement offenete is an adjective, and then I will turn to
the cases in which the complement of fenete is a subjunctive clause.

5.4.1. Feliete with predicate adjective complements

As we saw, the verbfenete may take a predicate adjective complement:

(35)    0 Jannis fenete arostos
The Jannis seems sick
"John seems to be sick"

When the optional experiencer argument offenete is expressed as a clitic, as in (36), or
when it is not expressed at all, as in (35),13 (and see fn  15  for an additional option), such
sentences are grammatical:

(36) a. 0 Jannis tis fenete eksipnos
The Jannis Cl(Gen) seems intelligent
"John seems to her to be intelligent"

13 Some qualification is necessary here. When an experiencer is not expressed some predicates are
marginal and others are fully acceptable:
(i) a. ?0 Jannis fenete eksipnos

b.          0 Jannis fenete arostos
c.         ??0 Jannis fenete diathesimos

I will come back to this.
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b.       0 Jannis tis fenete arostos
The Jannis Cl(Gen) seems sick
"John seems to her to be sick"

c.       0 Jannis tis fenete diathesimos
The Jannis seems Cl(Gen) available
"John seems to her to be available"

On the other hand, when the experiencer is a PP the result is deviant:

(37) a. ?*0 Jannis fenete s-tin Maria eksipnos
The Jannis seems to-the Mary intelligent
"John seems to Mary to be intelligent"

b.        ?*0 Jannis fenete s-tin Maria arostos
The Jannis seems to-the Mary sick
"John seems to Mary to be sick"

c.        ?*0 Jannis fenete s-tin Maria diathesimos
The Jannis seems to-the Mary available
"John seems to Mary to be available"

I will argue for an analysis according to which fen ete may take a small-clause

complement out of which the subject raises to Spec,TP, along the lines of Chomsky's
(1981:105-106) analysis of English sentences like (38):14

(38) John seems sad

14

Chomsky (1981:105-106) argues for a small clause analysis of sentences like (O John seems sad on the

basis of a comparison between such sentences and sentences like (ii) John seems to have hit Bill and (iii)
it seems that John hit Bill under the hypothesis that there is a uniform entry for seem in the lexicon.
Specifically, he points out that (iii) shows that seem takes a clausal complement and thus must have the

lexical entry [-S']. Except for the optional experiencer, this is the only argument of seem. Under the
hypothesis that the lexical entry of seent is uniform, in (ii) seem assigns the same theta-role to its

infinitival complement, and the subject of the infinitive undergoes raising, an analysis for which he has
provided independent evidence in the course of the discussion. Under these assumptions, sentences like

(i) must also have the form "John seems clause" at LF; this leads him to conclude that they also involve
raising from a clausal embedded phrase:
(iv) a. e seems [John sad] 4 b. John seems [t sad]

This analysis takes the representation of (iv) to be of the form (v) with sad a monadic predicate holding
of John and seem a monadic predicate holding of the proposition saduohn)'.
(v)        seems (sad (John))
As pointed out by Williams, this argument rests on a notion of uniformity across different uses of a
lexical item combined with the Projection Principle: ".·.If (Mio [in Williams 4c] is the correct S-Structure

analysis, and not (ivb) Un Williams 4b],  then  'seems' in this usage must be dyadic in S-Structure, and
Witlt a new strange notion of S-Structure argument, such that  'John' and  'sad' wind up  in  LF as a single
argument, violating the Projection Principle" Williams (1994:78). Williams proposes an alternative
analysis based on the notion of functor and relativized head.
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In such an analysis, the sentences in (37) involve raising across an experiencer and they
violate locality:15

(39) TP

spec                 T'

T      VP

PP            V'
stin Maria  -

V    SC
fenete

o Jannis AP

eksipnos

A technical issue concerning (39) is that the small clause consists of an AP predicate
and  a  subject (see Chomsky 1981:112; Neeleman 1994b  and Moro 199716 are recent
works that make use of such structures). These structures do not immediately fall under
the theory of equidistance assumed here because the small clause constituent is
headless.17 Thus, we either have to stipulate that small clauses constitute minimal
domains because they are clausal constituents or modify the structure. In an Agr-based
system it is natural to assume that Agr is the head mediating the relation between the
subject and the predicate (Chomsky 1995:353):18

15 There is a complication though. In English sentences of this type, the optional experiencer predicate,
when present, must follow the adjective:
(i)         a. *?John seems to me intelligent

b. John seems intelligent to me
The same appears to be the case in Greek. The PP experiencer sentences improve when the PP follows
the adjective:
(ii) a. ?0 Jannis fenete eksipnos s-tin Maria

The John(Nom) seems intelligent to-the Mary
b.           ?0 Jannis fenete arostos s-tin Maria

The John (Nom) seems sick to-the Mary
The fact illustrated in (ii) is compatible with a locality approach.  If (ii) involves extraposition o f the PP  to
a position where it does not block anymore raising of the embedded subject, then the fact that the
sentences in (ii) are better than the sentences in (37) is expected. Note, however, that a locality analysis
wouldn't work as easily for the English sentences in (i). In English, experiencer PPs do not block raising
in John seems to Mary to be intelligent, as discussed in Chomsky (1995) and McGinnis (1998).
16 For Moro (1996) the headless subject-predicate structure is crucial because of what he calls "dynamic
antisymmetry", i.e. the fact that such structures cannot be linearized because they violate LCA (Kayne
1994), with the result that either the subject or the predicate must undergo raising.
" It is not that the subject of the small clause complement and the experiencer argument of "seem" are in
the same minimal domain. It is just that, as far as I can see, the system assumed here does not make any
predictions for such configurations.
" (40) is Chomsky's (1995) structure which assumes the "predicate-internal" subject hypothesis. The
subject could also be merged directly in [Spec,AgrP] in an Agr-based analysis.
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(40) AgrP

o Jannisi Agr'

Agr Kp

ti eksipnos

In a system that without Agr projections, locality can be derived if either the subject
starts out as the specifier of the AP (Stowell 1983, Chomsky 1981: 111-112 and
1995:353-354 following Stowell 1980/1983, see also fn 18 on structure 40) or an
abstract verbal head mediates the relation between the adjective and the subject (in Hale
&    Keyser    1998 such structures are necessary to derive the causative-inchoative
alternation systematically obtained with deadjectival verbs; Diesing   1992 also makes

.19use of (4lb) without discussing it further).

(41) a. AP        b.  VP

o Jannis           A' 0 Jannis           V'

eksipnos                                            V              AP

eksipnos

Assuming that this technical issue can be resolved by adopting one of the structures
discussed, we are now at the point where we need to address the question of whether

20
Greekfenete is a raising verb, like English seein.

'9 Whether or not it is sufficient to embed one of the structures in (41) directly underfenete in (or under
seem in the case of English John seems intelligentl or it is necessary for them to combine with a
functional head before they are embedded under the verb is a matter that I will leave open here.
20 Even for English things are not as simple as they are presented here. For one thing, it is standardly
assumed that seent is exclusively a raising verb, but recently Martin (1996) has argued that seein can be
both raising and control (like likely and certain, cf below). If he is right, then Chomsky's (1981)
argument presented in detail in footnote 14 needs to be reconsidered.

Another issue has to do with the distinction between stage-level and individual-leve predicates.
Rothstein (1983) argues that seem is a copula-like verb. Moro (1997) argues that see,n is a quasi-copula
sharing with be the fundamental property that it must combine with an independent predicational relation:
(i)        a.         John is *(weird)

b.           [that John left] seems *(weird)
Now Diesing (1992) has argued that individual-level predicates adjectives combining with be do not
involve raising but control. Extending this to seem, on the assumption that seem and be share
fundamental aspects of their syntax, would imply that when seem combines with an individual-level
predicate there is no raising but rather control. We see though that with respect to the form of experiencer
admitted in such constructions in Greek there is no difference depending on the individual-level, stage-
level distinction. If we want to maintain the raising/locality analysis we cannot adopt Diesing's syntax for
stage- and individual-level predicates in Greek. On the other hand, in Spanish the stage-level individual-
level distiction is relevant (Torrego 1996:110-111).
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As discussed in footnote (14), Chomsky's argument for a small clause/raising analysis
of sentences like John seems sad crucially relies on the notion of uniformity across
different uses of seem. Given the existence of it seems that John is sick which shows
that seent is monadic taking a clausal complement, and given the fact that there are lots

of arguments showing that John seems to be sick involves raising and not control,2' the

minimal assumption is that John seems sick should be analysed along similar lines.
None of the standard tests for raising can be applied to such sentences and hence the
evidence for raising in them is indirect. The problem with extending this line of
argumentation to Greek is that not all instances of fenete involve clausal complements
and not all instances of»ete appear to belong to the same lexical entry.

It is true that we can conclude on the basis o f (42) that Greek has a verb FENETE which
is monadic and takes a clausal complement, like English seeni:

(42)     Fenete pos tha vreksi
Seems-3sg that FUT rain-3sg
"It seems that it will rain"

But from this we cannot conclude that all instances offenete belong to the same lexical
entry. There is at least one other use offenete which denotes physical appearance. This
use can be made clear in constructions where fe,tete is stressed and does not take a
complement:

(43)    0 Jannis fenete apo do
The Jannis "seems/appears/is visible" from here
"I can see John from here"

Thus, fenete is ambiguous between a physical apperance reading and a reading

comparable to seent in English.

Iatridou (1990:560-562) discusses a similar ambiguity found with the verb sound. On
one reading, sound depends on auditory perception (SOUND,); on another reading,
sound isa raising predicate (SOUND2)· On the SOUND, interpretation, a sentence like

(44) (her example (30))

(44) John sounds happy

asserts that John is making sounds (whistling, tap dancing) from which it can be inferred
that he is happy. On the SOUND2 interpretation, (44) asserts that some reports about
John would lead the hearer to believe that he is happy. The two underlying

representations she proposes are given in (45):

21 Some of these arguments will be presented below in the context of a discussion of Greek subjunctives.
They are discussed in Chomsky (1981: 61-62,85,87,177). But see Martin (1996).
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(45) a. John [sound happy] SOUND,22
b.        ec [sound [John happy]]-+John [sound [t happy]] SOUND2

It  is  sometimes  assumed  (Philippaki-Warburton   1992b),  that  when Greek fenete looks
like a raising  verb  it  only  has an interpretation comparable to SOUNDr   It  is  not  a
raising predicate but rather it denotes visual perception, something like front  the  way  he

looks it can be iiiferred that John is not tired. However, I will argue that this is not
correct. Feizete shows an ambiguity: it admits a FENETEt non-raising interpretation
depending on visual perception but it also has a FENETE2 sense. Crucially, there
appears to be evidence that an experiencer argument is possible only with FENETE2·
English shows something similar with seem. If I am right, then a locality approach to the
ban on PP experiencers can be maintained because experiencers only combine with
raising·:/enete.

According to Iatridou (1990), SOUND, can only be used when the subject is present and
therefore requires perceivable, temporary properties (stage level predicates). On the
other hand, SOUND2  is only marginal with them.23 This explains a number of facts. For
one thing, it explains the contrast between He souiids woiiderfill and *Yolt Sound
ivonderful. The second person strongly favors the SOUNDl interpretation and, for this
reason, the second sentence is not acceptable. The first sentence is acceptable on the

SOUND2 interpretation.24 Moreover, only SOUNDl can combine with subject-oriented
adverbs like deliberately/consciotisly because only this verb assigns a theta-role to the

subject. For this reason, the presence of such adverbs disambiguates sentences with an
occurrance of"sound":

(46) a. John deliberately/consciously sounds happy (so that you won't worry)
b. *John deliberately seems to have spilled the milk

As can be seen in (36), Greekfenete combines with both stage-level and individual-level
predicates. Given Iatridou's reasoning, this is not expected if fenete only admits a

FENETEt interpretation because this interpretation requires only perceivable temporary

properties and can be used only when the subject is present. Thus, both FENETE, and
FENETE2 appear to combine with predicate adjectives.

22 This could be re-formulated in terms of a control structure.
2' In a sense, this is the reverse from what a Diesing-type approach would predict.
24 Iatridou argues that this difference can account for the facts in (i):
(i)          a.           *I believe John to sound often sarcastic

b.          I believe John to often sound sarcastic
According to her analysis, a predicate like SOUND, cannot combine with an expression like often

sarcastic because SOUND, and often have conflicting temporal pragmatics and inference from a single

perception (SOUND,) to a predicate that ranges over time, like often sarcastic. This means that the
sequence to sound often sarcastic contains  SOUND2  and  not  SOUND 1.   (Iatridou  notes  that  sequences
like John sounds often sarcastic are marginal because SOUNDz prefers to combine with individual-level
predicates and 'often' permits only the stage-level reading of 'sarcastic'). But there is a loss of
acceptability when verbs like believe are followed by perceptual raising verbs:
(ii)         ?? I believe John to seem to be incompetent
Because of this incompatibility (ia) is ungrammatical. On the other hand, (ib) is grammatical because

oDen modifies the verb, and the SOUND: interpretation is permitted.
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A closer look at the data, however, shows that things are more complicated than that. It
seems that the acceptability of fenete increases when the predicates it combines with
favor an interpretation  o f inference based on visual perception, while examples in which
the predicates do not favor such an interpretation are worse. The judgements are subtle
but the relevant examples can be (roughly) grouped as follows:

(47) a. 0 Jannis fenete kurasmenos
The Jannis seems/looks tired

b.        0 Jannis fenete arrostos
The Jannis seems/looks sick

c.         0 Jannis fenete ksenixtismenos
The Jannis seems/looks as ifhe didn't sleep last night

d.       0 Jannis fenete lipimenos
The Jannis seems/looks sad

e.        ??0 Jannis fenete diathesimos
??The Jannis seems/looks available

(48) a. *0 Jannis fenete psilos
The John seems/looks tall

b.        *0 Jannis fenete ksanthos
The John seems/looks blond

(49) a. ?Ta pedhia fenonte eksipna
The children seem/look intelligent

b.         ?Ta pedhia fenonte ikana
The children seem/look competent

(50) a. ?Ta vivlia tu Matesi fenonte kalogrammena
The books the Matesis seem well-written

b.        *I simerini fitites fenonte adiafori
In our times students seem indifferent

The examples that are perfect are the ones that crucially depend on a visually

perceivable stimulus (e.g. pale face, eye wrinkles, sad expression etc.) from which a
stage-level property can be inferred (47 a,b.c,d). When visual perception is less direct,
as in (47e) acceptability decreases.

The examples in (48) denote directly observable objective properties which are
incompatible with or disfavor inferences. They are marginal or ungrammatical. The
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stage-level individual-level distinction does not seem to be relevant here. Stage-level
properties that can be inferred are ok (47), but other stage-level properties that are
obvious ar not. For example, *I Maria fenete ksipoliti (Mary seems barefoot) is
ungrammatical.

The examples in (49) involve individual-level predicates that permit inferences based on
visual perception (e.g. from their faces, their eyes or their expression I can conclude that
the children are intelligent or competent) and are worse than the examples in (47). The
stage-level individual-level distinction appears to correctly describle the difference
between the well-formed sentences in (47) and the more marginal sentences in (49).

Finally, the examples in (50) appear to show that when we can appeal to some notion of
indirect perception (i.e.  in 5Oa on the basis of reading a couple of pages I  conclude that

Matesis'books are well-written) generic sentences with fenete are grammatical;
otherwise not.

On the whole, these examples seem to show that we need to appeal to the notion of
visual perception and the stage-level individual-level distinction to account for the
differences in judgements. In turn, this supports the view that fenete only has the
FENETEt interpretation. On the other hand, however, examples like (49) and (50a) do
not necessarily require visual perception. The same is shown by the following examples,
which are acceptable:

(51) a. Me vasi afta pu mu les, ta pedhia fenonte eksipna
On the basis of what you are telling me, the children seem intelligent

b.         Me vasi afta pu mu anaferis, ta pedhia fenonte ikana
On the basis ofwhat you are reporting, the children seem competent

c.         ?Me vasi tis kritikes pu diavasa, ta vivlia tu Matesi
fenonte kalogrammena
On the basis ofthe critics I have read, the books the Matesis seem
well-written

d.         ?Me vasi afta pu perigrafis, i simerini fitites fenonte adiafori
On the basis o f what you are describing to me, students o f our
times seem indifferent

The examples in (51) do not involve visual perception and yet they are wellformed. In
some cases, they are even better than their counterparts in (49) and (50) above.

Moreover, if we embed examples like the ones in (47) under expressions like on tile
basis  of what  you report  to me, the predicates denote a property which holds not only
now but for a period of time. For this reason, (52c) is not acceptable: the adjective
kseitixtismelios resists such a reading (compare (52c) to (47c)). On the other hand,
diatliesimos becomes more acceptable (compare (52e) to (47e)):
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(52) a. Me vasi afta pu mu les, o Jannis fenete kurasmenos (afti tin epoxi)
On the basis of what you are telling me, the Jannis seems tired (these
days)

b.         Me vasi afta pu mu anaferis, o Jannis fenete arrostos (afti tin epoxi)
On the basis ofwhat you are reporting to me, the Jannis seems sick (these
days)

c.          %Me vasi afta pu anaferis, o Jannis fenete ksenixtismenos (afti tin epoxi)
On the basis ofwhat you are reporting, the Jannis seems as ifhe doesn't
sleep in the nights (these days)

d.         Me vasi afta pu mu les, o Jannis fenete lipimenos (afti tin epoxi)
On the basis o f what you are telling me, the Jannis seems/looks sad (these
days)

e.          Me vasi afta pu mu les, o Jannis fenete diathesimos (afti tin epoxi)
On the basis ofwhat you are telling me, the Jannis seems/looks available
(these days)

The above lead me to propose that Greekfenete is ambiguous between a FENETE, and a
FENETE2 reading. In contexts like (52) the FENETE2 reading is triggerred. Out of the
blue sentences appear to favor the FENETE, reading, as shown by the viariability in
judgements in (47)-(50).

When an experiencer argument is present the status of some o f the examples changes:

(53) a. 0 Jannis mu fenete kurasmenos

The Jannis Cl (1 st sg) seems/looks tired

b.       0 Jannis mu fenete arrostos

The Jannis Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks sick

c.        0 Jannis mu fenete ksenixtismenos
The Jannis Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks as ifhe didn't sleep last night

d.        0 Jannis mu fenete lipimenos
The Jannis Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks sad

e.        0 Jannis mu fenete diathesimos i,nproves
The Jannis  Cl(1 st sg) seems available

(54) a. 0 Jannis mu fenete psilos iniproves
The John Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks tall
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b.        *0 Jannis mu fenete ksanthos

The John Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks tall

(55) a. Ta pedhia mu fenonte eksipna iniproves
The children Cl(1 st sg) seem/look intelligent

b.        Ta pedhia mu fenonte ikana i,izproves
The children Cl(1 st sg) seem/look competent

.(56) a. Ta vivlia tu Matesi mu fenonte kalogrammena iniproves
The books the Matesis Cl(lst sg) seem well-written

b.       I simerini fitites mu fenonte adiafori i,iiproves
In our times students Cl(lst sg) seem indifferent

Individual-level predicates that are otherwise marginal or unacceptable become
acceptable when the experiencer is present (54a), (55), (56). The same for the stage-
level diathesinios in (53e) which disfavors the reading based on visual perception. I take

these facts to suggest that the presence of an experiencer triggers the FENETE2 reading.
As for the stage-level examples  in (53a-d), they are still acceptable.  I f the experiencer is
compatible only with the FENETE2 reading,  as I claim, then this means that FENETE2
is compatible with stage-level predicates, unlike SOUND2 (see footnote 24).

Interestingly, some examples formed with adjectives permitting the FENETE,
interpretation admit subject-oriented adverbs like deliberately and consciously as in the
case of SOUND 1 :

(57) a. Ta pedhia epitides fenonte kurasmena, jia na min proxoriso sto mathima
The children deliberately seem/look tired, so that I don't teach them more

stufftoday

b.          I Maria skopima fenete isixi, jia na min anisixisi tin mitera tis
The Mary on purpose seems/looks quiet, in order for her mother not
to be worried

c.          0 Jannis sinidita fenete toso anastatomenos, jia na ton lipitho
The Jannis consciously looks/seems so upset, so that I take pity on him

Crucially, such examples are incompatible with an experiencer:

(58) a. *Ta pedhia epitides mu fenonte kurasmena, jia na min proxoriso
sto mathima
The children deliberately Cl(1 st sg)seem/look tired, so that I don't
teach them more stuff today
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b.           *I Maria skopima mu fenete isixi, jia na min anisixisi tin mitera tis
The Mary on purpose Cl(1 st sg) seems/looks quiet, in order for
her mother not to be worried

c.           *0 Jannis sinidita mu fenete toso anastatomenos, jia na ton lipitho
The Jannis consciously Cl(1 st sg) looks/seems so upset, so that

I pitty him

I take the facts illustrated in (58) as conclusive evidence for the incompatibility of
experiencer arguments with FENETEr

I will now present evidence showing that the incompatibility of visual perceptionfenete
with an experiencer argument is not an idiosyncratic property of Greek but a
phenomenon found in other languages as well.

Martin (1996) argues that raising adjectives like certain and likely and raising verbs like
seeni and appear, which are traditionally assumed to select raising infinitivals, are in

fact ambiguous: they are both raising and control predicates. He first establishes a
number of criteria that distinguish between control and raising infinitivals. He argues
that VP ellipsis is possible only with control structures while the presence of expletive

subjects is possible only in raising structures. He then shows that with certain and likely
both options are, in principle, possible:

(59) a. Romario may [vp play in 2002], but Bebeto is certain to [Vp e ]
b.        No one thought she was likely to [vp e ], but Kerri was finally

able to [vp prove the theorem].

(60) a. There is likely to be a riot
b.        There is certain to be a man at the door

The acceptability of (59) shows that control is possible with these adjectives while the
acceptability o f (60) shows that raising is also possible. As expected by this account,  VP
ellipsis is impossible in the presence of an expletive subject:

25

(61) a. *If they say there will [vp be a man at the door], there is certain to [vp e]

b. *John doubts that there will [vp be a riot], but I think there is likely to
[vp e]

The same conclusion is reached by Lasnik & Saito (1992) in connection to binding of
traces. Lasnik & Saito argue that a sentence like (62a) must have the structure in (62b)

25 Henk van Riemsdijk points out to me that in the context of a discussion on wanna-contraction
Riemsdijk & Williams argued that "want" can be a raising verb in contexts like the following:
(i) These papers want to (wanna) be finished tomorrow
In these contexts, VP-ellipsis is completely impossible. Consider (ii) as a sequel to (i):
(ii)           *...but do you know whether the other homework wants to too?
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and not the structure in (62c), which contains an unbound trace, and they note that a
sentence like (62d), with an expletive subject, is unagrammatical:

(62) a. How likely to win the race is John?

b.        How likely [PRO to win the race] is John
c.        How likely [t to win the race] is John
d.         *How likely [t to be a riot] is there

Martin further argues that seem and appear show a similar ambiguity. While in the

present VP ellipsis is impossible, an argument for a raising structure, in the past VP
ellipsis is possible an argument for a control structure:

(63) a. *Carl Lewis may still be the fastest American, but he doesn't seem

(to me) to
b.        Although John didn't actually [hit Bill], he seemed to [e]

The difference between the present and the past correlates with the fact that in the
present the embedded predicate must be stative while in the past it can be eventive:

(64) a. *Flavio seems to pass the ball right now
b. Flavio seems to be brilliant
c. Flavio seemed to pass the ball just then

He further notes that in an example like (64c), Flavio must actually have done
something, some action which led to his seeming to pass the ball.

On the basis of the above, he concludes that seeni/appear are ambiguous between
raising and control predicates. Control seem differs from raising seem in that only the
former assigns an agent-like role to its subject and can optionally select a [+Tense]
infinitival. Eventive predicates in the embedded clause are possible only in the presence
o f [+Tense] which is possible   only with control infinitivals (see Martin   1996   for
details).

Interestingly, Martin notes that when seeni combines with an experiencer the clausal

complement, when non-finite, exhibits only the properties of raising infinitivals.
Eventive predicates are not possible and VP ellipsis is ungrammatical, as shown in (65):

(65) a. *John seemed to Mary to hit Bill

b.         *Although John didn't actually hit Bill he seemed to Mary to

Moreover, the matrix subject position can no longer be agentive when the experiencer is

present:

(66) a. John is intentionally seeming to hit Bill
b.         *John is intentionally seeming to Mary to hit Bill
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The Greek facts and the English facts converge in an interesting way. This is
particularly clear if we compare (58) to (66b): both show that an experiencer is

incompatible with a subject-oriented adverb.

To account for this incompatibility, Howard Lasnik (personal communication to Martin
1996) suggests that these verbs are so thematically weak that they are incapable of
assigning more than one theta-role. They either assign it to the subject or to the
experiencer. If something like this proves to be on the right track, then it will follow that
whenever an experiencer argument is present with seem or fenete, raising is involved.
This concludes the discussion offenete when selecting predicate adjective complements.
I now turn to a discussion offenete when it combines with subjunctives.

5.4.1. Feitete with subjunctive complements

In chapter  1,  it was mentioned that even though Greek does  not have infinitives  it  has
control. A number of people agree on this on the basis of strong evidence, though there
is some controversy as to which are the exact predicates selecting for control
subjunctive complements (see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999b   for a recent

discussion).26 With respect to control then, certain Greek subjunctives behave on a par
with infinitivals rather than with Romance subjunctives which show obviation.27

Control is possible when the embedded clause does not show a morphological [+ Tense]
distinction (Iatridou 1998/1993,  see the discussion in footnote  26),  and the availability
of raising also depends on the Tense specification of the subjunctive. Recall that
agreement between the alledged raised subject and fenete is possible only when the
embedded clause is  [-Past]:

(67) a. Ta pedhia dhen fenonte/fenete na doulevoun
The children not seem-Jpl/seem-3sg SUBJ work-present
"The children seem to work"

b.        Ta pedhia dhen *fenonte»fenete na doulepsan
The children not seem-3pl/seem-3sg SUBJ work-past

26 Iatridou (1998/1993) argues that the (un)availability of Control and the (un)availability of Nominative
Case correlate with the presence/absence of morphological Tense in Greek subjunctives. When the
subjunctive can show a morphological [+/- Past] distinction, assignment of Nominative Case is possible
and Control is unavailable. On the other hand, when the subjunctive cannot show a morphological [+/-
Past] distinction, Control must take place and Nominative Case cannot be assigned. Varlokosta (1994)
argues instead that the morphological [+APast] specification does not correlate with the availability of
Nominative Case in subjunctives. She argues that in Greek, subjunctive complements of both optional
control and obligatory control verbs do not show a morphological [+/-Past] distinction, and yet
Nominative Case is available in the former and unavailable in the latter. She further argues that the
availability of Nominative Case depends on the presence of semantic Tense. Subjunctive complements  of
optional control predicates show evidence for the presence of semantic Tense and they also permit
nominative subjects. On the other hand, subjunctive complements of obligatory control predicates do not
have semantic Tense and do not permit nominative subjects.
27 This point has been stressed and discussed in detail particularly by Terzi (19923,b).
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In  chapter  1,  I  suggested that the facts  in  (67)  can be easily accommodated  in a raising
analysis.  I f we assume that the absence of Tense distinctions correlates with the absence

of Nominative Case, then the fact that raising is possible in (678) and not in (67b) is
expected. In (67a) the subject cannot check its Case feature in the embedded clause and
must raise to the matrix [Spec,TP]. In (67b) the subject can check Case in the embedded

clause, thus being prevented from raising any further.28 29

It is clear though that the facts in (67) can also be accommodated under a control
analysis since control also presupposes the absence of [+ Tense] specification in the
embedded clause. Given this, and in view of the previous discussion concerning (i)  the

FENETE, and FENETE2 distinction in Greek and (ii) the availability of control even
with certain, likely and seem, the raising analysis needs to be argued for. Note that the
fact that Greek subjunctives permit control does not automatically guarantee that they
also permit raising. As pointed out by Williams (1994: 98) even infinitives can in some

languages serve one purpose but not the other. Williams mentions Russian as being such
a language.

But for various reasons, many of the tests that have been used to distinguish between
raising and control do not seem to work for Greek. To start from the tests mentioned
above for English, Greek does not have expletives, VP-ellipsis and VP-topicalization
which have been argued by Martin (1996) and Lasnik & Saito (1992) to be the most
reliable tests for raising as opposed to control. Similar observations apply to scope

ambiguities: preverbal subjects in Greek are generally unambiguous (Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou 1998c) and, therefore,  this  test is rather unreliable. There are other

arguments showing that Greek has raising. Unfortunately, however, these arguments
don't work for fenete but only for the aspectual verbs arxizo 'begin/start' and
stamatao/pavo 'stop', for reasons I will explain. Forfenete the only thing I can show is
that in the presence of an experiencer it behaves like FENETE2 rather than FENETE„
and that it has properties in common with raising seent in English. In what follows, I
will start the discussion with arxizo and stamatao in order to argue that, in principle,
Greek has raising. Then I will proceed to discussfe,Iete.

28 The constructions without agreement involve topicalization of the subject. Note that given the
availability of topicalization, we can check whether a sentence involves raising or not only by looking at
plural subjects. The singular does not show anything significant since topicalization is always an option.
This creates some difficulties with a potential test for raising in Greek, namely anaphora. I will come
back to this. Also note that on this analysis, (67a) is ambiguous. Whenever the matrix verb does not show
agreement with the subject, the lower clause has the [iPast] specification.
29 As discussed in Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999b) the question of whether Greek has raising or
not is particularly relevant in view of Chomsky's (1998) position concerning Case and phi-feature
checking. Chomsky argues that Case and Agreement are sides of the same coin in the sense that full
Agreement is a reflex of structural Case checking. Moreover, according to Chomsky, whenever a DP has
checked structural Case it is frozen in place and cannot move further. The net effect of these assumptions
is that raising to a Case-checking position across an intermediate head is expected to be possible only
when there is no agreement or partial agreement on that head because complete agreement is assumed to
be a reftex of structural Case checking. If it is true that Greek has raising, then it challenges Chomsky's
proposal because, crucially, the lower verb shows obligatorily full agreement in person and number with
the raised subject. On the basis of this, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou argue that Agreement and Case do
not always fall together and that the distribution of agreement is determined by the PF component which
interprets the checking of the formal features which trigger EPP and Case extemalization phenomena.
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5.4.2.1. Evidence for Raising ill Greek

Unlikefenete, the verbs arxizo and staniatao agree obligatorily with the subject of the
embedded clause, regardless of its position, i.e. whether it shows  up  in the matrix clause
or in the embedded clause:30

(68) a. Ta pedhia arxisan na trexoun
The children started-3pl SUBJ run-3pl
"The children started to run"

b.         Arxisan na trexoun ta pedhia
Started-3pl SUBJ run-3pl the children

c.         *Ta pedhia arxise na trexoun
The children started-3sg SUBJ run-3pl

d.         *Arxise na trexoun ta pedhia
Started-3sg SUBJ run-3plthe children

Given that agreement is obligatory, it is easier to apply certain tests to these
constructions than to constructions withfenete which permits topicalization.

On the basis of the agreement patterns in (68), Greek linguists have classified arxizo and
stanitao as obligatory   control   predicates   (Varlokosta   1994,   see   the   discussion   in
footnote 26). I argue, however, that complements of fenete are arnbiguous between
raising and control, thus treating them the way Perlmutter (1970) treated aspectual verbs
like begin in English (see also Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999b). There are at least
three arguments showing that the verbs arxizo and stamatao are raising predicates:

(i) Greek has nominative anaphors with inverse-linking psychological predicates which
are     bound     by the object experiencer (Everaert & Anagnostopoulou     1997,
Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999):

(69) a. 0 eaftos tu tu aresi
The selfhis(Nom) Cl(Gen) appeal-3sg
"He likes/accepts himself'

b.        0 eaftos tu ton anisixi
The selfhis(Nom) Cl(Acc) worry-3sg
"He worries about himself'

30
Note that (68b) is a case of long distance agreement between the matrix verb and the embedded subject

without overt NP-movement, a case that can (and will) be analysed as FF NP-movement. Also note that
verbs like ksero (know/can) and matheno (learn),  which display  obligatory control  (see  Varlokosta  1994)
allow their subject to follow the embedded verb. Whatever the analysis for this fact is, it means that we
cannot disregard the possibility of analysing (68b) as a control structure simply because of the position of
the subject. In other words, we cannot re-produce the argument based on expletives for constructions
such as (68b) in Greek.
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c.        *0 eaftos tu ton agapai
The selfhis(Nom) Cl(Acc) love-3sg
"*Himself loves him"

Nominative anaphors are possible in the subject position of arxizo/staiizatao provided
that the embedded verb  is o f the appropriate type: 31

(70) a. O eaftos tu arxizei na tu aresi
The self his(Nom) start-3sg SUBJ CI(Gen) appeal-3sg
"He starts liking/accepting himself"
lit: "Himself starts appealing to him"

b.         0 eaftos tu stamatise na ton anisixi
The self his(Nom) stopped-3sg SUBJ Cl(Acc) worry-3sg
"He stopped being worried about himself'
lit: "Himself stopped worrying him"

c.        *0 eaftos tu arxizi na ton agapai
The self his(Nom) start-3sg SUBJ Cl(Acc) love-3sg
"*Himself starts loving him"

The grammaticality of nominative anaphors shows that in the examples under

discussion, the anaphor reconstruction in a position where it can be bound by the object
of the embedded clause.32 This argues for raising (reconstruction possible) and against
control (reconstruction impossible). Indeed nominative anaphors are ungrammatical
with obligatory and non-obligatory control verbs:

(71) a. *0 eaftos tu kseri na tu aresi

The selfhis(Nom) know/can-3sg SUBJ Cl(3rd, sg, Gen) appeal-3sg

b.         *0 eaftos tu emathe na ton anisixi
The self his(Nom) learned-3sg SUBJ Cl(3rd, sg, Acc) worry-3sg

c.         *0 eaftos tu prospathi na ton provlimatisi
The sel f his (Nom) tries-3sg SUBJ Cl(3rd,  sg, Acc) puzzle-3sg

" Note that nominative anaphors are also possible with causative experiencer-object predicates (69b).
This is evidence that the causer undergoes movement across the experiencer in these constructions as
well. As discussed in Anagnostopoulou (1999a) causative experiencer object constructions show
obligatory clitic doubling/cliticization of the accusative experiencer, unlike all other instances of
accusative clitic doubling in Greek and like clitic doubling of Genitives in NP-movement constructions.
This is expected if clitic doubling of a higher argument is obligatory in order for NP-movement of a
lower argument to take place across it as argued in this work. I will come back to this in the next chapter.
32 This holds regardless the precise analysis of anaphors in Greek. It is evident that reconstruction is
necessary if Greek anaphors fall under Principle A. But even for Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1999) the
anaphor must reconstruct to a position from which in can incorporate into the lower verb.
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(ii) A related argument comes from an interaction between clitic doubling and obviation
of WCO effects. As will be discussed in detail in the next chapter (see Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou 1998d), in Greek clitic doubling  o f the object obviates WCO effects.
This is shown in (72c) as opposed to (72b):

(72) a. Kathe mitera sinodepse to pedhi tis sto sxolio
Every mother accompanied the child hers at school

"Every mother accompanied her child to school"

b.         ?*I mitera tu sinodepse to kathe pedhi sto sxolio
The mother his accompanied the every child at school
"?*His mother accompanied every child to school"

c.         I mitera tu to sinodepse to kathe pedhi sto sxolio
the mother his cl-acc accompanied the every child at school
"His mother accompanied each child at school"

Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998d) argue that the wellformedness of (72c) depends
on reconstruction of the subject to a position below the object clitic, i.e. its base-
position.

The same effect is shown with the verbs arxizo and stan:atao. When the subject in the
matrix clause contains a pronoun and the quantificational object of the embedded verb
does not undergo clitic doubling the usual WCO effects obtain, as shown in (73b). On
the other hand, there are no WCO effects under clitic doubling of the quantificational
object in the embedded clause, as shown in (73c):

(73) a. Kathe mitera arxise na sinodevi to pedhi tis sto sxolio

Every mother started SUBJ accompany the child hers at school

"Every mother started to accompany her child to school"

b.         ?*I mitera tu arxise na sinodevi to kathe pedhi sto sxolio
The mother his started SUBJ accompany the every child at school
"?*His mother started to accompany every child to school"

c.         I mitera tu arxise na to sinodevi to kathe pedhi sto sxolio
the mother his started SUBJ Cl(Acc) accompany the every child at school
"His mother started to accompany each child to school"

Once again, this argues for raising (reconstruction possible) and against control
(reconstruction impossible). And again, obviation of WCO effects is impossible with
control verbs:

(74) a. ?*I mitera tu kseri na to sinodevi to kathe pedlii sto sxolio
the mother his knows/can SUBJ Cl(Acc) accompany the every child
at school

."His mother knows/can accompany each child to school
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b.        ?*I mitera tu emathe na to sinodevi to kathe pedlii sto sxolio
the mother his learned SUBJ Cl(Acc) accompany the every child
at school
"His mother learned to accompany each child to school"

c.         ?*I mitera tu prospathise na to sinodevi to kathe pedlii sto sxolio
the mother his tried SUBJ Cl(Acc) accompany the every child
at school
"His mother tried to accompany each child to school"

(iii) A final argument comes from idioms. Fixed nominatives as part of idiomatic

expressions in Greek occur in postverbal position. Usually they are bare NPs but
sometimes DPs are also possible:

(75) a. Mu bikan psili st'aftia

Cl(1 st, sg, Gen) entered-3pl fleas(Nom) in the ears
"I became suspicious"

b.        *Psili mu bikan st'aftia

(76) a. Mu vgike i psixi
Cl(1 st, sg, Gen) got out the soul(Nom)
"I am exhausted (physically, psychologically)

b.       %I psixi mu vgike

Examples like (75a) and (76a) can be embedded under arrizo and staniatao:

(77) a. Stamatisan/arxisan na mu benun psilli st'aftia
Stopped-3pl/started-3pl SUBJ Cl(lst, sg, Gen) enter-3pl  fleas»Tom)
in the ears
"I stopped being/started becoming suspicious"

b.        Tha arxisi na mu vgeni i psixi an sinexiso etsi

FUT start-3sg  SUBJ Cl(1 st,  sg,  Gen) get out-3sg the soul(Nom)
"If I continue this way I will start feeling exhausted"

In these examples, the nominatives depend on the lower verb for their interpretation and
yet they agree with the higher verb obligatorily. When the higher verb does not agree

with the embedded subject, ungrammaticality arises:

(78)     *Stamatise/arxise na mu benun psilli st'aftia
Stopped-3sg/started-3sg SUBJ Cl(lst, sg, Gen) enter-3pl fleas(Nom)
in the ears
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The fact that agreement between the subject and the matrix verb is obligatory is an
argument that in these constructions there is raising of the nominative to the higher
clause  at some point  in the derivation (see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999b  and
the discussion in the next chapter). Once again, control verbs do not permit such
constructions:

(79) a. *Kserun na mu benun psilli st'aftia

Know-3pl  SUBJ Cl(1 st,  sg, Gen) enter-3pl fleas(Nom)  in the ears

b.        Prospathisan na mu bun psilli st'aftia
Tried-3pl SUBJ Cl(lst, sg, Gen) enter-3pl fleas(Nom) in the ears
(Only the compositional interpretation: the fleas tried to enter into my

ears)

c.        *Tlia mathi na mu vgeni i psixi an sinexiso etsi

FUT learn-3sg SUBJ Cl(1 st, sg, Gen) get out-3sg the soul(Nom)

On the basis of the above tests I conclude that Greek has raising with the aspectual verbs
arxizo and staniatao. The idiom test in addition shows that Greek has covert raising
manifested as Long Distaiice Agreement.

Now agent-oriented adverbs are possible with arxizo and staniatao, and they are
necessarily interpreted as being linked to the matrix verbs:

(80) a. Epitidhes arxisa na magirevo stis 5.00
Deliberately started- 1 sg SUBJ cook-lsg at 5.00
"I deliberately began to cook at 5.00"

b. Epitidlies stamatisa na perno ta farmaka

Deliberately stopped-1 sg SUBJ take-1 sg the medicine
"I deliberately stopped taking the medicine"

The fact that these adverbs are possible and they modify the matrix predicate argues that
the verbs arxizo and stamatao have a thematic subject position and they assign an agent
theta-role to the subject. This argues for an obligatory control analysis of arxizo and
stamatao. 1 therefore conclude that arxizo and staniatao are ambiguous between raising
and control (see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999b for discussion).33

33 Note that agent-oriented adverbs are possible only when the lower verb is agentive. Thus, the following
examples, with a psych and a sensation predicate respectively in the embedded clause, are
ungrammatical:
(i)        a.         #0 Jianis epitides arxise na stenoxoriete

John on purpose started-3sg SUBJ become upset
b.           #0 Jianis epitides stamatise na xlomiazi

John on purpose stopped SUBJ getting pale
Possibly, this fact suggests that the verbs arxizo and stamatao are restructuring verbs. In many languages,
aspectual verbs have been argued to be restructuring verbs (German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Japanese
etc. see Wurmbrand 1998 for a recent discussion). It is not clear though that Greek has restructuring
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5.4.2.2. Stibjillictive coiliplenteitts offenete

Having argued that Greek has raising across subjunctives, I now tum to the question of
whether Greek has raising withfenete. I will first point to evidence that,/enete selecting

for subjunctive complements is ambiguous between a visual perception and a raising

reading, similarly to fenete combining with predicate adjectives discussed in section
5.4.1. and then I will turn to a discussion of the tests discussed in section 5.4.2.2.

First note that the visual perception reading of fenete (FENETE,), i.e. the interpretation

according to which the subject does something from which the proposition expressed by

the embedded clause can be inferred, exists and, at first sight, appears to be the only

possible reading. This is evident by the fact that, depending on how easily this

interpretation can be triggerred, the acceptability of the embedded clause increases or

decreases.    Thus,    (81 a)    and (8lb), which favor a FENETE, interpretation    are

grammatical while (81c) and (8ld) which disfavor such an interpretation are

ungrammatical:
34

(81) a. (Apo edo) ta aftokinita fenonte na trexun me megali taxitita

From here, the cars seem-3pl SUBJ run-3pl with large speed

"From here the cars seem to run very fast"

b.         Ta pedhia fenonte na plisiazun
The children seem-3pl SUBJ approach-3pl
"The children seem to be approaching"

c.         ?*An ke exi skotadi, ta pedhia fenonte na ine sto spiti

Even though it is dark, the children seem-3pt SUBJ is-3pl in the house

"Even though it is dark, the children seem to be at home"

d.         ?*Ta simerina pedhia fenonte na ikanopiunte efkola
The children of today seem-3pl  SUBJ be satisfied-3pl easily
"The children o f our times  seem to be easily satisfied"

Second, note that an experiencer is incompatible with the FENETE, reading, as also
discussed in section 5.4.1. for fellete combining with adjectives and control-seeni in

English:

(82)    ?*(Apo edo) ta aftokinita 11 11 fenonte na trexun me megali taxitita

From here, the cars Cl(Gen,  1 st, sg) seem-3pl SUBJ
run-3pl with large speed
"From here the cars seem to me to run very fast"

given that the usual evidence for restructuring such as clitic climbing is not found in Greek (Terzi 1992b).

The issue requires further research.
34 Not all native speakers get the contrasts discussed in this section.
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The experiencer is possible in examples not favoring the visual perception interpretation

offenete but, crucially, only when negation is present. Consider the contrasts in (83) and
(84) below. The (a) examples, without negation, are illformed while the (b) examples,
with negation, are wellformed:

(83) a. ?*An ke exi skotadi, ta pedhia mu fenonte na ine sto spiti
Even though it is dark, the children Cl(Gen 3sg) seem-3pl SUBJ is-3pl
in the house

"Even though it is dark, the children seem to me to be at home"

b.        An ke exi fos, ta pedhia den mu fenonte na ine sto spiti
Even though there is light (in the house), the children not Cl(Gen 3sg)

seem-3pl SUBJ is-3pl in the house
"Even though there is light in the house, the children don't seem to me
to be at home"

(84) a. ?*Ta simerina pedhia mu fenonte na ikanopiunte efkola
The children of today Cl(Gen 3sg) seem-3pl SUBJ be satisfied-3pl easily
"The children of our times seem to me to be easily satisfied"

b.        Ta simerina pedhia den mu fenonte na ikanopiunte efkola
The children of today not Cl(Gen 3sg) seem-3pl SUBJ be
satisfied-3pl easily
"The children of our times don't seem to me to be easily satisfied"

Once negation is present many ungrammatical sentences become grammatical,
regardless  ofwhether there is an experiencer or not. Compare the grammatical examples
in  (85) to their ungrammatical counterparts  in  (81c)  and  (81 d).   The only difference
between them is the absence vs. presence of negation respectively:

(85) a. An ke exi fos, ta pedhia den fenonte na ine sto spiti

Even though there is light (in the house), the children not seem-3pl
SUBJ is-3pl in the house
"Even though there is light in the house, the children don't seem to be at
home"

d.          Ta simerina pedhia den fenonte na ikanopiunte efkola
The children oftoday not seem-3pl SUBJ be satisfied-3pl easily
"The children of our times don't seem to be easily satisfied"

Finally, it seems to me that an experiencer is incompatible with an eventive embedded

predicate even when negation is present, though these judgements are rather subtle:
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(86) a. ?*Ta aftokinita den mu fenonte na trexun me megali taxitita

From here, the cars not Cl(Gen,  1 st, sg) seem-3pl SUB J

run-3pl with large speed
"From here the cars don't seem to me to run very fast"

b.         ?*Ta pedhia den mu fenonte na plisiazun
The children not Cl (Gen,  1 st, sg) seem-3pl SUBJ approach-3pl
"The children don't seem to me to approach"

If the facts in (86) are correct then they are reminiscent of the stativity restriction on

complements ofraising seem discussed in Martin (1996).

In my view, the above facts should be interpreted along the following lines. There are

two instances of fenete combining with a subjunctive complement in Greek, as with

predicate adjective complements  and like seeni in English. FENETE, (i) depends on
visual perception, (ii) may freely combine with a subjunctive, (iii) combines with

predicates favoring a visual perception interpretation and (iv) is incompatible with an
experiencer argument. With respect to properties (i), (iii) and (iv) it patterns with

control-seem in English discussed above. On the other hand, FENETE2 (i) does not

depend visual perception, (ii) may not combine with the subjunctive unless negation is

present, (iii) is incompatible with an eventive predicate as its complement and (iv) is
compatible with an experiencer argument. With respect to properties (i), (ii) and (iv), it

patterns with raising-seem in English discussed above.

Concerning property  (ii)  of FENETE2,  it has been observed that the subjunctive  in  some

cases behaves like a polarity item in the sense that it needs "triggers"  (see Quer  1998  for

discussion and references). Presumably the subjunctive combining with FENETE2 in

Greek is such a case. Note that, while fenete is incompatible with complements

consisting of a copula and an adjective, negated fellete is compatible with such
complements:

(87) a. *?0 Jannis fenete na ine eksipnos

The Jannis(Nom) seem-3sg SUBJ is-3sg intelligent
"John seems to be intelligent"

b.        *?0 Jannis fenete na ine kurasmenos
The Jannis(Nom) seem-3sg SUBJ is-3sg tired
"John seems to be tired"

(88) a. 0 Jannis den (mu) fenete na ine eksipnos
The Jannis(Nom) not Cl(Gen 1sg) seem-3sg SUBJ is-3sg intelligent
"John does not seem (to me) to be intelligent"

b.        0 Jannis den (mu) fenete na ine kurasmenos

The Jannis(Nom) not Cl(Gen  1 sg) seem-3sg SUBJ is-3sg tired

"John does not seem (to me) to be tired"
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Now ifwe treat the difference between FENETE, and FENETE2 as a difference between

control and raising, then it follows that the experiencer is only licensed with raising-

fenete. This has the consequence that we can treat the ungrammaticality of PP
experiencers in terms of locality, on a par with a-phrases in French and Italian. I repeat

the structure in (89) below:

(89) TP

spec         T'

T      VP

PP      V'

stin Maria  -
V           IP

fenete

o Jannis                   I'

eksipnos

I see nothing against a control vs. raising analysis, and, in fact, I believe that this is the

minimal hypothesis, in view of the similarities between English and Greek and in view

o f the fact that Greek has raising across subjunctives, as has been argued above.

Before concluding I would like to point out that, as far as I can see, there are no direct

arguments for raising withfenete, unlike arxizo and stamatao. It is true that an anaphor

can be bound by an antecedent in the lower clause as in

(90)     O eaftos tu den fenete na tu aresi

The selfhis(Nom) not seem-3sg SUBJ Cl(Gen) appeal-3sg
"He doesn't seem to like himself'
lit:  "Himself doesn't seem to appeal to him"

but this is not an argument for raising given that topicalization is possible with fenete

and that Greek anaphors are licensed in topicalized (clitic left dislocated) positions quite

generally (Anagnostopoulou 1994, 1997a):

(91) Ton eafto tu o Petros ton agapai

The self his(Acc) the Peter(Nom) Cl(Acc) loves

"Himself, Peter loves"

Idioms with a fixed nominative are, as far as I can see, strongly eventive and thus cannot

be used with raising seeiii which requires stative complements.

Finally, it seems to me that negation interferes with the WCO-clitic doubling

judgements (I don't know what 92b means and whether it is good or bad):
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(92) a. I mitera tu to sinodepse to kathe pedlii sto sxolio
the mother his cl-acc accompanied the every child at school

"His mother accompanied each child at school"

b.        ??I mitera tu den to sinodepse to kathe pedhi sto sxolio
the mother his not cl-acc accompanied the every child at school

"His mother didn't accompany each child at school"

For this reason, this test can also not be used  in the case of raising*nete which requires

negation.

5.5. SURIAlARY

In his chapter, I discussed PPs and their interaction with NP-movement in monoclausal

and biclausal constructions.

Initially, I discussed the distribution of a-datives in French and Italian and I argued  for
an analysis according to which they are unambiguously PPs displaying a freedom of

word order, and against an analysis according to which French and Italian have "high"
and "low" datives o f the type found in Icelandic and Japanese.

Next I discussed PPs in Greek monoclausal constructions and I presented evidence that

PPs are merged higher than DPs and not vice versa. If I am right, then Greek supports

the analysis of PP-datives argued for in Pesetsky (1995). In turn, this argues in favor of

locality based on eqitidistance in the sense of Chomsky (1995).

Finally, I turned to the distribution of experiencer arguments with the Greek verb fenete,
and  I  argued  that »lete  is  ambiguous  between  a  "visual  preception" non-raising fenete
and a raising fenete comparable to English seem. I further argued that when fellete
combines with an experiencer its complement exhibits only the properties of raising,

similarly to seem. If this is correct, then the ungrammaticality of PP-experiencers in

Greek can be accounted for in terms of locality.
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APPENDIX I

A note on benefactors

In the literature, it is often assumed that the dative alternation with goals and
benefactors is one and the same phenomenon. Therefore, goals and benefactors are
generally treated on a par. In Greek, however, benefactors pose additional
complications. For this reason I have decided not to include them in the main
discussion. Given that in Greek, benefactors introduced by the preposition se show
certain properties in common with double object datives, it is appropriate to mention
some of the relevant facts  in this chapter, which discusses the syntax of PP-datives.

Like goals, benefactors can be realized either as PPs or as DPs with morphological
genitive case which may undergo clitic doubling. Unlike goals, however, benefactors
can be introduced by two different prepositions, namely the prepositionjia (for) as well
as the preposition se (to), which also introduces goals and experiencers. As a result,
Greek has four different benefactive constructions: two prepositional ones (one withjia
and one with se) and two non prepositional ones (one without and one with clitic
doubling). These four options are illustrated below:

Prepositional Benefactors

(1) a. 0 Jannis eftiakse kafejia tin Maria jia-PP

The Jannis(Nom) made-3sg coffee(Acc) for the Mary(Acc)
"John made coffee for Mary"

b.          0 Jannis eftiakse kafe s-tin Maria se-PP
The Jannis(Nom) made-3sg coffee(Acc) to-the Mary(Acc)

Prepositional-less Benefactors

(2) a. 0 Jannis eftiakse tis Marias kafe Genitive witliout doubli,ig

The Jannis(Nom) made-3sg the Mary(Gen) coffee(Acc)
"John made Mary coffee"

b.        0 Jannis tis efliakse tis Marias kafe Genitive with doubliiig
The Jannis(Nom) Cl(Gen) made-3sg the Mary(Gen) coffee(Acc)
"John made Mary coffee"

In a number of respects, constructions like (lb) where the benefactor is introduced by
the preposition se behave like double object constructions:

a) The se-construction is only permitted with verbs of creation on a par with the
Genitive construction. Both types are disallowed in many other environments which still
permit thejia-construction. Thus, we find contrasts like the following:
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(3) a. 0 Jannis magirepse fagitojia tin Maria jia-PP

The Jannis(Nom) cooked-3sg food(Acc) for the Mary(Acc)
"John cooked a meal for Mary"

b.         0 Jannis magirepse fagito s-tin Maria se-PP
The Jannis(Nom) cooked-3sg food(Acc) to-the Mary(Acc)

c.         0 Jannis magirepse tis Marias fagito Genitive without doubling
The Jannis(Nom) cooked-3sg the Mary(Gen) food(Acc)
"John cooked Mary a meal"

d.        0 Jannis tis magirepse tis Marias fagito Genitive with doubli,ig
The Jannis(Nom) Cl(Gen) cooked-3sg the Mary(Gen) food(Acc)
"John cooked Mary a meal"

(4) a. 0 Jannis diesxise to dromojia tin Maria jia-PP

The Jannis(Nom) crossed-3sg the street(Acc) for the Mary(Acc)
"John crossed the street for Mary"

b.        *0 Jannis diesxise to dromo s-tin Maria se-PP
The Jannis(Nom) crossed-3sg the street (Acc) to-the Mary(Acc)

c.         *0 Jannis diesxise tis Marias to dromo Genitive without doubling
The Jannis(Nom) crossed-3sg the Mary(Gen) the street(Acc)
"*John crossed Mary the street"

d.         *0 Jannis tis diesxise tis Marias to dromo Genitive ;vith doubling
The Jannis(Nom) Cl(Gen) crossed-3sg the Mary(Gen) the street(Acc)
"*John crossed Mary the street"

While the se-construction is possible with the expressions niake cojfee (ftiaxno kafe) in
(1), (2) and cook a  meal  (magirevo fagito)  in (3) (similar facts obtain with Xtizo "build",
ravo "sew", pleko "knit" etc.), which also license the Genitive construction, it is

impossible with the expression cross tlie street (diasxizo to dr01110) in (4), which also
disallows the Genitive construction. Similar facts obtain with e.g. pigeno sti vivliothiki
jia tin  Maria/*stin Maria  U  go to  the  library for  Mary/*to  Mary,  alato tis  idhisis jia  tin
Maria/*stin Maria (I listen to the news for Mary/*to Mary) and many other predicates.
By contrast, thejia-PP is possible in (4) and, more generally, the prepositionjia can add
a benefactor argument to all kinds of different predicates. While the to-PP and the

Genitive construction are limited to verbs of creation, for-PPs show no such restrictions.
Verbs of creation are exactly the verbs that license the double object construction in

English, as opposed to for-Pps that have a wider distribution. This is the first piece of
evidence that se-PPs are not "true" PPs in benefactive constructions, contrary to jia-PPs
and se-PPs introducing goals. This difference presumably correlates with the fact that

jia means "for" while se is a locative preposition which doesn't have a transparent
meaning in benefactive constructions like (1) and (3).
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b) Passives do not permit se-benefactive Pps similarly to Genitives and unlikejia-PPs:

(5) a. 0 kafes ftiaxtike jia tin Maria (apo ton Petro)

The coffee(Nom) made-NAct for the Mary (by the Peter)

"The coffee was made for Mary by Peter"

b.         *0 kafes ftiaxtike s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The coffee(Nom) made-NAct to the Mary (by the Peter)

c.         *0 kafes ftiaxtike tis Marias (apo ton Petro)
The coffee(Nom) made-NAct the Mary(Gen) (by the Peter)
"*The coffee was made Mary by Peter"

(6) a. To fagito magireftike jia tin Maria (apo ton Petro)

The food(Nom) cooked-NAct for the Mary (by the Peter)
"The meal was cooked for Mary by Peter"

b.        *?To fagito magireftike s-tin Maria (apo ton Petro)
The food(Nom) cooked-NAct to the Mary (by the Peter)

c.         *To fagito magireftike tis Marias (apo ton Petro)
The food(Nom) cooked-NAct the Mary(Gen) (by the Peter)
"*The meal was cooked Mary by Peter"

Examples (5a) and (6a) show that theme-passivization in the presence of a jia-

benefactive PP is well formed. On the other hand, (5b) and (6b) show that theme-
passivization in the presence of a se-benefactive PP is ill-formed. Finally, (5c) and (6c)
illustrate the fact that genitive DPs are ungrammatical. Se-PPs pattern with genitives in
being ungrammatical in passives and in this respect too, they behave like double object
datives and they differ fromjia-PPs.

c) The third striking property of se-benefactive PPs concerns their distribution in
nominalizations. Nominalizations based on roots denoting creation which are related to

the form with se are impossible (7b), (8b), on a par with nominalizations related to the
Genitive construction  (7c),  (8c) and unlike nominalizations related  to  the  form  with jia

(7a), (8a):

(7) a. To ftiaksimo tu kafe jia tin Maria

The making the coffee(Gen) for the Mary

b.        *?To ftiaksimo tu kafe stin Maria
The making the coffee(Gen) to-the Mary

c.        *To ftiaksimo tu kafe tis Marias
The making the coffee(Gen) the Mary(Gen)
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(8) a. To magirema tu fagitu jia tin Maria

The cooking the food(Gen) for the Mary

b.         *?To magirema tu fagitu s-tin Maria
The cooking the food(Gen) to-the Mary

c.        *To magirema tu fagitu tis Marias

The cooking the food(Gen) the Mary(Gen)

This is the third piece of evidence that the se-PP is a double object dative rather than a
true PP in benefactive constructions.

It is tempting to propose on the basis of property a (lexical restrictions having to do

with the semantics of the selecting predicate) and property c (ban on nominalizations)
that the se-dative in these constructions is introduced by a light applicative head merged
on top of the lexical V introducing the theme, similarly to the analysis proposed for the

Genitive construction. Se in these constructions would then be a dative-marker and not a

true preposition. The fact that se-PPs may linearly follow themes, as the examples in (1)

and (3) show, would be the result of some kind of local scrambling. In such an analysis,
the fact that theme-passivization in the presence of a se-PP is ungrammatical, as

illustrated in (5b) and (6b), straightforwardly follows from Locality. If the se-PP is

introduced by an applicative head, then the theme cannot move across it because the se-

benefactor is closer to T (the two arguments are not equidistant from T). No such

problem arises for for-benefactors which are arguments of the lexical verb, as is

evidenced by the fact that they are licensed in nominalizations (see in particular (7a) and

(8a)).

Unfortunately, however, this cannot be the whole story. The problem is that theme

passivization in the presence of a Genitive goal does not become grammatical under

cliticization or clitic doubling of the genitive, contrary to all other instances of NP-
movement in the presence of an intervening dative PP or DP discussed in this work.
This is illustrated in (9) and (10) below:

(9) a. *0 kafes tis ftiaxtike t(apo ton Petro)

The coffee(Nom) Cl(Gen) made-NAct (by the Peter)
"*The coffee was made her by Peter"

b.         *0 kafes tis ftiaxtike tis Marias (apo ton Petro)
The coffee(Nom) Cl(Gen) made-NAct the Mary(Gen) (by the Peter)
"*The coffee was made Mary by Peter"

(10) a. *To fagito tis magireftike (apo ton Petro)
The food(Nom) Cl(Gen) cooked-NAct (by the Peter)
"*The meal was cooked her by Peter"
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b.        *To fagito tis magireftike tis Marias (apo ton Petro)
The food(Nom) Cl(Gen) cooked-NAct the Mary(Gen) (by the Peter)
"*The meal was cooked Mary by Peter"

The ungrammaticality o f the facts in (10) is unexpected and leads me to believe that the

syntax of benefactive constructions is more complicated than sometimes assumed.  It is

worth pointing out at this point that Spanish shows a similar kind of contrast. While

Spanish freely allows theme passivization in the presence of an a-dative goal, witli or
without clitic doubling (as indicated   in   (11 a) where the doubling clitic   is   put   in

brackets), it disallows theme passivization in the presence of an a-dative benefactor

which requires clitic doubling (llb). These facts are discussed in Demonte (1995:11-

12):

(11) a. El premio Nobel (le) fue concedido a Cela el afio pasado
"The Nobel prize (Cl-3sg) was awarded to Cela last year"

b.         *La casa le fue pintada a Juan anteayer
"The house Cl(3sg) was painted for Juan the day before yesterday"

According to Demonte (1995: 11), a similar contrast is also found in English. While
theme-passivization in the presence of a DP-goal is, for some speakers, grammatical,
theme passivization in the presence of a DP-benefactor is for those speakers ill- formed:

(12) a. (?) The book was given Mary
b.         *The sandwich was fixed Mary

Moreover, goal passivization is always perfect, while benefactor passivization is not
when the direct object is definite:

(13) a. Mary was given the book

b.         *Mary was fixed the sandwich

c.        Mary was fixed a sandwich

Apparently, native speakers disagree on these judgements (Demonte 1995: 11, fn 9,
David Pesetsky personal communication),  but  even  if these facts  hold  for some (and  not

all) speakers, they strengthen the conclusion that the syntax ofbenefactors is much more
complicated  than the syntax  of goals and experiencers  (see  also  Hale and Keyser 1997b
who point out that it is not so easy to incorporate benefactors in a configurational theta-
theory given that they typically combine with verbs of creation, the syntactic

configuration of which does not leave room available for the addition of a PP
argument).
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APPENDIX II

Experiencers and that-complements offenete

A second issue I would like to briefly discuss is the form of experiencer arguments of

fellete when this combines with that-complements. Somewhat disturbingly, in this

context as well, the only possible way to express the dative argument in Greek is with

Cliticization/ Clitic Doubling. Non-doubled DPs and PPs are not acceptable:

(1) a. Tis fenete (tis Marias) oti/pos ta pedhia doulevoun poli

Cl(Dat) seem-sg the Mary(Dat) that the children work-pl much
"It seems to Mary that the children work hard"

b.         *Fenete tis Marias oti/pos ta pedhia doulevoun poli
The children seem-sg the Mary(Dat) that the children work-pl much
"It seems to Mary that the children work hard"

c.         *Fenete s-tin Maria oti/pos ta pedhia doulevoun poli
Seem-sg to-the Mary that the children work-pl much

"It seems to Mary that the children work hard"

If, as is standardly assumed, the constructions in (1) do not involve raising, then it is

obvious that we cannot account for the contrast in (1 a) as opposed to  (lb),  (lc) in terms

of locality. We would have to suggest instead that fenete subcategorizes for a genitive

clitic/clitic doubled DP, a proposal that would make sense only in a base-generation

analysis of clitics as heading clitic phrases (ClP) of sorts and not in a movement analysis

o f clitics of the kind argued for here. Analyses along these lines have been proposed by,

among others, Sportiche (1992), Anagnostopoulou (1994) and, more recently, Torrego

(1998). Obviously, such a move would undermine the overall approach developed iii
this work.

There are two reasons why I believe that an analysis in terms of subcategorization is not

right.

First,  as was shown in detail in chapter 1, dative experiencer arguments in Greek  are

canonically expressed as se-PPs with a wide range of stative unaccusative experiencer
object predicates. This suggests that se-PPs (on a par with genitive PPs) constitute

Canonical Structural Realizations (Pesetsky 1982, Chomsky 1986) of experiencer
arguments in Greek. Given that fenete patterns syntactically with unaccusative

experiencer object predicates in a number of respects, i.e. (i) when combining with an

experiencer it does not have a thematic subject position, as argued for in section 5.4, (ii)
it does not assign structural Case and (iii) it is stative, it is desirable to maintain that an

experiencer se-PP with fenete is, in principle, possible, the reason why it is unattested
being syntactic. Of course, it is not wrong to assume that the only case of a verb not

subcategorizing for an experiencer PP isfenete, but this is not the best possible solution.

A related, and more difficult, problem is posed by the assumption that fenete

subcategorizes for a dative ClP. We saw in chapter 1 that clitic doubling and
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cliticization in transitives are always optional while they are obligatory in passives and

unaccusatives. Ifwe accept thatfenete subcategorizes for a dative ClP, then nothing will

prevent us from extending this analysis to at least unaccusatives. But then we will be
missing an interesting generalization, namely that clitics are obligatory only in NP-
movement contexts.

Second, as was discussed in footnote 15 (section 5.4.), PP experiencers appear to be

possible with fenete when this combines with predicate adjectives. Recall that PP
experiencer sentences improve when the PP follows the adjective:

(2) a. ?0 Jannis fenete kurasmenos s-tin Maria

The John(Nom) seems tired to-the Mary

b.        ?0 Jannis fenete arostos s-tin Maria
The John (Nom) seems sick to-the Mary

The facts in (2) can be taken to show that fenete can, in principle, subcategorize for a
PP.  I f this is correct,  then the question that arises  is what causes tlie ungrammaticality  o f

(1 c).  In the analysis proposed here, the only other way to account  for the pattern  in  (1) is
by appealing to Locality. In turn, this implies that there is always raising with fellete,
even in cases where we don't see it.

In the literature, there is one proposal according to which, see,11 combining with that-
comlements is still a raising-predicate. This is what is proposed in Moro (1997). Moro
argues that in a sentence like it seems that Jolin has left the expletive it actually is a pro-
predicate that raises to subject position, as is illustrated in (3):

(3)                   [ip it seems [sc [that John left] t]]

Among other things, this analysis captures  the  fact  that the clausal complement of see/,i,
unlike the complements of other verbs, is never allowed to move to a sentence-initial

position, as is illustrated by the contrast in (5):

(4) a. It was affirmed by Peter that John left

b.        It seemed to Peter that John left

(5) a. That John left was affirmed by Peter

b.        *That John left seemed to Peter

Moro treats examples (4b) and (5b) on a par with a special type of inverse copular
sentences given in (6) and he proposes that whatever accounts for the ungrammaticality

in (6b) also accounts for the ungrammaticality in (5b):

(6) a. Ilp it is [sc John t ]]

b.        *[w John is [sc t it ]]

In other words, raising of it is obligatory in both kinds of constructions.
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In Moro's structure (3), it raises to Spec,TP from within a small clause complement of
seem. This derivation can be blocked if an experiencer DP/PP is present in a language

like Greek, where experiencers have been argued to block NP-movement. Now the facts

in (4) and (5) are also found in Greek, except that there is no overt it due to the pro-drop
nature o f the language (see (7)  and (8) below).

(7) a. Veveothike apo ton Petro oti efige o Jannis

Affirmed-NAct by the Peter that left the John
"It was affirmed by Peter that John left"

b.        Tu fenete tu Petru oti efige o Jannis

Cl(Gen) seems the Peter(Gen) that left the John
"It seems to Peter that John left"

(8) a. Oti efige o Jannis veveothike apo ton Petro

That left the John affirmed-NAct by the Peter

"That John left was affirmed by Peter"

b.        *Oti efige o Jannis tu fenete tu Petru
That left the John Cl(Gen) seems the Peter(Gen)
*That John left seems to Peter

For this reason, I propose to adopt (3) for Greek, thus accounting for the

ungrammaticality of the examples in (lb) and (lc) in terms of Locality.

A final note concerning (8). In Greek, example (8b) becomes grammatical when the

experiencer is absent; fmiete is stressed and it has the meaning is evidelit/obvious, a
meaning closely related to the visual perception reading offenete.

(9)      Oti efige o Jannis fenete
That left the John seems/is evident

This supports the view that experiencers may only combine with raising-je,lete and

concludes the discussion o f PPs.
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CHAPTER 6

CLITICS AND THEIR EFFECTS

6.0. THE PROPOSAL: DATIVE CLITICS MOVE TO T BEFORE LOWER NOAUNATIVES

In the previous chapters, I argued that the distribution of dative arguments in NP-
movement constructions is determined by Attract Closest. 1n passives and
unaccusatives, DPs are ruled out because they are introduced by a light applicative head,
thus blocking NP movement of the lower theme argument to T. PPs, on the other hand,
are licit because  they are merged  in  the same minimal domain as themes. In raising

constructions, both types of datives are ungrammatical since they occur in the main
clause while the nominative raises  out o f the embedded clause.

As was discussed in chapter 1, clitics and clitic doubled DPs are grammatical  in all NP
movement contexts. Given that undoubled Genitives are ungrammatical, the result is
that while cliticization and doubling are optional in transitive contexts, they are

obligatory in in passives, unaccusatives and raising constructions.

The well-formedness o f the sentences with clitic doubling and cliticization suggests that

cliticized and clitic doubled DPs in Greek are al;vays ignored for the purposes of
Move/Attract. Even in raising constructions, where dative arguments are clearly higher
than the arguments undergoing NP-movement and where PPs are impossible,

cliticized/clitic doubled DPs are well formed. This is quite unexpected since

cliticized/clitic doubled datives are clearly DPs having a D-feature, which are at least as

high as their non-doubled counterparts, or even higher. And yet, we must conclude that
Attract Closest is not violated. This leads to the generalization in (1):

(1)        When a lower nominative argument moves to T over a higher argument and the
higher argument moves as well as a clitic, there is no violation of locality.

To account for (1), I will propose that in clitic constructions, the clitic moves to T
before the lower nominative.

Consider again (2) where the nominative argument cannot move to T across the genitive
DP because the genitive has a D feature which can be attracted to T and is closer to T
than the nominative:



(2)           TP

T

T<D/Case> VP1

DPl       V'

goal/exp<D> -
Vl VP2/I

DP2 V'/I'

nominative<D,Case>-
V2/I                X

If the genitive moves to T before the nominative, as is illustrated in (3), then Attract
Closest is respected:

(3)                              TP

T

T<D/Case> VP1

DPl       V'

goal/exp<D> -
Vl VP2/I

DP2 V'/I'

nominative<D,Case>-
V2/I                 X

I will argue that the well formed examples with clitic doubling and cliticization involve

the derivation in (3).

More specifically, according to several analyses of cliticization, pronominal clitics
undergo head movement to I. Following these analyses, I will propose first that in NP-
movement constructions with non-doubling clitics the clitic and the nominative move to
T. T attracts the clitic first because it is closer to it. Once it is in T, the clitic no longer
interferes with the movement of the nominative.

I will further extend this analysis to clitic doubling constructions. I will argue that the
clitic is a spell-out of formal features of the full argument it doubles. Thus, even though
the genitive phrase is in a position between the nominative and T, its D feature has
moved  "out of the way"of the nominative argument. Clitic doubling is,  on this view,  a
"sign"of D-feature movement without phrasal pied piping.
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As is well known, in the literature on cliticization two main approaches have been
pursued. According to one view, clitics are generated in argument positions and they
move to the clitic position, the relationship between the clitic and the corresponding

argument position being one of movement (cf. Kayne 1975, 1989, 1991 and many
others following Kayne). Another view holds that clitics are base generated in their
surface position and they are related to an overt or covert category in the argument

position of the verb by forming some sort of chain with it (cf. Rivas 1977, Jaeggli  1982,
1986,  Borer 1984, Sufier  1988  and many others following them). On the latter approach,
clitics are affixal elements akin to inflections. The complementarity vs. lack of
complementarity between clitics and full DPs is a major empirical issue underlying this
debate. Recall from chapter 1 that there are languages in which clitics cannot co-occur
with full DPs (e.g. French). This distribution seems to be predicted by an analysis that
takes clitics to move from an argument position. On the other hand, there are other

languages in which clitics may co-occur with DPs in argument position (Clitic Doubling
in e.g.  Spanish and Romanian). If clitics are treated as agreement morphemes related to
argument DPs, then the fact that they may co-occur with DPs follows straightforwardly.

It is important in this respect that a language like Greek, with extensive Clitic Doubling
of direct and indirect objects, presents an argument for Moveiizeitt rather than Base

Generation of clitics.

In recent years, two influential proposals on cliticization and clitic doubling have been
developed, and they are widely assumed in the current literature: the CliticVoice

approach  (Sportiche   1992  and  many  others  folowing  Sportiche)  and the Coinplex DP
approach (Torrego 1988, Uriagereka  1995  and many others following them). According
to Sportiche (1992), clitics are functional heads heading their own projection. They

license a particular property (specificity in the case of accusative clitics, agreeilient in
the case of dative clitics) on a designated overt or covert argument of the verb which
undergoes movement to the clitic head entering into a local Spec-head relationship with
it at some point in the derivation. On the other hand, according to Torrego (1988) and

Uriagereka (1995), clitics start as determiners. In clitic doubling languages, such
determiners   may head complex DPs containing their overt "double". The present
analysis is closer to the Complex DP-approach to cliticization and clitic doubling, in the
sense that it takes the clitics rather their associates to move (contra Anagnostopoulou

1994).

6.1. SIMPLE CLITICS, NOMINATIVES AND MULTIPLE MOVEMENTS TO T

Within the movement approach to cliticization,  it is assumed (Kayne   1989,   1991   and

much subsequent literature) that pronominal clitics are attached to the left of the
functional head position in which the verb is found as a result o f V-to-I movement.  (see
Terzi 1999 for a variant of this analysis for Greek) Assuming this analysis to be correct,
and the head to which clitics attach to be T, clitics attach to the complex V-T head,
resulting in the configuration in (4):
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(4)         T

cl                  T

V T

In (4) the clitic is attached to the left of the V-T complex, a configuration resulting in
proclisis. Following Kayne (1991), and Rivero (1994) and Terzi (1999) for Greek, I
assume that in cases of enclisis, clitics are still attached to T while the verb has moved
to a higher position.V itself is complex consisting of the main verb V  and the light v (or
vs) it combines with. For the time being, I abstract away from clitic clusters,
representing only one clitic. I will return to combinations of clitics later in this section
and in chapter 7.

Nominative arguments also move to T to check phi-features and Case. This means that
in a construction containing a nominative DP and a pronominal clitic both arguments
target a single head T. Following Chomsky (1995), Richards (1997) and Pesetsky
(1998a) among others, I assume that since both arguments move to the same head, the
order of their movements is determined by Attract Closest. T prefers to attract the
argument which is closer to it first. Movement of the lower argument will follow
anyway, but on the assumption that the grammar cannot look ahead in the derivation,
this is irrelevant to the choice of which of the two arguments will move first.  Thus,  i f a
construction involves an external argument and a dative or accusative pronominal clitic,
the derivation will be as in (5) below with an accusative clitic. The external argument

(BP in 5) will move first to the specifier ofT and it will check its features against T. The
pronominal object (ZP in 5) will move second and it will attach to T.

(5)               TP

BP                       T'

T             vP

ZP T BP                    v'

V    T       v      VP

V        ZP

In (5), the movement of the pronominal clitic does not expand the tree, contrary to
Chomsky's (1993) definition of cyclicity. This is expected if clitic movement is head
movement which never expands the tree. Moreover, the movements in (5) do not violate
the principle of featural cyclicity in (6) proposed in Chomsky (1995).

(6)       A strong feature must be checked as soon as possible after being introduced
into the derivation
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According to featural cyclicity, as long as the two movements take place to check a
strong feature cyclicity is not violated (see Richards  1997  for a detailed discussion).

Consider now the order of movements in a construction without an external argument.
Here, the pronominal clitic (BP) is necessarily dative (Burzio's Generalization). It is
attached higher than the nominative (ZP), and it moves first followed by the nominative

argument:

(7)                    TP

ZP        T'

T           vP

BP T
V T BP                    v'

v       VP

V        ZP

The derivation in (7) is crucially different from a derivation without cliticization. In (7),
BP no longer is in its base position. It is in T and, therefore, does not block movement
of ZP to T. This accounts for the difference between NP movement constructions in
which the dative surfaces as a clitic, which are well formed, and NP movement
constructions in which the dative surfaces as a Genitive DP, which are ungrammatical.
The former conform with while the latter violate Atti'act Closest.

Compare now the derivations in (5) and (7). Both involve a nominative DP argument in

[Spec.TP] and a pronominal clitic attached to the V-T head. In (5) the nominative moves
first and the clitic second, while in (7) it is the other way round: the clitic moves first
and the nominative second. Nevertheless, the surface order of the nominative relative to
the clitic in (5), (7) does not reflect this difference. This is so because the nominative
moves as an XP while the clitic moves as a head or, as will be suggested later on, as a
set of features.

In recent work, Richards (1997) and Pesetsky (1998a) following Richards argue that
multiple movements targeting specifier positions of a single head necessarily result in
crossing paths due to an interaction between Closest Attract, Shortest Move and
Featural Cyclicity. They argue that when two DPs target one head with two strong

features,  the  first step always  involves movement o f the higher XP by Attract Closest, as
is illustrated in (8a). The second step involves movement of the lower XP (ZP in 8)
which, in principle, can go to a specifier inside or outside the specifier containing the
first XP, AP  in (8). Featural Cyclicity allows both options, since expansion o f the tree is
not required (cf. above). On the other hand, however, Shortest Move requires movement
to the lower specifier, because it is closer to the base position of the moved XP (ZP),
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tlian the one external to AP. Thus, the second XP "tucks in"to a position beneath the

first one, as illustrated in (8b):

(8) a. XP

AP        X'

X       YP

AP       Y'

Y                  KP

ZP        K'

b.                 XP

Tp XP

ZP       X'

X       YP9 .-
AP       Y'

Y                   KP

ZP       K'

On this view, movements to multiple specifiers of a single head result in crossing paths

maintaining the base c-command relations among XPs which move to them.Thus, in
Bulgarian wh-movement constructions, the order of multiple fronted wh-words

preserves the base c-command order (Rudin 1988):

(9) a. Koj kogo vizda?

Who whom sees
"Who sees whom?"

b.       *Kogo koj vizda?
Whom who sees

The same effect is obtained in a number of constructions in which XP arguments

undergo A movement to the same position, for example pronominal object shift in

Scandinavian (10), A scrambling in Dutch (11) and DP Object Shift in Icelandic(12):
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(10) a. Peter viste hende den jo
Peter showed her it indeed

b. *Peter viste den hende jo

(11) a. dat Jan gisteren de mannen de foto toonde
that Jan yesterday the men the picture shows
"that John showed the men the picture yesterday"

b.        dat Jan de mannen de foto gisteren toonde
that Jan yesterday the men the picture shows
"that John showed the men the picture yesterday"

c.         *dat Jan de foto de mannen gisteren toonde

(12) a. Eg laila Mariu bmkumar ekki

I lend Maria(Dat) the books(Acc) not
"I do not lend Maria the books"

b.          *Eg lAna beekurnar Mariu ekki

In other words, "parallel movement"effects of the type discussed in chapter 3 are
explained as the result ofmultiple movements to the same head.

Richards (1997:102) points out that cliticization in many languages is another case in
which multiple movements appear to obligatorily cross. For example, in Serbocroatian
dative clitics necessarily precede accusative clitics (13a), and in Tagalog, subject clitics

necessarily precede object clitics (13b):

(13) a. Vesna mu je uvek nudi Serbocroatian

Vesna him(Dat) it (Acc) always offers
"Vesna always offers it to him"

b.        Nakita niya ako kahapon Tagalog
Saw s/he me yesterday
"She saw me yesterday"

Now in cliticization the order of clitics is often sensitive to morphological factors which
alter the order predicted by this analysis, as will be discussed in detail in chapter 7.

Nevertheless, Bonet (199la) points out that in the vast majority of languages with
clitics, whenever a clitic order can be plausibly claimed to arise from purely syntactic
factors, the order among dative and accusative clitics is dative>accusative. In this
theory, this means that the two clitics target the same head T, and they start out from a

configuration in which the dative is merged higher than the accusative, in other words,
they are related to the double object construction. The derivation in (14) illustrates this:
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(14) TP

DPnom             T'

T           vP

DPdat T DPnom  v'

DPacc T V   VP

M-X
v T DPdat   v'

v        VP

DPacc            V'

In view of the above, if the two arguments in (5) and (7) were moving to layered

specifiers as in (8), we would expect the nominative to be higher than the
dative/accusative in (5) and lower than the dative in (7). But we do not find this. The
reason is that the nominative moves as a DP to a specifier position while the
accusative/dative moves as a clitic targeting a head position. It appears that the base
order among arguments is preserved only when all arguments undergo the same type of

movement: they uniformly undergo XP or clitic movement, with certain complications
in the latter case, which have to do with interactions between syntax and morphology. It
is intuitively clear that Shortest Move, which determines "tucking in", cannot be playing
a role when a phrase and a head target the same position. The phrase will have to move
to a specifier position and the head will have to move to a head position, resulting in a

configuration in which the phrase always precedes the head, regardless of the order of
the movements. On the other hand, in languages where dative arguments move as

phrases, the order of arguments is indeed reversed. Thus, in Icelandic transitive
constructions nominative external arguments precede dative objects (15a), while in
passives dative quirky subjects precede nominative objects (15b):

(15) a. Eg gaf Jdni b6k

I(Nom) gave Jon(Dat) the book(Acc)
"I gave John the book"

b.        ./8ni var gefin b6kin
Jon(Dat) was given the-book(Nom)
"John was given the book"

I claim that a similar difference characterizes the constructions (5) and (7) in Greek,
even though the surface order among the nominative and the clitic does not reflect it. I
should make clear, however, that by that I don't mean that the doubled dative in Greek
NP-movement constructions qualifies as a quirky subject in the sense of Icelandic, for
reasons that will be discussed  in the course o f this chapter.
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6.2. CLITIC DOUBLING CONSTRUCTIONS. EVIDENCE FOR D MOVEMENT

I will now extend the analysis of simple clitics outlined above to doubling clitics. I will
propose that in Greek clitic doubling constructions, the clitic is the "spell-out"of formal
features  o f the DP it doubles, which have moved to T overtly. Since the locality effect is

caused by intervening features rather than DPs, this will guarantee that in clitic doubling
constructions, the dative DP does not block movement of the lower nominative. Crucial
for my analysis is to argue that the clitic is a D feature which has moved to T since this

is the feature that has been argued to cause the intervention effect in non-doubling

constructions. In what follows, I will argue for this point on the basis of morphological
and syntactic evidence.

6.2.1. Morphological evidence for D Movement

Starting from the morphology, the similarity between clitics and definite determiners in
Greek is striking. Except for one case, namely the form for the indirect object plural

which differs from the genitive plural of the determiner, third person clitics are identical
to determiners with genitive and accusative Case. Below, I provide the full paradigms

for determiners and third person clitics:

(16) Determiners

Masculine Feminine Neuter
Singular
Nominative              o                  i                   to
Genitive                  tu                 tis                tu
Accusative ton                tin                 to

Plural

Nominative              i                  i                  ta
Genitive ton ton ton

Accusative tus                tis                 ta

(17) Clitics

Masculine Feminine Neuter
Singular
Genitive                  tu                 tis                tu
Accusative ton                tin                 to

Plural

Genitive tus tus tus

Accusative tus                tis                 ta

The fact that special clitics are similar or identical to determiners is a well known
observation crosslinguistically and has been viewed as one of the arguments in favor of
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the complex determiner approaches to cliticization.' If clitics spell out a categorial D

feature, as suggested here, then the similarity between clitics and determiners heading
DPs is expected.

6.2.2. Syntactic evidence for D movement

Coming to the syntactic evidence, it has been noted and discussed in detail in Alexiadou

& Anagnostopoulou (1997a, 1998d) that the presence of doubling clitics affects binding

relationships among DPs. Specifically, clitic doubling systematically obviates Weak

Crossover effects.

Recall from chapter 3, that Greek has WCO effects. WCO effects though are

systematically absent when the lower phrase undergoes clitic doubling (see also the

discussion in chapter 5, section 5.4.2.1). The basic contrast is illustrated in (18) and
(19):

(18) a. [Kathe mitera]i sinodepse [to pedhi tisi]j Sto Sxolio

Every mother(Nom) accompanied [the child hers](Acc) at school

"Every mother accompanied her child to school"

b.          ?*[I mitera tuil sinodepse [to kathe pedhi]i Sto Sxolio

[The mother his](Nom) accompanied the every child(Acc) at school

"?*His mother accompanied every child to school"

(19) a. [Kathe mitera]i toi sinodepse [to pedlii tis,]  sto Sxolio

Every mother(Nom) Cl(Acc) accompanied [the child hers](Acc) at school

"Every mother accompanied her child at school"

b.        [I mitera tui] to' sinodepse [to kathe pedlii]i Sto Sxolio

[The mother his](Nom) Cl(Acc) accompanied [the every child](Acc)
at school
"His mother accompanied every child at school"

' See Kayne (1998:9-10) who makes exactly this point for third person clitics in French and Italian.

Specifically, he points out that in French the accusative third person clitics are identical in form to the
definite article:
(i) Jean le/la/les voit

Jean him or iWher or it/them sees

(ii)           le livre, la table, les livres
the book, the table, the books

In Italian, the accusative clitics can likewise be paired with corresponding definite articles, although the

form for the definite article i cannot appear as a clitic, and the clitic li corresponds only partially to the
definite article i:
(iii) Gianni 10/la/li/le vede

(iv) lo zio, la tavola, i ragazzi, le ragazze
the uncle, the table, the boys, the girls

Kayne appeals to this similarity as evidence that "third person clitics"are not specified for person features

(Benveniste   1966),  thus not forming a natural class with first and second person pronouns, a point  to

which I will return in chapter 7. He further proposes that the right term for these pronouns is "determiner

pronouns", as proposed by Postal (1966).
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Example (19a) shows that the subject binds into the clitic doubled object and example

(19b) shows that the clitic doubled object also binds into the subject. Crucially, in the
absence of a doubling clitic in (18) the usual subject-object asymmetry arises. The

subject can bind into the object, as shown in (18a) while the reverse is not possible, as
shown in (18b). Note that doubled DPs can receive a distributive interpretation when the
distributor is in a higher clause, as is illustrated in (20):

(20) Kathe gineka ipe oti to theori to pedhi tis omorfo

Every woman said that Cl (Acc) consider-3sg [the child hers] (Acc)
beautiful
"Every woman said that she considers her child beautiful"

The fact that a quantificational plirase may always bind into a lower DP once it is
doubled is further illustrated below with a number of examples involving subjects,
indirect objects and direct objects of various types ofpredicates.

The examples in (21)-(24) show that external subjects bind into doubled indirect and

direct objects and indirect objects bind into doubled direct objects (italics indicate

variable binding):

A) Subject-Direct Object.

eventive/episodic predicate:

(21) Kathe gineka to sinodepse to pedhi tis sto sxolio

Every woman Cl (Acc) accompanied [the child hers](Acc) at school

"Every woman accompanied her child to school"

stative/Individual-level predicate:

(22) Kathe gi,leka ton agapai ton andra tis para tis diafores tus

Every woman Cl (Acc) loves [the husband hers](Acc) in spite
of the differences theirs
"Every woman loves her husband despite their differences"

B) Subject-Indirect Object:

(23) Kathe mitera tu edose tu pedhiou tis fagito jia to sxolio

Every mother Cl (Gen) gave [the child hers](Gen) food for school

"Every mother gave her child some food for the school"
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C) Indirect Object-Direct Object:

(24)     I diefthintria tu ton edose tu kathe (pallilou ton mistho tu
The director Cl (Gen) Cl(Acc) gave every employee (Gen) [the salary his](Acc)
me megali kathysterisi
with great delay
"The director gave every employee his salary with a big delay"

The examples in (25)-(28) show that in the absence of a doubling clitic, the usual WCO

effects obtain:

CA) Subject-Direct Object:

(25)    ?* I mitera m sinodepse to kathe pedhi sto Sxolio

[The mother his] (Nom) accompanied [the every child](Acc) to school

(26)     * I gineka tu agapai ton kathe andra para tis diafores tus

[The wife his] (Nom) loves [the every husband] (Acc) in spite
o f the differences theirs

(B) Subject-Indirect Object:

(27)     ??I mitera tu edose tu kathe pedhiu fagito jia to sxolio
[The mother his](Nom) gave [the every child](Gen) food for school

(C) Indirect Object-Direct Object

(28)     *?I diefthintria tu edose tu katoxou tu to kathe check me megali kathisterisi

The director Cl(Gen) gave [the owner its](Gen) [the every paycheck](Acc)
with great delay

Finally, the examples in (29)-(32) show that once the lower phrase is doubled by a clitic,
the WCO effects disappear:

(A) Subject-Direct Object:

(29) I mitera tu to sinodepse to kathe pedhi sto Sxolio

[The mother his] (Nom) Cl(Acc) accompanied [the every child](Acc) to school

(30)     I gineka tu ton agapai ton kathe andra para tis diafores tus
[The wife his] (Nom) Cl(Acc) loves [the every husband] (Acc) in spite
ofthe differences theirs
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(8) Subject-Indirect Object:

(31)     I mitera tu tu edose tu kathe pedhiu fagito jia to sxolio
[The mother his](Nom) Cl(Gen) gave [the every child](Gen) food for school

(C) Indii ect Object-Direct Object

(32)     I diefthintria tu to edose tu katoxou tu to kathe check me megali kathisterisi
The director Cl(Gen) Cl(Acc) gave [the owner its](Gen) [the every

paycheck](Acc)
with great delay

Exactly the same effects obtain with wh-phrases (cf. Hornstein  1995). The examples  in

(33) show that a subject wh-phrase can bind a pronominal variable contained in the

undoubled (33a) or doubled (33b) object:

(33) a. Pjos agapai tin mitera tu?

Who (Nom) loves [the mother his](Acc)
"Who loves his mother?"

b.       Pjos tin agapai tin mitera tu?
Who (Nom) Cl(Acc) loves [the mother his](Acc)
"Who loves his mother"

The examples in (34) show that while an undoubled object wh-phrase cannot bind a
variable contained in the subject (34a), once the wh-phrase is doubled the WCO effect

disappears (34b):

(34) a. 7*Pjon agapai i mitera tu?

Whom (Acc) loves [the mother his](Nom)
"?*Who does his mother love?"

b.        Pjon ton agapai i mitera tu?
Whom (Acc) Cl(Acc) loves [the mother his](Nom)

The above presented examples clearly indicate that the presence of doubling clitics
affects binding, 2 a fact which has been argued by Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou

(1997a) to provide evidence that doubling constructions involve covert XP movement

2 Most native speakers agree with these facts. Some get a contrast but no absolute grammaticality with
Individual level subjects and Indirect Object/Direct Object pairs and two don't get the contrasts at all. The
fact that with Individual level predicates grammaticality judgements are more difficult can be explained if
subjects of Individual level predicates do not undergo reconstruction (see the analysis of obviation of
WCO effects below, and see Fox (1998: 30 fn 15) on the unavailability of Scope Reconstruction with
Individual level predicates as opposed to Stage level predicates.
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corresponding to scrambling. As is well known, scrambling also obviates WCO effects.

Consider the examples (35) and (36) from German and Japanese, which show this:

(35) a. *Peter hat seinemi Nachbarn [jeden Gast]i vorgestellt German

Peter has his neighbour every guest introduced

b.         Peter hat Ueden Gast]i gestern seinemi Nachbarn ti vorgestellt

Peter has every Guest yesterday his neighbour introduced

(36) a. ?*[[Soitui-no hahaoya]-ga [darei-0  aisiteru]] no Japanese

[[the guyi-(Gen) mother] (Nom) [whoi (Acc) love ]] Q
"His mother loves who"

b.        ? Darei-0 [[Soitui -no hahaoya]-ga [ti aisiteru]] no
Who (Acc) [[the guyi (Gen) mother] (Nom) love]] Q
"Who his mother loves t"

The locality facts investigated in the present work lead me to re-interpret the proposal

that doubling is an instance of covert scrambling, suggesting instead that clitic doubling

constructions involve overt movement of the D feature of the doubled phrase  (see  also

Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998d)  with the consequence  that the binding relations

among DPs are affected.

Now I will turn to a more precise explanation of the Greek facts presented above. These

facts show that under clitic doubling, the subject can bind into the object, the indirect

object can bind into the direct object and vice versa. As discussed in detail in Alexiadou

& Anagnostopoulou (1998d), there are, in principle, several explanations possible for
mutual binding ofthis type:

(i) One possibility would be to suggest that mutual binding is an argument for "non-

configurationality" induced by a flat-structure of doubled DPs. On such an analysis,

clitic doubled DPs would actually be adjuncts, like overt DPs in non-configurational

polysynthetic languages of the type discussed in, among others, Hale (1983), Jelinek

(1984) and Baker (1996). In effect, such an approach would assimilate clitic doubled

DPs to right dislocated DPs:

(ii) Alternatively, it could be suggested that mutual binding is induced by the fact that

clitics are adjoined to T and subjects are in T as well. Since clitics and subject NPs

attach to the same head, and under the assumption that c-command relationships among

arguments are determined by the heads for chains, we can derive mutual binding as
follows. We could suggest that elements attached to the same head enter into mutual c-

3 Note that under this analysis, the fact that NP-movement across clitic doubled datives is well-formed in

Greek is not particularly interesting. It reduces to the adjunct status of the dative DP. Of course, we still

need to discuss the way cliticization interacts with NP movement and we still need to appeal to an

analysis of cliticization along the lines presented in the previous section.
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command relationships.  On such an account, the actual positions of doubled DPs would
be irrelevant.

(iii) A third possibility would be to propose that mutual binding effects arise whenever
there is movement of the object across the subject, which is signified by the clitic, and
optional reconstruction of the preverbal subject to its VP-internal position, which is
lower than the moved Object. This account would assimilate the backward variable

binding effects found in Greek clitic doubling constructions, to comparable effects
found in English raising constructions (37a), (39b) as opposed to control constructions

(38a), (39a) discussed in Fox (1998):

(37) a. His father seems to eve/y boy [t to be a genious]

b.         Every woman seems to her son [t to be a genious]

(38) a. 99His father wrote to every boy [PRO to be a genious]
b. Everyfather wrote to his boy [PRO to be a genious]

(39) a. ??[Someone from his class] shouted to every professor [PRO to be
careful]

b.              [Someone  from his class] seems to eve,y professor  [t to be a genious]

Fox argues that the control sentences are deviant because o f WCO under the assumption
that QR involves A'movement. The raising sentences, on the other hand, are acceptable.
This is explained if we assume that QR is not necessary to get scope for the universal
quantifier (because then we would expect a WCO effect to obtain). In turn, this suggests
that the well-formed raising examples involve Scope Reconstruction:

Starting from analysis (i), a non-configurationality analysis on one interpretation (see
below) treats clitic doubling as adjunction, thus denying the difference between clitic
doubling and right dislocation constructions. But in chapter  1  (section  1.3) I presented
extensive evidence based on an interaction between word order and intonation that clitic
doubling and right dislocation are two different constructions with distinct properties. In
clitic doubling constructions, the doubled DPs are IP-internally and for this reason, they
behave like their non-doubled counterparts with respect to word order. They can precede
postverbal subjects carrying the main stress ofthe sentence. By contrast, right dislocated
DPs, which are right-adjoined, do not occur in IP-internal positions, this being the
reason why they are not allowed to occur before non right-dislocated subjects.

Apart from this, there is evidence that this analysis cannot account for the full range of
facts concerning the binding properties displayed in clitic doubling constructions in
Greek.

4 In English, obviation of WCO effects also obtains in passives:

(i)         His tutor is admired by every boy
Fox (1998:39 fn 25) suggests that this is related to the existence of a trace in object position, below the
position of the "by-phrase", a configuration similar to the one postulated for the clitic doubling
configurations in Greek under option (iii).
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Depending on one's view on the representation of non-configurationality, doubled DPs
would either occur in a  flat   structlire, in which case they would c-command each other
(Hale 1983, Jelinek 1984, Speas 1990), or they would be adjoined to IP (Baker 1996),
in which case the examples of binding illustrated above would not be true instances of
variable binding  (c f. Baker   1996 for details,  see the criticism above for extending  an
adjunction approach to clitic doubling).

Consider now the predictions these two approaches would make with respect to

Principle C effects.

The flat structure approach would predict that subjects and objects should both trigger
Principle C effects in contexts like (4Ob), unlike English:

(40) a. Mary likes her father
b. Mary's father likes her
c.        Her father likes Mary
d.       *She likes Mary's father

On a flat structure approach, there should be no asymmetry between (40b) and (40d)
because in both cases, the pronoun would c-command the R-expression contained
within the subject and the object respectively. So, both examples should be
ungrammatical.

On the other hand, the IP adjunction approach predicts that neither (40b) nor (40d)
should show Principle C effects because in both constructions the DP containing the R-
expression is adjoined outside the c-command domain of the clitic/pronoun IP-
internally.

Neither of the predictions is borne out by the data. What we find is the following

paradigm:

(41) a. I Maria agapai ton patera tis poli Without clitics

Mary (Nom) loves [the father Cl(Gen)](Acc) very
"Mary loves her father a lot"

b.        0 pateras tis Marias tin agapai poli
[The father the-Mary (Gen)](Nom) Cl (Acc) loves very
"Mary's father loves her a lot"

c.         *? 0 pateras tis agapai tin Maria poli
[The father Cl (Gen)](Nom) loves the Mary (Acc) very
"Her father loves Mary a lot"

d.          *Agapai ton patera tis Marias poli
love-3sg [the father the-Mary (Gen)](Acc) very
"He/she loves Mary's father a lot"
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(42) a. I Maria ton agapai ton patera tis poli With clitics
Mary (Nom) Cl(Acc) loves [the father Cl(Gen)](Acc) very
"Mary loves her father a lot"

b.         0 pateras tis Marias tin agapai poli
[The father the-Mary (Gen)](Nom) Cl (Acc) loves very
"Mary's father loves her a lot"

c.         0 pateras tis tin agapai tin Maria poli
[The father Cl (Gen)](Nom) Cl(Acc) loves the Mary (Acc) very
"Her father loves Mary a lot"

d.         *Ton agapai ton patera tis Marias poli
Cl(Acc) love-3sg [the father the-Mary (Gen)](Acc) very
"He/she loves Mary's father a lot"

The crucial cases are (42b) and (42d). In a flat structure approach we would expect
(42b) to be out, on a par with (42d). But this is not what we find:.6 In an IP-adjunction
approach, on the other hand, we would expect both of the examples to be well-formed,
again contrary to facts. Thus, option (i) cannot be maintained.

The analysis suggested under option (ii) is similar to the flat structure approach under
analysis (i). It can correctly treat clitic doubling DPs as being in their base position, but
it makes incorrect predictions concerning Principle C effects, in particular, it predicts
(42b) to be ungrammatical on a par with (42d), contrary to facts.

The account under option (iii) has no difficulty with the Principle C cases. Given that
reconstruction is optional, the nominative in (42b) does not reconstruct to a position
lower than the object, and therefore the Condition C effect does not arise. I conclude
that account (iii) is superior to (i) and (ii).

Further evidence against options (i) and (ii) and favoring option (iii) comes from the fact
that the first two approaches predict that the subject and the doubled object always bind
into one another. But this is not true. There are cases where a subject cannot bind into an

object:

5 Note that when the predicate is not somewhat 'heavy' (modified etc) (42b) is somewhat 'weird', for
reasons unclear:

(i)          a.           ?0 pateras tis Marias tin agapai

The father(Nom) the Mary(Gen) Cl(Acc) loves
b.          ? 0 skilos tis Marias tin akoluthise

The dog(Nom) the Mary(Gen) Cl(Acc) followed
Still, there is a clear contrast between these cases and true Condition C- violations which are strictly
ungrammatical, regardless of heaviness and intonation.
6 Note that the contrast between (4 lc) and (42c) above is something that can be explained in terms of
conditions on backwards pronominalization. In Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1997a) it is argued that
this contrast corresponds to the following pair from English:

(i)          a.           ?* His mother loves JOHN            b. His mother LOVES John
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(43) a. ??Kathe gineka tu aresi tu antra tis stin arxi

Every woman(Nom) Cl(Gen) appeals [the husband hers](Gen)
in the beginning

"Every woman appeals to her husband in the beginning"

b. ??Kathe vivlio ton apasxoli ton singrafea tti mera nixta

Every book(Nom) Cl (Acc) concerns [the writer its](Acc) day-night

"Every book concerns its author day and night"

c. ??Kathe gineka ton anisixi ton antra tis otan

Every woman(Nom) Cl(Acc) preoccupies [the husband hers](Acc) when

arxizi na ferete perierga
starts SUBJ behave strangely
"Every woman worries her husband when she starts acting strangely"

In these examples, the doubled object can bind into the subject:

(44) a. I gineka tu tu aresi tu kathe antra stin arxi

[The wife his](Nom) Cl(Gen) appeals the every husband(Gen)
in the beginning

b.         To vivlio tu ton apasxoli ton kathe singrafea mera nixta

[The book his](Nom) Cl(Acc) preoccupies the every writer(Acc)
day-night

c.         I gineka tu ton anisixi ton kathe antra

[The wife his](Nom) Cl(Acc) preoccupies the every husband(Acc)
otan arxizi na ferete perierga
when starts SUBJ behave strangely

These are cases of unaccusative experiencer object predicates and causative experiencer

object predicates for which it has been argued in general (Belletti and Rizzi 1988,

Pesetsky  1995)  and for Greek in particular (Anagnostopoulou 1997b, 1998a, 1999a,  see

also the discussion in section 6.4.) that the subject moves from a position lower than the

experiencer. In such constructions, optional reconstruction obtains in English as well

(cf.  Belletti & Rizzi 1988, Pesetsky 1995, Reinhart and Reuland 1993 among others).
For Greek, reconstruction in these cases is apparently obligatory. This further predicts

that Principle C effects will arise in these cases because, as argued in detail in Fox

(1988), Principle C is affected by Reconstruction in the sense that whenever overt

movement manages to obviate Principle C it does so only if there is no constituent that

dominates the relevant R-expression which undergoes Scope Reconstruction, as is

illustrated in (45):

(45) a. [A student of his] seems to David [t to be in the other room]
(3>seem) (seem>3)
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b.             [A student ofDavid's] seems to hint  [t to be in the other room]
(3>seem) ??(seem>3)

We thus expect Principle C effects to arise whenever reconstruction is obligatory. The
prediction is borne out:7

(46) a. *0 antras tis Marias tis aresi poli
[The husband the Mary(Gen)] Cl(Gen) appeals much
"Mary's husband appeals to her a lot"

b.         *To vivlio tis Marias tin apasxoli mera nixta
[The book the Mary(Gen)] Cl(Acc) concerns day-night
"Mary's book concerns her day and night"

c.         *I simperifora tis Marias ti,1 fovizi poli
[The behavior the Mary (Gen)] Cl (Acc) terrifies much

"Mary's behavior frightens her a lot"

On the basis of the above, I conclude that the binding effects found with clitic doubled
DPs must be reduced to an interaction of movement of the clitic to T and optional vs.

7 Note that not all subjects of passive and unaccusative predicates behave uniformly with respect to
reconstruction. For example, in the sentences below reconstruction appears to be optional:

(i)         a. ?Kathe aftokinito tu epistrafike tu idioktiti tu tin perasmeni vdomada
Every car Cl(Gen) was returned the every owner its(Gen) the last week
'6

Every car was returned to its owner last week-

b.          ?To aftokinito tis Marias tis epistrafike tin perasmeni vdomada
The car the Mary(Gen) Cl(Gen) was returned the last week
"Mary's car was returned to her last week"

(ii) a. ?Kathe gramma tu irthe tu paralipti tu me kathisterisi

Every letter Cl(Gen) came the receiver its(Gen) with a delay
" ''Every letter came to its receiver with a delay

b.          ?I epitagi tis Marias tis irthe me kathisterisi
The check the Mary(Gen) CI(Gen) came with delay
"Mary's letter came to her with a delay"

I actually don't have clear judgements about many of the examples concerning passives and
unaccusatives, and the judgements of the native speakers appear to diverge to an extent that makes the
formulation of generalizations very difficult. Experiencer object predicates appear to give quite robust

results, but other predicates not. For this reason, I am hesitant to draw any conclusions concerning the
status of the nominative in these examples. For example, one could claim that external arguments are in
an A position and for this reason they optionally reconstruct, while themes/causers are in an A' position
and for this reason they obligatorily reconstruct. In turn this means that in experiencer object
constructions, the true subject is the dative or the accusative. Apart from the fact that it is not so easy to
conclude that in experiencer object constructions, the genitive or the accusative qualifies as a quirky
subject (see the discussion in section 6.4. and chapter 7), it is also not evident how to characterize datives
and nominatives in passives and other unaccusatives, which give mixed or unclear results with respect to
binding. All these arguments behave uniformly with respect to agreement and movement but not with
respect to binding. For this reason, at this point I try to avoid labels as much as possible. I hope that later
research on the data will clarify the picture and will allow interesting generalizations to emerge. For the
time being, I just note that there is a problem with these facts that needs to be taken into consideration.
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obligatory reconstruction of the nominative in its base position. This provides evidence

in favor o f the view that clitic doubling constructions involve movement, an assumption
necessary to account for the fact that clitic doubling fascilitates NP-movement of lower
arguments:

Note that on an approach along these lines the difference between the wellformed

examples with clitics and the ill-formed WCO examples without implies that in clitic
doubling constructions, the object raises higher than the base-position of the subject,

while in non-doubling structures it doesn't. The implication of this analysis is that non-

doubling structures never involve movement of the object to a position higher than the

subject, in accordance with Chomsky's recent proposals concerning Case checking in
the complement domain as Agree (Chomsky 1998).

6.3. TYPES OF FEATURE MOVEMENT

Thus far, I have argued on the basis of evidence from variable binding (and, in certain

cases, Principle C effects) that clitic doubling is a construction displaying feature

movement of the object to a site above the position in which the subject is merged. The

question I want to address in this section is whether other instances of feature movement

have been reported to show comparable effects. The answer to this question is not

straightforward. While it has been claimed that feature movement affects binding

relations, the evidence comes mainly from anaphora and not variable binding.

Moreover, there is some controversy as to whether the view that feature movement

affects binding is indeed correct.

Chomsky (1995:272-275) suggests that if feature movement exists, we expect it to show

binding but no scope effects because binding involves a relation between formal

features (D and phi-features) of DPs, while scope involves a relation between their

semantic features, which are left behind in cases of feature movement. He argues that
this is correct on the basis o f the following arguments.

' Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c) argue that Greek has "scope rigidity"effects in the sense that a

postverbal object cannot take inverse scope over a preverbal subject, as illustrated in (i) (not all native

speakers agree on these judgements, as is often the case with scope judgements):
(i) enas (#diaforetikos) fititis akoluthise ton kathe kathigiti stin taksi

a (different) student followed every teacher to the classroom

In (i) the universal quantifier in object position cannot take scope over the existential in subject position

and, for this reason, when diaforetikos is added forcing the distributive reading, the sentence is deviant.

This is not affected by clitic doubling of the object, as illustrated in (ii)
(ii) enas (#diaforetikos) fititis ton akoluthise ton kathe kathigiti stin taksi

a (different) student followed Cl(Acc) every teacher to the classroom

On the account presented here, we predict inverse scope to obtain whenever there is variable binding

because of scope reconstruction. The prediction is borne out:

(iM) enas fititis tu ton akoluthise ton kathe kathigiti stin taksi
a student ofhis Cl(Acc) followed every teacher to the classroom

Contrary to (i) and (ii) with di(Tere,it, I find (iii) to be well formed. Of course, the question that arises is

what prevents inverse scope in examples like (i) and (ii), given that inverse scope is, in principle, possible

in Greek, as shown by the variable-binding examples. I don't have an answer to this question.
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(i) In ECM constructions, the embedded subject can license an anaphor contained in a
.910temporal adjunct of the main clause (Postal 1974, Lasnik & Saito  1991).

(47) a. the DA proved [the defendants to be guilty] during each other's trials
b.        *the DA proved [that the defendants were guilty] during each

other's trials

The grammaticality of (47a) as opposed to (47b) is an argument that feature movement
has the same binding properties as XP movement. Specifically, under the assumption
that ECM involves feature movement of the embedded subject to the matrix v, the  fact
that it can bind an anaphor straightforwardly suggests that feature movement is no
different from XP movement with respect to binding.

(ii) In expletive associate chains, agreement between the associate and the verb suggests
that there is movement of the formal features of the associate to I. In languages with

there-type expletives, the associate can control PRO in an adjunct (48a), contrary to
objects (48b) and associates in languages with il-type expletives (48c), which do not

agree with the verb and thus, by hypothesis, do not undergo feature movement:

(48) a. There arrived three men last night without identifying themselves
b.         *I met three men last night without identifying themselves
c.        *Il est entr6 trois hommes sans s'annoncer

there is entered three men without identifying themselves

Once again, Chomsky concludes that feature movement is identical to XP movement
with respect to binding because it creates new control configurations, and, a fortiory,
new binding configurations.

(iii) On the other hand, in expletive constructions the associate has surface scope, as

shown in (49) and (50):

(49) a. A man is likely to be here
b.        There is likely to be a man here

(50) a. Many linguistics students aren't here
b. There aren't many linguistics students here

While in the (a) examples the subject can have wide or narrow scope with respect to

likely or negation, in the (b) examples only narrow scope is possible.

9 As discussed at length in Lasnik (1996), these examples are strong because they could not be accounted
for in terms of Larsonian shell structures, unlike monoclausal constructions showing comparable effects:

(i)         the DA accused the defendants during each other's trials
'0 Henk van Riemsdijk points out that (47) is difficult to understand. A better example might be "The DA
proved the defendants to be guilty despite each other's trials".
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Chomsky concludes on the basis o f the above that feature movement affects binding but

not scope, a bifurcation which he links to the assumption that binding reflects a relation

between formal features while scope a relation between semantic features.

However, there are problems with Chomsky's arguments.

First of all, his argument concerning associate movement comes from control and not

binding. In fact, binding evidence shows that in expletive constructions the associate

ca,zilot be a binder for an anaphor in cases like (51 a), a fact which,  in tum, suggests that

in these constructions feature movement does not affect binding, contrary to ECM
contexts ofthe type discussed above, and contrary to instances of XP raising (5 lb):"

(51) a. *there seem to each other [t to have been many linguists given

good job offers]
b. Many linguists seem to each other to have been given good job offers

Lasnik (1996) points out that the contrast exemplified in (51) can be reproduced for

WCO. An overtly raised XP can bind a pronominal variable contained inside the

experiencer phrase obviating the potential WCO effect in (52b). But there is no such

amelioration in (52a):

(52) a. *There seems to his lawyer to have been some de»ndant at the scene

b.          Sonze defendant seenns to his lawyer to have been at the scene

Lasnik concludes that expletive constructions provide no evidence that feature

movement affects binding, a conclusion which, I believe, is valid.

Lasnik further argues that the control evidence is insignificant, for two reasons. First,
because there are syntactic and semantic differences between control and binding
suggesting that we cannot appeal to control in order to draw conclusions about binding.

Second, because there are some reasons to doubt the generality of the control facts

illustrated in (48).12

" Chomsky (1995:275) tries to solve the problem by arguing that anaphora requires LF movement of the

anaphor to Infl yielding an illegitimate configuration, but his solution is not particularly clear. He seems

to be assuming that the problem is caused by the fact that the raised features and the raised anaphor enter

a mutual c-command relationship since they are both adjoined to Infl, but it is not clear why this should

be so given that, on the other hand, it is argued that there is no formal difference between a raised XP and

raised formal features of an XP. Of course, it all depends on whether feature movement counts as XP

movement or head movement, something which is not clear.

Moreover, the WCO facts in (52) show that the absence ofbinding effects in such contexts is systematic.

'2 Specifically, Lasnik points out that (483) is for many speakers degraded, its counterpart three men

arrived last night without identib,ing themselves is perfect. He also notes that this contrast is heightened if

the adverbial is fronted:
(i) a. Without identifying themselves, three men arrived

b. ?*Without identifying themselves, there arrived three men

Moreover, under raising, the contrast becomes much sharper:

(ii) a. Someone seems to be available without seeming to be eager to get the job

b. *There seems to be someone available without seeming to be eager to get the job

It is not obvious why this should be so,  if raised features o f the associate can control.
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Finally, Lasnik proposes that ECM constructions involve overt raising to the embedded
subject to the Case checking position in the higher clause following Johnson (1991) and
Koizumi (1993). In such an analysis, Chomsky's first argument mentioned above does

not provide evidence that feature movement creates new binding possibilities.

Even though the evidence that in expletive constructions feature movement does not
create new binding possibilities is very strong, clitic doubling in Greek has a clear and

systematic binding effect. Thus, Greek provides evidence that feature movement creates

new binding configurations, as has been argued at length in the last section. The
question that arises now is what accounts for the difference between the two types of
feature movement.

I propose that the difference between expletive constructions and clitic doubling
constructions is that the former involve just N-feature movement while the latter involve
D feature movement. That expletive constructions do not involve D feature movement is
uncontroversial. This is the standard way of analysing Definiteness Restriction effects
(Chomsky 1995, Alexiadou &Anagnostopoulou 1998c):  it is assumed that the expletive
has a D feature satisfying the EPP and needs to combine with an N feature, this being

the reason why the associate cannot definite or headed by a strong determiner. That
clitic doubling constructions involve raising of a D feature is exactly what we need to
assume in order to account for the lack of intervention effects in NP-movement
constructions. Moreover, as noted in the previous section, the fact that doubling clitics
look like definite determiners provides morphological evidence in favor of this analysis.
I conclude that binding is affected only when there is D feature movement, not
othenvise. This means that the D feature is the formal feature relevant for binding
relations. 13

Interestingly, Yatsushiro (1996) reaches exactly the same conclusion for Japanese. On

the basis of scope evidence, Yatsushiro argues that in unaccusative constructions

containing a locative phrase c-commanding the nominative, the nominative remains in
its base position. However, Yatsushiro also shows that the nominative phrase binds into
the locative and vice versa. The mismatch between scope and binding leads her to
propose that the feature relevant for scope relations (the quantificational feature) does
not raise covertly, being a semantic feature. On the other hand, the feature relevant for
the binding relation (the D-feature) raises covertly, being a formal feature.

More specifically, Yatsushiro first shows that in locative unaccusative constructions
exhibit rigid scope:

Finally, other examples of the same type  are not acceptable:

(iii) ?*There arrived three men last night without saying hello
" Another possibility might be to suggest that expletive constructions are instances of Agree (Chomsky

1998) and do not involve feature movement to a higher position. This would mean that in expletive
constructions, the associate remains in its base position and, therefore, a new binding configuration
cannot be created because command remains the same. On the other hand, in clitic doubling the clitic
undergoes actual raising, which has a clear PF reflex, and therefore it does c-ommand an originally

higher DP (the subject or the indirect object).
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(53) Dokoka-ni daremo-ga ita
somewhere-Loc everyone-Nom was
"There was some place where everybody was" (*everyone>somewhere,

somewhere>everyone)
(54) Dokoka-ni daremo-ga tuita

somewhere-Loc everyone-Nom tuita
"There was a place wliere everyone arrived" (*everyone>somewhere,

soniewhere>everyone)

The above facts conclusively argue that the nominative argument is maintaining its
base-generation position because in Japanese scope ambiguity arises only when
arguments move. Scope rigidity obtains when they remain in situ.

She then presents evidence from Principles A and C that the nominative argument binds
into tlie locative argument:

(55) a. [otagai-no ie]-ni [Uli to Susi] ga ita
each other-Gen house-Loc Uliand Susi-Nom was
"Uli and Susi were at each other's houses"

b.        *[Uli-no ie]-ni kare-ga ita
Uli-Gen house-Loc he-Nom was
"He was at Uli's house"

To account for the mismatch between scope and binding, she proposes that the D feature
of the nominative raises covertly, a fact which in turn suggests that it is the D feature
which provides the crucial ability for binding.

14

6.4. DOUBLING OF ANIMATE IOS, DOS WHEN TIIE SUBJECT lS A NON-AGENTIVE
CAUSER

In this section, I discuss another case of obligatory clitic doubling found in Greek with
both genitive and accusative DP objects which falls under the Generalization in (56):

'4Yatsushiro argues that covert D raising is due to the fact that in Japanese the EPP feature is weak, an
assumption which is incompatible with the view argued for in Alaxiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c)
that EPP is universally strong as well as the proposal argued for in chapter 3 that in locative
constructions, the locative phrase checks the EPP feature. I would like to propose instead that the D
feature raises either because it moves together with a weak structural Case feature (contra Yatsushiro
1996), in which case D feature raising takes place covertly, or because it checks the EPP feature along
with the locative phrase, in which case it moves overtly entering a multiple EPP checking configuration.
The latter analysis is plausible given that Japanese has multiple nominative constructions (see Doron &
Heycock 1999 for discussion and references, and Yatsushiro 1996 example (25)) but it can be maintained
only  if it is assumed that feature movement can check  EPP  (c f. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou   1998c,
19993 that EPP can be checked by Move/Merge Xo).
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(56)       In Greek, clitic doubling of animate indirect and direct objects is forced

when the subject is a non-agentive Causer

This kind of doubling is found in two main environments:

(a) Transitive ditransitives in which the subject is a non-volitional causer ("Oehrle's
environments").
(b) Experiencer object predicates that belong to Belletti & Rizzi's preoccupare-class, i.e

psych predicates  that have been analysed as causative (Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky  1995

among others).

I propose that in these cases as well, the surface subject undergoes movement across the

object, thus unifying these constructions with the NP-movement constructions discussed

tliroughout this work.  I f this is correct,  then  it has implications  for the syntax of causers,

in particular it supports Pesetsky's (1995) notion of a "derived external causer

argument".

6.4.1. Oelirle-contexts, causative Experiencer Object predicates and clitic doubling

In contexts where "Oehrle's effects"obtain in English, clitic doubling of the indirect

object is obligatory in Greek. Recall from chapter 3 (section 3.3.2.) that double object
constructions in English systematically permit a causative, non-volitional interpretation
of the subject, contrary to PP-ditransitives. Thus, (57a) but not (57b) has the
interpretation in (58):

(57) a. Nixon gave Mailer a book

b.         Nixon gave a book to Mailer

(58) Mailer wrote a book which he wouldn't be able to write if it hadn't been for
Nixon

When the subject is non-agentive only the reading in (58) is possible, and for this reason

PP-datives are ruled out (Oehrle 1976, Pesetsky 1995):

(59) a. The war years gave Mailer his first big success

b.         *The war years gave his first big success to Mailer

Coming to Greek, first note that Greek doesn't have "Oehrle's effects"with PP-datives.

In other words, the examples in (60) are grammatical. Interestingly, there is a tendency
for the goal-PP to precede the theme-DP in these constructions.

(60) a. Ta xronia tis eksorias edosan s-ton Theodhoraki tin proti
megali epityxia
The years of exile (Nom) gave-3pl to-the Theodorakis
the first big success
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b.        I embiria tu gamu xarise s-tin Maria statherotita
The experience ofmarriage(Nom) offered to-the Mary stability

In the Genitive construction, clitic doubling/cliticization o f the DP  goal is obligatory on
the reading (58). This is shown in (61):

(61) a. Ta xronia tis eksorias *?(tu) edosan (tu Theodhoraki) tin proti
megali epityxia
The years of exile  (Nom)  Cl (Gen) gave-3pl the Theodorakis (Gen)
the first big success

"The years of exile gave Theodorakis his first big success"

b.        I embiria tu gamu *?(tis) xarise (tis Marias) statherotita
The experience of marriage(Nom) Cl (Gen) offered Mary(Gen) stability

"The experience of marriage offered Mary stability"

Without doubling/cliticization, the examples in (61) have the marginal status that

typically characterizes NP-movement constructions without a clitic. This is the first
transitive context we encounter where clitic doubling/cliticization of an object is
obligatory, similarly to passives, unaccusatives and raising constructions.

Experiencer object predicates of the frightell/preoccupare class constitute the second

context where this kind of doubling is found. As discussed in detail in Anagnostopoulou

(19998), experiencer objects of preoccupare verbs have morphological accusative case
in Greek, similarly to all other DP objects of transitive verbs and unlike experiencer

objects of piacere verbs which have morphological genitive case (see chapter 1). Like
genitive      objects of piacere verbs, accusative experiencer objects of

frighten/preoccupare verbs, on the non-agentive interpretation of the subject, require
I 5clitic doubling. Consider the sentences in (62):

(62) a. 0 Jannis fovizi tin Maria taxtika zinanibiguous: S is

John (Nom) frightens the Mary(Acc) regularly a volitional agent
"John frightens Mary regularly"

b.        0 Jannis tin fovizi tin Maria sixna ambiguous:  S is either
John-nom Cl (Acc) frightens the Mary(Acc) often volitional agent or
"John often frightens Mary" non-volitional causer

c.        To spiti *?(tin) fovizi tin Maria sixna not good without
The house (Cl-Acc) frightens the Mary (Acc) often doubling
"The house often frightens Mary"

As is well known, in English and Italian most causative Experiencer Object predicates
are systematically ambiguous between agentive and psychological readings (cf. Belletti

'5 Intonation may alter the judgements. The ungrammaticality arises under neutral intonation.
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& Rizzi 1988, Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky  1995) when the subject is animate and thus can

be construed as an agent. Thus, a sentence like John frightens Mary can either mean that

John deliberately frightens Mary (agentive reading) or it can mean that there is
something about John's personality/behavior that frightens Mary without John being
necessarily aware of Mary's feelings (causative reading). As indicated in (62), this
ambiguity is found in Greek only when clitic doubling takes place. Unlike its English
and Italian counterparts, the Greek example (62a) without clitic doubling of the
experiencer is unambiguous. 0 Jannis can only be understood as someone who

frightens Mary deliberately, i.e. the causative reading is not possible. (62b) with clitic
doubling of the object is ambiguous. The subject can either be understood as a volitional
agent or a non-volitional causer. Finally, example (62c) in which the subject cannot be

interpreted as an agent is odd without clitic doubling, unless the house is personified.

I take the examples in (62a) and (62c) to show that clitic doubling of the accusative

experiencer is required when the subject is a non-volitional causer, similary to the
Oelirle's contexts just discussed. When doubling is not present as in (62a) the subject
can only be interpreted as an agent.  When the subject cannot be interpreted as an agent
as in (62c), the result is deviant because the object is not doubled. As for the ambiguity
of (62b), this is due to the fact that doubling is always an option with transitive verbs.

Thus, it is possible for the object of an agentive psych verb to undergo clitic doubling,
but it is also possible for the subject to be interpreted as a non-volitional causer once the

object is doubled.

The interpretational properties of clitic doubling in (62b) can be shown to vary
depending on whether it is obligatory (causative reading) or optional (agentive reading,
see Anagnostopoulou 1999a for discussion).

As discussed in detail in Anagnostopoulou (1994), optional doubling of definite
accusative objects in Greek is subject to what Heim (1982) calls the Pronihience
Condition. Direct object clitic doubling is infelicitous with "accommodative definite
NPs"(cf.   Heim 1982 building on Lewis   1979), i.e. definites found in contexts   not

presupposing contextual salience or previous mention of their discourse referent.
Consider the examples in (63):

(63) a. 0 Jannis diavase [ena vivlio jia ton Arthur Milleril, enthusiastike,
ke thelise na gnorisi ton singrafeak apo konta.
John read [a book about Arthur Miller], he got enthusiastic,
and he wanted to get to know the autlior.
ton singra»a (the author) = Arthur Miller (k=i) or

the author o f the book that John read

b.          0 Jannis diavase [ena vivlio jia ton Arthur Milleri]j, enthusiastike,
ke thelise na ton gnorisi ton si,igrafeai apo konta.

John read [a book about Arthur Miller], he got enthusiastic,
and he wanted to get to know tlie autlior.
ton si„grafea (the author) = Arthur Miller
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In (63a), the undoubled definite ton siligrafea is ambiguous. It can either refer to Arthur
Miller or to the implicit author of the book about Arthur Miller which John has read.

Under the first interpretation it qualifies as an anaphoric definite, under the second as an

accommodative definite. The presence of clitic doubling in (63b) disambiguates the

sentence. The direct object is necessarily linked to Arthur Miller, i.e. it picks up a
discourse referent that has been explicitly mentioned. Under clitic doubling, the option

of accommodation is not available.

In sentences like (62b) clitic doubling of the experiencer object is not sensitive to

familiarity/novelty, unlike the standard cases illustrated in (63). This is shown in (64):

(64)     Prin apo ligo kero egrapsa mia vivliokrisia jia ena kenurgio vivlio pano sti,1 piisi

tti  Kavafi. I kritiki mu toll enoxlise ton sigrafea toso oste na paraponethi

ston ekdoti.
"Some time ago I reviewed a new book on Kavafis' poetry. My criticism
bothered the author so much that he complained to the editor"

The acceptability o f clitic doubling o f the experiencer DP ton siitgrafea in (64) which is

introduced into the discourse in exactly the same fashion as the DP ton si,igrafea in (63)

shows that obligatory experiencer-object doubling is not subject to the Prominence

condition.

On the other hand, optional experiencer object doubling under an agentive interpretation

o f the subject is sensitive to familiarity/novelty,  like the standard cases of optional clitic

doubling in transitive sentences:

(65)     Prin apo ligo kero egrapsa mia vivliokrisia jia e,ia kenurgio vivlio pa,10 stin piisi
tl, Kavafi.- Epitidhes (#toll ) enoxlisa ton sigrafea .
"Some time ago I reviewed a new book on Kavafis' poetry. I annoyed the author

deliberately"

In (65) where the agentive interpretation of the subject is triggerred by the agent-
oriented adverb deliberately, clitic doubling of the novel definite ton singrafea is

infelicitous, contrary to (64).

Thus, the two instances of doubling, which at first sight look similar, differ in two
respects: (i) In the agentive construction doubling is optional, in the causative it is

obligatory. (ii) In the agentive construction doubling is sensitive to familiarity/novelty,
in the causative construction it is not. t 6

The correlation between an agentive  and a non-agentive interpretation  of the subject  and

optional vs. obligatory clitic doubling o f the object is also found with verbs like kill and

betray. In (66), I exemplify this with the verb skotono 'kill':

16 Possibly, the two properties are related. As has been argued by Adger (1993) and others there is a
correlation between the optionality / obligatoriness of certain phenomena and their interpretational

effects.
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(66) a. Enas agnostos (ton) skotose ton Janni
One unknown(Nom) Cl(Acc) killed the John(Acc)
"An unknown person killed John"

b.        I arnitiki kritiki *?(ton) skotose ton Janni
The negative criticism(Nom) Cl(Acc) killed the John(Acc)
"The negative criticism killed John"

In (66b), there is a shift in interpretation. John is understood as an experiencer of an
emotion, not necessarily as someone who has literally been killed.

The three cases presented above, namely (i) Oehrle's contexts, (ii) causative experiencer

object predicates, (iii) causative readings of kill and betray, have one property in

common: They all involve verbs in which the passive participant in the eventuality is

[+animate] experiencing some sort of a change of state triggerred by a non-volitional
causer. Syntactically, these constructions require clitic doubling of the animate object,

regardless of whether this is Genitive (Oehrle's cases) or accusative (psych-predicates,
causative "kill"and "betray"). Thus, they all fall under the Generalization (56) which is

repeated below as (67):

(67)     In Greek, clitic doubling of animate indirect and direct objects is forced
when the subject is a non-agentive/non-volitional Causer

The question that arises is whether (56)/(67) is a different Generalization than the one
established in chapter 1 and discussed in this work, which is repeated here as (68):

(68)     When a nominative argument undergoes NP-movement to T in the presence
a dative DP argument, the dative DP is not allowed unless it is a clitic or is
doubled by a clitic.

Is (67) a Generalization semantically conditioned while (68) syntactically conditioned,
or are they both syntactically conditioned? Does (67) apply specifically to transitive

constructions and (68) to NP-movement constructions or is (67) reducible to (68)?

It is tempting to propose that (67) and (68) can be unified and, in fact, there is evidence

that (67) can be reduced to (68). The reduction is possible if we assume that in the
constructions under discussion, non-agentive causers have moved from a position below

the (indirect or direct) objects. Under such an analysis, doubling/cliticization of the
object takes place in order to fascilitate movement of the subject across it, similarly to
the cases of doubling/cliticization discussed  in the preceding sections.

In the literature, NP-movement analyses for predicates of the kind discussed here have

been proposed by Pesetsky (1995) for causative ditransitive predicates (Oehrle's cases)
and frighten psychological predicates, and Belletti & Rizzi (1988) for frighten psych

predicates. Pesetsky (1995) explicitly links Oehrle's cases toj)·ighten-constructions. He
argues that both involve movement of the surface subject from a position below the
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object on the basis of (i) backward anaphora and (ii) a restriction against overt PPs,
which in the case of ditransitives has already been discussed in (57)-(59) and in the case
of psych-verbs is what he calls "the target-subject matter restriction". The examples in
(69)-(72) illustrate these two properties (the examples are taken from Pesetsky's 1998b
handout presenting joint work of Pesetsky & Torrego):

Oehrle's cases

Backward Anaphora

(69) Each other's remarks gave John and Mary their first taste of success

Restriction against PPs

(70) *The years of exile gave his first big success to Theodorakis

Psych verbs

Backward Anaphora

(71) Images ofhimself on the Space Shuttle haunted John Glenn

Restriction against PPs

(72) The house frightened Mary o f her future

In view of Pesetsky's analysis then, the fact that in Greek the two constructions behave
identically with respect to clitic doubling is not surprising.

It is not my intention here to investigate the syntax of such constructions in full detail
because they pose a number of problems that are beyond the scope of the present
research. However, I do want to discuss certain aspects of an analysis along these lines
and some questions that arise in connection to it. I will do so in the next section,
focusing on the properties of experiencer object predicates in Greek.

6.4.2. On "derived external arguments"(Pesetsky 1995)

The evidence presented in the previous section suggests that in Greek, experiencer
object predicates are structurally ambiguous.17 When agentive, they are transitive

I7 The view that these predicates are ambiguous is also proposed, though not explicitly, in Belletti & Rizzi
(1988). Pesetsky (1995) treats agentive and causative constructions on a par, the reason being that both
are subject to the target-subject matter restriction. The fact that backward anaphora is not licensed under
the agentive interpretation is dealt with in Pesetsky (1995:321 fn 179).On the other hand, Pesetsky treats
"give"as being structurally ambiguous given that "Oehrle's effects"are found only when the subject is a
causer, not when it is an agent. I believe that the evidence for the structural ambiguity is very strong in
Greek, leading to the view that the target-subject matter restriction probably has to do with the semantics
and not with the syntax. I will also present evidence that "give"displays a similar ambiguity. The fact that
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predicates and therefore clitic doubling is optional:

(73)      IP

I

I       vP

Dpl                 v'
agent

v      VP

DP2       V'

experiencer
V X

When non-agentive, the subject undergoes NP-movement and therefore clitic doubling
is obligatory. The simplest implementation of this would be to suggest that under the

causative interpretation, psych verbs are unaccusative, as is argued for in Belletti &
Rizzi (1988). This would lead to the representation in (74):

(74)      IP

I

I       vP

DP 1                          v'

experiencer-
vAPPL VP

DP2       V'

theme/causer -
V X

Indeed, there is independent evidence from binding for the NP-movement analysis in
(74) as well as for the structural ambiguity illustrated in (73) and (74).

As discussed in section 6.2., in these constructions the subject must reconstruct to a
position below the object clitic, unlike transitive predicates where reconstruction is only
an option. The causer-subject cannot bind into the experiencer while the reverse is

possible, as shown in (75):

with give-causative predicates Oehrle's effects are not found in Greek while the target-subject matter
restriction obtains with psych predicates might be taken to further suggest that Pesetsky's explanation for
the PP facts is not correct.
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(75) a. *?Kathe miterai to provlimatizi to pedhi tisi

Every mother(Nom) Cl(Acc) puzzles the child her(Acc)
"Every mother puzzles her child"

b.        To pedhi tisi tin provlimatizi tin kathe miterai
The child hers(Nom) Cl(Acc) puzzles the every mother(Acc)

On the other hand, binding is possible when the subject is understood as an agent:

(76) Kathe miterai to fovizi epitides to pedhi tisi

Every mother(Nom) Cl(Acc) frightens deliberately the child her(Acc)

"Every mother deliberately frightens her child"

Moreover, as discussed in Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1996), nominative anaphors

are licensed with causative experiencer object predicates while accusative anaphors are
not:

(77) a. 0 eaftos tui ton provlimatizi ton Jannii
The self his(Nom) Cl(Acc) puzzles the John(Acc)
"John is puzzled about himself"

b.        ?*0 Jannisi ton provlimatizi ton eafto tui
The John(Nom) Cl(Acc) puzzles the selfhis(Acc)
"John puzzles himself"

The judgements are reversed when the agentive reading is forced:

(78) a. *0 eaftos tui ton fovizi epitides ton Jannii
The self his(Nom) Cl(Acc) frightens deliberately the John(Acc)

b.        0 Jannisi ton fovizi epitides ton eafto tui
The John(Nom) Cl(Acc) frightens deliberately the self his(Acc)
"John deliberately frightens himself'

Thus, the above presented facts argue  that in agentive constructions the subject  is  an

external argument while causative constructions have a derived subject. This is exactly
what the evidence from doubling also suggests.

However,  if we analyse causative psych verbs in terms o f (74) we are basically denying

their differences from experiencer predicates that belong to Belletti & Rizzi's piacere

class, i.e. predicates that are uncontroversially unaccusative. But there are important
differences between the two classes discussed in detail in Grimshaw (1990) and
Pesetsky (1995) among others for English and Anagnostopoulou (1999a) for Greek.

Restricting my attention to Greek here, one obvious difference is the morphological case
of the experiencer, i.e. the fact that with piacere/aresi verbs the experiencer has

Genitive case while with preoccitpare/anisixi verbs the experiencer has Accusative.
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This correlates with another important difference between the two classes, namely that

the former do not have a thematic subject position, while the latter can be shown to have

a thematic subject position.

Recall from chapter  1, that Iatridou and Embick (1997) have argued that a pro subject of
the consequent of a conditional cannot corefer with the clause contained in the

antecedent. When the subject of the consequent is expletive pro can appear but in this

case, it does not corefer with the antecedent clause. This is shown in (79a), which is

ungrammatical because the subject position of the consequent of the conditional is

thematic and hence pro cannot be licensed, as opposed to (79b), which is grammatical

because the subject position is non-thematic and hence expletive pro can be licensed:

(79) a. *An argisoume poles fores pro tlia pisi tin Maria na mas

if we are late many times pro FUT convince the Mary SUBJ to us

agorasi aftokinito
buy car
"If we are often late it will convince Mary to buy us a car"

b.             An argisi o Kostas pro tha ine dropi
I f is late the Kostas pro FUT be shame

"IfKostas is late, it will be a shame"

This can be used as a test to detect thematic and non-thematic positions and, as was

shown in chapter  1, applying this test to piacere/aresi verbs showed that they don't have

a non-thematic subject position. The same test shows that frighten verbs have a

thematic-subject position because pro cannot corefer with the clause contained in the

antecedent. Thus, we obtain the contrast in (80):

(80) a. An [argisi o Jannisj]k prop. k tha me eknevrisi

If is late the John, he/*it FUT me(Acc) irritate
"If John is late it will irritate me"

b.        An [argisi o Jannisj]k proj/k  den tha mu aresi

I f is late the John, not FUT me(Gen) like-3sg

"If John is  late I will not like it"

This correlates with the fact that the Experiencer has accusative in (80a) and genitive in

(8Ob), as is expected under Burzio's  Generalization.

A similar "paradox"can be reproduced for causative-give constructions, which on the
basis of anaphora   (81 a) and doubling (see above)   can be argued to display   NP-
movement and on the basis of the pro-test (8 lb) and Case (their case-properties are

identical with the properties of agentive-give constructions) can be argued to be
transitive:
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(81) a. 0 eaftos tis, tis edose tis Mariasi mia megali ikanopiisi

The self her(Nom) Cl(Gen) gave the Mary(Gen) a big satisfaction(Acc)

b.        An [argisi o Jannisj]  projt.k tha tis dosi tis Marias mia megali ikanopiisi
If is late the John, he/*it FUT Cl(Gen) give the Mary(Gen) a big
satisfaction

Thus, in causative experiencer object constructions and give-causative constructions the
binding and doubling evidence goes one way, suggesting that there is NP-movement,
while the theta and Case evidence goes another way suggesting that there is an external

subject and Structural Case available. On the basis of these observations, I conclude that

Greek provides strong evidence for the notion of a derived external arguinent advocated

in Pesetsky (1995).

Pesetsky  (1995: 209) proposes that causative constructions  o f the kind discussed  here

involve movement from one 0-position (the internal argument position of a zero affixal
CA USE preposition) into another 0-position (the external argument position of roots  like

16nnoy or verbs like give), a derivation that is permitted by the theta-criterion as it

involves two identical Causers occupying two semantically identical or thematically-

compatible positions. For psych verbs, I would like to suggest that two Cause positions
are the external and intenial Cause in the sense of Levin & Rapapport (1995). Levin &
Rapapport propose that verbs can describe eventualities as being internally or externally
caused. When a verb describes an internally caused eventuality, some property inherent

to the argument of the verb is responsible for bringing about the eventuality. On the
other hand, externally caused verbs imply the existence of an external cause with
immediate control over bringing about the eventuality described by the verb: an agent,
an instrument, a natural force, or a circumstance. According to Levin & Rapapport verbs

are classified as being either internally or externally caused, not both. I would like to
suggest though that the reason why experiencer object predicates are exceptional is
because they combine the two causers. On this view, Pesetsky's low Cause would be the
external Cause and Pesetsky's high Cause would be the internal Cause. In 'non-
causative' alternates of experiencer object predicates only the high Causer is present
(Pesetsky's CAUSaff), while in causative constructions both Causers are present. The
intuition behind this is that these verbs denote a change of (emotional) state which is

necessarily internally caused in the sense that it is the animate/human nature of the
experiencer argument that is responsible for the emotion of e.g. fear, anger, worry. On
the other hand, these emotions can and often are triggerred by an external cause, the
derived subject in the causative constructions.

6.5. OTHER CASES OF MOVEMENT AS AN ESCAPE HATCH TO LOCALITY VIOLATIONS

In the preceding sections, I argued that cliticization/clitic doubling in Greek is an escape
hatch to locality violations because it involves movement of intervening features "out of
the way"of the lower moved constituent.
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Under this analysis, we expect cliticization to interact with locality in languages other
than Greek. More generally, we expect nioventent to interact with locality, in the sense

that when an argument undergoes movement in the presence of a higher intervening
argument, and the intervening argument moves "out of the way"of the lower argument
as an XP or as a set of formal features, there should be no violation of locality. In what
follows, I will refer to some cases that can be compared to Greek cliticization with

respect to this.

6.5.1. Cliticization, Wh-movement and Topicalization in French and Italian

Recall from chapters 1 and 5 that in French and Italian dative a-phrases in their
canonical position are ungrammatical in raising contexts while dative clitics and wh-
moved or topicalized a-phrases are not. The facts illustrating these contrasts are repeated
below:

(82) a. ?*Jean semble A Marie [t avoir du talent] French

Jean seems to Marie to have oftalent
"Jean seems to Marie to have talent"

b.         ?*Gianni sembra a Piero [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
Gianni seems to Piero to do the his duty
"Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty"

Cliticization

(83) a. Jean lui semble [t avoir du talent] French

Jean to her seems to have of talent
"Jean seems to her to have talent"

b.       Gianni non gli sembra [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
Gianni not to him seem to do his duty
"Gianni doesn't seem to him to do his duty"

Wli-movement and Topicalization

(84) a. A qui est-ce que Jean semble t [t avoir du talent]? French

To whom is it that Jean seems to have of talent
"To whom does Jean seem to have talent?"

b.        A Piero Gianni sembra t [t fare il suo dovere] Italian
To Piero Gianni seems to do the his duty
"To Piero, Gianni seems to do his duty"

The grammatical examples in (83) and (84) show that once the intervening experiencer
moves to a different position it no longer blocks raising .
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The cliticization examples in (83) straightforwardly fall under the explanation proposed

for Greek. The clitics move to T and thus, they do not block raising of the subject to the

matrix Spec,TP. An analysis along these lines has been proposed by McGinnis (1998).18

That in French and Italian clitic doubling of the experiencer does not take place on  a par

with cliticization, unlike Greek, is due to the fact that these languages do not have clitic

doubling of objects, as was discussed in chapter 1.

Coming to the XP-movement examples in (84), it is conceivable that the Italian

topicalization example in (84b) has essentially the same syntax as the cliticization

examples in (83). Cinque (1990: 71-79) discusses the fact that in Italian, Clitic Left

Dislocation (CLLD) of PPs, APs and VPs is possible along with Clitic Left Dislocation

o f DPs. The difference between the two kinds o f CLLD is that in the former, the clitic is

optional while in the latter, it is obligatory:

(85) a. A casa, non (ci) sono stato ancora
home not (there) have-I been yet

b.         Bella, pare che non (10) sia mai stata

beautifull it seems that not (it) (she) ever was

c.       Gianni *(10) vedr6 domani

Gianni (him) will see-I tomorrow

Cinque does not discuss examples with CLLD of dative a-phrases, but if, as suggested

in chapter 5, dative phrases are PPs we expect them to undergo the kind of CLLD in

which the clitic is optional. This means that (84b) can be analysed as a case of CLLD. If

this is the case, then either the a-dative in (84b) passes through the clitic position (under

a movement analysis of CLLD) or it is associated with a (covert) element in the clitic

position (under a base generation analysis of CLLD). Under both analyses, the dative

argument is related to a clitic in T, and thus the grammaticality of this example can be

reduced to the grammaticality of the Italian example in (83). Alternatively, (84b) is a
case of what Cinque calls "topicalization", which shows properties in common with wh-

movement constructions. If so, it should be analysed on a par with (84a).

Example (84a) shows that wh-movement can also be an escape hatch to locality

violations. 19 In the analysis I have proposed, this means that the wh-experiencer phrase

18 In its details, McGinnis' analysis is quite different from the analysis proposed here because she

assumes a mixed system of Locality combined with Case and because she makes different assumptions
concerning EPP-checking than the assumptions made here. In addition, McGinnis takes the existence of

Chain Formation Algorithm effects as a diagnostic for skipping (she argues that when an argument skips

over another without entering into a multiple specifier configuration Chain Formation Algorithm effects

do not arise) and on the basis of this she proposes a derivation in which the nominative argument and the

dative argument are at some point, in a multiple specifier configuration (see McGinnis 1998 for details).
'9 Note though that the wh-question in (84a) is not the most standard case of wh-movement since it

involves the string a qui est-ce combining with a that clause. I don't know enough about the syntax of

this kind of wh-questions in French and I don't know if other styles of wh-movement in French have the

same effect.
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has moved to a higher position before the subject has moved to T and, moreover, that
the trace of the wh-phrase does not count for EPP-Attract purposes. The second

assumption is plausible given that EPP-checking is related to overt elements (see
Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998c) and traces are covert. The first issue is trickier as
it involves a derivation that is problematic from the point of view of featural cyclicity.
Specifically, in order for the wh-phrase to move, C must be merged with a [+WH]
feature to attract it. And in order for the wh-experiencer to move before the lower

subject, C must be merged with T before the two elements start to move. But this has
problems. First, C is not allowed to be merged with T ifT has the requirement to merge

with an XP (EPP), a prohibition which in the system of Chomsky (1995) follows from

strength and featural cyclicity:

(86)     A strong feature must be checked as soon as possible after being introduced
into the derivation

Moreover, a derivation in which the argument moving first (the wh-phrase) checks

features against a higher head (C) and the argument moving second (the subject) checks

features against the lower head (T) also violates (86). So, in order for this derivation to

be well-formed, the wh-phrase would have to move to T checking a feature there.20 But

this is implausible.

A way out might be to assume that there is competition among the various constraints

forcing one of them to be relaxed in order for the other one not to be violated. Pesetsky

& Torrego (see Pesetsky1998b) argue that movement of a higher element to a functional
head takes place out of a domain just to fascilitate movement of a lower element out of
the same domain by virtue of Richards'(1997) Pri,iciple of Minimal Coinpliance
according to which "once an instance of a movement to a has obeyed a constraint 011
the  distance  between source  and target  other  instances  of movement  to  a need  not  obey
these constraints" (this   formulation  is  taken  from  Pesetsky's   1998b  handout).   I f  we
adopt this, then we can propose that the wh-phrase proceeds through T to C just because

of the PMC and not because it is checking a feature there. This is reminiscent of a
Barriers-style derivation involving wh-movement to Spec,CP via adjunction to IP
(Lasnik & Saito 1984, Chomsky 1986b).

Since I haven't looked systematically into the question of possible interactions between
wh-movement and A movement and given that I don't know how systematic such
phenomena are (see footnote  19), I am not going to discuss this question any further.

6.5.2. Clitics in Spanish

In Spanish, raising in the presence of cliticization or clitic doubling of a dative

experiencer is ungrammatical, unlike French, Italian and Greek (Torrego  1996,  1998,
MeGinnis 1998). The following examples illustrate this with simple clitics:

20 This feature wouldn't have to be strong and in fact, it would not be allowed to be strong if Richards

(1997) is right that strength is an instruction for pronounciation of elements at the PF-interface. Again,
this would imply a relaxation of (86) but at least there would be a reason for it.
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(87) a. Este taxista parece [t estar cansado]
this taxi driver seems to be tired
"This taxi driver seems to be tired"

b.        Me parece [que esta taxista esta cansado]

Me(Dat) seems that this taxi driver is tired
"It seems to me that this taxi driver is tired"

c. *Este taxista me parece [t estar cansado]
This taxi driver me(Dat) seems to be tired
"This taxi driver seems to me to be tired"

According to Torrego (1996, 1998) the same facts are found in other Romance

languages that have clitic doubling of datives, namely Catalan, Romanian and Galician.

Greek patterns with the non-clitic doubling Romance languages French and Italian with
respect to this. On the other hand, Spanish patterns with Greek (see the appendix II to

chapter 5) and differs from French and Italian in requiring clitic doubling of the
experiencer also when the verb combines with a that-complement:

(88) a. Sembra a Piero [che Gianni faccia il suo dovere] Italian
Seems to Peter [that Gianni does the his duty]
"It seems to Peter that Gianni does his duty"

b.         *?Fenete ston Petro [oti o Jannis kani to kathikon tu] Greek
Seems to-the Peter [that the Jannis does the duty his]
"It seems to Peter that John does his duty"

c.        ?*(Tu) fenete tu Petru [oti o Jannis kani to kathikon tu]
Cl(Gen) seems the Peter(Gen) [that the John does his duty]
"It seems to Peter that John does his duty"

d.       *(Les) pareci6 a los linguistas que la charla habia sido muy buena Spanish
Cl(Dat) seemed to the linguists that the talk had been very good
"It seemed to the linguists that the talk was very good"

In order to account for the differences between Italian and French on the one hand and
Spanish, Romanian, Catalan and Galician on the other, Torrego (1998) proposes that

dative experiencers in raising constructions can either be merged in the inner specifier of
T (89) or in a lower subject-like position (90):
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(89) TP

Subj          T'

to-DP            T'
cl(Dat) -

T      VP

V            IP

t (Subj)

(90)         T'

T       PP

a-DP(double) p'

le                p

P VP

V                    IP

When an experiencer argument is merged directly with T as in (89) it does not block
raising to the outer spec of T because of Chomsky's (1995, 1998) definition of
equidistance. On the other hand, when an experiencer argument is merged in a lower
position as in (90), it is in a position to block Raising to T by the same definition.
Torrego proposes that experiencer PPs in English and dative clitics in French and Italian
are merged directly with T and for this reason, they don't block raising. On the other
hand a-datives in French and Italian, clitic doubled a-datives in Spanish and simple
clitics in Spanish, which according to Torrego have exactly the same representation as
clitic doubled a-datives except that they involve a covert pro argument "double", are
merged as in (90). This is the source of the parametric differences we find in the
blocking effects of experiencers across languages.

The property that determines the position of Merge is, according to Torrego, Case.
Specifically, she assumes that dative arguments can have either inherent Case or both
structural and inherent Case. When a dative has inherent Case, it can be merged directly
with T because its Case feature is not in conflict with the Nominative Case feature of T.
This is the case with to-datives in English and dative clitics in Italian and French. On the
other hand, when a dative also has a structural Case feature, then a conflict will arise
between the nominative Case of T and the structural Case feature of the dative if the
dative is directly merged with T. According to Torrego, a-datives in French and Italian
and clitic doubled datives in Spanish fall under this latter category. Thus, what French,
Italian and Spanish have in common is that the a-datives in all three languages have
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structural Case. Where they differ is tliat clitics have a structural Case feature in Spanish

while they have only inherent Case in French and Italian.

Torrego takes the obligatoriness of clitic doubling of experiencers in constructions like

(88d) as evidence that in Spanish unaccusatives the clitic is needed to license the Case

of the dative a-phrase. She assumes that there are only two heads that can check

structural Case. A light v in transitive constructions or a clitic. Since unaccusatives lack
v, only the clitic can check structural Case in them. This accounts for the obligatoriness

of doubling of experiencers in Spanish. It is not clear to me though how the structural

Case  feature o f a-datives in French and Italian is checked  in this analysis.

Torrego's basic proposal concerning French and Italian is similar to my proposal in that
it takes dative clitics to be in T, where they don't block raising of the subject, and a-

datives to be in a position where they block subject-raising to T. To account for the fact

that clitics and clitic doubled datives in Spanish interfere with raising, I could slightly

modify her proposal and suggest that clitics in Spanish are agreement markers or, rather,
overt instantiations of the functional applicative head introducing the experiencer

argument and thus, they do not have the effect that clitics have in French and Italian

with respect to NP-movement. In such an analysis, clitics in French and Italian would be

formal features which are merged in an argument position and they undergo movement

to T, while in Spanish they would be light applicative heads which end up in T as a
result of V-movement. This analysis would further imply that Greek clitics are like
Italian and French clitics rather than Spanish clitics, and that Greek clitic doubling is a

very different phenomenon from Spanish doubling. Greek doubling would be formal

feature raising without phrasal pied-piping while Spanish doubling would be the co-
occurance of a dative argument with the overt applicative head introducing it. In other

words, the clitic doubling construction in Spanish would be similar to the undoubled

Genitive construction in Greek, except that in Spanish the applicative head would be
overt while in Greek it is covert. The difference between Greek and Italian/French
would then be that Italian and French do not have the option of formal feature raising
out o f a DP without pied-piping.

There is something right about an analysis along these lines which has to do with the
fact that clitic doubling in Spanish has many aspectual effects that clitic doubling in
Greek lacks. That Spanish doubling has aspectual properties is extensively argued for in
Schmitt (1996, to appear) and is also discussed in detail in Torrego (1998). Schmitt
shows that doubling of DPs in Spanish blocks iteration readings which are available

with non-doubling predicates. A predicate like play tlie sonata for an hour which is

ambiguous between a reading on which (i) there is a single event of playing the sonata

which lasts for an hour and a reading on which (ii) there is an one hour interval in which
there are subevents of playing the same sonata more than once, only has the
interpretation (i) in the presence of doubling. Moreover, Torrego shows that doubling is

ungrammatical, optional or obligatory depending on the aspectual properties of the

selecting verb, i.e. whether it is an activity, an accomplishment, an achievement or a

state in terms of Vendler's (1967)/ Dowty's (1979) classification. Now Greek doubling
shows none of these properties. If Spanish clitics are treated as light semi-functional
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heads in the extended projection of the verb and Greek clitics are treated as formal
features of DPs it would be easy to explain why the former make an aspectual
contribution while the latter not.

However, there are problems for such an analysis.

First note that Torrego (1998) crucially appeals to the obligatoriness of doubling in

(88d) to justify the claim that in Spanish the doubling clitic is necessary to license the
Case of the experiencer and, by extension, the blocking effects of clitics. But in Greek

cliticization/doubling is also obligatory in these constructions, as shown in (88b,c), (see
the discussion in Appendix II, chapter 5) and yet clitics fascilitate raising, unlike

Spanish.

Second, recall from chapter 5 (Appendix I) that in Spanish, passivization in the presence
of a doubled a-dative goal is grammatical, as discussed in Demonte (1995). Demonte

(1995) points out that doubling in passives as in actives is optional and she extensively
argues that the clitic doubling construction in Spanish is a double object construction.
This raises two problems for Torrego's analysis. First, it is unclear why the clitic in
passives is optional and not obligatory. If the a-phrase always requires a clitic to be
licensed when transitive v is absent, then we would expect doubling to be obligatory in
passives, contrary to facts. Second, if Torrego is correct that doubled DPs block raising
when they are in a position to do so, and if the double object construction in Spanish
also involves an applicative head (which would be the clitic itself under the
modification to Torrego's analysis suggested above), we would expect clitics to block
NP-movement in passive constructions, again contrary to facts.

A similar problem is posed by experiencer-constructions. Torrego (1998) points out that
in Spanish, the experiencer argument of unaccusative experiencer object predicates (i.e.
Belletti & Rizzi'spiacere class) must be dative and the dative clitic is obligatory (91):

(91)     (A los alumnos) *(les) gusta el libro
To the students Cl(Dat) like-3sg the book(Nom)
"The students like the book"

Torrego proposes that in (91) the clitic is obligatory in order to license the structural
Case of the dative phrase, as with seem, and that the reason why the experiencer does
not block NP-movement of the nominative theme in this construction is that it is an
object and not a subject, unlike the experiencer argument of seem. The configuration
she proposes is the following:
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(92)  T'

T      VP

PP       V'

le       p V NOM

p          double
(Dat)

In (92) the nominative theme and the doubled dative are in the minimal domain of the

same head V and thus they are equally close to T. Therefore, the dative does not block

movement of the Nominative to T.

I have two objections to this analysis. First, experiencer arguments typically qualify as

quirky subjects in languages that have quirky subjects (i.e. Icelandic) blocking
nominative themes from doing so. Ifthis is the result of locality, as convincingly argued

for in McGinnis (1998), then it would mean that in quirky subject languages dative

experiencers are introduced by a higher head, Marantz's VAPPL or McGinnis' R. Given

that there is crosslinguistic evidence that dative experiencers typically have a "subject-

like" representation, it is not clear why in Spanish they should be "object-like",

especially since they are doubled. Recall that in the case of Spanish ditranstives

involving a theme and a goal, the construction with doubling of the goal qualifies as a

double object construction and hence it involves VAPPL. The second objection is that I

don't quite see why the way the experiencer argument is merged with see,ii is so

different from the way the experiencer argument is merged with psych-predicates of the

piacere class. In both cases, there is a stative verb selecting for an experiencer and a

thenne-argument.
21

Suppose, alternatively, that the obligatoriness of doubling in (91) is analysed along the

lines suggested here for Greek, namely that the clitic is required to permit NP-
movement of the theme. Such an analysis would imply that the reason for the

ungrammaticality of subject raising in the presence of an experiencer is not locality but

something else. One possibility would be to assume that when the verb parecer in

Spanish combines with an experiencer, it is not a raising verb. Torrego (1995) discusses

a number of differences in the bahavior of parecer depending on whether it combines
with an experiencer or not. Specifically:

(i) While both the present and the imperfect are allowed irrespective of the experiencer,

paracer cannot be preterit unless there is an experiencer.
(ii) Parecer can be in the progressive when there is an experiencer but not otherwise.

21 TorregO (1996,1998) assumes that the experiencer combining with seent is not a true argument of the
verb. This could be her response to the second point raised here, but this response is not really valid from
my perspective, given that I analyse goals as also being introduced by an applicative head.
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(iii) Parecer allows the subjunctive in the subordinate clause while parecer +

experiencer doesn't. In this respect, paracer without an experiencer behaves like an

epistemic modal in Spanish.
(iv) The perfect auxiliary haber cannot combine with parecer without an experiencer

while it can combine with parecer+experiencer.

On the basis of these differences, Torrego concludes that when the experiencer

argurnent of parecer is unexpressed it behaves like a defective verb. She further

proposes that the absence of an experiencer induces restructuring obligatorily. Now if
Spanish parecer can be a raising verb only when it is a restructuring verb (see
Zubizarreta  1982 who argues that restructuring verbs are necessarily raising verbs)  and
if the presence of an experiencer blocks restructuring as suggested by Torrego,22 then the

ungrammaticality of raising in Spanish in the presence of an experiencer does not show
that clitics block raising in Spanish. It just shows that the experiencer blocks
restructuring while raising takes place only when there is restructuring. Note that all the
tests Torrego (1996) employs to argue that parecer is a raising verb crucially involve
constructions in which the subject has raised and hence the experiencer is absent. Thus,
these tests do not show that parecer is always a raising verb. They only show that it can
be a raising verb.

To conclude. Even though I don't feel that I understand the full range of Spanish data, I
am not convinced that the ungrammaticality of raising in the presence o f an experiencer
is due to the fact that cliticization and doubling in Spanish block NP-movement, as
claimed by Torrego (1996,1998). The issue requires further research.

6.5.3. Expletive-associate chains in Icelandic

As will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, in Icelandic infinitival constructions

called by Sigur8sson (1996) Dative and Nomi,zative with Infinitil,e the dative argument
of the matrix verb checks EPP while there is optional number agreement between the
matrix verb and the nominative argument of the infinitival:

(93) a. M6r p6ttu/ p6tti [Deer vera duglegar]

Me(Dat) thought(3pl/dft) they(Nom pl) be industrious

"I thought they were industrious"

b.         M6r virtust/virtist [baer vinna vel]
Me(Dat) seemed (3pl/dft) they(Nom,pl) work well
"It seemed to me that they were working well"

22 This would make sense if we followed recent proposals (Wurmbrand 1998, Cinque 1999) according to
which restructuring verbs are functional heads. If this is so, then we expect them not to have argument

structure, i.e. to not be able to assign a theta-role to the experiencer argument. On the other hand, non-
restructuring verbs are lexical and thus they can combine with an experiencer.
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c.        Mdr h5f84 hafOi fundist [Dfer vera gbfaBar]

Me(Dat) had(3pl/dft) found they(Nom,pl) be intelligent
"I had found them intelligent"

In the examples in (93), the matrix verb either agrees in number with the lower

nominative or it doesn't. In the latter case, it surfaces with default third person singular

agreement.

When a dative argument intervenes between matrix T and a lower nominative, default

agreement on the matrix verb is obligatory, as illustrated below (Schutze 1997: 108):

(94) a. Jdni virBast/?*viruist vera taldir/*talid lika liestarnir

John(Dat) seem(pl/?*sg) to-be believed(Nom,masc,pl) to-like
horses (Nom,masc,pl)
"John seems to be believed to like horses"

b.        M6r fannst/*fundust henni leiuast beir
Me(Dat) seem(3sg/*3pl) she(Dat) to-be bored they(Nom)

"I thought she was bored with them"

Schutze (1997) argues that the contrast between (94a) and (94b) can be explained as a
Minimality effect: the closest lower DP is the only one that can be attracted by T when

its local subject is a quirky dative, but if the lower DP is a dative, checking cannot take

place and the next nominative lower down is too far away to enter a checking relation

with the matrix T. As a result, the verb shows default 3rd person agreement obligatorily.

This means that whenever a verb shows default agreement it has not entered a checking

relation with the nominative.

Interestingly, there are constructions in which the EPP feature of T is checked by an
expletive and the matrix verb agrees in number with the nominative argument of the

infinitival clause while a dative argument of the matrix verb intervenes between the

matrix verb and the nominative argument (Jonas 1998 cited in McGinnis 1998: 51):

(95) a. DaB virBist sumum milfra:Bingum [Jdn vera duglegur]
there seem-sg some linguists(Dat) John(Nom) be intelligent
"John seems to some linguists to be intelligent"

b.        Dad virBist sumum mAlfra:Bingum [Dessir studentar vera duglegir]

there seem-pl some linguists(Dat) these students(Nom) be intelligent
"These students seem to some linguists to be intelligent"

Thus, even though dative arguments generally block long distance agreement between a

verb and a lower nominative, in sentences like the ones in (95) they don't.

Crucially, in (95) it is the dative and not the nominative argument that forms a chain

with the expletive (Chomsky 1998, McGinnis   1998).   Note  that   in  (95) the dative   is
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indefinite while the nominative is definite. Moreover, if the dative is definite the
sentence is ill-formed,  even i f the nominative is indefinite:

(96) *baa vir8ast Dessum mblfr dingum [margir studentar vera duglegir]

there seem-pl these linguists(Dat) many students(Nom) be intelligent
"Many students seem to these linguists to be intelligent"

If it is assumed that the dative associate of the expletive moves to it overtly or covertly

(overt or covert feature movement, Chomsky 1995),23   then   the   fact   that   in   this

construction the verb can agree with the lower nominative can be explained along the

lines discussed in this chapter. The dative moves out of the way of the lower

nominative, and the lower nominative may enter into an Agree relationship (long

distance agreement or covert feature movement) with the matrix T. Thus, the contrast

between the Minimality effect in (94) and the lack of a Minimality effect in (95) is
another case in which movement of a higher argument fascilitates movement o f a lower

argument.

6.5.4. Scrambling in Dutch

Recal from chapter  1  (section  1.3.4.) that scrambling of datives in Dutch passives  and
non-alternating unaccusatives is an escape hatch to locality violations, similarly to
cliticization of datives in Greek. The facts illustrating this are repeated below:

Passives

(97) a. dat het boek Marie waarschijnlijk gegeven wordt
that the book(Nom) Mary(Dat) probably given is

"that the book is probably given to Mary"

b.         ?*dat het boek waarschV,il(/k Marie gegeven wordt
that the book(Nom) probably Mary(Dat) given is
"that the book is probably given to Mary"

Piacere-psych verbs:

(98) a. dat het boek Marie waarschijnlijk bevallen zal
that the book(Nom) Mary(Dat) probably please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

b.         ?*dat het boek waarschi),il(/k Marie bevallen zal
that the book(Nom) probably Mary(Dat) please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

23 Recall that the fact that the verb is in second position is viewed as a PF-effect; adverb placement facts

would be needed to show whether this movement is overt or covert.
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Otlier lion-alternati,ig unaccitsatives:

(99) a. dat de teugels de jongen waarschijnlijk/plotseling ontglipten
that the reins(Nom) the boys(Dat) probably/suddenly slipped

b.           ??dat de teugels waarschil,iliik lotseling de jongen ontglipten

that the reins(Nom) probably/suddenly the boys(Dat) slipped

The above examples show that in Dutch theme NP-movement is not well-formed when

the DP  goal occurs to the right of the adverb waarschijnlijk, only when it occurs to its

left. Assuming that argument placement to the left of VP-external adverbs signifies

scranibliiig, then these facts show that in Dutch a DP goal must scramble in order for

the theme to undergo movement to [spec, TP]. This is a case in which XP-movement of

the goal fascilitates movement o f the lower argument.

There are two ways to account for the well-formedness of the (a) examples involving

scrambling. One possibility is that the scrambled goal moves to T; in such an analysis

the scrambling examples in Dutch involve exactly the same derivation as the
cliticization/ clitic doubling examples in Greek, except that scrambling is a case of

phrasal movement and cliticization a case of feature movement. Alternatively,
scrambled goals adjoin to a lower position from which they cannot undergo further

movement to T because such a derivation would lead to an improper movement

violation (Muller & Sternefeld 1993). Under the latter analysis,  once the dative moves

to an adjoined position it is invisible for Attract from T and thus it does not block

anymore movement of the theme to T.

Recall now that there is a difference between Dutch and Greek with respect to in-situ

nominatives. When the theme remains in situ in Dutch the dative DP is licit in its base

position (den Dikken 1995:208, fn 26):

(100) a. dat waarschijnlijk Marie het boek gegeven wordt
that probably Marie(Dat) the book(Nom) given is

b.         dat waarschiinlilk Marie het boek bevallen zal
that probably Mary(Dat) the book(Nom) please will
"that the book will probably appeal to Mary"

c.             dat waarschi),ile'k*lotseling de teugels de jongen ontglipten
that probably/suddenly the reins(Nom) the boys(Dat) slipped

On the other hand, such examples still require clitic doubling/cliticization in Greek:

(101) a. ?*(tis) irthe tis Marias to grama me kathysterisi Uiiaccusative

Cl(Gen) came the Mary(Gen) the letter(Nom) with delay
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b.         ?*(tu) aresun tu Petru ta vivlia Experiencer Object
Cl(Gen) please-3pl the Peter(Gen) the books(Nom)

c.        ?*(tu) dothike tu Petru to vivlio apo tin Maria Passive Ditransitive
Cl(Gen) was given the Peter(Gen) the book(Nom) by the Mary

To account for the wellformedness of the Dutch examples in (100), I propose that they
involve a covert derivation which is exactly like its overt counterpart. First the dative
argument undergoes scrambling and then the nominative argument moves to T.  I f this is

correct, then the fact that the clitic is still required in Greek as shown in (101) suggests

that Greek does not have the covert analogue of a derivation with cliticization, unlike
Dutch. Under the assumption that the clitic is the PF-reflex of feature movement, the
formal features of the dative have to move overtly even when the nominative stays in
situ. In view of the Dutch facts in (100), it is not clear why this should be so. In other
words, why can't the two arguments in (101) remain in situ and move covertly to T in
an order which conforms with Closest Attract, i.e. movement o f the dative to T followed

by the movement of the nominative? Why is it that the movement of the dative always
has  to be overt,  as is evidenced by the presence of the clitic?  I  propose that the answer to
this question is that in Greek, nominative arguments always move openly and that this
movement is feature movement manifested as agreement on the verb. Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou (1998c, 1999a, 1999b) extensively argue for a position that is close to
what is suggested here on completely independent grounds. On this view, by the term
"NP-movement" in Greek what is actually meant is overt FF-movement. This
movement is manifested as long distance agreement in raising constructions of the
following type (see the discussion in chapter 5):

(102) a. Stamatisan/arxisan na mu benun psilli st'aftia
Stopped-3pt/started-3pl SUBJ Cl(lst, sg, Gen) enter-3pl fleas(Nom)
in the ears
"I stopped being/started becoming suspicious"

b.         *Stamatise/arxise na mu benun psilli st'aftia
Stopped-3sg/started-3sg SUBJ Cl( 1 st, sg, Gen) enter-3pl fleas(Nom)
in the ears

In these examples, the nominatives depend on the lower verb for their interpretation and
yet they agree with the matrix raising verb obligatorily. When the higher verb does not

agree with the embedded subject, ungrammaticality arises. Examples like (102a) must
be analysed in terms of feature movement (Chomsky 1995) and not just in terms of
Agree (Chomsky 1998). This is so because the nominative argument obligatorily agrees
with  both the lower  and the higher  verb. If Agree is highly local (as Chomsky   1998)
suggests, then it is not clear how the higher verb can agree with the nominative
argument given that the lower verb interferes.
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6.6. SUAIRIARY

In this chapter, I proposed that the reason why dative clitics are well formed in NP-
movement constructions is that they move to T. Being in T, they are not in a position to
block movement of the lower nominatives. I extended this analysis to clitic doubled
datives and I argued that doubling clitics are formal features that move overtly without
pied-piping the dative DPs. On the basis of obviation of WCO effects under clitic
doubling of objects, I argued in favor of a movement analysis of clitic doubling, and on
the basis of a comparison between clitic doubling constructions and expletive
constructions, I proposed that there are two types of feature movement: one affecting
binding relations and one not.

Next I discussed another case of obligatory cliticization/ clitic doubling with genitive
and accusative DP objects. I showed that in Greek, clitic doubling of animate indirect
and direct objects is forced when the subject is a non-agentive Causer. This
phenomenon is systematically found in Oehre's contexts with genitive goals and in
causative psychological predicates with accusative experiencers. I argued that in these
cases as well, the surface subject undergoes movement across the object, thus unifying
these constructions with the NP-movement constructions I have been discussing.
Finally, I pointed out that Greek strongly supports Pesetsky's (1995) notion of a
"derived external causer argument".

In the last section of this chapter, I turned to a number of cases in languages other than
Greek where an argument can move to T in the presence of a higher intervening
argument when the higher argument moves "out of the way"of the lower argument.
Specifically, I discussed cliticization, topicalization and wh-movement of experiencers
in French and Italian raising constructions, Spanish cliticization, expletive associate
chains with dative arguments in Icelandic and scrambling in Dutch.
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CHAPTER 7

PERSON RESTRICTIONSl

7.0. INTRODUCTION

Chomsky (1995:265) suggests that when a feature F of a lexical item raises without pied
piping of the lexical  item or any larger category, it automatically carries along the set of
formal features of the lexical item in question. Since the dative also has Case and $-
features, the question that arises is whether these features enter a checking relation with
T or not. So far, I have been assuming that features other than the categorial feature of
the dative DP are irrelevant. They do not enter a checking relation with T because only

arguments with structural Case can do so, and datives do not have structural Case. Thus,
even if Case and $-features are carried along with the D feature to T, they cannot enter a

checking relation with T. For this reason, the nominative argument checks all of T's
formal features except for its categorial feature.

In this chapter, I argue that the picture is considerably more complicated than assumed
so far. Dative arguments can check person features on T or v. In Icelandic unaccusatives
and passives, dative arguments check person features on T while in Greek not. This
difference accounts for the fact that in Icelandic, dative arguments qualify as quirky
subjects and in Greek not, even though in both languages datives check the EPP feature
o f T. In other words, "quirky subjecthood"  does not depend on EPP per se but rather on
checking of person features. My argument will be based on the  fact that in constructions
where a dative argument and an argument with structural Case check 0-features against
the same head, the argument with structural Case must be third person. In Icelandic, this
happens in quirky subject constructions, while in Greek and other clitic languages this

happens in cliticization constructions with an external argument (see Anagnostopoulou
1999b).

More specifically, I establish a link between a (universal) constraint on clitics and a
restriction on nominative objects (see also Boeckx  1997):

(i) The Person-Case Constraint (*me/lui/I-II constraint) found in active ditransitive
constructions with clitics and weak pronouns (Perlmutter 1971, Kayne 1975, Bonet
1991 a, 1994, Ormazabal & Romero 1998, Romero & Ormazabal  1999).

(ii) The Prohibition against Person Agreement with nominative objects found in
Icelandic Quirky Subject constructions (Taraldsen    1994, 1995, Sigurdsson    1996,
Schutze 1997, Boeckx  1997).

  I am grateful to Winfried Lechner for his help with the organization and the contents of this chapter.



I develop a common analysis for the two constraints in terms of Checking Theory. I
propose that in the constructions where a 3rd person restriction arises $-features are not
eliminated simultaneously. Person features are checked seperately from number features

(see  Taraldsen 1995, Chomsky  1998 for Icelandic).  In the Person Case-environments,
the eliminated $-features are located in little v. In Quirky Subject constructions, the
eliminated $-features reside in T. I conclude that dative arguments with morphological
case may check person features "parasitically" on the head that checks nominative or
accusative and that this is open to parametric variation.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.1, I introduce the two constraints. In
section 7.2, I compare properties of the two constraints. In section 7.3, I provide an
outline of the background assumptions my analysis is based on concerning the features
of datives and pronouns and their checking relationships. In section 7.4. I propose my

analysis which crucially relies on the fact that both constructions involve a dative

argument. I argue that in the constructions under discussion dative arguments check

person features while arguments with structural case only check number features.

7.1. THE DATA

7.1.1. The Person-Case constraint

Perlmutter (1971) observed that in a combination of a dative and an accusative clitic, the
accusative must be 3rd person. This constraint is known in the literature as the *me
lui/I-II Constraint, or Person-Case Constraint. The Person-Case Constraint ('PC-
constraint'; based on Bonet 199la: 182) is formulated in (1): 2

0)      Person Case Constraint
Context: Ditransitives with phonologically weak direct and indirect objects
Observation:  If a direct and an indirect object cooccur, the direct object has
to be 3rd person.

The PC-Constraint as discussed in Bonet (1991 a,  1994) has five properties:

2(1) gives the strong version of the PC constraint, which I will adopt throughout. Note on the side that the
weak version as given under (i) supports Murasugi's (1994) Constraint on the Feature Specification of

Agr. I assume that (i) encapsulates a different constraint (see also Murasugi 1994: 138-139 fn 6).

(i)        In a combination of a direct object and an indirect object [clitic, agreement marker or weak
pronoun], if there is a third person it has to be the direct object. (Bonet 1991 a: 182)

The weak version intends to capture the fact that in some cases, it seems that sentences are grammatical if
there  is no third person clitic present,  i.e. a combination  of a  l st  and  a 2nd person clitic is acceptable.
According to Bonet, this is true of Catalan, Spanish and Italian. The judgements concerning combinations
of first and second person clitics vary considerably from speaker to speaker, the differences not
correlating with standard dialects usually. According to Bonet  (1991 a), most speakers  of all languages

she has  seen do not permit a combination of two objects  one  1 st person  and one 2nd person, as predicted
by the strong version of the constraint. For this reason, she assumes that the strong more restrictive
version is correct. I follow her in this.
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(i) It applies to a wide range of genetically unrelated languages. The languages that have
been investigated are Arabic, Greek, Romance, Basque, Georgian, English, Swiss
German). Bonet (1994) claims that it is universal.

(ii) It affects phonologically iveak elements, i.e. clitics, agreement affixes and weak

pronouns.

The Greek examples in (2) illustrate the PC-Constraint for clitics. Examples (2a) and
(2b)  containing a genitive  lst  and 2nd person clitic co-occuring with an accusative  3rd
person clitic are well-formed. On the other hand, examples (2b) and (2c) in which a 3rd
person genitive co-occurs with a  1 st and 2nd person accusative are ill- formed:

(2) a. Tha mu to stilune Greek

Fut  Cl(Gen,lst,  sg) Cl(Acc, 3rd, sg, neut) send-3pl
"They will send it to me"

b.           Tha su ton stilune
Fut Cl(Gen, 2nd, sg) Cl(Acc, 3rd, sg, masc) send-3pl
"They will send him to you"

c.         *Tha tu me stilune
Fut Cl (Gen, 3rd, sg, neut/masc) Cl(Acc, 1st, sg) send-3pl
"They will send me to him"

d.         *Tha tu se stilune
Fut Cl(Gen, 3rd, sg, masc) Cl(Acc, 2nd, sg) send-3pl

"They will send you to him"

Similar facts are found with French, Italian, Catalan, Spanish and Arabic clitics (see
Bonet 199la, 1994 for discussion).

The Basque examples in (3) illustrate the PC-constraint for agreement affixes:

(3) a. Azpisapoek etsaiari misila saldu d-0-I-0-te Basque

Traitors(Erg)enemy(Dat) missile(Abs) sell-Pres-3(Abs)-root-3(Dat)-3(Er)
"The traitors sell the missile to the enemy"

b. *Azpisapoek etsaiari ni saldu na-I-0-te
Traitors(Erg) enemy(Dat) me(Abs) sell-1(Abs)-root-3(Dat)-3(Erg)
"The traitors sell me to the enemy"

Example (3a) in which a 3rd person dative agreement marker co-occurs with a 3rd
person absolutive marker is well-formed. On the other hand, (3b) where a 3rd person
dative co-occurs  with  a  1 st person absolutive is ill-formed. Similar facts are found  in
Georgian (Harris 1984, Bonet  1991 a,  1994).
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Finally,  the same restriction characterizes combinations o f weak pronouns, as shown by
the Swiss German examples  in  (4).  (4a) is grammatical  and it contains  a   1 st person
dative and a 3rd person accusative. (4b) is ungrammatical and it contains a 3rd person
dative and a first person accusative (Harry Leder personal communication to Bonet

1991 a, Henk van Riemsdijk personal communication):

(4) a. D'Maria zeigt mir e,i Swiss German

The Maria shows to me him
"Mary shows him to me"

b. *D'Maria zeigt em nuch
The Maria shows to him me
"Mary shows me to him"

A similar contrast is found in English (Bonet   1991 a, citing David Pesetsky personal
communication).

(iii) The third property of the PC constraint is that it only affects combinations of weak

elements.  As  long  as  one of the two elements  is not weak, the constraint does not apply.

Examples (5) and (6) illustrate this point for clitics and stressed pronouns. In (5) a 3rd
person dative clitic co-occurs with a 2nd person accusative full pronoun while in (6) a
lst person accusative clitic co-occurs  with  a 3rd person dative full pronoun.   Both
examples are grammatical:

(5)       Tha tu stilune esena (cf. (2)d) Greek
Fut Cl(Gen) send-3pl you(Acc)
"They will send you to him"

(6)       Paul me prdsentera a lui French

Paul  1 st(Acc) will introduce-3rd to him
"Paul will introduce me to him"

Example (7) contains  a 3rd person dative weak pronoun co-occuring with  a  1 st person
accusative stressed pronoun. Note that (7) is identical to the ungrammatical (4b), except
that the accusative is stressed in (7) but not in (4b).

(7)       D'Maria zeigt em nziich Swiss Gernian
The Mary shows to him me

(iv) The fourth property of the PC-constraint is that it also affects combinations in
which the accusative clitic is refexive (Kayne 1975:173, Bonet 199la:192 citing
Herschensohn 1979):

(8)       *Elle se lui est donn6e entitrement
She reft him(Dat) is given(fem) entirely
"She gave herselfto him entirely"
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As shown in (8), a dative cannot co-occur with an accusative reflexive clitic. Reflexive
clitics pattern  with  1 st  and 2nd personal pronouns  in not being  able to co-occur  with
dative clitics.

(v) Finally, the PC-constraint is limited to constructions with an external argument.
Unaccusatives and passives  with a dative  and  a  1 st/2nd person nominative/absolutive
argument are well- formed. This is shown in (9a) for clitic languages and (9b) for
agreement-languages.

(9) a. Tu irtha Greek

Cl(Gen) came-1 sg
"I came to him"

b.          Joni joan na-atzai-t Basque

John(Dat) go 1Abs-root- 3(Dat)
"I went to John"

In the Greek example (9a), a first person genitive clitic is allowed when the verb shows
1 st person singular agreement.   In the Basque example  (9b),   a   1 st person absolutive
agreement marker may co-occur with a 3rd person dative. The difference between these

examples and all the examples discussed above is that they involve unaccusative and not
active ditransitive verbs.

Having presented the properties of the PC-constraint, I now turn to the 3rd person
restriction in Icelandic.

7.1.2. The 3rd Person Restriction on Nominative Objects

Taraldsen (1994, 1995) and Sigurdsson (1996) observe and discuss a restriction on
nominative objects in Icelandic quirky subject constructions. This is formulated in (10):

(10) The 3rd Person Restriction
Context: Clauses in which the nominative object agrees (in number) with
the verb.
Observation:  In the presence of a dative subject, the nominative object has to
be 3rd person.

The properties of the 3rd Person restriction can be summarized as follows.

(i) It is found in Icelandic only, i.e. it looks like a language-specific constraint.

(ii) It applies to constructions with a dative subject and a nominative object. Two
environments must be distinguished, for reasons I will come back to:

A) Infinitival constructions in which the matrix subject is realized as dative and the
nominative serves as an argument of the infinitival. These are called by Sigurdsson
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Dative and Nomiizative with Infinitive and are illustrated  in  (11).  (11 a)  contains  a  3rd
person nominative   and the sentence   is well formed. (llb) contains   a   1 st person
nominative and the sentence is ill formed:

(11) a. Mir hdfBu fundist [bier vera gAfaOar]

Me(Dat) had found they(Nom,pl) be intelligent
"I had found them intelligent"

b.           *beint h6fum alltaf fundist [vid vinna vel]
Them(Dat) have always found we(Nom,pl) work well
"They have always thought that we work well"

B) Monoclausal quirky subject constructions (passives, unaccusatives) with nominative
objects. Here again we find a contrast in grammaticality, depending on whether the
nominative object is 3rd or  1 st, 2nd person:

(12) a. He,ini leiddustheir
She(Dat) was bored by-3pl they (Nom)
"She was bored by them"

b. *Henni leiddust vid
She(Dat) was bored by-2pl us(Nom)
"She was bored by us"

(iii) It affects nominative objects whenever they agree with the verb the dative argument

relates to by EPP-driven movement. If the nominative object does not agree with the
verb, the constraint does not apply. To make this point we need to look into biclausal
and monoclausal constructions separately because the former show the interplay
between the 3rd person restriction and agreement more straightforwardly than the latter.

In Dative and Nominative with Infinitive constructions, number agreement between the
matrix verb and the nominative argument o f the infinitival is optional.  In (13) below the
matrix verb is either plural agreeing with the argument of the infinitival or it shows  3rd

person singular default agreement:

(13) a. M€r pdttu/p6tti \Der vera duglegar]
Me(Dat) thought(3pl/dft) they(Nom pl) be industrious
"I thought they were industrious"

b. M6r virtust/virtist U)(er vinna vel]
Me(Dat) seemed (3pl/dft) they(Nom,pl) work well
"It seemed to me that they were working well"

c.         Mer hbfau/ha/di fundist [»r vera gifaBar]
Me(Dat) had(3pl/dft) found they(Nom,pl) be intelligent
"I had found them intelligent"
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The 3rd person restriction surfaces only if the matrix verb is marked for number
agreement (Taraldsen 1995, Sigur8sson 1996, Schiitze 1997, Boeckx 1997). Example
(14)  containing  a  1 st person nominative is ungrammatical  only  when the matrix  verb
agrees with it, not when it shows singular agreement:

(14) Deim hefur/*11&,ni alltaf fundist [vid vinna vel]

Them(Dat) has-sg/*have-pl always found we(Nom,pl) work well
"They have always thought that we work well"

This is straightforward evidence that in Icelandic the 3rd person restriction arises only
under agreement.

In nionoclausal constructions. agreement between the verb and the nominative object is
in most cases obligatory (SigurBsson 1996, contra ThrAinsson 1979, Andrews 1990).3
For this reason, the 3rd person restriction arises always. Still, there are certain cases in
which the 3rd person restriction is relaxed in monoclausal constructions (SigurOsson
1996:33). The data below illustrate a variability in judgements depending on the
agreement marking o f the verb:

AGREEMENT MARKER    PERSON MARKER

ON VERB ON OBJECT

(15) a. ?? Henni likadi dg 1/3sg                1 sg

Her(Dat) liked I(Nom)
b. *Henni likauir Dii                                2sg                               2sg
c. *Henni liku8um vi8                      1pl                         1pl
d. *Henni likuduB Dia                                           2pl                                               2pl

(16) a. ? Henni leiddist 6g 1/2/3sg                 1sg
Her(Dat) bored I(Nom)

b. ?Henni leiddist 1)6 1/2/3sg              2sg

c. *Henni leiddumst vi8                       1pl                             1pl
d. *Henni leiddust Dia 2/3pl                    2pl

SigurBsson (1996) points out that the cases that are judged acceptable by the native
speakers (15a, 16a, 16b) have verb forms that are homophonous ivith nonagreeing
(default 3rd person singular) forms. 1 take this to mean that in monoclausal
constructions - just as in biclausal constructions -, the person restriction does not apply
when the nominative does not agree with the verb.

(iv) It also affects constructions with a nominative reflexive (Taraldsen    1994).    In
infinitival constructions, reflexive nominative arguments are ruled out (17a) while
reflexive accusative objects are ruled in (17b). Thus, reflexive nominatives pattern with
1 st and 2nd person nominatives in not being able to co-occur with dative subjects:

' Lack of agreement is exceptional and largely limited to clauses with either leidast/ 'find boring' or lika
/'like'. Even there, agreement is preferred to nonagreement (Sigur8sson 1996:24ff).
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(17) a. *Mariu fannst sig vera ghfuB
Mary(Dat) thought-3sg sig (Nom) be gifted(Nom)
"Mary thought she was gifted"

b. Maria taldi sig vera ghfuda
Mary(Nom) believed-3sg sig (Acc) be gifted(Acc)
"Mary believed she was gifted"

(v) Finally, the 3rd person restriction is limited to constructions without an external
arguiizent. Active   ditransitives   with   a   third   person   dative   and   a   1 st,   2nd   person
accusative pronoun  are well formed (Collins & Thrdinsson  1996:  423,  fn  42,  Schutze
1997: 117, H. Sigurdsson p.c.). A minimal pair illustrating this difference is given in
(18).

(18) a. *Honum varst gefinn Du
Him(Dat) was given you(Nom)

b. Eggafhonum Digijdlangiaf
I(Nom) gave him(Dat) you(Acc) as Xmas-gift
"I gave him you as a Christmas present"

Example (18a) contains a passive ditransitive verb and the 3rd person restriction applies.
Example (18b) contains its active counterpart and the 3rd person restriction does not
apply.

7.2. SI,;1 ILATITIES AND DIFFERENCES

7.2.1. The two constraints match ....

Once we compare the properties of the constraints presented in the previous section, we
see that the PC-constraint on clitics and the 3rd person restriction on nominative objects

display a number of similarities.

(i) Argunients affected: In both cases, the restriction arises in environments involving an
argument with an indirect object role (goal, benefactor, experiencer) and another
argument with a direct object role (theme) or a lower subject. According to Bonet
(199la, 1994), active ditransitive sentences with a goal, benefactor or possessor co-
occuring with a theme argument constitute the main environment in which the PC-
constraint is found: Similarly, in Icelandic the restriction arises in quirky subject
constructions which involve either passive ditransitive or unaccusative verbs and thus

4 Causative constructions with a dativized embedded subject and an accusative object constitute the other
major environment in which the PC-constraint is found (see Bonet  1991 a  and the discussion in section
7.5). Causative constructions have been argued to be analytically similar to double object constructions
(see, for example, Baker 1988) and thus the fact that they show the PC-constraint is expected under the
analysis I will propose later in this chapter.
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they typically involve a goal, an experiencer or a benefactor co-occuring with a theme
(monoclausal constructions) or a lower subject (biclausal constructions).

(ii) Cases involved: In both types of constructions, the indirect object argument bears

morphological case while the other argument is marked by structural Case. 1n PC-
environments, the indirect object with lexically specified dative (Romance, Basque,
Swiss German) or genitive (Greek) co-occurs with the direct object which has structural
accusative (Romance, Swiss German, Greek) or absolutive (Basque, Georgian). In
quirky subject constructions, the quirky subject, which has lexically governed case
(usually dative or genitive), co-occurs with the object bearing nominative case.

(iii) Structural Case-3rd person: In both cases, the argument with structural Case has to

be 3rd person. Thus, in PC-constructions the accusative or absolutive object cannot be
1 st, 2nd person and in quirky subject constructions the nominative object cannot be  1 st,
2nd person.

(iv) Constraint on SE-Reflexives: The fourth property the two have in common is the

fact that reflexives pattern  with   1 st  and 2nd person pronouns  in not being  able  to  co-
occur with the dative argument. This was shown in (8) for the PC-constraint and in (17)
for the 3rd person restriction in Icelandic: in both cases, the argument with structural
Case cannot be a SE-pronoun (Reinhart & Reuland 1991, 1993).

(,v) Relation to the same verbal head: Another property with respect to which the two
constraints match is that they arise when both the dative and the argument with
structural Case relate to the same verbal head via movement or agreement. We saw in
section 7.1.1. that in PC-constructions, the constraint applies only to clusters of weak
elements.  As  long  as  one  o f the two arguments  is not weak the constraint does not arise.
Under the assumption that clusters of agreement markers, clitics and weak pronouns are
attached to the same verbal head, then it follows that the PC-constraint arises only when

both arguments are attached to the same head. In a similar manner, in quirky subject
constructions, the 3rd person restriction arises only when the dative argument undergoes
EPP-driven movement to the [Spec,TP] and the nominative argument agrees with the

verb, as was shown in section 7.1.2. In this case as well, the two arguments must relate
to the same verbal head via movement (the dative subject) and agreement (the
nominative object) in order for the restriction to arise.

(Vi) Some notion of competition is involved: Finally, independent and otherwise
obligatory constraints are relaxed in order to circumvent a violation  of  the   1 st/2nd
person prohibition in both domains:

Starting    from the PC-Constraint (see Bonet     1991 a, 1994, Sufier to appear    for

discussion), in all dialects of Spanish clitic doubling of strong personal pronouns is
obligatory. This is shown in (19a) for direct objects and (19b) for indirect objects. Both
are ungrammatical i f the doubling clitic is absent:
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(19) a. *(La) nombraron a ella como embajadora : direct object doubling
Cl(Acc) appointed-3pl a her(Acc) as ambassador

"They appointed her as ambassador"

b.         *(Le) di el libro a dl : i,idirect object doubling
CL(Dat) gave-1 sg the book to him(Dat)
"I gave the book to him"

In order to overcome a PC-violation, however, clitic doubling of dative pronouns does

not take place  in the presence  of a  1 st/2nd person accusative (see Bonet  1994  for  an
analysis in terms of Optimality Theory). In (20) clitic doubling of the dative pronoun

does not take place and the result is grammatical. Crucially, this example contains an

accusative  1 st or 2nd person pronoun.

(20)    Me/te recomendaron a il : no indirect object doubling
Me/you(Acc) recommended-3pl to him : iii a PC environnient

"They recommended me/you to him"

Coming    to    the 3rd person restriction (see Sigur8sson 1996, Schutze     1997     for

discussion), recall that in Icelandic monoclausal constructions, agreement with
nominative objects is by and large obligatory. In the exceptional cases where agreement
is   optional (see footnote   3), the agreeing   form   (21 a) is still preferred   over  the  non-

agreeing one (2lb).

(21) a. Henni likadu ekki Dessar athugasemdir
Her(Dat) liked-3pl not these comments(Nom)
"She did not like these comments"

b.          Henni likadi ekki 4essar athugasenidir
Her(Dat) liked-dft not these comments(Nom)
"She did not like these comments"

Nevertheless, we saw that some speakers allow 1st/2nd person nominative objects in
monoclausal constructions when agreement fails to show up. The examples (15) and

(16) repeated from above illustrate this:

AGREEMENT MARKER     PERSON MARKER

ON VERB ON OBJECT

(15) a. ?? Henni likaBi Bg 1/3sg                                     1 sg

Her(Dat) liked I(Nom)
b. *Henni likaBir 1)li 2sg 2sg

c. *Henni likuBum vi8                      1pl                         1pl
d. *Henni likuduB Did                    2pl                      2pl
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(16) a. ? Henni leiddist 6g 1/2/3sg              1Sg

Her(Dat) bored I(Nom)
b. ?Henni leiddist 1)11 1/2/3sg 2sg
c. *Henni leiddumst vi8                      1pl                           1pl
d. *Henni leiddust Di8 2/3pl                  2pl

As pointed out by Schutze (1997:118 fn 35), in monoclausal constructions "it turns out
tliat some speakers do marginally allow 1st and 2nd Nonzinative objects, but these
canizot occur with number agreement: thus, even when they are plural, the verb is
singular. Indeed, even speakers who reject non-3rd person NOM objects find
nonagreeing verbs better than agreeing verbs.... ". Thus, even though agreement in
Icelandic monoclausal constructions is obligatory or strongly preferred it is relaxed in
the presence o f a  1 st or 2nd person nominative object.

To conclude, just as in Spanish clitic doubling - which is otherwise obligatory - is not
triggered in order to avoid a violation of the PC constraint, in Icelandic agreement
between nominative objects and verbs - which is therwise strongly preferred - is
suspended in order not to incur a violation o f the 3rd person restriction.

1.6'.Z......but there are also some differences

Despite their similarities, the PC-constraint and 3rd person restriction differ in three
respects:

(i) External argunients: First, the PC constraint is found in constructions with external
arguiiients while the 3rd person restriction in constructions without  external  argunients.
Recall that the PC constraint is not found in passives and unaccusatives and is found in
active ditranstives while the 3rd person restriction in Icelandic is not found in active
ditranstives and it is found in passives and unaccusatives.

(ii) Weak eleiizents vs. full DPs: The second difference has to do with the fact that the

PC constraint affects combinations of weak elements (clitics, agreement affixes, weak
pronouns). On the other hand, the 3rd person restrictions affects DPs and full pronouns,
i.e. the "lightness" or "heaviness"  of an element does not seem to play a role.

(iii) Emergency strategies: A related difference has to do with the strategies that are

used to overcome the ban on  1 st and 2nd person pronouns.  We saw that violations  of the
PC constraint are salvaged by employing full dative or accusative pronouns. On the
other hand, structures which would otherwise offend the 3rd person restriction in
Icelandic are saved by choosing a non-agreeing verb form.

7.2.3. Summary of the data

In the table below, I provide a summary of the similarities and differences between the
two constraints:
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TABLE 1: Summary of Similarities and Differences
Similarities: PC CONSTRAINT Jm PERSON RESTRICTION

1. Indirect object/direct object or yes yes

lower clause argument involved
2. IO: morphological case yes yes

DO: bears structural Case
3.  If structural Case, then 3rd person yes yes

4. Constraint on SE-reflexives yes yes

5. Relation to the same verbal head yes yes

6. Competition with other constraints   yes (with doubling)    yes (with agreement)

Differe,ices:
1. External Argument present yes no

2. Weak elements affected yes no

3. Emergency strategies strong DP instead no agreement instead

In the next sections, I will develop a unified analysis for the two constraints which
captures the properties they have in common and I will also provide an account for their
differences.

7.3. FEATURES AND CHECKING RELATIONS OF DATIVES AND PRONOUNSS

7.3.1. Dative Arguments and Checking

Taraldsen (1995), Sigur8sson (1996), Chomsky (1998) and Burzio (to appear) propose
on the basis of the 3rd person restriction in Icelandic quirky subject constructions that
dative DPs may enter into checking/agreement relations because if they were not
connected with inflection there would be no reason for imposing a restriction on the
person of the nominative object. I assume that this proposal is correct. In what follows, I
will give an overview of the more specific assumptions I am making with respect to
this.

Following Taraldsen (1995) and Burzio (to appear), I take the fact that quirky datives

regularly enter into control relations as in (22a), (22b) and bind reflexives as in (22c)
(Zaenen, Maling and Thrdinsson 1985) as evidence that they are syntactically "active".

(22) a. Strdkarnir vonast til 88 PRO leiBast ekki allum i sk6la
the boys(Nom) hope for to PRO(Dat) bore not all(Dat) in school

"All the boys hope to not be bored in school"

b. Strdkarnur leiddist ad PRO verBa kosnir i stjdmina
The boys(Dat) bored-dft to be elected(Nom,pl) to the board
"The boys were annoyed at being elected to the board"

' I am grateful to Jonathan Bobaljik for many helpful comments and discussions on the contents of this
section. I would also like to thank Eric Reuland and Luigi Burzio for their input.
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c.         Konuilginunt voru gefnar ambAttir i hull sinni
The king(Dat) were given slaves in palace his

Under the assumption that Control and SE-reflexive binding are processes reflecting
checking of $-features  on  T  (see  Ura   1996 who argues that Control reflects 0-feature
checking on T, and Reinhart & Reuland 1991, Reuland 1996 who argue that reflexive-
binding is a relation mediated through $-feature checking on T), I take the facts in (22)
to further show that quirky datives enter into a checking relation with (some of) the $-
features of T.

In Icelandic, datives do not enter into complete agreement. Crucially, they do not check
number on T (Taraldsen 1995, Sigur8sson 1996, Chomsky  1998).

To support the view that datives do not enter into number agreement, Taraldsen (1995)
points out that in Romance participle agreement constructions dative arguments do not
agree in number with past participles (Taraldsen 1995), unlike accusative objects:

(23) a. Gli ho telefonato/*i
Cl (masc,sg/pl-Dat) have-1 sg called (masc,sg/*masc,pl)

b.        Li ho visti/*o
Cl(masc,pl,Acc) have-1 sg seen (masc,pl/*masc sg)

A further piece of evidence comes from Basque where, as discussed in detail in Laka
(1991:193), number agreement is associated only with absolutive arguments, never with
dative arguments:

(24) a. Zuk liburua irakurri d-i-gu-zu
You(Erg) book-the(Abs) read it-have-us-you
"You have read the book to us"

b.         Zuk liburuak irakurri d-i-zki-gu-zu
You(Erg) book-the-pl (Abs) read it-have-pl-us-you
"You have read the books to us"

The incompatibility of datives with number agreement is not universal. There are cases
in which dative arguments enter into number agreement. For example, in Georgian
quirky subject constructions (Harris 1984) quirky datives agree in number with the verb
(Harris 1984:268):

(25) Turme studentebs gamougzavniat gela
Apparently students(Dat) they-sent-him-EV gela(Nom)
"Apparently the students have sent Gela"
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Thus, datives may or may not enter number agreement with T. In Icelandic quirky
subject constructions, datives do not trigger number agreement while in Georgian
quirky subject constructions they do.

Importantly, the behavior of datives with respect to number agreement determines the
behavior of nominatives with respect to number agreement. In Icelandic, where datives
do not agree in number with the verb, nominative objects trigger number agreement. In

Georgian, where datives agree in number with the verb, nominative objects do not
trigger number agreement:

(26) a. Henni leiddust Deir Icelandic
She(Dat) was bored by-3pl they (Nom)
"She was bored by them"

b.        Turme gela gamougzavnia studentebi Georgian
Apparently Gela(Dat) he-sent-him-EV students(Nom)
"Apparently the students have sent Gela"

Moreover, the patterns of number agreement determine the person of the nominative

object. In Icelandic quirky subject constructions, where dative subjects do not agree in
number with the verb and nominative objects trigger number agreement, nominative

objects cannot be 1st or 2nd person. In Georgian quirky subject constructions where
datives agree in number  with  the  verb and nominatives  do not, nominatives  can  be  1 st

and 2nd person without problem (see Harris 1984 for discussion):

(27) a. *Heniii leiddust vid
She(Dat) was bored by-2pl us(Nom)
"She was bored by us"

b. Turme dedas caubarebixar mascavleblistvis
Apparently mother(Dat) she-rendered-you-EV teacher-for

"Apparently mother has turned you over to the teacher"

If datives in Icelandic enter into $-feature checking with T and if they do not check

number, then they must be entering a checking relation with the person feature of T.
This is proposed by Taraldsen (1995), Chomsky (1998), Romero & Ormazabal (1999)
and Boeckx (1997). Romero & Ormazabal (1999) and Boeckx (1997) further propose
that dative DPs check person because they are intrinsically animate. Under the
assumption that [+human/+animate] is a syntactically active special type of a person

feature, it would follow straightforwardly that datives check person.

It is not easy to prove, however, that the person feature of T enters a checking relation
with the quirky dative since the verb always shows 3rd person agreement, as illustrated

in (28):
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(28) M6r likar/*lika b6kin
I(Dat) like-3sg/*lsg book-the(Nom)
"I like the book"

According to Taraldsen, the fact that the verb never agrees in person with the dative is
the result of lack of number agreement. Taraldsen proposes that 3rd person is the only
person that doesn't need to combine with number, thus being the only possible feature
for T in sentences like (28) where person is checked against the dative subject

independently ofnumber.

However, there are reasons not to postulate the existence of a person feature [3] as
argued for in detail in Noyer (1992, chapter 2) on morphological grounds. For this
reason, I will assume that [:tanimate] is a syntactic feature without a morphological
correlate (Bonet 1995). Syntactically it  is a person feature since it encodes point of view
(Boeckx 1997), similarly to  [l],  [2]  and [i participant],  i.e. the person features  that  are

also  present  in the Morphology Component (Noyer 1992, Bonet   1995).   Thus,   in  the

syntax [+animate] forms a natural class with [1], [2], [+ participant] and for this reason

it enters a checking relation with person in T. Unlike [1], [2] and [+ participant],
however, [+animate] does not have an active morphological role. When the syntax is
mapped to the Morphology Component the feature [tanimate] is invisible, and the verb
surfaces with default 3rd person agreement (Chomsky  1998). The intuition behind  this
is that dative arguments  take  away the person feature o f T without actually entering into
a morphological checking relation with the person feature of T.

7.3.2. The content of pronouns

Having outlined my assumptions with respect to dative arguments, I will now turn to the
feature content and the structure ofpronouns.

The  content  of  lst/2nd  person  pronouns:

Following Bonet (199la), Taraldsen (1995), Ritter (1995), Kayne (1998) I assume that
1 st  and 2nd person pronouns combine a person feature with a number feature.  In  (29a)
and (29b) I provide the syntactic structures proposed by Taraldsen and Ritter

respectively for 1st and 2nd person pronouns while in (30a,b) I give the feature
structures proposed by Bonet (1991 a, 1995)6 for  lst and 2nd person clitics:

6 (30a,b) are not exactly the structures proposed by Bonet (1991a, 1995) but rather a combination of
them. Following (Bonet 1995) I represent number at the same level as 1,2 while Bonet (1991a) has 1 and
2 dominating number. Following Bonet (1991) I assume that PERSON is a morphological feature which
distinguishes 1st, 2nd and reflexive/impersonal clitics from all other clitics. In Bonet (1995) this is
expressed through a morphological feature  3RD (3 Person) which is present  on all clitics except  lst,  2nd

and impersonal/reflexives.
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(29) a. Taraldsen (1995) b.        Ritter (1995)
P                        DP

N             P                                            D
{Sg, Pl} {1,2} [person]

[number]
[gender]

(30) a. Bonet (199la, 1995) b.    Bonet(199la, 1995)

CL CL

ARG ARG

PERSON PERSON

([pl]) 1 ([pl]) 2

The  content  of SE-pronouns:

Following Bonet (199la, 1995), Taraldsen (1995) and Kayne (1998) among others, I
assume that reflexive SE-pronouns   form a natural class   with   1 st   and 2nd person

pronouns in spelling out person features. Unlike  1 st and 2nd person pronouns,  SE  show
no singular-plural distinctions representing bare person (Bonet 199la, 1995). The
feature structure for SE-pronouns argued for in Bonet (1991 a,  1995) is given in (31):

(31) a. Bonet (199la, 1995)
CL

ARG

PERSON

Morphological evidence for the fact that se-pronouns are person pronouns comes from
the fact that in languages where clitic ordering is determined by person, reflexive clitics
form a natural class   with   1 st   and 2nd person clitics. Bonet   (1991 a) shows   that   in

Barceloni   1 st,   2nd and reflexive clitics differ from neuter, 3rd person dative   and
accusative clitics, locatives, partitives and ablatives. She demonstrates that in order to
account for clitic placement facts it is necessary to integrate each class of clitics into two
different groups. Clitics of the two groups occupy different fields in the Morphology
Component,  and are inaccessible to each other.  1 st,  2nd and reflexive clitics occur first

occupying what she calls "field A", while all other clitics occur second occupying what
she calls "field B". This means, among other things, that a 1st or 2nd person or a
reflexive clitic always precede a 3rd person clitic, regardless of Case and grammatical
function (see the discussion in section 7.4.2.4.1).

Further evidence that se-pronouns are person pronouns comes from the fact that they are
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systematically involved in long-distance logoplioric relations in Icelandic (see the
various contributions to Koster & Reuland 1991). If, as discussed in detail in Reinhart &
Reuland (1991), logophoricity is orientation towards discourse centers, i.e. triples
consisting of the participants (speaker and addressee), the time and the place of the
utterance (Fillmore  1971),  and if person features are [+participant] features (see above),
then the assumption that se-pronouns are person pronouns straightforwardly derives
their logophoric uses (Eric Reuland, personal communication).

The content  of 3rd person pronouns:

Finally, I assume that 3rd person pronouns are [-person] or 'determiner pronouns'
following a large body of literature starting from Benveniste (1966) (see Silverstein
1986, Bonet 199la, Johns 1993, Taraldsen 1995, Ritter 1995 and Kayne 1998 among
many others). In (32) I provide the structure for 3rd person pronouns argued for in Ritter
(1995) and in (33) the feature structures proposed by Bonet (199la, 1995) for 3rd
person accusative and dative clitics:

(32)     Ritter (1995)
D

D             NurnP

[definite] I
Num

(33) a. Bonet (199la, 1995), 3rd accusatives b.  3rd datives
CL CL

1

ARG ARG OBL

([fem]) ([Pl]) ([fem]) ([pl])

As already mentioned, 3rd person accusative and dative pronouns are grouped together
with non-person neuter, locative, partitive and ablative clitics with respect to clitic
placement, this being evidence that they are non-person.

Kayne's  (1998)  decomposition  of clitic pronouns  in  Romance

Kayne (1998) argues  on the basis  of the internal structure of clitics that in Romance,  1 st
and 2nd person clitic pronouns are specified for person in combination with number,
"3rd person" personal pronouns  are best thought  of as "non-person" (Benveniste  1966),
while the reflexive "se" forms a natural class with personal pronouns.

Specifically, Kayne argues that in French and Italian  1 st and 2nd singular are associated
with the consonantal morphemes m-/t-(or s-) respectively. Clitic pronouns are
monomorphemic consisting of iii-/t- which occur with an epenthetic schwa (in French)
or an epenthetic vowel (in Italian). In French,  1 st and 2nd plural are associated with the
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consonantal morphemes n- and v- respectively, while in Italian the irregular ci (instead
o f n-)  expresses  1 st person plural  and v- expresses 2nd person plural. The combination
of person and number is expressed by one morpheme, which is specified for both
features.7 As stressed by Kayne,  1 st  and  2nd  m-  and  t-  have the notable property  that
they never combine with plural morphemes to express   1 st  and 2nd person plural,  in
other words person and number cannot be separated. Compare the ungrammatical (34)
to the grammatical (35):

(34) a. *Jean mes/tes voit French

Jean us/you sees

b.        *Jean parle de mous/tous French

Jean talks about us/you

c.          *Gianni ha parlato di mei/tei Italian
Gianni talked about us/you

(35) a. Jean me/te voit French

Jean me/you sees

b. Jean nous/vous voit
Jean us/you sees

c. Jean parle de moi/pense A toi/parle de nous/de vous
Jean speaks ofme/thinks ofyou/speaks ofus/ofyou

d.       Gianni mi/ti vede Italian
Gianni me/you sees

e. Gianni parla di me/pensa a te
Gianni speaks of me/thinks of you

f. Gianni parla di noi/di voi
Gianni speaks of us/of you

Furthermore, Kayne offers a number of arguments to show that the reflexive morpheme
s- patterns strongly with (singular) m- and t- (rather than l-). To mention some of his
arguments, Kayne points out that in French and Italian reflexive s' patterns with m 7t'
phonologically ( as shown in 36 & 37), morphologically (with respect to gender and
plurality, as shown in 38 & 39) and syntactically (with respect to clitic doubling, as
shown in 40 from Paduan):

7 Kayne (1998:5-6) argues that the primary specification is that of person in that the singularity of m- and
-t is less rigid than their person feature. Specifically, in Milanese m is characterized as lst person, without
rigid specification for number, in the sense that it can be singular or plural. The same holds for dialects of
French.
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G) Phonological Similarities

(36) a. Jean m'invite (J. me invites) French

b. Jean t'invite (J. you invites)
c. Jean s'invite (J. refl invites)

d.        Jean me voit (J. me sees)
e.        Jean te voit (J. you sees)
f.        Jean se voit (J. refl sees)

(37) a. Gianni mi vede (G. me sees) Italian
b.        Gianni ti vede (G. you sees)
c.       Gianni si vede (G. reft sees)

d.        Gianni me lo dice (Gianni me it says)
e.        Gianni te 10 dice (Gianni you it says)
f.        Gianni se lo dice (Gianni refl it says)

(ii) Morpliological Similarities

No feminine form:

(38) a. *Jean ma voit French

b.         *Jean ta voit
c.         *Jean sa voit

No plural form:

(39) a. *Jean mes voit
b.        *Jean tes voit
c.        *Jean et Marie ses voit

(iii) Syntactic Evidence (Clitic doubling in Paduan):

(40) a. El me ga visto mi (He me has seen me)
b.        El te ga visto ti (He you has seen you)
c.         El se ga visto lu (He reft has seen him)
d.         *I lo ga visto lu (They him has seen him)

Finally, Kayne (1998:10-11) gives four reasons why "3rd person" l-clitics should not be
grouped together with iii- and t-, as proposed by Benveniste (1966). Of interest for us
are two: (i) they always have a word marker reflecting gender, as in French le,  la and in
Italian  lo,   la, like determiners and unlike   1 st  and 2nd person pronouns which never
express gender distinctions; (ii) l- often expresses plurality by adding the usual plural
morpheme, as in French les (fpl accusative), ils(mpl nominative) and Italian li (mpl
accusative)  and  le (fpl accusative), unlike  1 st and 2nd person (see above).
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In conclusion,  1 st, 2nd person pronouns and reflexives  form a natural class in opposition
to 3rd person pronouns. The former have a person feature, the latter are non-
person/determiner pronouns. As we will see in the next sections, this asymmetry is
responsible for the fact that in contexts in which the person feature of T is checked by
the dative, only 3rd person accusative pronouns are grammatical.

7.4. THE ANALYSIS

7.4.1.  Sketching the Proposal

After having discussed the feature content of datives and pronouns, I am now in a
position to propose my analysis of the Person Case constraint and the 3rd person

restriction.  In (41) I give an overview o f the main facts that need to be accounted for:

(41)

a. The PC-Constraint:
*IO

DAT                          - D ACC, [Ist/2nd person] (IO & DO are weak pronouns)

IODAT                      -                D ACC. 13rd personl (IO & DO are weak pronouns)

*IODAT - SE-reflexiveACC

b. Tlie 3,-d Person Restriction:
*SUBJDAT OB JNOM. [l st/2nd person] (OBJ agrees with verb)

SUB JDAT                                 OB J OM. [3rd personl (OBJ agrees with verb)

*SUBJDAT -        SE -reflexiveNOM

In both cases,   1 st  and 2nd pronouns are ungrammatical  in the presence  o f a dative,  3rd
person pronouns and DPs are grammatical and se-reflexives are ungrammatical. The
difference between the two constraints has to do with the fact that the former affects
combinations of datives and accusatives, while the latter affects combinations of datives
and nominatives. A further difference has to do with the fact that the PC-constraint
affects combinations  of weak elements, while the 3rd person restriction affects  full  DPs,

provided that the nominative object agrees with the verb.

In order to capture the properties the two constraints have in common I propose that the
PC-constraint and the 3rd person restriction arise whenever a dative argument moves

first to a functional head, checking its person features as  in Step I o f (42).  In  such a case,
the argument with structural case will move second (overtly or covertly), and it will

check the remaining number features, as in Step II of (42):
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(42) Base:         PP

F {P,N} XP                              (P person features
N number features)

DPDAT    X'

ZP

DPACC/ABS/NOM

Step I: Checking ofperson feature by  Step II: Checking of number by structurally
dative marked DP

FP FP

DPDAT F' DPDAT FP

F{O,N} XP DPACC/ABS/NOM F'

e         X' F{0,0} XP

. . . . . . . . . ZP                                                    e                X'

DPACC/ABS/NOM     X .......ZP

e

More specifically, in (42) there is a functional head F that contains person and number
features that need to be checked, and there are two arguments that can be attracted to F,
a higher dative and a lower accusative/absolutive or nominative argument. By Attract
Closest the dative will move first to F and, given that it may check person as proposed
in section 7.3.1., it will check the person feature of F. The lower accusative, absolutive
or nominative argument will move next and it will only check F's number feature.  If this
argument is of an appropriate type (3rd person) the derivation will converge. If,
however, the accusative/absolutive or dative argument is not of an appropriate type  (1 st,
2nd person or se pronoun) the derivation will crash. This is what will account for the
ban     against     1 st, 2nd person pronouns and se-pronouns     in both PC-constraint
environments and 3rd person restriction environments. 8

s Taraldsen (1995) and Sigurdsson (1996) argue that in quirky subject constructions, phi-checking is
divided into person and number checking, and the 3rd person restriction is a reflex of number checking.
The particular way they implement this is in terms of the assumption that person agreement and number
agreement are hosted by different functional heads (the Split Agr Hypothesis): AgrPerson and
AgrNumber. AgrPerson is higher than AgrNumber and the quirky subject moves to it first. The
nominative argument cannot reach AgrPerson because its specifier is occupied by the dative DP. Thus, it
raises covertly to AgrNumber and it surfaces as 3rd person because 3rd is the absence of a person feature.
I maintain the essentials of this hypothesis.
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What is the exact reason that 3rd person pronouns/DPs can be checked against a "bare"
N feature while   1 st, 2nd person- and se-pronouns cannot be checked against  pure
number? We saw in section 7.3.2. that the former class of elements are non-person
pronouns which contain number, while the latter class of elements have a person feature

[1], [2] (lst, 2nd person pronouns) or they are person not combining with number (se-
pronouns). What we want to express then is quite reasonable. We want to say that there
is feature matching between non-person pronouns and N leading to a convergent
derivation, and there is a feature mismatch between person pronouns and N which
causes the derivation to crash. The exact way of deriving this result depends on more
specific assumptions concerning feature-checking and the constraints it is subject to.
Here I will sketch some alternatives.

The most straightforawrd way of getting the facts correctly would be to say that person
pronouns must be checked against person obligatorily. This is easy to implement in a
framework were checking is symnietric. If the person feature of pronouns needs to be
licensed by a person feature on a functional head, then it follows staightforwardly that in
(42), person pronouns are ruled out. '

However, in a framework like the one assumed here where checking of phi-features is
asymmetric in the sense that the person features of DPs do not need to be checked
because they are [+Interpretable], this doesn't quite work. We can account for the
ungrammaticality of se-reflexives by assuming that the [-Interpretable] N feature of F
remains unchecked since the se-element does not contain number, but we cannot as
easily extend this analysis  to   1 st  and 2nd person pronouns which necessarily contain
number, as discussed in detail in the previous section. The number feature of such
pronouns can check the N feature of F and their person features do not need to be
checked since it is [+Interpretable].

10

Nevertheless, there are ways to obtain the ungrammaticality of such constructions in an
asymmetric framework as well. Specifically, we can appeal to the nature of number in
1 st  and 2nd person pronouns as opposed to number with 3rd person pronouns.

According to Taraldsen (1995:311), 1st and 2nd person necessarliy combines with
singular or plural because it cannot be interpreted otherwise. Taraldsen proposes that the
semantics  of we and you (plural) follows  from a structure in which  [1]  and [2] combines
with number as in (29a) repeated below as (43):

(43)       P

N P
{Sg, pl} {1,2}

  Taraldsen (1995) assumes that phi-feature checking is symmetric.
'0 A possibility not explored here would be that even though the phi-features of the pronoun need not be
checked because they are [+Interpretable], its Case feature must be checked, and Case checking takes

place only when there is complete phi-checking (Chomsky 1998).
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The value of P determines an object p in a given context. N stands for a set A whose

cardinality is  1 or greater than  1. The meaning of the combination  of N  and P  is  Q,  the
intersection of A and  {p}. Thus, e.g., the denotations of "I"and "we"  are sets including
the individual p, such that p is the only member when the number value is singular and
p is the member of a set that has additional members when the value of number is

plural. In other words, person features with values   1 st  and 2nd cannot be saturated
unless they combine with number. In "3rd person" determiner pronouns, number has a
different function. It just induces plurality (as opposed to singularity).

If we assume (43) one possibility is to propose that there is an order of checking
relations which depends on the hierarchical structure of the features involved. In (43)
the number feature is more deeply embedded than person, and it is natural to assume
that in order for number to enter into a checking relation, person must be checked first.
But in constructions where datives have checked person, lower arguments can never
check person and, for this reason, the number feature is not accessible for checking.
Thus, number in (43) can never enter a checking relation with the number feature of T.
As a result, the derivation crashes.

Alternatively,  it can be proposed that  1 st and 2nd person pronouns "fuse" the features  1,
2 with number. If we assume that checking requires feature matching which, in turn,
requires identity   of  sets of features, then fused person/number features   on    1 st/2nd

person DP  ( { 1 st/2nd,sg/pl}) cannot check a bare number feature on  F. Thus, movement
of such DPs to SpecFP results in feature mismatch. This is summarized in (44):

(44) Feature Matchi,ig:

a. Matching: Identity o f (sets o f) features
b.        Features on functional heads do not have to be checked simultaneously.
c.              Features on functional heads are checked against fused features of DPs.
d. Fused person/number features on  1 st/2nd person DP ( { 1 st/2nd,sg/pl})

cannot check bare number feature on F.

A related option  is to assume that number is an inherent feature  in  1 st  and 2nd person
pronouns while   it   is an optional feature in determiner pronouns (Reuland   1996).   If
checking of a bare number feature on F has access to optional features which can act
independently of all other features but does not have access to inherent features, unless
these are combined with e.g. the features 1 or 2, then again we obtain the
ungrammaticality of 1 st  and 2nd person pronouns in the contexts under discussion  .

The above account for the fact that in the context of a higher dative argument, a lower
accusative, absolutive or nominative argument cannot  be   1 st  and 2nd person,  i.e.   the
similarity 3  in  Table  1  of the PC-constraint and the 3rd person restriction. As for the
similarity  4  of Table 1, namely that there is a ban against reflexives in these contexts,
this follows from the assumption that SE-pronouns lack number features (see section
7.3.2.), and thus cannot check number on F (see also Boeckx 1997).
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In the next sections, I will apply this analysis to the PC constraint and the 3rd person
restriction.  I will fill  in the details o f the structure of ditransitives in PC-environments,  I
will provide evidence that the PC-constraint is sensitive to the order of movements and I
will argue that constructions with overt clitics and agreement always involve feature

movement, thus providing further support for the analysis of clitics argued for in this
work. Next, I will turn to quirky subject constructions. I will argue that the 3rd person
restriction is sensitive to the order of movements and that the presence of overt

agreement signifies feature movement. I will argue that the main difference between the
PC constraint and the 3rd person restriction is that F is v in PC-environments while F is
T in Quirky Subject constructions and I will discuss the implications for the theory of
datives.

7.4.2. The Person Case Constraint

In Greek, Romance, Basque and Georgian dative cliticization/agreement constructions
are double object constructions. For Greek this has been extensively argued for in the
previous chapters   (see also Anagnostopoulou 1997b, 1998a,b). For Spanish   this   has

been argued for in particular by Demonte (1995, and also see chapters 4 and 5).
Similarly for French (Kayne  1975  and the discussion in chapter 5). McGinnis  (1998)
argues that in Georgian, dative constructions showing agreement with the dative object
are double object constructions, and Ormazabal & Romero (1998) propose the same for
Basque. Recall now that in transitive double object constructions the dative is
introduced by an applicative head while the external argument is introduced by a higher
causative v leading to the structure in (45):

(45) vlP

Subj Vl'

v        v2P

1

Tr {P,N}        Dat                        v' (Tr transitive)

vAPPL VP

V                  Acc

Suppose we assume that in (45) transitive v contains 0-features to check while
applicative v assigning dative lacks $-features. Then we obtain a configuration of the
type illustrated in (42) discussed in the previous section. The dative argument is closer
to v than the accusative by the definition of equidistance I have been assuming
throughout. The accusative is introduced by V, the dative by vAPPL, and the target is v-
Tr. By Attract Closest, the dative moves to v first. Since it can check person, it will
check the Person feature of v:
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(46) vlP

Dat Vl'

Subj Vl'

v {O,N} v2P

Tr e   v'

vAPPL VP

V        Acc

The accusative moves next, tucking in beneath the dative (see chapter 4). Only the N
feature of v can be checked against the accusative, as is illustrated in (47):

(47) vlP

Dat Vl'

Acc Vl'

Subj Vl'

V{0,0} v2P

Tr          e                    v'

vAPPL VP

V e

In   (47) 3rd person pronouns will match  v {O,N} while   1 st/2nd person pronouns   and
reflexives   will not match  v {O,N} for the reasons discussed in detail   in the preceding
section. The result is the Person Case constraint.

Note that nothing would change if clitics would check features on the complex  head  [v  -
T], once they have moved to T. In the schematic derivation (48), the external argument
raises first (Step I) and enters a checking relation with the most proximate head, namely
T:
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(48) TP

DP
Nom                               T'

T
Step I      T                       vP

1

DPDat T DPNom         v'
1

11                                                                    1

T -
DPAcc T   v   vP

IT
v T DPIat v

Step II                    I
v      VP

V                    DPAcc
\                     Step III                                                \

In Step II, the dative argument raises and checks the person features of v. Finally, the
accusative argument raises last, and can only check v's number features (Step III).

This analysis captures properties 1-5 ofthe PC-contraint (cf. Table 1), namely that:

1. There is an indirect and a direct object role involved.
2. The indirect object has dative case and the direct object structural Case

3.  The  argument with structural  Case must be 3rd person.
4. There is a constraint on reflexives
5. Both arguments relate to the same head, namely v.

7.4.2.1.  Evidencefor the  correlatioii  between  tile  order  of movemeilts, the  order
of checkiligs  aild  tile  PC-Colistraint

The account for the Person Case constraint developed in the previous section crucially
relies on the proposal that whenever an accusative or absolutive argument has to be 3rd
person this is so because the dative argument has moved to T-v first. If the accusative
had moved before the dative it would have checked all of v's 4,-features, i.e. person and
number, thus surfacing   as    1 st   and 2nd person without any problem. This raises   a
question concerning the evidence we have for the postulated derivation in constructions
showing the Person Case constraint. Can we show that the Person Case Constraint

arises whenever the dative moves first and the accusative second and does not arise
when the accusative moves first and the dative second?

The most interesting examples I have seen supporting the proposed correlation between
the  order of movements  and the presence vs. absence of the constraint come from Swiss
German. The relevant facts are discussed in Bonet (199la: 188, fn 12); she attributes
them to Harry Leder, personal communication and have been confirmed to me by Henk
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van Riemsdijk (personal communication). In Swiss German, the order of clitics
correlates with the presence/absence o f a reflex of the PC-constraint.

More specifically, with 3rd person weak accusative pronouns, the order between

accusative and dative pronouns is free:

Dat: 1st Person, Acc: 3rd Person

(49) a. D'Maria zeigt en mir Acc > Dat
The Maria shows him to-me

b. D'Maria zeigt mir en Dat > Acc
The Maria shows to me him
"Mary shows him to me"

In (49a) the 3rd person accusative pronoun precedes the  1 st person dative while in (49b)
the reverse holds.

When the 3rd person pronoun is realized as dative, however, the accusative has to
precede the dative, as in (5Oa). When the accusative follows the dative as in (5Ob)
ungrammaticality arises:

Dat:  3rd  Person,  Acc:   1 st  Person

(50) a. D'Maria zeigt in i ent Acc > Dat
The Mary shows me to-him

b. *D'Maria zeigt em mich *Dat>Acc
The Maria shows to him me
"Mary shows me to him"

These facts straightforwardly follow from the analysis argued for here where the order
of movements determines the checking relations established.

Specifically, the optionality in (49) shows that in Swiss German, either the accusative or
the dative can move to v first.  This is possibly related to the existence of two base orders
for datives in Swiss German similarly to Japanese and Icelandic (see the discussion of
high and low datives in chapter 3). In (49a), the accusative moves to v first and checks all

of v's $-features. The dative moves to v second, and does not check anything:
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(51)      a.                       vP                                                                                      (= 49a)

DPacc V {0,0}

DPdat        v

DPnom v

In (49b) the dative raises first and checks P(erson), while the accusative checks

N(umber):

(51)    b.                vP                                                              (= 49b)

DPdat v {O,N}

DPacc V {0,0}

DPnom v

Crucially, since the accusative is marked 3rd (i.e. no) person, the result is always

grammatical.

On the other hand, in (50), the accusative is marked  1 st person and therefore must check

person and number simulateously. If the accusative moves to v first, similarly to (49a),
it can check all ofv's (1)-features:

c.                vP                                                              (compare to 49a)

DPacc V {0,0}

DPdat        v

DPnom v

If the dative raises first, similarly to (49b), however, it checks the person features on v,
leaving the number features intact. Movement   of  the   1 st person accusative pronoun
leads to ill-fromedness, because the pronoun ({P,N}) cannot check number on v:

d.       *       vP                                                        (compare to 49b)

DPdat v {O,N}

DPacc v{O,N}

DPnom v
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Note that the correlation between word order and the Person Case constraint cannot be
accounted for in a morphological approach to the constraint, as acknowledged by Bonet
(1991 a)  herself.  I  conclude that  the  Swiss  German  facts  strongly  argue  that the Person

Case constraint arises when the dative argument moves before the accusative/absolutive
argument.

Bonet (1994) claims that the PC-constraint is universal. The present account claims that
it is not. It arises only in constructions in which the dative argument raises to a checking

position before the accusative, which, by and large, depends on the base order of the
dative relative to the accusative. We expect, for example, that if German weak pronouns
check features in v, then they are not subject to the PC-onstraint because the order of
weak pronouns moving to the Wackernagel position is accusative>dative, mirroring an
underlying accusative>dative order (Moller 1998, see the discussion on German in
chapter 3). This is indeed correct.

7.4.2.2. Evide,ice that tile PC-Constrailit reflects Movei,ient and Checki,ig

In this section, I will discuss evidence supporting the view that the PC-Constraint
reflects movement and checking. I will show that it only affects datives which are part
of the argument structure of the verb. This supports the view that the PC-constraint
arises every time a dative argument enters a checking relation with v.

So far, I have been discussing examples of the PC constraint involving dative goal
arguments. Benefactors and datives of inalienable possession constructions are also
subject to the PC- constraint (Bonet 199la:196-7, 1994), as shown in (52) with a
benefactive and in (53) with a possessive dative:

(52) a. A la MercE, li fard un pastis immens
To the M., 3rd (Dat) will make (1 st) a cake enormous

"I will bake a huge cake for Mercti"

b.         *me li va pintar
1 st(Acc) 3rd(Dat) painted(3rd)
"S/he painted me for him/her"

(53) a. On va lui mettre le b6b6 dans les bras
Impers. is going to 3rd(Dat) put the baby inside the arms
"They will put the baby in his/her arms"

b.         *On va te lui mettre dans le bras
Impers. is going to 2nd(Acc) 3rd(Dat) put inside the arms
"They will put you in his/her arms"

We know from languages like English and Bantu that in the double object construction,
DP goals, benefactors and possessors uncontroversially qualify as "structural objects"
with respect to a number of crireria (see the discussion in chapters 2 and 3). It is thus
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expected that these morphological datives enter into a checking relation against v, which
leads to the 3rd Person restriction.

On the other hand, ethical datives do not trigger violations of the PC constraint (Bonet
199la: 197, Laka 1991:185). This is shown in (54):

(54)    te me han vendido al enemigo

you-me-have-they sold to the enemy
"They have sold you to the enemy (on me)"

Ethical datives do not belong to the argument structure of the verb and for this reason,
they never relate to DP arguments (Jaeggli 1986). This implies that they are - in contrast
to other datives - not merged in the VP domain. The fact that they do not trigger the
Person Case constraint is expected under the view that the PC-constraint reduces to
movement and checking.

7.4.2.3. Evidelice that the PC-Constraint involves *checki,ig

Locative clitics do not trigger the PC constraint, similarly to ethical datives. In Catalan
as  well as dialects of French and Italian (Bonet 199la,   1994), the PC-constraint  is
inactive when the locative clitic hi is used instead of the dative clitic  li.  This is shown  in

(55) with examples from Catalan. (55a) with a locative clitic combining with a 1st
person accusative is well-formed, contrary to (55b) which contains a dative clitic:

(55) a. A en Pere, m'hi va recomanar en Josep
To the Pere,  1 st(Acc) hi recommended-3rd the Josep

"Josep recommended me to him"

b.         *A en Pere, me li va recomanar en Josep
To the Pere, 1st(Acc) 3rd(Dat) recommended-3sg the Josep

"Josep recommended me to him"

The contrast in (55) follows from the assumption that the locative clitic, as opposed to
the dative clitic, does not check person features.  In (55a) the person feature of v remains
unchecked  and the  1 st person accusative can jointly check person and number, resulting
in a convergent derivation. This is not possible in (55b) where the dative checks person.
I take the facts in (55) to show that even though locatives and datives behave similarly

with respect to EPP (both can check the EPP feature of T as discussed in detail in
chapter 3), they behave differently with respect to 0-feature checking.

7.4.2.4. Clitics and Agreement Markers as Formal Features that move

7.4.2.4.1. The PC constraint, Movement and the Order of Clitics

In the schematic representation (48), the accusative has been argued to "tuck in" to a
position beneath the dative. The question that arises is whether we can tell from their
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surface order that datives move before the accusatives/absolutives in constructions
where the Person Case constraint holds. In the analysis developed here, if linear order
was determined by the syntax we would expect the dative>accusative order to result
from a derivation in which the dative moves before the accusative, and the reverse
accusative>dative order to result from a derivation in which the accusative moves to T-
v before the dative. Accordingly, we would expect the Person Case constraint to arise in

languages with the dative>accusative order and to not arise in languages with the
reverse accusative>dative order.  In many languages, the surface order of clitics supports
this analysis.

For example, the order of clitics is strictly dative>accusative in Serbocroatian:

(56)       Vesna mu je uvek nudi Serbocroatian
Vesna him(Dat) it (Acc) always offers
"Vesna always offers it to him"

Richards (1997: 102-105) argues on the basis of ellipsis for the correctness of the
"tucking in" structure he proposes for clitics in Serbocroatian.

The same order is found in Greek, Standard Italian and Valencian (Bonet 19918:72):1
These languages show the Person Case constraint, thus behaving as expected. As far as
I can see from Bonet's (199la) examples, the same appears to hold in Arabic: the dative

is higher than the accusative. Thus, all these languages appear to conform with the
proposed analysis.

A closer look into the order of clitics crosslinguistically, however, shows that in many
cases surface order is determined independently of the syntax. This is the point Bonet
makes for Romance clitics in her dissertation basing herself on Perlmutter (1971), and
the data she discusses strongly argue that a syntax-related approach to clitic order is
hard to maintain once we take the full range of facts into consideration. The issue is
complicated because there are several factors that need to be taken into account. Here I
will try to provide an overview o f some of the issues involved. The reader is referred to
Bonet (1991 a) for a much more detailed discussion.

Bonet   (1991 a) points   out  that the order of clitics   can, in principle, be argued  to  be
derived from the syntax only in languages and constructions where (i) clitic
combinations result in transparent forms, and (ii) the order of clitics correlates with
significant differences in their syntax.

Starting from point (ii), in languages with complex pronominal clitic systems, clitics do
not have the same status syntactically. They can be arguments, inherent clitics, adjuncts,

" In Greek, the order of datives and accusatives is free in constructions with enclicis but the Person Case
constraint arises always, unlike Swiss German. Terzi (1999) argues that in accusative>dative orders, the
accusative has moved with the verb past the dative. The dative always moves first to the cliticization site.
Under Terzi's analysis, it is correctly predicted that the Person Case constraint will apply regardless of
the linear order of clitics.
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or ethical clitics. If surface arrangement of clitics was determined by the syntax, we
would expect a fixed order among arguments, adjuncts and ethicals reflecting their
syntactic function. For example, arguments would be arranged according to their Case
(which reflects their grammatical function) and ethicals would be the most external
clitics, given that they do not belong to the argument structure of the verb and they are
discourse-related. But this is not what we find. Instead, in many Romance languages
specific clitics occupy a specific position within the clitic cluster regardless of their
syntactic function. This argues for a templatic approach to clitic ordering.

For example, in Catalan the linear order of clitics is always 2nd person followed by  1 st

person, independently of grammatical function. Thus, in combinations of ethical with
inherent clitics,  when the inherent clitic  is 2nd person  and the ethical  is   1 st person  the
order is inherent>ethical (57a),  and  when  the  ethical  is  2nd  and  the  inherent  1 st,  the

orderis ethical>inherent (57b) (Bonet 199la: 66):

(57) a. No te m' enfadis
Not refl-2nd (inh)  1 st(eth) get angry(pres.  subj,  2nd,  sg)
"Don't be angry (on me)!"

b.        No te m ' enfadar6
Not 2nd(eth) refl-1 st(inh) get angry(pres. subj,  1st, sg)
"I won't get angry (on you)"

More generally, Standard Catalan and Barceloni (which is close to Standard Catalan)
provide strong evidence that clitics are arranged by person, not by their syntactic role.
Bonet       (1991 a) shows that morphologically       1 st person, 2nd person       and

reflexive/impersonal clitics form a natural class in that they are specified for person (cf.
the discussion in the previous sections), while neuter, 3rd person dative and accusative
clitics, locatives, partitives and ablatives form a natural class in that they are not
specified for person. She further demonstrates that for Barceloni it is necessary to
integrate each class of clitics into two different groups. Clitics of the two groups occupy
different fields in the Morphology Component, and are inaccessible to each other.

[+Person] clitics occur first occupying what she calls "field A", while [-Person] clitics
occur second occupying what she calls "field B". This means, among other things, that a
1 st or 2nd person or a reflexive clitic will always precede a 3rd person clitic, regardless
o f Case and grammatical function.

On the basis of the above, we expect that in the Catalan Person Case constructions that
interest us, a well formed combination involving a  1 st or 2nd dative clitic will precede a
3rd person accusative clitic, while the ungrammatical combination involving  a  1 st  or
2nd accusative and a 3rd person dative will show the reverse accusative>dative order.
This is indeed what we find (Bonet 199la:177):

(58) a. En Josep, me 7 va recomanar la Mireia
The Josep,  1 st(Dat) 3rd(Acc) recommended-3rd the Mireia
"She(Mireia) recommended him(Josep) to me"
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b.         *En Josep, me li va recomanar la Mireia
To the Josep,  1 st(Acc) 3rd(Dat) va recomanar la Mireia
"She(Mireia) recommended me to him (Josep)"

Note that, in Greek, where pronominal clitics are linearized according to Case and not
person, the order in both the grammatical and the ungrammatical constructions is strictly
dative>accusative, contrary to Catalan:

(59) a. 0 Kostas mu tin sistise

The Kostas(Nom)  1 st(Gen) 3rd(Acc) introduced
"Kostas introduced her to me"

b.        *0 Kostas tu me sistise
The Kostas 3rd(Gen)  1 st(Acc) introduced
"Kostas introduced me to him"

Even though (59b) is ungrammatical due to the Person Case constraint, native speakers
of Greek have the strong intuition that they must order the two clitics according to Case
and not according to person in both constructions, unlike Catalan.

This difference between Greek and Catalan clearly suggests that the former can be
argued to be a language in which the order of clitics reflects syntactic structure, while
the latter is a language in which the syntactic structure of the type predicted by the
theory is altered by the morphological component. It is important that in a language like

Greek, where clitics are ordered according to the syntax and where the Person Case
constraint obtains in the strictest possible sense,12 the order of clitics is always
dative>accusative, as predicted by the analysis proposed here.

Apart from the fact that in Barceloni, person determines linearization of clitics, there are
other phenomena showing that in the morphology component clitics are separated into
two distinct fields depending on their specification for person. This leads to point (i)
mentioned above, namely that combinations of clitics  do not always result in transparent
forms. The existence of non-transparent forms makes it difficult to draw conclusions
concerning the order of clitics by looking at surface forms.

In general, combinations of two [+Person] clitics and combinations of a [+Person] clitic
with a non [+Person] clitic give transparent results. This is illustrated in (57) above with
ethical and inherent 1st and 2nd person clitics as well as in (58a) with a combination of
a   1 st   and   a 2nd person clitic.13 However, combinations   of  two non [+Person] clitics

12 That is, in Greek both the strong and the weak version of Bonet's formulation of the Person Case
constraint are applicable.
13 According to Bonet (1991 a: 104-107),  in some circumstances two [+Person] clitics are fighting  for the
same slot in the template. This happens, for instance, when a sentence contains a reflexive and an
impersonal clitic, which are both instantiations of a bare [Person] feature. She proposes that such
sentences cannot be derived not because of syntax but because of morphology. In the mapping from the
syntax to the morphology, two identical [Person] morphological structures are created, one corresponding
to the impersonal and one corresponding to the reflexive. Because only one of them can mapped onto the
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generally do not give transparent results. Thus, in the combination of two 3rd person
dative and accusative clitics instantiated in (60), the form elzi looks like the 3rd person

dative plural clitic in isolation. It is neither the transparent dative>accusative form lilez
nor the transparent accusative>dative form lezli we would expect (Bonet 199la:84):

(60)     A en Miquel, les 11ibretes, [elzi] donar6 desprds
to the Miquel, the notebooks(fem) cl will give-1 st later

"I will give the notebooks to Miquel later"

Bonet points out that the fact that the dative source a e,i Miquel is singular suggests that
it cannot be the case that in (60) the accusative clitic is not expressed, as happens in
some dialects of French.

Bonet (199la:107-113) provides a detailed account of the surface forms of
combinations of non-person clitics in Barceloni which crucially relies on the assumption
that linearization takes features and not clitics as such into account. She proposes that
when two co-occuring identical features are assigned to the same slot, only one of them,
the more specific, is mapped onto the template. The other one does not surface. Her
analysis accurately accounts for the non-transparent forms found in this dialect. In the
case of two 3rd person clitics there is only one slot for the feature [+Argument] in the
template, causing one of them not to surface. The result is a non-transparent form:f
Obviously, in such a clitic system it is very hard to tell the order of the accusative

template, the other one has to be spelled out in the foot of the chain it belongs to. As a result (ia) and (ib)
are ungrammatical, while (ic) with the reflexive as a non-clitic is grammatical (the alternative which
would involve spelling out the impersonal element in the foot of the chain and the reflexive as a clitic is
impossible):
(i)        a.         *Es es renta

Imp. refl washes
"One washes oneself'

b.          *Es renta
/5/ washes
"One washes oneself"

c.          Es renta a un mateix
/s/ washes to one self
"One washes oneself'

Bonet (1991 a)  suggests  that  the  grammatical  sentences  which  overcome the Person Case constraint by
spelling  out the dative  (or the accusative,  see the discussion above)  in  situ  in the presence  o f a  1 st or 2nd

person accusative are instances of the same strategy employed in (ic).
There are two points I want to make in view of the analysis of the Person Case constraint argued

for in the present work. First, the facts illustrated in (i) could perhaps be given an alternative explanation
based on Checking theory, along the lines proposed for the Person Case constraint. Here I am not
attempting to see whether this can be worked out because it would be beyond the scope of the present
discussion. Second, even if Bonet's account of (i) is correct, it cannot be easily extended to the Person

Case constraint because, crucially, many cases regulated by this constraint involve combinations of a
[+Person] clitic (lst, 2nd, reflexive) and a clitic not specified for [Person], i.e. clitics that belong to field
A and field B, which are not supposed to interact.
14That field B clitics are linearized according to their individual features derives the fact that in a
combination of a genitive and a dative clitic the feature [Genitive] is linearized after the feature
[Argument] and before the feature [Oblique] giving rise to a "splitting" of the 3rd person dative clitic.
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relative to the dative by looking at two third person clitics simply because surface forms
are determined by individual features and not by the clitics as such.

To sum up, Barceloni is an extreme case of a language which prevents any conclusion
on the order of cliticization of datives and accusatives based on the surface order of
clitics. We cannot draw conclusions on the basis of the relative order of clitic
combinations involving [+Person] and non [+Person] clitics because [+Person] clitics
are always mapped onto field A regardless of grammatical function (and within field A
2nd person clitics always precede  1 st person clitics regardless of function),  and  we  can
also not draw conclusions on the basis of combinations of two 3rd person clitics, a
dative and an accusative, because these combinations do not result in transparent surface
forms.

By contrast, Greek is an extreme case of a language that only has genitive and
accusative clitics, clitics are always ordered on the basis of Case and never on the basis

of person, and the combinations of a genitive and an accusative always result in
transparent surface forms. For this language, then, I don't see anything against
proposing that the surface order of clitics is determined by the syntax and is not altered

by the morphological component.

A similar conclusion can be drawn for Valencian third person clitics. In Valencian, a
Catalan dialect also discussed in Bonet (199la: 130-144), the combination of a dative
and an accusative 3rd person clitic always yields transparent forms. This suggests that
linearization takes into account clitics and not their individual features and, for this
reason, there is never a situation in which competition for one slot causes one of them
not to surface. 15

Now in both Greek and Valencian, where linear order can be argued to reflect syntactic
order, the order of clitics is genitive/dative>accusative. This is in accordance with the
proposed analysis. Bonet   (1991 a:72) claims   that the surface clitic order is always
determined independently of the syntax and when the order provided by the syntax and
the one obtained through the mechanisms she proposes are the same it is by
coincidence. I can see why her claim might be correct for languages like Barceloni
where the order obtained by the syntax appears to be totally obscured by the
morphology. But I can't see why certain combinations could not be taken to reflect the
bare output of a syntactic derivation in languages or constructions where morphological
mechanisms do not seem to interfere. 16

1 5 As pointed out by Bonet (1991 a: 137), this difference between Barceloni and Valecian accounts for the
fact that the third person dative clitic is linearized as such before the genitive and there is no "splitting"of
the 3rd person dative clitic.
'6 I think that this is an empirical issue that requires a detailed examination of the clitic systems across
languages. For example, if it turns out that the approach towards the Person Case constraint suggested
here is on the right track, then the existence of the constraint in a language would be syntactic evidence
that the order of movements is dative-accusative. If in such a language the surface order of clitics was as
in Greek, i.e. with transparent clitic forms and no evidence that factors other than Case influence clitic
orders, and the order was strictly accusative>dative, then this would be evidence that surface clitic order
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I will close this part of the discussion by pointing to a potential problem for the
proposed correlation between the order of cliticization and the existence of the Person
Case constraint. This problem is posed by French.

As pointed out by Perlmutter (1971), French is also a language providing evidence that
the order of clitics is determined by person rather than syntactic function.  Thus,  in (61)  a
1st person dative clitic precedes the 3rd person accusative clitic (Kayne 1975:83):

(61)     Jean me le donnera
Jean cl-1 st(Dat) cl-3rd(Acc)
"Jean will give it to me"

However, combinations of two 3rd person clitics always yield transparent orders in
which the accusative precedes the dative (see Bonet   1991 a:72, the example below  is
taken from Kayne 1975:173):

(62)     Paul la lui prdsentera
Paul cl-3rd(Acc) cl-3rd(Dat) will introduce
"Paul will introduce her to him"

The fact that the combination of two 3rd person clitics yields transparent results is
evidence that linearization in French takes into account clitics and not their individual
features, like Valencian and unlike Barceloni. Now given that French has the Person

Case constraint, the fact that the order of the two 3rd person clitics is accusative>dative
is unexpected. In order to maintain our account, we have to argue that this order is not

derived by the syntax.

The fact that in French, unlike Greek, clitic ordering is not strictly determined by Case
but is also determined by person, which means that person overrides grammatical
function, as is evidenced by the difference between (61) and (62), might be viewed as an

argument in favor of a morphological-templatic approach to the order of all clitics in
French.

Another potential piece of evidence might be that in causative constructions involving
cliticization of the dative embedded subject and the accusative embedded object to the
matrix verb also result in an accusative>dative order:

(63) a. Elle le lui fera manger Kayne 1975:279

She it(Acc) him(Dat) have eat
"She will have him eat it"

b.        On le lui laissera manger Kayne 1975:275
We it(Acc) her(Dat) let it
"We will  let her eat it"

is determined independently of the syntax. Alternatively, such a language could be taken to falsify the
analysis o f the Person Case constraint proposed here.
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If in (63) cliticization of the two arguments starts out from an underlying position in
which the subject is higher than the direct object, then the fact that the order of clitics is
direct object>subject is an argument against a syntactic approach to 3rd person clitic
ordering in French.

The issue is complicated however. The problem is that in causative constructions o f this
type dative subjects are obligatorily in a position following direct objects:

(64) a. 11 fera boire un peu de vin A son enfant
"He'll have his child drink a little wine"

b.        *Il fera boire A son enfant un peu de vin
"He'll have his child drink a little wine"

(65) a. Elle a fait visiter la ferme A ses parents

"She had her parents visit the farm"

b.        * Elle a fait visiter A ses parents la ferme
"She had her parents visit the farm"

In order for the argument to be valid, it must be ensured that cliticization of the direct
object of the embedded verb in (63) takes place from a position in which it is c-
commanded by the subject. This would be the case if either (a) or (b) were true: (a)
Cliticization of both arguments takes place before the transformation which moves the
verb and the direct object to a position before the subject in restructuring contexts. (b)
Cliticization takes place after this transformation, but the direct object is still in a
position where it is c-commanded by the embedded subject.

Concerning option (a), I have found one set of examples that might be used as evidence
that there is at least one case where this happens, namely when the embedded verb is
ditransitive. According to Kayne (1975:290), in these cases the order of arguments  is  as
in (66b) and not as in (66a):

(66) a. *Paul fera porter ces livres A son fils A sa femme
Paul will have taken these books 8 his son cJ his wife
"Paul will have his son take these books to his wife"

b.         ?Paul fera porter A son fils ces livres A sa femme
Paul will have taken 8 his son these books a his wife
"Paul will have his son take these books to his wife"

Crucially, here we have a restructuring context in which the order of arguments is
subject>direct object>indirect object obligatorily. Yet the order of clitics is still direct
object>subject:
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c.         Paul les lui fera porter A sa femme
Paul will them him have taken A sa femme
"Paul will have him take them to his wife"

Concerning option (b), this depends on the analysis of sequences of the type illustrated

in (64) and (65). According to Burzio (1986), (64) and (65) involve a structure in which
after restructuring the embedded VP [V+direct object] becomes a complement of the
verb along with the embedded dative subject in a ternary branching structure. In such an
analysis, the subject commands the direct object and the argument of the main text
holds. One can easily imagine an alternative, however, involving a binary branching

structure in which the embedded subject moves out of the lower constrituent (VP, IP or
whatever), and then the remnant moves to a position higher than the subject. If this is
the correct structure for (64) and (65),  and if cliticization of the direct object takes place

after the VP has moved to a position higher than the subject, then the argument from
causatives is not valid.

There is one piece of evidence that the direct object is commanded by the subject after
restructuring but, unfortunately, this evidence is incomplete. Kayne (1975:404-406)
notes that, contrary to 3rd person pronominal clitics which can only cliticize on the
matrix verb after restructuring in causatives, se-clitics can also cliticize on the infinitive.
When they cliticize on the matrix verb se-clitics have to be bound by the matrix subject,
while when they cliticize on the infinitive they have to be bound by the embedded

subject. This is illustrated in (67a) and (67b) respectively:

(67) a. Jean se fera connaitre A Marie
Jeani will make Mary know himi

b.           La crainte du scandale a fait se tuer le frtredujuge
Fear of scandal made the brother ofthe judge kill himself

The crucial example is (67b). The se-clitic can be bound by the subject in sentence-final

position, a fact which may be used as evidence that in restructuring contexts the
embedded subject c-commands the object which precedes it. The evidence is incomplete
though because in examples like (67b), with se-cliticization on the embedded verb, the
embedded subject is not allowed to be dative and, hence, it is not clear that we can
appeal to such examples in order to draw conclusions about constructions with dativized

subjects.

7.4.2.4.2. Doubling Clitics and Agreement Markers

The analysis of the PC-constraint argued for here crucially relies on the view that the
constraint arises every time there is movement and checking. Given that in clitic
doubling and object agreement constructions full DPs are in situ, this implies in these
constructions doubling clitics and agreement affixes are the formal features of the
"doubled" DPs which move to v-T without phrasal pied piping.
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That clitic doubling involves feature movement has been extensively argued for in the
preceding chapters on the basis of the interaction between clitic doubling/cliticization
and NP-movement in Greek.

Extending this analysis to object agreement would imply that agreement affixes have
the same syntax as clitics. They don't head functional projections but rather they are
formal features of XPs adjoined to inflectional nodes. Of course, a much more careful
investigation is required before we can conclude that this view is on the right track.
Nevertheless,  I would  like to point out that there is evidence in favor of it.

Laka (1991) argues for Basque that aspectual, modal and temporal affixes have different
morphological properties from agreement affixes. Agreement affixes do not head
projections of their own, but are adjoined to functional projections. Interestingly, dative
agreement markers are higher than absolutive agreement markers, as predicted by the
assumption that agreement markers are analyzed as clitics (Baker  1996,  Laka  1991)  and
the "tucking in" analysis.

Similarly, Baker (1996: 30-33) points out that treating agreement morphology as a
manifestation of a functional head causes problems for polysynthetic languages because

agreement is wrongly predicted to be suffixal, i.e. agreement morphology should behave
like temporal and aspectual morphology. But this is not true. In the vast majority of
polysynthetic languages (including Mohawk, Wichita, Tanoan, Nahuatl, Ainu and
Gunwinjguan) agreement morphology is prefixal, appearing early in the verbal complex.
This suggests that agreement affixes are left-adjoined. The fact that they are relatively
close to the periphery of the morphological complex suggests that they are adjoined to
heads that are relatively high in the structure. That is, agreement morphology acts like
clitics. Moreover, in those cases where it can be determined (i.e. in cases where

agreement markers are transparent and they do not form portmanteaux morphemes),
subject agreement markers appear outside object agreement markers, as predicted by a
"tucking in" analysis.

Interestingly, Romero & Ormazabal (1998) propose that Mohawk has a version of the
Person Case constraint and I believe that they are right. As extensively discussed in
Baker (1996), in Mohawk ditransitives as well as unaccusatives with a dative argument,
the dative undergoes obligatory object agreement with the verb, while the theme is
necessarily associated with null/neuter agreement or it undergoes incorporation. In both
situations, there is a strong requirement for the theme to be inanimate (except for a few
exceptions). The examples below illustrate this:

Ditransitives

(68)    KA'sere' / * KAskare' A-hi-tshAry-a-'s-e'
car friend FuT- 1 sA/MsO-find-BEN-PUNC

"I will find him a car / *a girlfriend"
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Unaccusatives

(69) a. Sak wa-h6-[a]hsA's-e' ne 6wise'
Sak FAcT-MsO-fall-BEN-PUNC  NE glass

"Sak dropped the glass (Literally: The glass fell on Sak)

b.        *Sak wa-huwa-yA't-A'-s-e' ne owira'a
Sak FAcr-FsA/MSO-body-fall-BEN-PUNC  NE baby

"Sak dropped the baby (Literally: The baby fell on Sak)"

Baker accounts for this distribution on the basis of the hypothesis that the theme is
licensed by incorporation because there are only two structural Case features in
polysynthetic languages,  a Case feature of v  and  a Case feature o f T. In ditransitives,  the
Case feature of T is assigned to the external argument and the Case feature of v to the

I goal argument. In unaccusatives, the Case feature of v is suppressed and the Case
feature of T is assigned to the goal. The only other way in which the theme can be

seem to take place, there is incorporation of a null cognate object. Given that noun-
licensed is by incorporation. In constructions in which theme-incorporation does not

incorporation is limited to non-animates, the non-animacy requirement on themes can
be derived as a restriction on incorporation.

Baker considers the possibility that in constructions with null/neuter agreement and no
actual theme-incorporation, there is object agreement with the theme, which has to be
neuter. However, he drops this analysis because he judges it as being quite ad hoc. But
if we take this null/neuter agreement to be absence of person agreement, as in the
Person Case constructions,      then     Mohawk      is      basically      like      the      other      obj ect

agreement/clitic languages we have discussed. Due to its polysynthetic nature, Mohawk
has object agreement obligatorily and, for this reason, the Person Case constraint shows
up always. The requirement that themes must be inanimate can be made to follow from
the person hierarchy in Mohawk. As discussed in Baker (1996:190), Mohawk has four
3rd person genders, namely masculine, feminine, zoic and neuter. If the neuter is taken
to be the only case in which 3rd person is no person, then the fact that it is required in
Person Case contexts follows from the analysis suggested here. Since the neuter is
possible only with non-animates, the animacy restriction also follows.

7.4.3. The 3rd person restriction in Icelandic

Having discussed in detail the PC constraint, I now turn to the 3rd person restriction in
Icelandic. In Icelandic quirky subject constructions, the dative is introduced by an
applicative  head, as discussed in detail in McGinnis 1998, while the nominative  is  in  a
lower domain, the VP in monoclausal constructions and the infinitival TP in biclausal
constructions:
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(70)                vP

Dat                  V

 APPL VP

V               DPNom /  IP

DPNom

T is merged with $-features (person, number), resulting in the configuration in (71):

(71) TP

T {P,N}                         vP

Dat                v'

VAPPL VP

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

I propose that the person restriction arises when the dative and the nominative object
check the $- features of T. The dative raises first because it is closer to T than the
nominative: the dative is in the minimal domain of VAPPL, the nominative is in the
minimal domain of V or infinitival T. Raising first, the dative checks the P feature of T.
Since the person feature of T is checked, the nominative DP  can't be  1 st/2nd person or a
SE pronoun:

(72) TP

DPdat                   T'

T {O,N}                      vP

t          v'

 APPL VP

V    a. *DPNom,  I st'2nd pers

b.  *SE Nom
c. 4DPNom, 3rd pers

In  (72), 3rd person pronouns match T{O,N}, because  they are [-person] while  1 st/2nd
person pronouns and refiexives  do not match  T {O,N}, since   they are [+person]   (see
section 7.4.1. for the details).
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This analysis captures properties  1  - 5   of the 3rd person object restriction presented in
table 1, namely that:

1. There is an indirect and a direct object role involved.
2. The indirect object has dative case and the of direct object structural Case

3.  The argument with structural  Case must be 3rd person.
4. There is a constraint on reflexives
5. Both arguments relate to the same head, namely T

The analysis of the 3rd person restriction is identical to the analysis oftlle PC-constraint

except that in the former the two arguments check features on T while in the latter on v.

7.4.3.1.  Evidelicefor the  correlation  betweeii  order  ofi,zovenielits,  order  of checki,igs
aiid the 3rdperson restrictioit iii Icelaitdic

In Icelandic, the order of the two arguments correlates with the presence/absence of a

reflex of the 3rd person restriction, supporting the correlation between the order of
movements, the order of checkings  and the 3rd person restriction proposed here.

Specifically, in passives,    1 st/2nd person nominative arguments are licit   when   they

precede the dative. When the 1st/2nd person nominative follows the dative, the sentence

is ungrammatical (Thrdinsson, pc. to Schutze 1997:117):

Dat: 3rd Person, Acc: 2nd Person

(73) a.  u varst gefinn honum Nont> Dat
You(Nom) were-2sg given him(Dat)

b.       *honum var/varst gefinnjlti *Dat> Nom
Him(Dat) was-3sg/2sg given you(Nom)
"You were given to him"

The optionality manifest in (73) shows that in Icelandic passives, either nominative or
dative can move to T first. The optionality in the order of movement is related to the
existence oftwo base orders with (one class of) Icelandic verbs, as discussed in detail in

chapter 3.

In (73), the nominative is marked 2nd person and therefore must check person and
number simulateously.  If the nominative moves to T first,  as  in (73a),  it can check all  of

T's $-features:
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(74) a. TP (= 73a)

DPnom T {0,0}

T   vP

DPI:)at

On the other hand, when the dative raises first, as in (73b), it checks the person features
on T. Movement of the 2nd person nominative leads to ill-fromedness, since the DP
({P,N}) cannot check number on T ({O,N}):

b.         * TP (= 73b)

DPI:)at T {O,N}

DPNom    T{O,N}

Note that the facts in (73) and the analysis outlined in (74) represent the "Icelandic
version" of the Swiss German facts involving weak pronouns discussed in detail in
section 7.4.2.1.

7.4.3.2. Evidence that tlie 3rd Person restriction reflects a Move,ize,it Relatioit

According to the present analysis, the 3rd person restriction is contingent upon
movement of the nominative object. Movement is taken to correlate with agreement
because when the nominative object does not agree with the verb, the 3rd person
restriction does not arise. Recall the basic facts illustrating this, which are repeated
below:

(75)      beim hefur/*ho iini alltaf fundist [vid vinna vel]
Them(Dat) has-sg/*have-pl always found we(Nom,pl) work well
"They have always thought that we work well"

Supporting evidence for the assumption that agreement signifies movement comes from
Taraldsen (1995). He points out that in Icelandic quirky subject constructions, the
agreement domain ofnominative objects matches their binding domain.

Specifically, coreference between a dative subject and a nominative object inside a
subordinate clause is possible only when the nominative does not agree with the
superordinate verb (Taraldsen 1995: 317):
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(76) Agree,izent: Disjoint reference effect
a. *Konunum, fundust Deri vera ghfadar

Women-the(Dat) seemed-3pl they(Nom) be gifted-fpl(Nom)
"The women thought they were smart"

Lack of Agreement:  Coreference possible
a. Konunumi fannst bmri vera ghfaBar

Women-the(Dat) seemed-3sg they(Nom) be gifted-fpl(Nom)
"The women thought they were smart"

In (76a), where the nominative object agrees with the verb, correference between the

nominative object and the dative subject is not possible. On the other hand, in (76b)
where the nominative object does not agree with the matrix verb correference between

the nominative object and the matrix subject is possible. If agreeing nominative objects

raise to the matrix T (covert category movement or overt/covert feature movement)
while non-agreeing nominative objects do not move to T, (76a) is ruled out as a

Principle B violation, while  in (76b) Principle B is observed  (see also Taraldsen  1995).

Thus, the binding facts in (76) constitute strong evidence that the presence of agreement
on the verb reflects movement.

7.4.4. Clitics and Agreement

So far, I have provided an analysis of the PC-constraint and the 3rd person restriction

which accounts  for the properties  they  have in common (similarities  1 -5 in table   1).

Now I turn to their differences.

Recall the differences 2 and 3 in table 1 which are repeated below for convenience:

(77)
DIFFERENCE 2 OF TABLE 1 :

a.         The PC constraint affects iveak elements (clitics, agreement affixes, weak

pronouns).
b.        The 3rd person restriction affectsfrill pronouns and DPs.

DIFFERENCE 3 OF TABLE 1 :
a.              Violations of the PC constraint are salvaged by employingfull

pronouns.

b. Structures which would otherwise offend the 3rd person restriction are
saved by choosing a non-agreeing verb form.

There are two distinct cases falling under difference 3a: the PC constraint does not arise

when either (i) the dative clitic is spelled out as a strong pronoun or (ii) the accusative

clitic is spelled out as a pronoun.

Case (i) is found in French, as illustrated in (78):
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(78) a. Paul me prdsentera A lui
Paul  1 st(Acc) will introduce-3rd to him
"Paul will introduce me to him"

b.         *Paul me lui prdsentera
Paul  1 st(Acc) 3rd(Dat) will introduce(3rd)
"Paul will introduce me to him"

As pointed out in Kayne (1975) and Bonet (1991), the reverse is not possible in French,
Spanish and Catalan. It is not possible to have a 3rd person dative clitic and an
accusative  1 st or 2nd strong pronoun:

(79) a. *Paul lui pr6sentera moi French

Paul 3rd(Dat) will-introduce-3rd  1 st(Acc)
"Paul will introduce me to him"

b.         *Le recomendaron a mi Spanish
3rd(Dat) recommended-3pl to me
"They recommended me to him"

This restriction is not general. In Greek it is possible to have such sequences, as has

already been shown:

(80) a. Tu sistisan emena Greek
Cl(3rd Gen) introduced-3sg me(Acc)
"They introduced me to him"

b.       Tu sistisan esena

Cl(3rd Gen) introduced-3sg you (Acc)
"They introduced you to him"

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (79) has to do with independent properties of
French, Catalan and Spanish accusative   1 st   and 2nd person pronouns. According  to
Kayne (1975:174), the ungrammaticality of the French example (79a) is due to the fact
that cliticization of accusative pronouns is obligatory in French. On the other hand,
(78a) is grammatical because dative cliticization is sometimes optional. Extending this
account, I suggest that in Catalan and Spanish clitic doubling or cliticization of
accusative personal pronouns is always obligatory while with datives this requirement
can be sometimes overcome. Unlike French, Catalan and Spanish, Greek does not
require clitic doubling of accusative personal pronouns and, for this reason, the
examples in (80) are grammatical.

The explanation for the two cases discussed above is not identical. When the dative is a
strong pronoun, as in the French example (78a), then the grammaticality of the sentence
is to be accounted for along the lines proposed in section 7.4.2.1. for Swiss German
Acc>Dat orders involving a lst or 2nd person accusative, and in section 7.4.3.1. for
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Icelandic Nom>Dat orders involving  a   1 st  or 2nd person nominative. The accusative
moves to v and the dative does not move to v at all. Since the accusative is the only
argument moving to  v, it checks both person and number.  Thus,  1 st, 2nd person clitics
are permitted (no PC constraint).

On the other hand, I propose that the cases in which the accusative is spelled out as a
strong pronoun have exactly the same syntax as the Icelandic quirky subject
constructions with a non-agreeing verbal form. Recall that I have analysed the PC-
constraint and the 3rd person restriction as restrictions on movement involving a
structurally Case-marked DP. I have further argued that in clitic languages, feature
movement of DPs is reflected by the presence of clitics. The wellformedness of (80a)
and (8Ob) suggests that the accusative does not check number on v when it remains in
situ. When there is no clitic, then there is no movement and, therefore, there is no PC-
effect. Similarly, I argued that in Icelandic, movement of the nominative object to T is
reflected by the presence of agreement on the verb. When there is no agreement, then
there is no movement and, therefore, there is no 3rd person effect. This is schematically

represented in the table below:

TABLE 2: A unified account ofdifferences 2&3

PC-CONSTRAINT LANGUAGES:
FF movement of the accusative to v is reflected by
the presence of a clitic.

4      No clitic -*  No movement -> No PC effect

ICELANDIC: FF movement of the nominative to T is reflected by the presence of

agreement on the verb.
=>       No agreement  -4 No movement     -* No 3rd person effect

Under this analysis, the difference between clitic-languages and Icelandic is that in the
former, movement of accusative objects is signified by the presence of clitics while in
the latter, movement of nominative objects is signified by the presence of agreement on
the verb. Not surprisingly, clitics are the counterparts of verbal agreement.

Does this account imply that accusative objects do not move at all when they don't
move as clitics? Not necessarily so. It could be the case that accusative objects move
covertly to check Case but when they do so they don't check 0-features (contra
Chomsky  1998). That $-feature checking  is the reflex of overt movement is supported
by "anti-agreement" evidence discussed in detail in Richards (1997). For Icelandic, it is
quite clear that when FF-movement of nominative objects does not take place, the
nominative objects do not move at all given that binding domains and agreement
domains coincide, as discussed in section 7.4.3.2. For Greek it remains to be shown
whether absence of cliticization implies absence of movement altogether or just absence
o f overt FF movement. I leave this for a future occasion.
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7.4.5. A note on parametric variation: Animacy and Person

I finally turn to the difference 1 in table 1 that has to do with the different syntactic
contexts in which the constraint is found:

(81)

DIFFERENCE 1  OF TABLE 1 '.

a.         The PC constraint is found in constructions with an external argument.
b.        The 3rd person restriction is found in constructions without external

arguments.

In the preceding sections, I argued that the PC-constraint involves checking in v, while
the 3rd person restriction involves checking in T. In this section, I want to suggest a
possible reason for this difference.

7.4.5.1. An aitimacy paraineter

I propose to derive the difference 1  on the basis of the assumption that the locus of [+
ANIMATE] checking of dative arguments is open to parametric variation:

(82) Animacy Parameter
The dative argument checks [+ ANIMA'IE] either in v or in T                                                  I
a.        [+ ANIMATE] is checked in v in PC-constraint languages.

b.        [+ ANIMATE] is checked in T in Icelandic.

According to (82), in PC languages, v is the locus of [+ ANIMATE] checking. As a result
of this, in transitive constructions the dative checks the feature [+ ANIMATE] on v and
the accusative theme checks the remaining number features in v on a par with the dative.
When v is intransitive it is inert for checking, and the nominative theme checks its
features against T. For this reason, the constraint shows up only in constructions with an
external argument.

On the other hand, in Icelandic,T is the locus of [+ ANIMATE] checking. In intransitive
constructions the (nominative) theme or lower subject check features in T on a par with
the dative. When v is transitive, the external argument (nominative subject) moves to T
before the dative, checking all its features  at once (McGinnis  1998).  For this reason,  the
constraint shows up only in constructions without an external argument. According to
(82), the dative checks [+ ANIMATE] features only in T. Since nominatives - but not
accusatives - move to T, it also follows that only the former are subject to the 3rd person
restriction.

Thus, difference 1 of Table 1 is the result of an interaction between the parametric
choice o f the head checking [+ ANIMATE]  (T or v)  and the syntax of (in)transitivity. 17

"7 More needs to be said for Ergative Georgian and Basque (see the discussion on Mohawk in the next
section).
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It seems that the parameter in (82) correlates with whether or not T permits split formal
feature checking:

Icelandic, which shows the 3rd person restriction, has the [Spec, TP] Parameter (.loans

& Bobaljik 1993, Bobaljik & Jonas 1996, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998c), i.e. it
can host multiple subjects. It is not surprising then that it allows for split feature

checking in T.

On the other hand, languages that are sensitive to the PC constraint are usually (with the

exception of French) pro-drop. If pro-drop requires full specification for person and
number, as Ritter (1995) proposes building on Borer (1981), then it follows that person

and number features in T must be checked simultaneously in pro-drop languages. As a
result, a dative could never check animacy in T.

18

7.4.5.2. Mohaivk: The Co,istraint iii both eliviroitinents

Recall from section 7.4.2.4.2. that in both Mohawk transitives and in unaccusatives

containing a goal, neuter agreement is required with theme arguments which are

necessarily inanimate, a property which following Ormazabal & Romero (1998) I
analyse as a reflex ofthe PC-constraint. The data are repeated below:

Ditransitives

(83)    KA'sere' / * KAskare' A-hi-tshAry-a-'s-e'
car friend FuT-lsA/MsO-find-BEN-PUNC

"I will find him a car / *a girlfriend"

Unacclisatives

(84) a. Sak wa-h6-[a]hsA's-e' ne 6wise'
Sak FAcT-Ms()-fall-BEN-PUNC NE glass

"Sak dropped the glass (Literally: The glass fell on Sak)

b.        *Sak wa-huwa-yA't-A'-s-e' ne owira'a
Sak FAcT-FsA/MsO-body-fall-BEN-PUNC  NE baby

"Sak dropped the baby (Literally: The baby fell on Sak)"

In Mohawk, then, the PC Constraint shows up in constructions with and without an
external argument (see also Bonet 199la, 1994 citing Rosen 1990 on Southern Tiwa).

'8Interestingly, "impersonal"re flexive sentences in Italian   show   the   3rd   person   restriction,   similarly   to

Icelandic (Taraldsen 1995, Burzio 1991, 1992, to appear). Being impersonal, such constructions are not
expected to require full specification of person and number in T. Thus, the fact that they have the 3rd

person restriction is not surprising.
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Given the analysis proposed here, this means that in Mohawk [+ ANIMATE] is checked

in v, like Nominative-Accusative languages showing the PC constraint. This accounts
for the restriction in ditransitives. To account for the restriction in unaccusatives, I
propose that the two arguments check features in v in intransitives in Mohawk, unlike
the other languages showing the PC constraint discussed in this work. This pattern is

expected for Ergative languages (though see footnote 17) under an analysis of ergativity
along the lines of Bobaljik (1993) and Laka (1993), according to which either T or v is
"active" in intransitive constructions resulting in Nominative-Accusative and Ergative
languages respectively.

7.4.6. Summary

In the literature, the Person Case Constraint has been argued to be either purely
morphological applying specifically to clitics and affixes (Bonet   1991 a), or syntactic
relating specifically to animacy and the syntax of double object constructions

(Ormazabal & Romero 1998, Romero & Ormazabal  1999).  I have argued on the basis o f
the similarities between the Person Case constraint and the 3rd person restriction in
Icelandic that neither the limitation to clitics and affixes nor the limitation to double

object constructions are core properties of what underlies the Person Case constraint.
The Person Case constraint is syntactic, reflecting checking of person separately from
number of the dative and the accusative object against the same head, like the 3rd
person restriction in Icelandic.

7.5. CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE THEORY OF DATIVES

Recall from chapter 3 the analysis of Case in double object constructions proposed and

argued for in McGinnis (1998).

(85)             vP

someone                 v

v                  RP

1

gave Archy        R'

R      VP

V                  a book

McGinnis assumes that when both objects have structural Case, the direct object checks

Case on R, and the indirect object checks Case on v. In other words, v and R have
identical properties. In passives and unaccusatives, either the Case feature of v or the
Case feature of R can be suppressed. In English passives, the Case feature of v is
suppressed while the Case feature of R remains intact. Since the indirect object cannot

check Case on v, it moves to T and checks Case there. The direct object checks Case on
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R, surfacing with accusative Case. The same holds for languages with "non-symmetric"
double object constructions. On the other hand, languages with "symmetric" double
object constructions have an option: either the Case feature of v or the Case feature of R
is suppressed. When the Case feature of v is suppressed, then the indirect object
becomes subject, checking Case against T, while the direct object checks Case against

' T, exactly as in English. On the other hand, when the Case feature of R is suppressed,
then the direct object moves to T through the specifier of R, and the indirect object
checks Case against v. In that case, it is the indirect object that checks structural
objective Case. If v and R are heads of the same kind, we expect both of them to be able
to check structural Case and we also expect that, in principle, the Case feature of either
v or R can be suppressed in passives.

Recall, furthermore, that McGinnis (1998) proposes to extend this account to double

object constructions in which the dative argument has morphological dative Case. She
assumes that morphological case is dissociated from abstract Case. Morphological case
can be checked against the head that assigns the theta-role to a DP, or the theta

assigning head can specify the morphological case feature of the DP in question and this
feature can be checked structurally against another head. R can specify dative
morphological case on an argument that checks both abstract Case and morphological
case on v. Given the dissociation of morphological case from abstract Case, it is
predicted that the options outlined above for asymmetric double object languages on the
one hand and symmetric double object languages on the other, can be found in the
domain of dative arguments as well. The only difference is that dative arguments must,
in addition, check a morphological case feature. McGinnis argues that this prediction is
correct. Icelandic behaves like an "asymmetric" double object language (the nominative
object checks Case in R), and Albanian in some respects like a "symmetric" one (see
chapter 3 for the details).

However, the person restriction in Icelandic is evidence that this analysis cannot be
maintained. Specifically, the view that in Icelandic passives the direct object checks

1 Case in R leaves unexplained the fact that whenever a nominative object checks number

against   T, it cannot   be    1 st   and 2nd person. McGinnis is aware   o f  the    fact   that
nominative objects in Icelandic quirky subject constructions show a person restriction,
contrary to nominative subjects, but she takes this as evidence that nominative objects
do not check features against T, unlike nominative subjects. But this does not explain
why nominative objects agree in number with the finite T, unlike accusative objects.19 If
the only difference between nominative objects and accusative objects was
morphological case, then we wouldn't expect automatically an effect on finite
agreement. Note that the problem cannot simply be solved by claiming that agreement is
a reflex of nominative morphological Case, because then we would expect full
agreement in number and person with the finite verb. But this is not what we find. What
we find is a situation in which number is checked, but person is not. I conclude that in
Icelandic passives both arguments check features against T. Thus, in languages where
dative goals have structural Case, the two objects check Case against different heads in

'9 It also does not explain why in kelandic nominative anaphors are ruled out.
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passives: either the goal on T and the theme on R, or the theme on T and the goal on v.
On the other hand, in Icelandic,  on the basis of person restrictions we  see  that both the

goal and the theme check features against the same head in passives and unaccusatives.
Now Icelandic is not exceptional in presenting constructions in which two objects, one
with morphological dative case and one with structural Case, check features against a
single head. Greek, Romance, Arabic, Basque and all languages showing the Person

Case restriction show exactly the same effect. The difference is that the latter group of

languages do not show the effect in passives and unaccusatives, but in active ditranstive
sentences. In these languages, the dative checks features on v.

The evidence discussed in this chapter leads to a view of dative checking according to
which whenever a dative argument checks formal features, and more specifically
person/animacy features, against a functional head, this head is either T or v (see the
discussion in section 7.4.5.).20 This difference is open to parametric variation (though
there might also exist a language in which the dative appears to check features on both T
and v). It thus appears that we have discovered a dative parameter. Whenever an

argument with morphological dative case checks features against a functional head, i.e.
it enters a structural checking relation, it checks features "parasitically", either on the
head that canonically checks nominative (T) or on the head that canonically checks

accusative/absolutive (v).

This makes sense if we treat the difference between languages with morphological  case
for datives and languages with structural case for datives as a difference in the nature of
the applicative head R. When R is a structural Case checker, then R is exactly like v,              1
adding a structural Case checker in the clause. For this reason, there is no situation in
which a dative argument is checked against the head canonically checking the subject or
the direct object.21 On the other hand, when R checks morphological case, then the

20 As already mentioned, some approaches based on Agr projections propose that the 3rd person
restriction arises whenever the dative checks features on an AgrPerson head and the nominative checks
features on an AgrNumber head (Taraldsen 1995, Sigur8sson 1996). On the analysis proposed here,
AgrO would present a similar split. The dative parameter would then be similar to the parameter

proposed by Bobaljik (1993) and Laka (1993) concerning the "active Agr" in intransitive constructions,
which derives ergativity patterns, but it would apply specifically to datives. Such a parameter would be
basically saying that a dative can check person features on either the high AgrPerson (Icelandic) or the
low AgrPerson (Greek). In turn, these "high"and "low" AgrPerson projections could be viewed as being
linked to the functional head assigning nominative and accusative/absolutive respectively: T and Asp. To
some extent, the approach suggested in the main text and the approach suggested in this footnote are
notational variants of one another, in the sense that they express exactly the same intuition. The
difference between the two approaches has to do with locality and cyclicity. To derive the same facts, an
Agr-based analysis will have to always move the lowest argument to AgrNumber before AgrPerson is
merged, presumably by making  use of equidistance in terms of non-trivial chains (Chomsky   1993)  in
cases where both arguments move overtly. Another potential difference has to do with clitics and affixes.
In an Agr-based approach, it would be more natural to treat clitics and affixes as heads of the Agr
projections. However, clitic placement and, to a large extent, agreement placement do not seem to
support the view that clitics/affixes are functional heads (see the discussion in the previous sections).
21 Bonet argues that the constraint applies in the case of English weak pronouns, something that is
unexpected in view of the analysis of English adopted here according to which all arguments check
structural Case. However, she also mentions that for many speakers of English, the combination of two
weak pronominal objects is ungrammatical irrespective of person combinations.
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structural Case checking heads remain T and v. Thus, when the dative enters a structural
checking relation, it will have to check features either on T or on v.

Before closing this chapter, a few thoughts on quirky subjecthood and its connection to

person checking. As is well known, the most convincing case for the existence of quirky
subjects has been made by Zaenen, Maling & ThrAinsson(1985) for Icelandic. They
have demonstrated that quirky datives are subjects not simply because they behave
differently from topicalized objects in being licensed in contexts where topicalized

objects are ruled out, but, more importantly, because they act like true subjects with
respect to phenomena that single out subjects such as ellipsis, control and binding of
subject oriented reflexives. Since then, quirky subjects have been claimed to exist in a
number of languages including Italian (Belletti & Rizzi 1988), Spanish (Masullo 1993)
and Greek (Anagnostopoulou 1995/1999a). However, the tests  that  have  been  used  for

Italian, Spanish and Greek only show that the alleged quirky subjects differ from Clitic
Left Dislocated (Cinque 1990, Iatridou 1991, Anagnostopoulou 1997a) objects,   they
don't show that they act like subjects with respect to control, ellipsis and binding of
subject-oriented anaphors, as acknowledged and discussed by the authors themselves. In

fact, control, ellipsis and anaphora in Spanish and control and ellipsis in Greek show
that in dative-nominative constructions "quirky DPs" qualify as objects rather than

subjects (see the discussion in Masullo 1993 and Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1996).

In other words, it appears that the tests for quirky subjechood that have been used in the
literature are of two types: (i) tests showing that certain kinds of datives do not behave
like typical objects with respect to word order and variable binding and (ii) tests

showing that certain kinds of datives behave like nominative subjects with respect to
ellipisis, control and binding of subject-oriented SE reflexives (cf. Koster & Reuland

1991, Reinhart & Reuland 1993). Icelandic datives qualify as quirky subjects with
respect to both kinds of tests while Italian, Spanish and Greek datives qualify as quirky
subjects only with respect to the former, less strong, family of tests (Masullo's  1993
paper makes exactly this point). It seems to me that if we combine the dative parameter
proposed in this section with the view that phenomena like control and reflexive binding
presuppose person checking  on T, we might have the beginnings  o f an answer as to  why
languages differ on this. Crucially, only in Icelandic quirky datives check person

features on T,  as the 3rd person restriction shows. Now if checking of person features on

T is a precondition for control, ellipsis and subject-oriented anaphora, then it will follow
that Icelandic will behave differently from Italian, Spanish and Greek with respect to

exactly these phenomena. I leave this for future research.22

22 A question that arises in view o f the position argued for in this chapter, namely that the PC constraint
and the 3rd person restriction reflect the same phenomenon, is why is it that the PC constraint is found in
so many languages while the 3rd person restriction is found only in Icelandic. The question reduces to
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another question that, to my knowledge has not been answered in the literature, namely why is it that
there are so few languages with quirky subjects ofthe Icelandic type.
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SAMENVATTING IN HE;T NEDERLANDS: OVER
DUBBELOBJECTALTERNANTIES EN CLITICA

In talen met datiefalternantie hebben datieve DP-argumenten een betrekkelijk vrije
distributie in transitieve zinnen, terwijl ze in passieve en "unaccusatieve" zinnen aan
verschillende beperkingen onderhevig zijn. Deze asymmetrie is in de literatuur
verklaard in termen van ofwel casustheorie, ofwel localiteitstheorie. In deze studie richt
ik mijn aandacht vooral op de distributie van datieve argumenten in het Grieks, een taal
met een onderscheid tussen een lexicaal gespecificeerde morfologische genitief en een
structurele accusatiefnaamval voor respectievelijk indirecte en directe objecten. I
beargumenteer dat het Grieks evidentie geeft voor een verklaring die gebruik maakt van

localiteit, en ontwikkel een analyse van interventie-effecten aan de hand van het
principe "Attract Closest"  ("Trek uw naaste aan", Chomsky  1995, 1998). Volgens  mijn
voorstel blokkeren argumenten in de datief NP-verplaatsing naar T van lager geplaatste
nominatieven als ze hoger en in een ander minimaal domein staan dan de nominatieven.
De reden hiervoor is dat ze formele kenmerken hebben die kunnen worden

aangetrokken door T, en op deze manier gelden als dichter bij T dan nominatieven. Ik
laat ook zien dat cliticisatie systematisch een "ontsnappingsplaats" ("escape hatch")
biedt voor schendingen van Attract Closest. I beredeneer dat de tussenliggende
kenmerken van de datief in clitische constructies wegverplaatst worden uit het pad van
de lagere nominatief, en dat Attract Closest dus gerespecteerd wordt. De algehele
aanpak die hier gevolgd wordt leidt tot een benadering van cliticisatie als
kenmerkverplaatsing naar T, en clitische verdubbeling als kenmerkverplaatsing zonder

pied piping van een constituent.

In hoofdstuk 1 introduceer ik de gegevens die ik verder zal bespreken, te weten de
distributie van verschillende soorten datiefargumenten in transitieve en intransitieve
conteksten in het Grieks. Ik stel een generalisatie op volgens welke genitieve DPs niet
zijn toegestaan indien een nominatief argument NP-verplaatsing naar T ondergaat in de

aanwezigheid van een DP in indirectobjectspositie met morfologisch genitiefnaamval,
tenzij de te verplaatsen DP zelf een cliticum is, of gedubbeld wordt door een cliticum.
Ten slotte wijs ik op een aantal overeenkomsten tussen de Griekse gegevens en
verwante feiten in het Engels, Bantu, het Frans, het Italiaans en het Nederlands.

In hoofdstuk 2 bespreek ik drie in de literatuur voorgestelde verklaringen waarom

dubbelobjectsconstructies niet gelicensed worden in NP-verplaatsingsconteksten: (i) in
passieven en/of "unaccusatieven" kunnen datieve DPs geen structurele
accusatiefnaamval krijgen, en hun aanwezigheid schendt daarom het Casusfilter; (ii) de
rol "theme" heeft geen structurele naamval en kan daarom geen NP-verplaatsing
ondergaan; (iii) datieve DPs worden uitgesloten omdat ze structureel hoger staan dan
"themes" en daardoor verplaatsing blokkeren van het theme-argument naar [Spec, IP],
volgens  een  vorm van Relativized Minimality (Rizzi  1990).  I  beredeneer dat talen  als
het Grieks, waarin datieve argumenten geen structurele naamval krijgen en accusatieve

argumenten wel, pleiten voor een localiteitsaanpak. Ik bespreek voorts de



eigenschappen van verplaatsing van theme-NPs in een constructie waarin beide objecten
morfologische accusatiefnaamval hebben en ik opper dat het probleem in dergelijke
gevallen Casus is. Ik besluit dat localiteit en Casus allebei mogelijke redenen zijn voor
de  ongrammaticaliteit van NP-verplaatsing  van het direct  obj ect  in de aanwezigheid  van
een DP in indirectobjectspositie, maar dat hun effecten empirisch onderscheiden kunnen
worden.

In hoofdstuk 3 introduceer ik het door mij verdedigde localiteitssysteem dat gebaseerd
is op Chomsky (1995), Collins (1997) en Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998c,
1999a). Vervolgens stel ik voor dat beide objecten in dubbelobjectsconstructies
kenmerken hebben die door T kunnen worden aangetrokken. Op basis van de in
versschillende talen aangetroffen correlatie tussen de aan- vs. afwezigheid van de
volgorde theme>goal in actieve zinnen en de (on)mogelijkheid van A-verplaatsing van
de "theme" in passieven, beredeneer ik dat hogere datieve DP-argumenten als
tussenliggend gelden voor NP-verplaatsing. Ten slotte bespreek ik een argument dat
gebaseerd  is  op de concepten optionele verplaatsing en locale economie (Collins  1997)
om een structuur voor de dubbelobjectsconstructie te motiveren waarin het indirect
object geYntroduceerd word  door een leeg, applicatief, licht werkwoord (Marantz  1993,
McGinnis 1998), zodoende een ander minimaal domein heeft en bijgevolg dichter bij  T
staat dan het direct object (Chomsky 1995,  1998). I geef onafhankelijke evidentie uit de
literatuur voor de aanname van een dergelijk leeg hoofd.

In hoofdstuk 4 geef ik een gedetailleerde analyse van de twee dubbelobjectsconstructies
die we in het Grieks aantreffen: de genitiefconstructie en   de

dubbeleaccusatiefconstructie. Allereerst beredeneer ik dat de "goal" asymmetrisch de
"theme" c-commandeert in de genitiefconstructie. Vervolgens geef ik evidentie

gebaseerd op lexicale idiosyncratieen, morfofonologische restricties en nominalisaties
om te kunnen beredeneren dat genitieve "goals" door een nulhoofd worden
voorafgegaan. Ik gebruik dezelfde evidentie om te laten zien dat er geen licht
werkwoord is die de "goal" voorafgaat in de dubbeleaccusatiefconstructie, en ik geef
argumenten voor een structuur waarin de "theme" en de "goal" door hetzelfde hoofd
worden voorafgegaan, een abstracte V/P met de betekenis "met/hebben", waarin de
"theme" middels conflatie (Hale & Keyser 1993,1998) geYncorporeerd wordt. Ten slotte
wijs ik op de implicaties van deze twee structuren voor de kwestie Casus vs. localiteit in
NP-verplaatsingsomgevingen, zoals behandeld in hoofdstuk 2. In een appendix bespreek
ik enkele complicaties die veroorzaakt worden door de tegenstelling tussen
nominalisaties die gebaseerd zijn op wortels die de genitiefconstructie vormen enerzijds
en wortels die de dubbeleaccusatiefconstructie toestaan, anderzijds.

In hoofdstuk 5 beredeneer ik dat PPs NP-verplaatsing van lagere nominatieven
blokkeren in alle gevallen waarin de PPs en de nominatieven in verschillende domeinen
staan. Dit gebeurt in "raising"-constructies, maar niet in passieven of unaccusatives. I
begin mijn bespreking met het Frans en het Italiaans, die dit patroon zonder enige
twij fel vertonen, en richt me daama op het Grieks, waarover meer controverse bestaat.
Ik laat zien dat zowel de volgorde PP>DP als de volgorde DP>PP worden aangetroffen
in Griekse monoclausale constructies, en ik ontwikkel drie hypothesen om deze



alternantie te verklaren. I presenteer enkele redenen om een van deze mogelijkheden de
voorkeur te geven: een verklaring volgens welke de volgorde PP>DP de basis vormt
waarvan de volgorde DP>PP is afgeleid (Pesetsky 1995). Als dit jusit is, vormt het een
extra argument voor een benaderling van localiteit die gebaseerd is op equidistantie en
minimale domeinen, in plaats van op alleen c-commandeerrelaties. Vervolgens richt ik
mijn aandacht op constructies waarin het werkwoord '7enete" (schijnen) adjectivale of
subjenctieve complementen kiest. Ik beredeneer dat raising van subjecten in de
aanwezigheid van een PP als experiencer geblokkeerd wordt in deze constructies. De

bijzondere moeilijkheid waarvoor het Grieks ons stelt is dat het geen infinitieven heeft,
hetgeen het noodzakelijk maakt om het bestaan van raising te onderbouwen. In
appendix I bespreek ik de status van PPs als benefactor in het Grieks, en in appendix II
presenteer ik een extra complicatie met het werkwoord fenete en een manier om die
complicatie tegemoet te treden.

In hoofdstuk 6 worden datieve clitica besproken in het licht van localiteit. De
welgevormdheid van zinnen met cliticumverdubbeling en cliticisatie geeft een
aanwijzing dat gecliticiseerde DPs en DPs die door een cliticum gedubbeld worden,
altijd over het hoofd gezien worden door "Move/Attract". Dit is nogal onverwacht
omdat gecliticiseerde en cliticumgedubbelde datieven minstens even hoog staan als hun
nietgedubbelde tegenhangers, of zelfs hoger.  Om dit feit te verklaren stel ik voor dat het
cliticum naar T verplaatst wordt, voordat de lagere nominatief dit doet. Zodra het in T
staat, interfereert het cliticum niet langer met de verplaatsing van de nominatief. Ik breid
deze analyse uit naar cliticumverdubbeling. Ik beredeneer dat het cliticum een
uitgespelde vorm is van de formele kenmerken van het volle argument dat het
verdubbelt. Zodoende staan de formele kenmerken van de genitieve constituent niet
langer "in de weg" van het nominatieve argument, hoewel het tussen dat argument en de
T in staat. Cliticumverdubbeling is in deze benadering formelekenmerkverplaatsing
zonder pied piping van een constituent. Evidentie voor deze analyse komt van een aantal

gevallen waarin overte of coverte verplaatsing van een hoger datiefargument overte of
coverte verplaatsing van een lager nominatief argument faciliteert in het Frans, het
Italiaans, het IJslands en het Nederlands.

Ten slotte bespreek ik in hoofdstuk 7 datieven vanuit het oogpunt van "feature
checking". Ik stel een koppeling vast tussen een (universele) beperking op clitica en een
beperking op nominatieve objecten, respectievelijk (i) de Person/Case Constraint (*me-
lui/I-II Constraint) die we aantreffen in actieve ditransitieve constructies met clitica en
zwakke pronomina (Perlmutter 1971, Kayne 1975, Bonet 199la, 1994, Ormazabal &
Romero 1998, Romero & Ormazabal  1999);  (ii) het verbod op persoonsagreement  met
nominatieve objecten dat we aantreffen in quirkycase-constructies in het IJslands

(Taraldsen 1994, 1995, SigurOsson 1996, Schutze 1997, Boeckx 1997). Beide
beperkingen komen aantoonbaar voort uit de verplaatsing van een datief en een ander

argument met structurele naamval naar een en hetzelfde structurele hoofd. In het
bijzonder stel ik voor dat $-kenmerken niet tegelijkertijd verwijderd worden in
constructies met een restrictie aangaande de derde persoon. Persoonskenmerken worden
onafhankelijk van getalskenmerken gecheckt (Taraldsen 1995, Chomsky  1998  voor het
IJslands). In de Person/Case-gevallen worden de verwijderde $-kenmerken in kleine v



geplaatst; in Quirky Subject-gevallen blijven zij achter in T. Ik besluit dat argumenten
met een morfologische datiefnaamval die kenmerken "checken" op een functioneel
hoofd, d.w.z. in een structurele checkingrelatie treden, kenmerken parasitair checken,
ofwel op het hoofd dat kanoniek de nominatief checkt (T) of op het hoofd dat kanoniek
de accusatief/absolutief checkt (v). Dit brengt me ertoe voor te stellen dat er een verschil
bestaat tussen talen met een morfologische en talen met een structurele naamval voor
datieven, een verschil dat te maken heeft met de aard van het applicatieve hoofd dat aan
het indirect object voorafgaat. Als dit hoofd een structurelenaamvalstoekenner is, voegt
het een structurelenaamvalschecker toe aan de zin. Er bestaan daarom geen situaties
waarin een datiefargument wordt 'gecheckt' tegen een hoofd dat kanoniek het subject of
het direct object checkt. Anderzijds, als dit hoofd een morfologische naamval

introduceert, blijven de hoofden die structurele naamval checken, T en v.
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